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Chapter 1 

Part 1: Introduction on X chromosome inactivation 
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Chapter I: Introduction on X chromosome inactivation 

Sex determination, sex chromosomes and their evolution 

Sexual reproduction represents one of nature's most ingenious inventions during 
evolution [! ], facilitating exchange of genes located on homologous chromosomes in 

the generated offspring, providing important variation for natural selection. To enable 
sexual reproduction, a difference in sex between individuals is a prerequisite, and several 
ways of sex determination have evolved in different species. In species like crocodiles, 
lizards and tu1iles, the sex is determined by the incubation temperature of the egg (2-3]
However, in many species, the sex of an individual is genetically determined by genes 
located on sex chromosomes ( 4]. Mammals are heterogametic, in which the female nucleus 
contains two X chromosomes and a male nucleus one X chromosome and one Y 
chromosome. Almost I 00 years ago, Herman Muller proposed that in Drosophila 
melanogaster, the X andY chromosomes originated from a common pair ofautosomes [5]. 
This idea was later applied by Susumu Ohno to vertebrates, who argued that the X 
chromosome remains conserved, whereas theY chromosome degenerates during evolution 
[4]. Now it is generally accepted that sex chromosomes originated from a pair of 
autosomes, and divergence of these auto somes in proto-X and proto-Y chromosomes was 
initiated, in the ancestor of marsupials and placental mammals, by the emergence of the key 
male sex determining gene Sry, which evolved from the ancestral Sox3 gene on the proto-Y 
chromosome [6-11]. In subsequent steps the proto-Y chromosome acquired male beneficial 
genes, resulting in a genomic region which was non-homologous with the X chromosome. 
It is thought that the absence of homology initiated degeneration of the Y chromosome. 
Nowadays theY chromosome contains less than a 100 single copy and multicopy genes, of 
which are 78 male specific, n1ost of them involved in male fertility and sex determination 
[12-13]. The X chromosome is still able to recombine in meiosis in the female germ line, 
which prevented degradation, and which contributed to the maintenance of a large 
chromosome containing more than a thousand genes, involved in a plethora of biological 
functions, varying from brain development to metabolism and fertility [4, 14]. 

The human X chromosome is approximately 155 Megabase (Mb) in length, and 
harbors around I 098 genes (Figure 1 ). With its 7.1 genes per Mb, the gene density of the X 
chromosome is among the lowest of ali chromosomes [ 14]. Although the X chromosome 
contains the longest human gene known, the dystrophin (DMD) locus, spanning more than 
2 Mb, the average gene length of X chromosomal genes is lower compared to the other 
human chromosomes [14]. Only around 1.7% of all nucleotides of the human X 
chromosome are being transcribed into protein coding transcripts, whereas the remainder is 
composed of repetitive sequences, pseudogenes and genes encoding non-coding RNAs 
[14]. Among the genes on the X chromosome, there is an accumulation of so-called cancer
testis antigen genes, vvhich are characterized by their expression in certain cancers, whereas 
in physiological conditions, their expression is predominantly found in testis [ 14-19]. 
Interestingly, the same low gene density and accumulation of testis-specific genes is found 
in the chicken Z chromosome [20]. In the chicken, sex is determined by the ZW system in 
which the females are heterogametic. Although the human X and chicken Z chromosome 
evolved from different ancestral chromosomes, expansion of the one sex chromosome that 
has a homologous pairing partner in either female (XX in mammals) or male (ZZ in birds) 
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Chapter I: Introduction on X chromosome inactivation 

human X chromosome 
155Mb 

XAR 
(45Mb) 

XCR 

Figure 1: The human X chromosome 

Xp 

Xq13.2 

Xq 

Schematic of the human X chromosome, showing the short (Xp) and long arm (Xq), wlth the 
pseudoautosomal regions (PAR). and the X added (XAR) and X conserved regions (XCR). 
The X inactivation center, located at Xq13.2 is indicated as well. 

meiosis, by accumulation of intergenic regions and repetitive areas like LINE repeats, 
together with acquisition of testis-speci fie genes on the larger chromosome X or Z seem to 
be a common theme in the evolution of sex chromosomes [20]. 

The evolution of the mammalian X chromosome started more than 165 million 
years ago (MYA), long after the divergence of the mammalian and avian lineages. 
Alignment comparison between the human X chromosome and the chicken genome has 
shown that a large block of homology can be found between the long arm of the human X 
chromosome (Xq) and chicken chromosome 4p [ 14]. This so-called X conserved region 
(XCR) can be found in all three mammalian groups- the placental mammals (Eutheria), the 
marsupials (Methateria) and the egg-laying mammals (Prototheria, monotremes) - and is 
therefore a descendant from a proto-X chromosome present before the divergence of the 
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Chapter 1: Introduction on X chromosome inactivation 

mammalian lineages 150 MY A [7, 14]. Another block of homology can be found between 
chicken chromosome I and the shmi arm of the human X chromosome (Xp). This region is 
not conserved in marsupials and monotremes, and must have been added to the proto-X 
chromosome before radiation of the placental mammals around l 00 MY A, and after 
separation from the marsupial lineage 150 MY A, and is referred to as the X added region 
(XAR) [7, 14, 21]. 

Although the emergence of S1y, some 160 MIY A, has initiated the divergence of 
the proto-X and Y chromosomes, and prevention of recombination between the X and Y 
has resulted in degeneration of the Y chromosome, some small parts of our sex 
chromosomes are still homologous to each other, and still recombine during male meiosis 
[22]. Intriguingly, these so-called pseudoautosomal regions are not remnants of the original 
autosomal progenitor, but are added later during evolution to both the X and the Y 
chromosomes. The 2. 7 Mb pseudoautosomal region located at the short arm of the human 
X and Y chromosomes, called PAR I, appears to be crucial for proper sex chromosome 
pairing and subsequent chromosome segregation during male meiosis [22-23], and was 
added 80 to I 00 MY A. Around 24 genes being expressed from both the X and the Y 
chromosomes are mapped to the PAR l, including 7 'Nell defined genes affecting energy 
metabolism and growth. Another, 330 kb small, pseudoautosomal region (PAR2) is located 
at the distal tip of the long arm of the human sex chromosomes. This region of the X andY 
chromosomes seems to be primate specific, as its addition took only place 4 to 10 MYA 
[14, 24-25], and does not seem to be crucial for male fertility [26]. 

The X chromosome andl the need for dosage compensation 
Both sexes contain an equal number of autosomal chromosomes, and a balanced dosage of 
X linked genes is needed to accomplish functional cell physiology [27-29]. In 
heterogametic species, the evolution of a single gene-rich X and gene-pore Y chromosome 
in males results in a potential dosage problem, as in males only a single X chromosome is 
responsive for the same functions as two X chromosomes in females. Many genes act in a 
dose-dependent manner, and therefore during the attrition of the proto-Y, the monosomy of 
the proto-X chromosome in males is believed to be compensated by an up-regulation of 
gene transcription from the newly formed X chromosome, thereby restoring the equilibrium 
between autosomal and X-linked genes [4]. For females, this up-regulation of X-linked 
gene transcription would further disrupt the desired equilibrium, as the presence of two, and 
highly transcribed, X chromosomes would disrupt an equal gene dosage between the 
autosomes and sex chromosomes in females. To prevent this potential problem, in placental 
mammals, dosage compensation of X-linked genes between both sexes is achieved by 
inactivation of one of the two X chromosomes in females, in a process called X 
chromosome inactivation (XCI) [4, 30-32]. XCI occurs during early female development, 
and results in functional heterochromatinization and silencing of the X chromosome, which 
is maintained during subsequent cell divisions throughout life [33]. XCI leads to mono
allelic expression of most X-linked genes, with the exception of genes located in the 
pseudo-autosomal region(s) and a number of other genes escaping from inactivation [34-
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Chapter I: Introduction on X chromosome inactivation 

35]. These latter genes often have X-degenerate counterparts on the Y chromosome, which 
also carries a pseudo-autosomal region homologous to that of the X chromosome. As a 
result, beside these escaping genes, only one X chromosome is functionally active in both 
sexes. Since expression of X-encoded genes from this chromosome and the single X in 
male cells is two-fold up-regulated compared to autosomes, the proper dosage of X
encoded genes is restored, thereby complying to Ohno 's hypothesis [ 4]. 

The first experimental evidence for this hypothesis has come from studies 
involving the chloride channel gene C/c4, which is X-linked and subject to XCI in the 
mouse strain Mus spretus, but autosomal in different laboratory mouse strains (36}. 
Quantification of allele specific gene expression in crosses of hybrid mice has shown that 
the autosomal copy of Clc4 is expressed at around half the level of expression compared to 
the X-linked copy, providing evidence that indeed the transcription of the X chromosome is 
up-regulated compared to autosomes [36]. Micro-array studies investigating whole genome 
wide expression of genes have consolidated the idea that the X chromosome is up-regulated 
[37-40]. Although, recently, an RNA seq study has claimed to reject Ohno's hypothesis [ 41-
42], reporting no up-regulation of the X chromosome and a resulting X-to-autosome 
expression ratio of 0.5 in both human and mouse. Subsequent studies have shmvn that this 
result can be explained by the fact that low and tissue-specifically expressed genes were 
taken into consideration in this study [43-44]. When only genes showing moderate to high 
expression were compared, an up-regulation of the X chromosome was found, bringing the 
X-to-autosome ratio to 0.7 [43-44]. The reason that the X-to-autosome ratio did not 
increase to 1, as would be expected if up-regulation of X-linked genes would be complete, 
might be related to the fact that RNAseq might result in noisy data [43]. Alternatively, this 
might indicate that only certain dosage sensitive genes show up-regulation, whereas other 
genes do not. Evidence for this has recently been obtained in a study which focused on X
linked genes, whose gene products are involved in multi-protein complexes [45]. Indeed, 
for X-linked genes encoding proteins being part of large protein complexes, an X-to
autosome ratio of 1 has been found [45]. This might indicate that Ohno's hypothesis mainly 
holds true for dosage sensitive genes. 

In different species, the problem of dosage compensation has been differently 
solved (Figure 2). In Drosophila melanogaster, males harbor a single X chromosome, and 
a Y chromosome which is not related to the human Y chromosome, whereas females have 
two X chromosomes. A difference in X-I inked dosage of genes is prevented in this species 
by sex-specific up-regulation of gene transcription from the single X chromosome only in 
males (29, 46-48]. Since the X chromosomes in females are not being hypertranscribed, 
there is no need for a further dosage compensation mechanism in female 'llies. In the 
nematode Caenorhabditis e!egans, hermaphrodites have t\vo X chromosomes, whereas 
males have a single X chromosome and no Y chromosome. Here it are the hermaphrodites, 
which reduce the X-Jinked transcription, to achieve a similar transcription level between the 
sexes [49-50]. Since de facto in both sexes of this vvorm species only one X chromosome is 
active, also here an up-regulation mechanism has evolved, comparable to the situation in 
placental mammals. 
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Mus musculus Drosophila melanogaster Caenorhabditis elegans 

Figure 2: Dosage compensation in different specfes 
In mice and other placenta! mammals one X chromosomes in females is inactivated during 

1,; early embryonic development to achieve an equal dosage of X~linked genes between both 
sexes. In the fly, the single X chromosome in males becomes two-fold up-regulated. In 
worms, hermaphrodites reduce expression from their two X chromosomes, to equalize 
expression from a s·mgle X chromosome in males. 

X chromosome inactivation in the mouse: development and 
timing in the cycle of life 
In mice, two forms of XCI exist. Imprinted XCI (iXCI) of the paternally inherited X 
chromosome (Xp) is initiated very early during female embryonic development, around the 
two- to eight-cell stage [51-52], and is maintained in the extra-embryonic tissues and its 
derivatives, including the fetal placenta [53] (Figure 3). The Xp is reactivated in the inner 
cell mass (ICM) of the developing female embryo [54]. Then, at around day 3.5 of 
embryonic development, a second round of XCI is initiated in the embryo proper 
developing from the epiblast, which is random with respect to the parental origin of the 
future inactive X chromosome (Xi) [30]. This random inactivation (rXCI) is also observed 
for female mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells, when these ES cells are induced to 
differentiate. 

ES cells are derived trom the ICM of a blastocyst. They are characterized by the 
ability of self renewal and are pluripotent with the capacity to form all cell types of the 
embryo proper and the adult organism upon development or differentiation [55-56]. 
Besides potential applications for regenerative medicine, ES cells are an ideal study system 
for early mammalian development from the pre-implantation period onwards [57-58]. 
Female mouse ES cells retain two active X chromosomes (Xa) and upon differentiation 
these cells inltiate random XCI, making them the prevailing model system to study XCI 
[59-60]. This points to a link between rXCI and the transition of cells from a pluripotent 
state to more differentiated cell types. Besides simulating early development in an 
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Figure 3: X chromosome inactivation and reactivation in female mouse development 
Imprinted XCI of the paternally inherited X is initiated in 4- to 8-cell stage pre-implantation 
embryos. The inactive Xp is maintained in all extra-embryonic tissues and its derivatives. 
Imprinted XCI is reversed in the inner cell mass (ICM), followed by the onset of random XCI 
initiated at E5.5 in the epiblast, which gives rise to the embryo proper. Random XCI is also 
initiated in differentiating female ES cells, and is already established in EpiSCs. Random XCI 
is reversed in the developing PGCs, and during the reprogramming process of somatic cells 
into iPS cells, and EpiSCs into ES cells. Adapted from Barakat and Gribnau, Development 2012. 

experimental setting, XCI in ES cells is important to accomplish proper cell function and 
developmental potential of these cells in culture or when transplanted back to an embryo. 
The recent discovery of induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, which have ES cell 
characteristics and are derived from somatic cells by reprogramming with defined 
pluripotency factors [61-66], has reemphasized the importance of studying initiation, 
maintenance and reversibility of XCI in this type of cells. Among others, the active status 
of X chromosomes in ES and iPS cells can be used as a pluripotency marker, as during iPS 
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reprogramming the inactivated X chromosome (Xi) from somatic cells becomes reactivated 
in mouse iPS cells [67-68]. 

After initiation of rXCI, the transcriptional silent state is maintained through 
inheritance of epigenetic modifications, so that the choice of the Xi is maintained in 
dividing cells. As a consequence, female tissues are a mosaic of cells expressing either Xp 
or the maternally derived Xm. This is nicely demonstrated by female (or XXY male) calico 
cats, carrying red and brown hair color genes on the two X chromosomes. 

Although rXCI is a very stable form of epigenetic gene silencing, it is reversed in 
the germ line, in primordial germ cells (PGCs), around the time when also the genomic 
imprints are erased [69]. Hence, oocytes contain two active X chromosomes. In remarkable 
contrast, the single X chromosome in spermatocytes is silenced, in the form of an XY body, 
through a meiotic sex chromosome inactivation (MSCI) mechanism which targets unpaired 
chromatin regions which are not engaged in homologous meiotic recombination [70}. 
Progressive loss of homologous recombination between X and Y is interlinked with the 
evolution of the heterologous XY chromosome pair from a pair of autosomes. To cope with 
the consequences of this evolution, MSCI likely is as important as XCI. However, the 
mechanism leading to MSCI is different from that leading to XCI. 

Cis acting factors involved in regulation of X chromosome 
inactivation 
Transcriptional silencing of a whole chromosome during development has fascinated 
biologists for decades, and in recent years a considerable amount of knowledge has been 
acquired which now contributes to our understanding of the molecular mechanisms 
involved in such silencing, among others in mammalian XCI. Genetic studies in mice and 
humans with X-to-autosome translocations have revealed that a major X-linked control 
locus, the X inactivation center (Xic in mice and XIC in humans) is necessary for XCI to 
occur [71-74]. Early studies in humans had raised the idea that the XIC must be located on 
the long arm of the X chromosome close to the centromere, based on the observations that 
abnormal X chromosomes with the presumed XIC present in two copies have a bipartite 
Barr body morphology, and isochromosomes containing the short arm of the X 
chromosome are not present in the population, presumably because such chromosomes are 
unable to inactivate because of a lack of the XIC [75-77]. Further studies of abnormal 
patient X chromosomes revealed that only one XIC can be present, and this must be located 
between Xqll.2 and Xq21.1 [78]. By studying human and primate mitotic metaphase 
chromosomes, it was noticed that a female specific bend is present at Xq 13 .3-q21.1, which 
was likely to be the visible manifestation of the condensation process of the Xi [79-80], 
starting at the XIC. By making use of somatic cell hybrids containing rearranged X 
chromosomes, and another set of abnormal patient cells with X chromosomes which 
retained the possibility to be inactivated, the minimal region of overlap, the XIC, was 
further delineated to Xq13 [81], as this region was always present in cells able to undergo 
XCI. Similar studies in mice identified the Xic [71, 73, 82], which encompasses more than 
1 Mb on the mouse X chromosome [83], and has been shown to contain 13 genes of which 
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X~~-1nh1b1tors ~-p· XCI-act1vators 

XCI-inhibitors 4 $ XCI-activators 

Figure 4: The X inactivation center 

Xist RNA 

Tsix RNA 

Three non-coding X-linked genes, located within the X inactivation center, are important for 
the XCI process. Xist coats the Xi in cis, recruiting chromatin modifiers involved in silencing 
the Xi. Tsix and Xite are transcribed anti-sense to Xist, and repress Xist. Xist, Tsix and Xite 
are regulated by trans-acting X-encoded activators of XCI, and autosomally-encoded 
repressors of XCI. Adapted from Barakat and Gribnau, Development 2012. 

at least 3 genes are involved in th::: process of XCI. These genes, Xist, Tsix and Xite, are 
non-coding, and represent the master switch locus involved in silencing of the X 
chromosome in cis (~figure 4). 

The first gene vvhich has been found to map to the XIC/Xic is the X-inactive 
specific transcript (Xist in mice, XJST in humans) [74, 84-85]. Xist is the only known gene 
which is specifically expressed from the Xi. Xis·t is a non-coding gene, consisting of 7 
exons in the mouse and 8 exons in human, producing a poly-adenylated RNA molecule ( 17 
kb in human and 15 kb in mouse)~ which is subject to alternative splicing [86-87] and has a 
half-life of approximately 4 to 6 hours [88-90]. Xist RNA is tightly associated with the Xi 
[91-92], and it is required for XCI to occur in cis, as knockout studies in female ES cells 
and mice have shown that X chromosomes bearing a deletion of the XLvt gene are unable to 
inactivate the mutated X [93-95]. In case of the knockout mice, an Xist deleted allele can be 
transmitted trough the maternal germ line, resulting in healthy male offspring, or females in 
which always the non-mutated allele is inactivated. In case of paternal transmission, female 
offspring is not born, due to a failure of initiation of imprinted XCI which results in a 
virtual absence of placental tissues [93-94]. During XCI, expression of Xis! is up-regulated 
from the future Xi [89, 96]. Xist RNA molecules spread from the Xic across the X 
chromosome in cis, and cover the Xi completely. By spreading along the Xi, Xist RNA 
induces heterochromatinization of the X chromosome by attracting chromatin modifiers 
involved in gene silencing [97-99]. 

In the mouse, two DNAsel hypersensity sites and 7 footprints characterize the 
primary Xist promoter (PI), which is located directly upstream of the gene [I 00-1 02]. 
Footprint II is a putative TATA box, although this site does not seem to be a direct TAT A
binding protein (TBP) binding site. At the transcriptional sta1i site, where footprint 1 is 
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located, a putative YYl binding site has been found. In addition, binding of the 
transcription factors E2F, API, SPJ and CBP has been found in the region of the minimal 
promoter [I 0 I]. Further upstream of Xis!, 5 additional footprints have been identified, but 
their function remains to be determined [ l 03-1 04]. A recent study which makes use of a 
panel of 12 different reporter constructs containing different parts of the Xist promoter has 
identified three enhancer and three silencing elements in the Xist promoter, and found 
putative binding sites for the estrogen receptor, retinoic acid receptor, SRY, and the 
transcription factors C/EBP, NFY and NFAT [105]. 

Another promoter, the P2 promoter, is located+ l 503 bp of the Xist transcriptional 
start site [I 06]. Transcripts derived from this promoter lack the A-repeat which is crucial 
for silencing, but seem to be more abundantly present in female somatic cells [l 06]. The 
functional relevance of these transcripts is not clear. The PO promoter, located upstream of 
PI was proposed to result in unstable Xist transcripts [88, I 06], but this turned out to be an 
artefact, representing the 3' termination site of antisense transcription through the Xist locus 
[89, I 07]. 

In human, the X!ST promoter has been shown to bind the common transcription 
factors SP I, YY 1 and TBP, and seems to be constitutively active in reporter constructs 
[108], which indicates that, prior to XCI and after XCI initiation, XIST must be actively 
repressed on the Xa. This repression might include repressive histone modifications, and 
DNA methylation [109-114]. 

One of the most characteristic features of the produced Xist RNA is the presence 
of 6 highly conserved tandem repeats, termed repeat A to F [86-87, 115-116]. The A
repeat, located in Xist exon I, seems to full fill a crucial role in the gene silencing capability 
of Xist, and consists of 7.5 copies of a direct repeat unit, constant CG rich and variable AT 
rich, which harbors two short inverted repeats that might fold into a secondary structure 
comprising two stem loops. This stem loop structure is believed to be able to interact with 
putative proteins, thereby contributing to the silencing function of this repeat The B-repeat 
is transcribed from a microsatellite tract (CCCCAG) n which is present in many species, 
but the function of this repeat is unknown. The C-repeat, transcribed from a sequence 
located 3 kb downstream of the A-repeat, consist of 14 tandem repeats of a C-rich sequence 
in the mouse, and has been implicated in the cis localization of the Xi.vt RNA. Only one 
copy of this II bp monomer is present in humans. Repeat Dis the largest of all repeats, but 
its monomers are less conserved during evolution, resulting in a large variability between 
species. Repeat E also shows a high degree of variability, with a small monomer length 
between 25 and 30 bp, and !ike the 0-repeat, its functions are unclear. Finally, the F-repeat 
is transcribed from sequences located at the start of the P2 promoter, and contains a binding 
site for the cell cycle factor E2F [117]. Therefore, this repeat, with a 19 bp motif, might be 
important for the regulation of Xis! transcription. 

Another non-coding gene located within the mouse Xic is Tsix, which is 
transcribed antisense to Xist [118]. Tsix contains four exons and at least two transcriptional 
start sites, producing a 40 kb transcript, V·..'hich only localizes to the Xic, as determined by 
RNA-FISH experiments. The Tsix gene fully overlaps with the Xis! gene in mice, and Tsix 
was shown to negatively regulate expression of Xis!, as a deletion of Tsix leads to up
regulation of Xist transcription, and near exclusive inactivation of the mutated X 
chromosome in female cells [ 119-120]. Prior to XCI, expression of Tsix is from both X 
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chromosomes in a I 0- to 1 00-fold excess compared to Xist, and expression is continued, 
transiently after initiation of XCI, on the future X a [121]. On the Xi, transcriptional 
shutdown of Tsix is accompanied by chromatin changes at the Tsix promoter [ 122]. The 
exact mechanisms involved in Tsix-mediated silencing of Xist are unknown. Since 
expression of Tsix transcripts is found in a gradient along the Xist gene, with more 
transcripts in the 5' portion of Tsix relative to the 3' portion of the gene, a role for 
transcriptional interference as a mechanism to suppress Xist has been proposed [89, 121, 
123]. Another possible mechanism by which Tsix might suppress Xis! transcription is via 
RNA-mediated silencing. It has been shown that Tsix regulates the methylation status and 
thus the activity of the Xist prommer, via de novo methyl transferase 3a (DNMT3A) [89, 
124]. Also, active chromatin marks are more abundant at the Xist promoter in cells with a 
deficient Tsix gene in cis, whereas marks of repressed chromatin are reduced [ 111, 125-
127]. Antisense transcription through the Xist promoter itself seems to be crucial for the 
establishment of repressive chromatin marks, as a truncation of Tsix to 93% of its normal 
length failed to induce Xis! silencing [ 112]. Also deletion of the Dxpas34 element, which is 
a CpG island located downstream to the major Tsix promoter and also initiates antisense 
transcription, abrogates Xist silencing in cis, thereby further emphasizing the importance of 
antisense transcription in Tsix-mediated silencing of Xis! [127-129]. Furthermore, the 
methylation status of this CpG island coincides perfectly with antisense transcription 
through Xis! [ 130-131 ]. Xis! and Tsix transcripts are partially overlapping, and a possible 
role for an RNAi-mediated mechanism regulating XCI therefore cannot be excluded [ 132]. 
Small xiRNAs, ranging in size from 25 to 42 nucleotides, have indeed been detected from 
different regions within the Xist gene, and a mutation of the endonuclease Dicer resulted in 
a Joss of xi RNA formation and decreased methylation of Xis!, implicating a role for Dicer 
in XCI. This is disputed by others, who found that Dicer nuii-ES cells show normal XCI, 
and that the effects on Xa are mediated by a decreased activity of de novo 
methyltransferases rather than a direct effect of Dicer [133-134]. Therefore, at present the 
exact role of smal! RNAs in XCI initiation is unclear. Also, over-expression in cis of Tsix 
eDNA in a cell line \Vith abrogated endogenous Tsix transcription did not result in 
restoration of Tsix-mediated Xist silencing, which argues against an RNAi-mediated 
process [135]. 

The third non-coding gene involved in XCI is Xite, for X chromosome intergenic 
transcript element [ 136]. This gene is located approximately l 0 kb upstream of Tsix, and its 
expression and methylation pattern during XCI is similar to that of TsLY:. Xite is believed to 
be the positive regulator of Tsix [137). Deletion of Xite results in reduced antisense 
transcription of Tsix through the Xist locus, implying a similar role for Xite in inhibiting 
Xist expression as for Tsix and Dxpas34 [131, \36]. 

Beside Xist, T.six and Xite, the X!c harbors several other genes (Figure 5), most of 
unknown function. An involvement of these genes in the regulation of XCI was unknown at 
the start of this thesis research. At its centromeric site, a neuron-specific gene called 
nucleosome assembly protein !-like 2 (Nap/12, also known as Bpx) is located, which 
encodes a protein of460 amino acid residues [!38-139]. This gene is entirely located in the 
last intron of Ppnx, which is transcribed in the same orientation [ 140]. Ppnx is highly 
expressed in undifferentiated ES cells, and seems to be a testis-specific gene in adult mice, 
where expression ls found in germ cells having entered meiosis ( 140). Ppnx does not seem 
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to be conserved in human. Ppnx has different splice variants, and since Ppnx and Napl /2 
have a different expression pattern, transcriptional interference between these two genes is 
likely to be prevented [140]. Also centromeric, Cdx4, a small gene with three exons, 
belonging to the caudal family of homeobox genes, encodes a 282 amino acid protein 
which is highly conserved amongst species [140-141]. Chief is located upstream of Cdx4, 
spanning 40 kb in mouse, and 163 kb in human [140]. Also known as BRX, CHIC! 
belongs to the fami!iy of cysteine-rich, hydrophobic proteins, and is specifically expressed 
in brain tissues [142]. Between Chic] and Xite, another testis-specific gene is located, 
which is called Tsx [140, 143]. Tsx spans 10 kb in the mouse, and encodes a \56 amino 
acid, highly acidic protein without homology to any other protein [ 140, 144]. 
Immunostaining showed exclusive expression of Tsx in pre-meiotic germ cells in pre
pubertal mouse testes, whereas in adult mice T.sx mRNA has been found in Sertoli cells, the 
somatic cells supporting spern1atogenesis. Tsx is not expressed in the female germ line, but 
expression can be found from the 2-cell stage om.vards throughout pre-implantation 
development [145]. Tsx has become a pseudogene in humans [140]. The region upstream of 
Xis!, is characterized by the presence of Jpx and Ftx, tv.'o genes transcribed into non-coding 
RNAs of unknown function [140]. Jpx, also called Enox, is located 10 kb upstream of Xist, 
is transcribed in the opposite direction, and is well conserved among species, implicating a 
potential function for this non-coding RNA. Jpx expression does not seem to be sex
specific or developmentally regulated, is ubiquitously expressed in somatic tissues [ 140], 
and partially escapes XCI [146-147]. Ftx is transcribed in the same orientation as Xis!, and 
its expression is found in multiple tissues [140]. Yet another testis specific gene, Cnbp2, is 
located 150 kb upstream of Xist [ 140]. It encodes a 170 amino acids protein which has a 
high similarity to cellular nucleic acid binding protein (CNBP), a zinc-finger DNA binding 
protein. Since Cnbp2 has only one exon, but is conserved amongst species, it is likely to be 
a retrogene derived from Cnbp [140]. Its function is unknown. Finally, around 300 kb 
upstream of Xist, the gene Xpct, encoding X-linked PEST box containing transporter, is 
located, which is also known as Slc/6A2 or Mct8 [148-149]. Xpct covers 147 kb in the 
mouse, and 117 kb in humans, and its 6 exons are highly conserved amongst all eutherians. 
The 565 amino acid XPCT protein is a member of the monocarboxylate cotransporter 
family that mediates movement of lactate and pyruvate across membranes, and is involved 
in thyroid hormone transport [149-150]. Hence, mutations in XPCT cause a human mental 
retardation syndrome [I 5 1-1 52]. Xpct is subject to XCI, as only expression from the X a has 
been observed [148-149, 153]. Xpct is highly expressed in liver and kidney, at lower levels 
in heart, brain and lung, and its expression is low or absent in spleen, testis, skeletal muscle 
[149] and undifferentiated ES cells [154]. Homozygous knockout mice show abnormal 
thyroid hormone metabolism, but are born at expected Mendelian frequencies [ 155]. 

Interestingly, the region upstream of Xist, including Jpx, Ftx, Cnbp2 and Xpct, 
displays several chromatin features of the inactive X chromosome, including enrichment of 
H3K9me and H3 K27me3, prior to differentiation [I 56-1 57]. The functional relevance of 
this so-called heterochromatic hotspot remains to be determined. 
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Figure 5: The X inactivation center on the mouse X chromosome 
Shown are all 13 genes known to map to the X inactivation center. See text for details. 

Counting the number of X chromosomes and the initiation 
of random X chromosome inactivation 
A long standing question in XCI research involved the counting and choice mechanisms 
regulating initiation of XCI, leading to inactivation of the proper number of X 
chromosomes. Hovv does a cell sense the number of X chromosomes present in a nucleus, 
and how many of them need to be inactivated? A number of clinical observations in 
patients with an aberrant number of X chromosomes have shed some light on this question. 
In patients with a supernumerary number of X chromosomes, like so-called 47,XXX super 
females or 47,XXY Klinefelter patients, all but one X chromosome become inactivated 
[ 158-160]. In Turner syndrome patients, the single X chromosome present in these females 
does not undergo XCI, whereas in tetraploid female embryos two inactivated X 
chromosomes are found [ 161-162]. From this, the general rule has been deduced that XCI 
results in one Xa per diploid genome [ 163]. 

Several models, with increasing complexity and partially overlapping mechanisms, 
have tried to explain the XCI counting and initiation mechanisms (Figure 6). The blocking 
factor (BF) model predicts the presence of an autosomally encoded factor which is present 
in one entity in a diploid nucleus [72-73]. The BF is thought to act through binding to a 
DNA element, called counting element, and only interacts with one X chromosome, thereby 
rescuing this X from XCI in cis. Since there is only enough BF in a diploid nucleus to 
prevent XCI on one X chromosome, all additional X chromosomes will become silenced. 
The related symmetry breaking model states that the BF is not a single entity, but consists 
of several autosomally encoded molecules which assemble on the future Xa, thereby 
preventing XCI [164-165]. Since the Xic is necessary for XC! to occur, as XCI is initiated 
only in the presence of more than one Xic in a diploid nucleus, it seems likely that the 
postulated counting element must be located within the Xic. Several studies made use of 
transgenes and deletions, to identify the counting element, reasoning that when an 
additional counting element would be introduced into male ES cells, this should be able to 
titrate away the limiting BF and induce counting. Therefore, XCI should also occur on the 
endogenous X chromosome, which is now no longer protected by the BF. 

Indeed, in several transgenic male ES cell lines vvith autosoma!ly integrated 
transgenes covering Xi.r,'f and T.six, or Xist alone, ectopic XCI occurred on the single 
endogenous X chromosome [ 166-171]. Autosomal Xist expression and silencing of 
autosomal genes adjacent to the integration site was also observed. The transgenes used to 
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generate these ES cell lines varied from large Y ACs carrying >500 kb to small cosmids of 
only 35 kb covering only Xist and flanking regions [167]. These studies therefore indicated 
that factors involved in counting may be located within the sequences covered by the 
transgenes. However, other related studies did not show induction of counting using similar 
transgenes [ 172-174], or showed that only multtcopy trans genes are able to induce counting 
[ 175]. Interestingly, studies involving a deletion of Xist on one X chromosome in female 
ES cells, vvhich had shown that Xist is necessary for XCI to occur in cis, also revealed that 
Xist transcription and the deleted part of the Xist gene are not involved in counting, as XCI 
is normally initiated on the wild type X chromosome [93-95, 104, 176-177]. In contrast, 
different male Tsix mutant ES cells, some already generated prior to the identification of 
Tsix, displayed initiation of XCI on the single X chromosome, which suggested a role for 
the deleted sequences in the counting process [120, 123, 127, 129, 178]. Deletion of these 
sequences, hO\vever, did not disturb the counting process in female cells, but resulted in 
preferential inactivation of the mutated allele, showing that Tsix mediates silencing of Xist 
in cis [119]. These findings could be explained through a mechanism whereby the 
respective mutations disrupt the counting element, preventing BF binding. However, a 
heterozygous deletion of a region including Xist, Tsix and Xite (fiXTX), in female ES cells 
and mice, did not result in a disturbed counting process, as the wild type X chromosome 
was normally inactivated [ 179]. This finding indicated that Xi.s't, Tsix and Xite are not 
required for the counting process, and locate the counting element outside the deleted 
region, although studies with Xist transgenes suggest that overlapping sequences may be 
involved which play a redundant role in counting and initiation of XCI. 
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In contrast to all previously reported T.six mutations, one described Tsix mutation 
(11CpG), which involves a deletion of the Dxpas34 region, did not result in aberrant XCI in 
male cells [180]. Interestingly, female cells with a homozygous 11CpG Tsix mutation 
showed chaotic XCI, with many cells initiating XCI on both X chromosomes. Based on this 
finding an X-encoded competence factor (CF) was hypothesized, involved in activation of 
XCI. One model comprising the combined action of a BF and CF postulates that the 
abundantly present CF inactivates all X chromosomes but not the one to which BF is bound 
[177]. Another hypothesis states that also the X-encoded CF is limiting and is titrated away 
by one 'copy' of the autosomally-encoded BF, which corresponds to a single X 
chromosome [ 180]. When more than one X chromosome is present in a diploid nucleus, the 
extra copies of CF will not be titrated by the BF, and wiH inactivate the remaining 
unprotected X chromosome(s). 

The model of alternate states proposes that the tvvo X chromosomes in an XX cell 
are already different prior to XCI [181]. This model is supported by the fact that cohesion 
of sister chromatids has been shown to be differentially regulated between two X 
chromosomes in undifferentiated ES cells. Also differences in DNA methylation and the 
chromatin state may play a role. Therefore, this model involves a putative epigenetic 
difference between two genetically identical chromosomes, existing prior to the initiation of 
XCI. However further experimental validations for these observation are needed. 

A different model explains counting and choice in XCI by transient transvection or 
direct pairing of the two Xic's present in a female diploid nucleus [182-183]. This model is 
supported by observations that in early differentiating ES cells, there is a non-random 
spatial distribution of the Xic's in the nucleus, at which the Xic's move closer to each other 
prior to the onset of XCI [ 184]. These transient trans-interactions are only found in early 
differentiating cells which have started to express Xist, but have not yet recruited EZH2 or 
H3K27me3 [183].This transient pairing event may therefore play a role in the regulation of 
counting and choice. Pairing is facilitated by Tsix and Xite sequences, and it seems to be 
dependent on the action of CTCF [185]. The stem cell transcription factor OCT4 and 
ongoing transcription catalyzed by RNA polymerase II are also crucial for the pairing 
events [185-186]. A genomic region covering part of the Slc/6A2 gene, located 250 to 350 
kb telomeric to Xist has been identified, which also mediates pairing of the X chromosomes 
at the onset of XCI [ 187], and was proposed to play a role in the activation of XCI. At 
present, it is unclear whether pairing has a functional role in XCI, or is a consequence of 
transcriptional activation of the Xic on both X chromosomes which may result in relocation 
of the Xic's close together in the nucleus. In line with this, the majority of Xic co
localizations occur in close proximity to the nuclear envelope [182]. Interestingly, pairing 
appears not to be required for initiation of XCI, as XCI is initiated in XXMSkb ES cells with 
a deletion distal to Xist, removing Tsix and Xite sequences, which abolish the XCI pairing 
event (182-183]. Therefore additional studies are needed to clarify the role of pairing in 
XCI. 

Many of the above-discussed models assume that the XCI process is deterministic 
and mutually exclusive, in which always the correct number of X chromosomes are 
inactivated in female cells. However, in vitro studies with diploid and tetraploid ES and 
ICM cells revealed a significant percentage of cells with too many or too fev--/ Xi's [162, 
179, 188], suggesting a stochastic mechanism directing the XCI process, with an 
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independent probability for every X chromosome to initiate XCI [ 179]. Comparison of the 
relative number of cells that initiated XCI between different diploid, triploid and tetraploid 
ES cells indicated that the X-to-autosome ratio determines the probability for an X 
chromosome to be inactivated [ 189] (Figure 7). The probability is the resultant of different 
factors: X-encoded XCI-activators and autosomally-encoded XCI-inhibitors that promote 
or repress Xisr accumulation, respectively. Upon development or differentiation, the 
concentration of the XCI-activators \\'ill rise and/or the concentration of the XCI-inhibitors 
will decrease, and in female ceils this will be sufficient to generate a specific probability in 
time for enough Xist to accumulate and start to spread in cis (Figure 8). XCI-inhibitors are 
involved in setting up a threshold that has to be overcome by Xist to accumulate. Because 
the XCI-activator gene is X-linked, spreading of Xist will down-regulate the XCI-activator 
gene in cis, preventing the second X chromosome from inactivation. In this model, 
initiation of spreading is a stochastic event, so that the chance for silencing of the XCI
activator gene on either X is equal. In male cells the concentration of the XCI-activator will 
not be sufficient to break the threshold and initiate XCI. Therefore, female specific 
initiation of XCI is obtained through a sex-dependent dosage difference in X-encoded XCI
activators that promote Xist RNA accumulation. Female cell lines and mice that harbor Xist 
or Tsix mutations that affect the transcription rate of either one of these genes indicate that 
Xist and Tsix are the major players in setting up the probability, and that the XCI-activators 
and XCI-inhibitors are likely to act through these genes. 

Trans acting factors in the regulation of X chromosome 
inactivation 
How are Xist, Tsix and Xite regulated? Deletion of the complete Xist, Tr;ix and Xite region 
in female ES cells still aHovvs initiation of XCI on the wild type, unmutated X chromosome 
[ 179]. This, together with results obtained using single copy transgenes harboring Xist and 
Tsix sequences [175], has indicated that other factors are likely to be involved in the 
regulation of X chromosome inactivation, and have led to the stochastic X chromosome 
initiation model described above [179, 189]. In the present XCI activator/inhibitor model, 
the XCI-inhibitors are autosomally encoded trans-acting factors which act against the XCI
activators in setting up the threshold for XCI to be initiated. Interestingly, most of the 
inhibitors of XCI which have been identified thus far appear to be factors which are also 
involved in maintaining ES cell homeostasis by generating an ES ce!l specific transcription 
factor network. These findings link repression of XCI to the pluripotent state of a cell, as 
was first proposed more than 30 years ago [190]. In pluripotent ES and ICM cells, it 
appears to be the pluripotency factors which repress XCI, either by stimulating expression 
of Tsix or by repressing Xist expression [ 191-192]. The latter can be direct or indirect 
through repression of activators ofXist. One of the pluripotency factors coming into play is 
OCT4, which has been shown to be crucial for the regulation of Tsix expression, by binding 
to the Xite promoter and Tr;ix regulatory regions [ l86]. REXI, a repressor of genes involved 
in cell differentiation and a key marker of ES cell pluripotency, has also been shown to 
regulate T5ix expression, by binding to the Tsix regulatory Dxpas34 region [ 192]. Binding 
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Studies on diploid and tetraploid cells with a different number of X chromosomes indicate that one X per diploid genome set 
remains active after XCI, in viable cells. In mouse triploid (3n) XXX and XXY cells, this optimum cannot be reached, resulting 
in two subpopulations of celts. X:A ratio, X chromosome to autosome ratio. Adapted from Barakat and Gribnau, Development 2012. 
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of REX l in this region involves complex formation in which also the reprogramming 
associated factors KLF4 and cMYC, and the ubiquitously expressed factors CTCF and YYI 
take part [ !92-193]. The binding of these factors to the Dxpas34 region seems to facilitate 
the recruitment of the transcriptional machinery to the Tsix promoter, leading to efficient 
initiation and elongation of Tsix transcription. SOX2 and KLF4 also bind to the Xite region, 
thereby possibly enhancing the positive regulation of Xite on Tsix transcription. 

Direct suppression of Xist by pluripotency factors in ES cells has been proposed to 
involve NANOG, OCT4 and SOX2 recruitment to a region in Xist intron I [191]. ChiP 
sequencing studies revealed two other pluripotency factors, PROM 14 and TCF3, that bind 
to the same region within intron I of Xist, suggesting a putative role also for these factors in 
repression of Xis! [ 194-195]. In support of this, genetic depletion of Nanog in ES cells 
resulted in up-regulated Xist expression, and rapid down-regulation of Nanog, Oct4 and 
Sox2 gene expression is accompanied by ectopic Xist accumulation [ 191]. 

Although an involvement of pluripotency factors in the Xist repression seems to be 
straightforward, as XCI initiation is coupled to cellular differentiation, release of Xist 
repression by loss of pluripotency factors alone cannot explain female specific initiation of 
XCI, as both in male and female cells pluripotency factors are believed to be down 
regulated upon differentiation. Therefore it will be interesting to test whether genetic 
ablation of pi uri potency factor binding sites within the Xist locus is sufficient, to result in 
XCI initiation. Alternatively, redundant mechanism might be in place, where pluripotency 
factors not only repress Xist directly, but might also play a role in suppression of XCI
activators prior to differentiation. Since XCI-activators are believed to be X-linked, such a 
delicate interaction of multiple factors might explain the apparent crucial role of 
pi uri potency factors in regulation of XCI in female cells. At the start of this thesis research, 
the identity of XCI-activators was unknown, and identification of these factors was 
considered to be crucial for the further understanding of control of XCI initiation. 

The identification of XCI-activators and XCI-inhibitors, and the subsequent 
functional studies on the regulatory roles of these factors, will most likely highlight that the 
network regulating XCI involves intricate relationships between multiple factors, often 
acting in a dose-dependent manner, and on various target genes. Down-regulation of most 
autosomally encoded XCi-inhibitors occurs in both male and female differentiating ES 
cells, but only the female cells will initiate random XCI, based on sex-specific differential 
expression of X-I inked XCI-activator genes (Figure 8). Initiation of random XCI will result 
in silencing of the X-I inked XCI-activator genes in cis, providing a feedback mechanism 
preventing initiation of XCI on the second X chromosome. When Tsix is silenced in cis, 
this results in a drop in the threshold for sustained Xis! expression, so that Xist remains 
expressed on the Xi, despite decreased XCI-activator activity. On the Xa, silencing of Xist 
involves T.."'ix transcription-mediated recruitment of chromatin remodelers and the de novo 
methyl transferase Dnmt3A to the Xist promoter. All these regulatory mechanisms might 
allow an efficient and robust initiation ofrXCI. 
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A stochastic model for XCI postulates that initiation of XCI is dependent on X-encoded 
activators of XCI and autosomally encoded inhibitors of XCI. Upon differentiation or during 
development the nuclear concentration of the XCI-activator(s) (blue) increases, whereas the 
concentration of XCI-inhibitors such as NANOG, OCT4 and SOX2 decreases (not shown), or 
remains constant in time (YY1 and CTCF, not shown). XCI-activators are X-encoded, and 
therefore only in female cells the balance in the nuclear concentration of these factors is 
sufficient to generate an independent and continuous probability to initiate XCI (grey and 
black arrows), and results in cells that do not initiate XCI, or initiate XCI on one or both X 
chromosomes (+). Initiation of XCI results in spreading of Xist and silencing of XCI-activator 
genes in cis, resulting in down-regulation of the XCI-activator concentration, which prevents 
XCI on the remaining Xa. Adapted from Barakat and Gribnau, Adv Exp Med Bioi 2010 

X chromosome silencing and maintenance of silencing 
Once XCI is initiated, a series of events takes place which changes the euchromatin of the 
active X chromosome into the tightly packed inactive heterochromati n of the Xi, which can 
be recognized as the Barr body in female somatic cells [ 196-197]. The first step in this 
cascade of events is the transcriptional up-regulation and spreading of RNA transcribed 
from Xist on the future Xi [74, 84] (Figure 9). T he Xist transcript contains several repeats, 
o f wh ich the A repeat, located in the 5' portion of the Xist RNA, is involved in the silencing 
process [ 115]. Coating of the future X i with Xist RNA leads to a rapid deprivation of RNA 
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polymerase II and associated transcription factors, which leads to an immediate reduction 
of gene transcription on this chromosome, and the creation of a silent, repetitive nuclear 
compartment [198-199]. This silent compartment is initially mainly composed of repeat 
sequences, but upon further differentiation, as silencing occurs, genes are moved into this 
compartment [198]. One of the earliest events after Xist accumulation are specific 
chromatin changes, including the loss of active chromatin marks like H3K9 acetylation and 
H3K4 mono- and di-methylation [52, 156, 200], as well as a gain of silent chromatin marks 
like H3K27 tri-methylation (H3K27me3) [97-98, 122, 201], H3K9 di-methylation 
(H3K9me2) [156-157, 202-204], H4K20-mono-methylation (H4K20me1)[205] and mono
ubiquity1ation of histone H2A on lysine 119 (H2AK119ub1) [206-207], followed by the 
incorporation of histone variants including macroH2A [208] and changes in DNA 
methylation and replication timing [209-211] (Figure 10), 

To initiate the establishment of chromatin changes and silencing, Xist RNA needs 
to accumulate and spread along the X chromosome. The exact mechanism involved in Xist 
spreading is not clear. Studies using inducible expressed Xist transgenes harboring several 
deletions in ES cells have shown that several regions within the Xist RNA are capable of 
chromosomal binding, but non of them seems to be essential and absolutely required for 
chromosomal localization [ 115]. The lack of conserved motifs within these binding regions 
has made it difficult to discover a unique binding sequence involved in chromosomal 
localization of the Xist RNA. A recently generated hypomorphic Xist allele in mice, with an 
inversion within Xist from approximately 5 kb into the first exon until exon 5 (Xist INV) 

[212], shows compromised Xist localization in cis. This allele leads to female embryonic 
lethality relatively late during embryonic development (E95-105), and is characterized by 
partial chromosomal silencing, based on the assessment of chromosome-wide histone 
modifications. Although it seems difficult to decipher which feature of the inverted Xist 
RNA is responsible for the failure of proper localization, this study indicates that several 
structural features of the Xist RNA might be crucial for its proper localization. 

Further evidence points to a crucial role for exon 1 in localising Xist to the X 
chromosome [115]. Screens using peptide or locked nucleic acid (PNA or LNA) 
oligonucleotides have shown that probes binding to the C-repeat located in Xist exon 1 
disrupt proper Xist localization [213-214]. The C-repeat consists of 14 tandem repeats of a 
C-rich sequence in mice [86], and targeting of these repeats leads to an immediate 
displacement of Xist RNA from the Xi, including loss of PRC2 [214] and macroH2A [213] 
from the Xi, which is only recovered after de novo Xist RNA synthesis. In human only one 
C-repeat is present [87], which might explain why targeting of the human C-repeat in 293 
cells did not result in Xist displacement [214]. In agreement with a role of exon 1 in Xist 
localization, it has been found that the nuclear scaffold protein SAF-A (also known as 
hnRNPU or SP120) is a crucial component in the mechanism which defines Xist 
localization [215-216]. SAF-A has been characterized as a DNNRNA binding protein and 
is a putative component of the nuclear scaffold involved in regulation of gene expression 
and DNA replication. SAP-A was found to be enriched on the Xi, and its enrichment is 
dependent on the RNA binding domain of SAF-A [217], and Xist transcription [218]. UV 
cross-linking and immunoprecipitation experiments have shown that SAP-A has a high 
binding affinity for a region in Xist exon 1, implicating that SAP-A might directly bind to 
this region of Xist, thereby facilitating the chromosomal localization of Xist, as RNAi-
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Figure 9A: Random XCI 
The random XCI process can be divided in three phases; counting and initiation, 
establishment and maintenance. Xist is initially expressed at low levels, but then is up
regulated on the future Xi and remains expressed thereafter. Tsix represses Xist in cis on the 
Xa, and is silenced when the Xi is established. 
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Figure 98: Imprinted XCI 
Imprinted XCI is initiated in the mouse cleavage stage embryo, and results In the exclusive 
inactivation of the paternal X chromosome. Imprinted XCI starts with up-regulation of Xist 
expression from the Xp (blue). At later stages Tsix expression is required to repress Xist on 
the Xm (red). Adapted from Barakat and Gribnau, Development 2012. 
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mediated knock-down of SAF-A results in disrupted Xist cloud formation in both somatic 
andES cells [216]. In line with this, homozygous SAF-A knockout mice are embryonic 
lethal at around E6.5, although it is at present not clear whether females are more affected 
compared to males due to the failure of XCI initiation [219]. This first interaction between 
Xist and a nuclear scaffold protein might indicate that an interaction between Xist and the 
nuclear scaffold is crucial for Xist to localize in cis over the X chromosome from which it is 
transcribed. This would be in agreement with earlier studies, which showed that Xist RNA 
remains associated with the nuclear scaffold after removal of chromatin [91]. 

Another protein which has recently been proposed to interact with Xist RNA is the 
DNA-binding protein YYl [220]. YYl was shown to be a bivalent protein, capable of 
binding both RNA and DNA trough different sequence motifs. As YYl is able to bind both 
the Xist RNA (through an interaction involving the aforementioned C-repeat transcribed 
from Xist exon 1) and the DNA, YYl was proposed to tether the Xist RNA to the X 
chromosome in cis. Although this docking hypothesis is intriguing, at present it is not clear 
how Xist RNA docking to the Xist locus is compatible with the Xist spreading itself. Thus, 
future studies are needed to address how, under this scenario, Xist is able to translocate 
along the chromosome. 

Recruitment of Xist RNA to the Xi may also be facilitated by BRCAl, a protein 
involved in many pathways including checkpoint activation and DNA repair. Association 
of BRCAI with the Xi was found in a small percentage of cells, and reconstitution 
experiments indicated a role for BRCAl in Xist/XIST localization [221-222]. Nonetheless, 
this claim is disputed by others, and the exact role of BRCAl in XCI remains to be 
determined [223-224]. 

Beside proteins directly or indirectly interacting with Xist RNA, sequence specific 
characteristics of the X chromosome might help in the Xist spreading. Studies on X-to
autosome translocations and autosomally integrated Xist transgenes have indicated that Xist 
spreading on autosomal regions is not complete, which indicated that X -chromosomal 
sequences are needed for efficient spreading [72, 168, 225-228]. Booster elements or way 
stations have been hypothesized to facilitate the Xist transmission along the X chromosome 
[229], and LINE-! retrotransposons were postulated to be the most likely candidate for 
being these booster elements [230-233], as they are one of the most common repetitive 
sequences in mammalian genomes and are enriched on the X chromosome compared to 
autosomes [234-237]. Regions on the X chromosome that undergo XCI have a higher 
LINE-I density than regions surrounding genes that escape inactivation [14, 236-241], and 
the density of LINE-1 'son the fused autosome in X-to-autosome translocations seems to 
correlate with the amount of Xist spreading [226-228, 239, 242-246]. However, also other 
sequences may be important for the Xist spreading, as others did not find a correlation 
between LINE-1 density and spreading, or suggested a less critical role [122, 140, 240, 
247-249]. How Xist interacts with these sequences during the spreading process, and 
whether these interactions are direct or mediated by other molecules is at present not clear. 
In mice, LINE repeats are also transcriptionally active on the Xi at early stages of XCI 
[250], and small RNAs, which might be produced li-om these active LINE repeats have 
been implicated in enhancing the silencing efficiency of certain X-linked genes. Based on 
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Figure 10: Epigenetic changes on the Xi 
Initiation of random XCI is induced upon differentiation of female ES cells. The first change on the future Xi is spreading of Xist RNA in cis (red). 
followed by exclusion of RNA polymerase II (brown). the loss of active chromatin marks (blue), and gain of chromatin marks or incorporation of 
histone variants specific for inactive chromatin (purple). These chromatin changes are accompanied by accumulation of proteins and protein 
complexes (green). and other epigenetic changes including a shift to late replication inS phase and CpG methylation (orange). The right panels 
show female human fibroblast subjected to XIST RNA FISH, RNA FISH with a Cot probe detecting RNA Polymerase II transcribed repetitive 
regions, an immuno staining with anti H3K27 me3 antibody, and an immuno staining with anti macroH2A antibody. Each cell contains one XIST 
signal coating the Xi, which corresponds with a Cot negative area, accumulation of H3K27 me3 and incorporation of macroH2A. 
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their methylation, LINE repeats on the Xi also differ from LINEs located on autosomes 
[251]. Further studies are needed to clarify the role of LINE repeats both in the initiation of 
XCI, and spreading of Xist along the X chromosome. 

After Xist accumulation, one of the first histone modifications detected on the Xi 
is H3K27me3. This modification is dependent on the Polycomb repressive complex PRC2, 
which accumulates on the Xi and consists of the proteins EED, RbAp46/48, SUZ12 and 
EZH2, of which EZH2 is a methyl transferase implicated in H3K27 tri-methylation [98, 
252-253]. Recently, a direct interaction between EZH2 and the A-repeat of Xist has been 
reported, and Ezh2 knockdown studies in female ES cells indicated a role for PRC2 in 
establishment of the Xi in random XCI [99, 254-255]. These studies also found an 
interaction between the A-repeat and SUZ12. Interestingly, a knockout ofEED resulting in 
a non functional PRC2 complex and the genome wide depletion of H3K27me3 reveals only 
a defect in imprinted XCI in mice [256], with re-activation of the Xi in extra-embryonic 
tissues. Despite defects in embryonic development due to the absence of EED, random XCI 
was not affected in the embryo [257], which contrasts with results obtained after knock
down of Ezh2 in vitro [99]. A different study, employing autosomally integrated inducible 
Xist transgenes, indicated that H3K27me3 did not accumulate in the absence of EED, and 
in addition some components of the PRC! complex (MPH! and MPH2) do not localize to 
the Xist coated autosome. However, recruitment of RING!B, which is part of the PRCl 
complex, and Xist mediated silencing of autosomal sequences were not affected [258]. 
Accumulation ofH2AK!19ubl (mono-ubiquitylation of histone H2A on lysine 119) on the 
Xi is dependent on RING!B [206-207], but a homozygous Ringlb mutation did not affect 
Xist-mediated silencing of an autosome with a transgenic insertion of Xist [258]. These 
findings indicate that PRCl and PRC2 are dispensable for random XCI, which does not 
exclude the possibility that these complexes are involved in redundant mechanisms in the 
establishment and maintenance of the Xi. 

As mentioned before, the A-repeat seems to be important for the silencing 
capability of Xist. Inducible Xist transgenes lacking the A-repeat are deficient in silencing 
[115], and interactions between the A-repeat and PRC2 components could suggest that the 
A-repeat is important for PRC2 recruitment to the Xi, thereby explaining its role in 
silencing [99, 254-255]. To investigate the role of the A-repeat in the endogenous Xist 
locus, two independent A-repeat knockouts have been generated in ES cells [259-260], and 
one line of knockout mice has been derived [259]. In both cases, deletion of the A-repeat 
did result in absence of XCI initiation ti·om the mutated allele [259-260]. In mouse studies, 
transmission of the mutated allele through the maternal germ line resulted in female pups 
with completely skewed XCI, in which always the non-mutated allele was inactivated, 
whereas transmission trough the paternal germ line resulted in absence of viable female 
offspring, due to a failure of initiation of imprinted XCI on the paternal X chromosome 
[259]. Surprisingly, this lack of XCI initiation was not caused by the spreading of a mutated 
Xist RNA which is unable to silence, but instead was explained by the total absence of Xist 
transcription from the mutated allele. In both ES cells and in vivo, higher Tsix expression 
levels have been found emanating from the X chromosome harboring the A-repeat deletion. 
Although one study explains the lack of Xist production from the A-repeat deleted allele by 
a failure of proper Xist splicing, which is supported by the fact that an interaction between 
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the A-repeat and the splicing factor ASF/SF2 is found [260], the lack of Xist production is 
more likely to be explained by the increased Tsix level [259]. Apparently, A-repeat 
deficient Xis!, unable to recruit PRC2, is unable to silence T.six in cis, which will result in 
the high Tsix level observed. The increased Tsix level might therefore explain the aberrant 
methylation of the Xist promoter which has been found on the mutated allele, which will 
result in transcriptional silencing of that allele [259]. This explanation would be in line with 
the results obtained from studies using inducible Xist transgenes lacking the A-repeat, since 
in that case both T.'lix is missing in cis, and the endogenous Xist promoter is replaced by an 
inducible promoter [I 15, 261]. Therefore, in this situation, A-repeat deficient Xist RNA 
will stiH be expressed from the transgene, in contrast to the mutated Xist RNA from the 
endogenous locus in the A-repeat mutant. In addition, inducible Ts·ix expression has 
recently been shown to result in Xist silencing in vivo in extra-embryonic tissues, which 
was also found to be caused by aberrant methylation of the Xist promoter [ 124]. 

Although it seems clear that the A-repeat performs an important role in the 
silencing function of Xist, there has also been evidence for silencing capabi!ity independent 
of this well conserved repeat. A recently generated \6 bp insertion of an unrelated sequence 
into exon I of Xist (Xist 1v5

), which does not disrupt the A-repeat, leads to X chromosome 
coating in cis in mouse embryos and establishment of some histone modifications 
associated with the Xi, including H3K27me3 and H4 hypoacetylation. However, gene 
silencing seems to be compromised in these mice, as this hypomorphic Xist allele leads to 
female specific lethality during mid and late gestational stages [262]. Evidence for A-repeat 
independent modes of gene silencing also comes from transgene studies in ES cells which 
express A-repeat deficient Xist [205, 258]. Although with less efficiency, in the absence of 
this repeat, still recruitment of po!ycomb group repressive (PeG) complexes has been found 
[205, 258]. Expression of the same transgene in already differentiated cells, did not result 
in PeG recruitment, which further supports the presence of a window of opportunity in 
which silencing can occur [261]. Studies have indicated that Xist needs to be expressed 
within the first 48 hours of differentiation of female ES cells to accomplish proper 
silencing. Interestingly, transient expression of the A-repeat mutant Xist for a short time 
during early differentiation impaned a memory to the chromosome, which allowed PeG 
recruitment upon re-expression of the transgene after 9 days of differentiation. This could 
argue against a dlrect recruitment of PeG complexes by Xis!, and might indicate that at least 
a redundant pathway may exist, in which PeG complexes are recruited to the Xi based on a 
chromosomal mark which functions as a memory [205]. Using the same transgene, it was 
recently found that A-repeat deficient Xist is able to induce chromosome-wide histone H4 
hypoacetylation and H3 K4 hypomethylation. which are also both associated with gene 
silencing [218]. H4 hypoacetylation persisted after transient transgene expression, and 
therefore it is tempting to speculate that this mark may represent the above mentioned 
memory, which needs to be in place to attract PeG complexes [218]. 

Next to the questions regarding the presence of epigenetic memory on the X 
chromosome, another interesting question remains how the silencing windovv is determined 
[261]. As PeG complexes are abundantly present both in undifferentiated ES cells and their 
differentiated progeny, but correct silencing occurs only after early Xist expression, it could 
be that co-factors are needed to accomplish proper PeG recruitment or function. 
Alternatively, post-transcriptional modification of either the PeG complexes or the Xist 
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RNA might be necessary. As either these modifications or the required co-factors might be 
developmentally regulated, this could confine the window in which Xist is able to induce 
proper silencing. Candidate co-factors for PeG-RNA interactions include JARID2 [263-
265] and PCL2 [266]. Both proteins are present at high levels in ES cells and during early 
differentiation, and expression levels decline during later differentiation. Although both 
proteins do not have a defined RNA-binding domain, knock-down of Pc/2 results in a 
significantly reduced PRC2 recruitment to the Xi [266]. However, both these candidate co
factors cannot explain the recruitment of PRCI to the Xi. Early studies had shown that 
PRCJ is recruited by H3K27me3, a mark which is generated by the PRC2 complex, thus 
linking function of both complexes together in a hierarchical order [267-269]. PRCI, 
however, was also found to be recruited to the Xi in a PRC2 deficient background [258, 
270]. This discrepancy can now likely be explained by the identification of the RYBP
PRC I complex, involved in histone H2A monoubiquitylation [271]. RYPB was found to be 
enriched on the Xi in trophoblast stem cells [272], and co-localization ofH2AKI19ubl and 
RYPB was found in BED-deficient ES cells, which suggests that in response to 
accumulation of Xist RNA, RYPB-PRC I can be recruited to the Xi, accounting for the 
H3K27me3-independent histone H2A monoubiquitylation [271]. 

Besides co-factors and complexes involved in installing repressive chromatin 
modifications on the Xi, other proteins might be involved in setting up an appropriate 
developmental context in which Xist RNA can induce silencing. By making use of the same 
inducible Xist transgenes \\'hich delineated the XCI window of opportunity in ES cells 
[261 ), it has been found that inducible expression of XL'I't is able to silence genes in B-and 
T-ee[] precursors in adult mice [273]. This indicates that in these ce!ls, the factors involved 
in Xist mediated gene silencing are transiently reactivated. By making use of a T-cell 
lymphoma model in which gene expression of parental and Xist-resistant tumor cells were 
compared, SatE I and its closely related homolog SatB2 were identified as factors which 
define the developmental context for gene silencing by Xist [274]. These cancer associated 
genes encode nuclear proteins, which act as genome organizers and gene regulators [275]. 
Knock-down studies of SatBI and SatB2 sho\ved a partial defect in silencing of the X 
chromosome in differentiating female ES cells, suggesting a direct role for these nuclear 
scaffold proteins in heterochromatinization of the Xi [274]. These are most likely redundant 
functions, as single disruption of the genes encoding these proteins is compatible with 
female development in mice [276-278]. 

Even more proteins have been implicated in establishment and maintenance of the 
Xi. An E3 ubiquitin ligase complex consisting of the speckle-type POZ protein SPOP and 
CULLIN3 has been shown to be involved in the regulation of macroH2A deposition on the 
Xi [279]. SPOP and CULLIN3 ubiquitinate both 81\1111, a component of the PRCI 
complex, and macroH2A. Ubiquitination of macroH2A appears crucial for the recruitment 
of macroH2A to the Xi, and RNAi-mediated knock-down of either SPOP or CULLIN3 
results in diminished macroH2A staining on the Xi. RNAi-mediated knock-down of either 
macroH2A or SPOP/CULLIN3 in combination with demethylation and deacetylation 
inhibitor treatment, resulted in reactivation of an Xi-linked reporter gene. Reactivation was 
not found vvith demethylation and deacetylation inhibitor treatment alone, indicating a role 
for macroi-!2A in the maintenance of the silent Xi state. The silencing function of 
macroH2A might be indirectly established by recruitment of the Poly (ADP-ribose) 
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polymerase I, PARP I [280]. PARP I is a nuclear enzyme involved in modulating chromatin 
structure, sensing DNA damage and regulation of gene expression [281-283]. MacroH2A is 
able to recruit PARP I to the Xi, and to inhibit the catalytic activity of PARP I. 
Enzymatically inactive PARPI is able to bind nucleosomes and inhibits transcription [284]. 
Depletion of PARP 1 in combination with demethylation and deacetylation inhibitor 
treatment leads to reactivation of an Xi-linked reporter gene. Hence, macroH2A might 
collaborate in gene silencing by modulating the enzymatic activity, and thus the ability of 
PARPI to silence X-I inked genes. Interestingly, despite the clear evidence of macroH2A 
recruitment to the Xi [208, 285-288], knockout of macroH2A I does not lead to female 
specific lethality [289-290], which might be caused by the redundancy between different 
isoforms and variants of macroi-12A [285, 291-292]. However, also simultaneous knock
down of macroH2A 1 and macroH2A2 in ES cells is compatible with normal differentiation 
and initiation of XCI [293], although a combined knockout of both genes wiH be necessary 
to specify the involvement and requirement of macroH2A in the silencing and maintenance 
of the Xi. 

One of the last events in the stabilization of the inactive state of the Xi is the 
methylation of CpG islands ln promoter regions and within genes (209]. Relative to the 
active X chromosome, the Xi is hypomethylated in gene-poor regions, but hypermethy\ated 
in gene-rich regions [294-296]. DNMTI (a maintenance methyl transferase) has been 
shown to be crucial for the stable maintenance of the Xi during embryonic development, as 
a mutation in DNMTl leads to failure of gene silencing and associated embryonic [ethality 
at E9.5 [297]. In contrast, DNMT3A and DNMT3B, which are important for the de novo 
establishment of methylation marks, are not required for XCI in mice [298]. This indicates 
that DNA methylation is required mainly for stable maintenance of the Xi. The protein 
SMCHDI also associates with the Xi, where it is involved in maintenance of methylation of 
CpG islands of genes subject to XCI [299-300]. SMCHDI contains a SMC-hinge domain 
which is found in proteins involved in cohesion and chromosome condensation. SmcHDJ 
knockout mice show defects in maintenance of the Xi in embryonic and extra-embryonic 
tissues. Notably, in plants, a SMC-hinge domain containing protein has been identified as a 
factor involved in RNA-mediated DNA methylation [301]. It seems plausible that if such a 
mechanism is conserved between plants and animal species, mammalian SMCHD I might 
have a related function in the regulation of methylation in XCL 

Ana!ysis of Atrx heterozygous female knockout mice implicated a role for ATRX, 
a chromatin remodeling protein named alpha-thalassaemia and mental retardation on the X 
chromosome, in imprinted XCI [302]. Female mice inheriting a mutated allele through the 
female germ line fail to inactivate the paternal X in extra-embryonic tissues, suggesting a 
failure in imprinted XCI. Interestingly, at later stages of ES cell differentiation, ATRX also 
associates with the Xi, supporting a role in maintenance of the Xi [303]. One more protein 
to add to the list would be the Trithorax group protein ASH2L, which is enriched on the Xi 
in the maintenance phase of XCI [218]. It is believed that this protein is recruited as a 
structural component of the Xi and might interact with PeG complexes. Its precise function 
needs to be determined. 

Once the Xi is established, expression of Xist is no longer necessary for the 
maintenance, as a conditional deletion of Xist does not lead to reactivation of silenced genes 
[95, 261, 304]. Furthermore, many of the above-mentioned histone modifications and 
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specific protein enrichments to the Xi disappear upon deletion of Xist, with the notable 
exceptions of histone H4 hypoacetylation and DNA methylation of promoters, which seem 
to be associated with stable and Xist-independent maintenance of XCI. However, what is 
also clear is that apparently multiple redundant proteins and epigenetic layers are involved 
in the establishment and maintenance of the Xi. Together, they ensure that the Xi is stably 
silenced and propagated, leading to persistent dosage compensation. 

The pseudo-autosomal region (PAR) of the X is not silenced. In addition, a limited 
number of X-linked genes outside the PAR escapes from XCI mediated silencing, as 
investigated in the mouse. In human, mole, cow and elephant, even more escapees have 
been identified [305-31 0]. Therefore, in different species, the completeness and robustness 
of silencing appears to differ, which might be caused by a differential evolutionary need for 
dosage compensation betv-/een species. The genes which escape dosage compensation, and 
do not have Y -chromosomal homologues, are thus differentially expressed between males 
and females, and may play a role in establishing differences between both sexes. In 
addition, the X-degenerate genes on the Y chromosome have become different from the X
chromosomal paralogs, meaning that several X- and Y -linked genes may contribute to 
genetic differences between the sexes even when an X-chromosomal escapee has a Y
chromosomal paralog. Most of the X-linked escapees are located on the XAR of the short 
arm of the X chromosome, which might reflect their younger evolutionary age and perhaps 
a lower constraint for dosage compensation [240, 305, 308, 31 OJ (Figure I). However, 
some escapees are also located in the XCR, and are showing different levels of escape in 
different tissues and species. For example, the mouse Atrx gene escapes XCI sporadically 
in the trophoblast [302], and in 40% of ear fibroblasts, but not in other cell lines. However, 
in human and elephant, this gene does not show such an escape [305, 311-312]. The 
chromatin environment and nuclear organization of the gene locus seems to be important 
for the probability of a gene to escape, as escaping genes are !ocated outside the Xis! 
territory which forms a repressive compartment [ 198], and correlation has been found 
between the level of escape and the presence of repeat sequences in the gene environment 
[238, 240, 31 3]. Furthermore, escapees seem to be concentrated in clusters, at !east in 
human [240], which has lead to the hypothesis that escaping domains are delimited by 
boundaries [314]. The multifunctional insulator protein CTCF [315] has been found to bind 
to several boundaries betvveen escaping genes and genes subject to XCI [316]. In agreement 
with this, the }arid I c gene in mice is surrounded by CTCF binding sites, and is escaping 
XCI [316]. However, the artificial flanking of a transgene by insulators containing CTCF 
sites did not result in escape of XCI of the transgene [3 I 7]. Therefore, CTCF binding alone 
cannot explain all behavior related to escape of XCI. However, what seems clear from 
additional transgene studies is that intrinsic features of gene loci are important to determine 
whether a gene can escape, as four different locations of the same BAC transgene on the X 
chromosome in mice all resulted in escaping expression of transgenic }arid 1 c [318]. 

In summary, many different redundant epigenetic layers and only partly 
understood complex interactions between RNAs, proteins, modified histones and DNA are 
involved in the silencing and maintenance of the silent state of the X chromosome. 
Although many investigations have studied various mechanisms, only the first steps have 
been made towards a complete understanding of the underlying processes involving 
silencing and maintenance of XCI. More factors and interactions with a role in the initiation 
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and maintenance of XCI silencing are anticipated to be discovered, as illustrated by the 
recent genome wide RNAi screen using reactivation of an X-linked GFP transgene in MEFs 
as a readout, which yielded a list of 32 ne\V candidate proteins involved in maintenance of 
XCI, including the ORC2 and HP 1 a proteins [319]. Their precise function in keeping the X 
chromosome silent needs to be determined. 

Evolution of X chromosome inactivation and the X 
inactivation center 
As discussed above, the evolution of the mammalian sex chromosomes is an ongoing 
process which started more than 160 MY A, and has resulted in the presence of two X 
chromosomes in female placental mammals, and one X and one Y chromosome in their 
male counterparts. To compensate for the monosomy of X-! inked genes in males, initial up
regulation ofX-linked gene transcription was necessary in males, conferring a more severe 
dosage problem on females, which now had to deal with a higher dosage of X-I inked genes 
being transcribed from both of their X chromosomes. The solution for this problem was the 
start of X chromosome inactivation, and taking a look at our closest related mammalian 
relatives will teach us more about the evolution of this important process and aid us to 
identify the molecular players involved, since the two main mammalian groups, the 
marsupials and the placental mammals, share the same origin of the X chromosome [4]. 

The third group of mammals, the egg-laying monotremes, consists only of the 
platypus and two species of echidna, diverged at the base of the mammalian branch 166 
MY A [320-322]. These species have a complex and not well understood mechanism of sex 
determination, involving multiple X and Y chromosomes, vvhich form a chain during 
meiosis [323-325]. Several of these X chromosomes have homology to the chicken Z 
chromosome (rather than to the X of marsupials and placental mammals) [326], and 
whether the monotreme X chromosomes are subject to dosage compensation is a matter of 
debate [323]. A recent study of epigenetic modifications characteristic of the inactive X 
chromosome did not find any difference between male and female platypus sex 
chromosomes, strongly arguing against the presence of a chromosome-wide, epigenetic 
dosage compensatlon mechanism in monotremes [327]. Instead, X-linked gene expression 
in monotremes might be, at least partially, regulated on a gene-by-gene basis [328-329]. 

Marsupials have evolved an X-linked dosage compensation mechanism which 
involves a chromosome wide silencing mechanism, comparable to that in eutherians [330]. 
Although XCI in marsupials is far from being resolved, several important differences have 
been identified between XCI in marsupials and placental mammals. In marsupials, XCI is 
always imprinted, rendering the paternal X chromosome inactive [331-334]. Furthermore, 
XCI in marsupials seems to be more incomplete, less stable [335] and less tissue specific 
[328], compared to placental mammals. The inactive X in marsupials is late replicating 
[332, 336], shO\VS underacetylation of histones [337-339] and repressive histone 
modifications [327], comparable to the eutherian Xi, but no DNA methylation differences 
have been observed [340-341]. Most strikingly, an Xist gene has not been found in 
marsupials [116, 342-343]. Therefore at present, it is not clear how a chromosome-wide 
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silencing mechanism is achieved in marsupials, although the presence of a not yet identified 
non-coding RNA mimicking the Xist function of eutherians cannot be excluded. A 
candidate for this is the recently identified Rsx RNA, which seems to have Xist-like 
properties [344]. 

The absence of chromosome-wide dosage compensation in monotremes, and the 
presence of such a mechanism in marsupials despite the absence of Xist, can help to 
understand the evolutionary age and origin of the current eutherian X inactivation center 
(Xic). Since the marsupial lineage diverged 148 MYA, and Xist dependent X inactivation is 
the active mechanism in all investigated placental mammals with a XX/XY female/male 
karyotype [21, 339, 345J, and must thus have evolved prior to the major radiation in the 
eutherian lineages starting some 100 MY A, Xist evolution can be traced back to a window 
of 48 million years [320, 346]. Xist is present only in placental mammals, so that sequence 
alignment of Xist with other, non-eutherian species cannot help deciphering the 
evolutionary origin of the Xi c. However, four protein-coding genes, namely Cdx4, Chic 1, 
S/c/6a2, and Rnfl2 which are flanking the Xic, are well conserved between different 
vertebrate classes, including birds and amphibians. As the linkage of these genes is 
conserved, it can be assumed that this genomic locus represents the orthologous region of 
the Xic in non-eutherian species, referred to as the Xic Homologous region (XicHR) [342]. 
Interestingly, this region is located near the Sox3 gene, in birds [347]. In the common 
ancestor of marsupials and placental mammals, one Sox3 allele gave rise to the Sry gene, on 
the proto-Y chromosome, signifying the beginning of the mammalian X and Y 
chromosomes. Since Sox3 is a dosage sensitive gene [ ll ], and up-regulation of Sox3 
expression from the proto-X chromosome might have been crucial for males to compensate 
for loss of one allele, and hence for females to conquer, it seems plausible that genes 
located in close proximity of Sox3 on the ancestral X chromosome were recruited first in 
the evolution of the XCI machinery [347]. 

In both chicken and frog (Xenopus sp.), the XicHR region contains 5 protein 
coding genes, namely Fip//2, Lnx3, Rasl! !c, U,spL and Wave4, \Vhich do not have 
detectable orthologs in eutherians. Comparative sequence analysis instead has shown that 
the present day Xic genes Tsx, Xist, Jpx and Ftx have evolved from the XicHR genes 
Fip/12, Lnx3, UspL and Wave4, respectively [116, 342, 345]. The Ras/J lc gene seems to 
have become a pseudogene in eutherian species, and no sequence homology is detectable in 
rodents. Interestingly, the same region of the XicHR is disrupted in marsupials, where both 
the Cdx4-Chicl part and the Slcl6A2-Rnf!2 part are located in different places on the long 
arm of the X chromosome, the former being located close to the centromere, whereas the 
latter is located much more distal [343, 348-349]. Also in platypus (a monotreme), the 
Cdx4-Chicl and u.,pL-Wave4-Sic/6A2-Rnj!2 blocks are separated, located at different 
positions on chromosome 6p [343]. This chromosomal linkage is interesting, since several 
eutherian X-linked genes are located on platypus chromosome 6, which shows strongly 
enriched staining for H3K9m3 and H4K20me3, and depletion for H3K27me at the satellite 
regions [327]. A link between accumulation of these modifications and regulation of gene 
expression of these pre-Xic genes has still to be addressed. The fact that both in 
monotremes and marsupials the orthologs of the protein-coding genes of the XicHR can be 
found is in agreement with the absence of Xist in these lineages. Interestingly, the fact that 
the XicHR seems to be disrupted in both monotremes and marsupials, whereas the order of 
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gene derivatives is conserved in eutherians, implies that the disruption of this region must 
have occurred twice during evolution, since monotremes diverged from the therian lineage 
some 18 million years before the marsupials diverged from the placental mammals [343]. 

The chicken Lnx3 gene is most likely the progenitor of the modern day eutherian 
Xist gene [ 116, 342]. In chicken, Lnx3 encodes a PDZ domain-containing ring finger l 
protein, with E3 ubiquitin ligase activity [350]. Sequence comparison between Xis·t and 
Lnx3 has shown that some exons and introns of Xi.r,'t arc remnants of Lnx3 exons, but 
numerous point mutations and deletions suggest that during evolution Lnx3 lost its protein
encoding capacity. However, Lnx3 did not become a pscudogene. Rather, insertions of 
transposons and other mobile elements into Lnx3 has contributed to the development of the 
Xist gene which is transcribed into the non-coding but functional Xist RNA. Among others, 
ancient mobile elements like the L3CR element are present in all eutherian Xist orthologs, 
suggesting that these insertions have occurred early during evolution [ 116]. Also many of 
the sequences transcribed into functional tandem repeats of the Xist RNA, including the 
Xis! exon 1 sequence transcribed into the A-repeat, are derived from mobile elements, in 
this case from endogenous retroviruses [116]. Furthermore, several species specific mobile 
elements can be found in the different Xist otihologs amongst different species, for example 
Alu repeats in primates and Bl and 82 repeats in rodents [116, 345], thereby explaining 
differences in gene structure amongst species. Based on their high similarity, it has been 
proposed that Xist exon 4 has retained some regulatory elements of Lnx3 exon 4 [342]. Xis! 
exon 4 is highly conserved among eutherians, and is predicted to be transcribed into RNA 
forming a stable secondary structure representing a structural domain within the Xist RNA 
[31 0, 351]. The same secondary structure however is absent from chicken Lnx3 mRNA, 
making a functional similarity between these regions unlikely [343]. Also the A-repeat of 
Xis! RNA, important for the silencing capacity, is missing in Lnx3 [116, 343], and Lnx3 
shows a variable expression both in male and female chickens in different tissues [342]. 
Therefore it seems likely that during evolution, Xist originated from Lnx3 and in time 
acquired new regulatory cues and functional properties. 

As mentioned before, Xist has evolved betv./een 148 and 100 MY A in the eutherian 
llncage. What happened since then, to the Xist gene and the Xic locus? Comparative 
sequence analysis has been obtained for the Xic region and the Xist gene in mouse, human 
and bovine [ 140], rat, mouse, bovine, dog, vole and human [ 116, 3 I 0], different families of 
rodents [ 117], and recently for different primate species [352]. What is clear from these 
studies is that, in the majority of eutherian species, the overall organisation and gene 
content of the Xic is conserved. Clustering of genes in the Xic region might be important, 
since it is well known that genes with similar expression characteristics are often found 
vvithin the same gene neighborhoods [353], and are regulated by similar mechanisms. 
However, some differences might be as important, and also have implications for 
improving our understanding of the X chromosome inactivation mcchanism(s). For 
example, compared to the rodent Xic, the XIC in humans is considerably expanded, likely 
due to inse11ions of species specific repeats. The T.sx gene seems to be conserved in rodents, 
but in the primate lineages it has become a pseudogenc [140]. Slcl6A2 is highly conserved 
between all placental mammals, but its orientation is reversed between rodents and humans 
[140]. Whereas Tsix appears to play a crucial role in the regulation of XCI in mice [118, 
180, 354], TS!Xmay have lost such a role in primates [117, 140, 352]. The 3' end ofTS!X, 
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which is overlapping with the XIST gene being transcribed from the opposite strand, is 
conserved, but other areas of TSIX show repeat element insertions and even large scale 
deletions in human, and also in other primates [352]. Also the DXPas34 region and the Xite 
gene, which seem to be crucial for Tsix expression in rodents, are not conserved at a 
sequence level in primates, reinforcing some of the distinct differences between primate 
and rodent XCI [ 128, 352]. 

The Xis! gene structure is fairly \\'ell conserved among eutherian species [140, 
345]. In particular the promoter region of Xis! shows a higher level of conservation among 
species [116-117]. However, there is only a low level of similarity of the transcribed Xist 
sequence. The Xist exons show 66% sequence identity between mouse and human, and 
62% identity between mouse and bovine [ 140], a figure which is close to the average 
conservation of untranslated regions of ortholog protein-coding genes between mouse and 
human. Although in most species the number of Xist exons is identical, the exon-intron 
structure differs significantly [116, 140, 352], and the length of the gene shows some 
dramatic variability amongst species, most likely due to species-specific insertions of 
repetitive regions and amplification of repeats [116]. Interestingly, comparison among six 
different primate species has shown that the overall size of the ancestral primate Xist locus 
is very similar to the present day human XIST locus, indicating that during the last 80 
million years only small, lineage specific changes occurred within the X!ST gene [352]. 
One of these small changes seems to involve the D-repeat, which is transcribed from Xist 
exon I. Whereas the A-repeat, crucial for the silencing capability of the Xist gene [115] is 
highly conserved among all species studied, the D-repeat shows some variation among 
species, and is even missing in certain primates, including lemurs [352]. Whether this has a 
functional consequence for XCI in these species remains to be addressed. 

XCI and human ES cells 
Studying X chromosome inactivation in humans is challenging. Due to ethical reasons, the 
use of early human embryos for research purposes has been vvidely restricted. Similarly, 
data on XCI in great apes and other primates are not available. Most of the obtained 
knowledge on human XCI has come from studies which made use of different model 
systems, including mouse-human cell hybrids, human embryonal carcinoma and tumor cell 
lines [147, 355] and human transgenes integrated in mouse ES cells [170, 174, 356-358]. 
The derivation of human ES (hES) cells promised the availability of a potent study model 
for human XCI, comparable to mouse ES cells. Different studies explored XCI in hES cells, 
with varying and conflicting results [359-364]. Most of the female hES cell lines display an 
inactivated X chromosome already in the undifferentiated state, characterized by X!ST 
expression, XIST RNA coating, and accumulation of markers of heterochromatin on the Xi. 
Other undifferentiated female cell lines have two active X chromosomes, and have the 
potential to inactivate one X during differentiation, comparable to mouse ES cells (Table 
1). Interestingly, certain cell lines behave different in distinct laboratories, with some sub
clones shovving random XCI upon differentiation, whereas others show XCI hallmarks 
prior to differentiation. In a survey of I I characterized hES cell lines, Silva eta!. (2008) 
identified three different classes of hES cells with regard to XCI [361]. The tirst class only 
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Table 1: Characteristics of mouse and human pluripotent stem cells 
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Comparison of XCI characteristics and growth conditions of different reported human and 
mouse pluripotent female stem cells. lndicated are the presence(+) or absence(-) of an Xi 
and epigenetic changes associated with XCI in the different pluripotent stem cells described. 
Also shown are the tissue culture conditions required to maintain these stem cells(+), and 
the potential to differentiate in extra-embryonic tissues(+). 

displays XCI characteristics upon differentiation. The second and third classes have an 
inactive X chromosome in the undifferentiated state, but in the third group X!ST expression 
is lost. Although this last category does no longer express X!ST, other XCI markers are still 
present, like the exclusion of Cot! RNA from the X chromosome. Interestingly, in these 
ce!ls, I-13K27 tri-methylation is also lost, whlch indicates that H3K27 tri-methylation is 
dispensable for the maintenance of XCI. These results support previous findings that in 
mice and human recruitment of H3K27 tri-methylation is XIST dependent [97]. 

How can the differences between hES and mouse ES cells regarding XCI be 
explained? In mice, cells of the ICM show two Xa's prior to differentiation. A species
specific difference in the time window in which XCI occurs could explain why hES cells, 
which are a!so derived from the ICM, display XCI characteristics prior to differentiation. 
Does random XCI in human embryos already occur at an earlier stage, and do hES cells 
therefore display an Xi? Alternatively, reactivation of the Xi established during the early 
cleavage stages might occur later in humans compared to mouse. In mouse embryos, 
imprinted XCI occurs prior to implantation, and causes inactivation of the Xp [51-53, 365-
366]. Imprinted XCI is maintained in the extra-embryonic tissues, but is reversed in the 
cells of the ICM (Figure 3), by reactivating the Xp, likely initiated by NANOG expression 
in cells of the epiblast [367]. Although XCI in human embryos is a!so initiated during the 
early cleavage divisions according to one report [368], it is unclear whether human XCI is 
imprinted [369-378]. According to another study, X!ST accumulation in human blastocyst is 
often found on two X chromosornes, whereas silencing has not occurred yet at this stage 
[379], In addition it is unclear at what stage the Xi is reactivated, if reactivated at all, and 
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hence, if XCI in undifferentiated hES cells could be due to persistence of XCI initiated in 
the early pre-implantation embryo, rather than representing precocious initiation of random 
XCI. In support of this, a highly skewed XCI pattern has been observed in female hES cells 
with a preference for one of the two X chromosomes to be inactivated [360, 380]. If an 
imprinted form of XCI would exist in humans, favoring inactivation of one of the parental 
X chromosomes, a lack of reactivation could explain these findings. Unfortunately, the 
paternal origin of the inactivated X chromosome was not determined in these studies. 

Next to the above-described variations in the XCI timing between mouse and 
human, the observed differences in XCI between undifferentiated human and mouse ES 
cells could reflect more fundamental differences [381-382]. Human and mouse ES cells 
differ significantly in morphology, clonogenicity, molecular profile and culture 
requirements. For example, hES cells need bFGF and activin I Nodal signalling for their 
self renewal, whereas mouse ES cells depend on LIF I Stat3 signalling [383-384], and both 
cell types are characterized by a genome wide difference in occupancy of gene promoters 
by pi uri potency factors [385]. Although both cell types have the potential to differentiate in 
vitro into cell types of all germ layers, and to form teratomas in vivo, only for mouse ES 
cells the capability to contribute to the germ line and to generate an entire animal has been 
tested. For obvious ethical reasons, this will not be studied for hES cells, so that this piece 
of evidence whether hES cells are indeed the human equivalent of mouse ES cells will 
never be obtained. In mice, an additional pluripotent cell population has been isolated from 
the post-implantation mouse epiblast using culture conditions including bFGF and activin, 
in the absence of LIF [386-387]. These so-called EpiSCs (post-implantation epiblast 
derived stem cells) express the pi uri potency factors OCT4, SOX2 and NANOG, but differ 
in morphology and in the expression of certain transcripts from mouse ES cells, making 
them more comparable to hES cells [388]. Although these cells can differentiate in vitro 
into cells of all germ layers and extra-embryonic trophectoderm, they are extremely 
inefficient in contributing to chimaeras, and germ line transmission has not been reported. 
Female EpiSCs have undergone XCI, leaving one X chromosome active. Therefore, it is 
possible that XCI observed in hES cells is a reflection of the difference between human and 
mouse ES cells, with hES cells being in fact the human counterpart of mouse EpiSCs [389]. 
In agreement with this, mouse EpiSCs and hES cells share the ability to differentiate in 
vitro into extra-embryonic tissues [390], whereas mouse ES cells can only differentiate into 
cells of the three germ layers. It has been shown that EpiSCs can be differentiated from 
mouse ES cells in culture, which indicates that EpiSCs are a more restricted derivative fTom 
ES cells [39 I]. Also reprogramming of EpiSCs to ES cells by over-expression of the 
pluripotency factor K!f4 [391] or Nanog [367], or by extended culture in LIF [392], is 
accompanied by reactivation of the inactive X chromosome. 

How can human ES cells be the human equivalent of a more differentiated cell 
type, despite the fact that human ES cells are also derived trom the ICM, like mouse ES 
cells? It is possible that the culture conditions used for the derivation of hES cells may 
a!lovv the differentiation of ground state hES cells to hES cells with EpiSCs characteristics, 
and prevent in vitro stabilization of the pluripotent state of the human JCM [393]. Also, 
there are clear differences in early development between rodents and humans, such as the 
presence of an egg cylinder stage or a temporary arrest in embryonic development 
(diapause), present in the mouse but absent in human. This might explain why for human 
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cells a shorter time window may exist to derive ground state ES cells, comparable to mouse 
cells [394]. As a result, during human ES ce!l derivation, in fact only more differentiated 
cells might be derived, which would explain XCI in these cells. 

The presence of an inactive X in undifferentiated hES cells could also be explained 
by a selective pressure against two active X chromosomes. In fact, only a short time 
window exists in which cells in the early mammalian embryo have two active X 
chromosomes. Since these cells are not programmed for an infinitive state in the JCM, the 
human cells might adapt to culture conditions during ES cell derivation by initiating XCI, 
which might confer XaXi cells with a growth or survival advantage. Selection against two 
active X chromosomes is also seen in some mouse ES cell lines, and analysis of female 
mouse ES cells indicated genome wide hypomethylation [395], possibly resulting in 
genome instability. This may exp[ain vvhy many inbred mouse ES cells loose one of the two 
X chromosomes during expansion, and only ES cells from hybrid crosses stably propagate 
two X chromosomes. Since hES cells are not characterized by a tendency of X chromosome 
loss, cells which have successfully initiated XCI under culture conditions may be the cells 
which are selectively maintained. Could the recent emergence of human iPS cells provide 
us with a better model to study XCI? For mouse iPS cells, reactivation of the silent X 
chromosome of somatic cells during reprogramming has been shown (67-68], and these 
cells initiate XCI upon differentiation. At the start of this thesis research, no studies had 
addressed the activity state of the X chromosome in female human iPS cells. 

Taken together, the finding that XCI is initiated in undifferentiated hES cells, 
before the onset of differentiation, could have many different reasons. Searching for an 
explanation, we will most likely encounter a combination of mechanisms regarding 
epigenetic variation observed for ES cells from different species. Future studies are needed 
to determine the mechanistic origin of this finding, since uncertainties about the epigenetic 
stability of hES cells and the differentiation potential of these cells should be addressed 
before the introduction of hES cells for any clinical application can be considered [361, 
396-398]. 
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Differences between females and males in human disease 

I n human, the sex of an individual is determined by the presence or absence of the Y 
chromosome. Genetically speaking, an embryo has an equal chance of obtaining the X or 

theY from the father, resulting in a female or a male, respectively. Indeed, although earlier 
studies have hypothesized that sperm cells containing a Y chromosome might have an 
advantage in swimming velocity due to the smaller size of this chromosome compared to 
the X, such a difference has not been found in more recent studies [399-400], and therefore 
it seems likely that at the moment of fertilization there is indeed a 50% chance for the 
zygote to become either XX or XY. However, if we look at the male to female ratio at birth, 
it seems that more males are born. Taking a look at the birth rates in The Netherlands 
during the first decade of this century, the average male to female ratio is around 1.05 
(F'igure 11A). Paradoxically, however, amongst the stillborn children, there is a higher 
percentage of males, indicating that gestation might be· a critical period in particular for 
male fetuses (l?igure 11 B). This would indicate that in fact, the male to female ratio 
obtained upon birth is an underestimation of reality, with an even higher number of male 
embryos compared to female embryos during the course of the pregnancy. But how does 
this relate to an equal chance of becoming a male or a female at the moment of 
fertilization? Are more females dying in utero compared to males? Surprisingly, studies on 
miscarriages of recognizable pregnancies during the 'first trimester seem to show the 
opposite. In chromosomally normal fetuses, the rate of spontaneous abmiion is 1.3 times 
higher for male fetuses compared to female fetuses [401]. Also for the chromosomally 
abnormal fetuses, vvith trisomies of chromosomes 13 or 18, (Patau and Edwards syndrome, 
respectively) were the sex has no influence on the cause of these trisomy syndromes, it 
seems that female embryos have a better chance to be maintained throughout pregnancy 
[402-404]. Thus apparently, although at birth more males are found, during the course of 
pregnancy males are more prone to die? At least during the course of recognizable 
pregnancies this seems to be the case. However, studies have shown that the majority of 
spontaneous abortions occur prior to the recognition of the pregnancy [405-407], before or 
during implantation of the embryo [399, 406]. Since monosomies are not found in later 
stage miscarriages (except the monosomy of the X chromosome resulting in Turner 
syndrome), but should occur as frequent as trisomies, it seems likely that many monosomy 
embryos or embryos with even more detrimental chromosomal aneuploidies are lost at this 
time of the pregnancy [408]. Hov•.rever, also here it seems unlikely that a sex difference in 
occurrence of these anomalies would result in female specific lethality. How can the loss of 
female embryos during pre-implantation development be explained? A possible and 
intriguing hypothesis is that many female embryos are lost due to failure of the X 
chromosome inactivation process. 

It has been shown that among differentiating mouse ES and ICM cells, cells can be 
found with an aberrant number of inactivated X chromosomes [162, 179, 188]. Proposing 
that initiation of X chromosome inactivation is explained by a stochastic mechanism [ 179] 
implies that a percentage of female embryos might fail to proper establish one inactive X 
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2004 194892 99707 95185 1,047507 
2005 188281 96535 91746 1,052198 
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Figure 11: 
Birth and child death for males and females in the Netherlands from 2004 to 2008 
Source: Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek retrieved 19 april 2012 

A) Table showing the total number of number of females and males and the 
relative ratio between both sexes born in the Netherlands during the period 2004-
2008 

B) Number of still born children, without any sign of life, after a pregnancy of 22 weeks 
or longer, per 1000 live birth. 

C) Perinatal mortality rate, defined as the number of still born children, without any sign 
of life, or children who died in their first 7 days of life. after a pregnancy of 22 weeks 
or longer, per 1000 live birth. 

D) Neonatal mortality rate, defined as the number of children who died between day 1 
and day 28 after birth, after a pregnancy of 22 weeks or longer. per 1000 live birth. 

E) Infant mortality rate, defined as the number of children who died prior to their first 1 
years birthday. after a pregnancy of 22 weeks or longer, per 1000 live birth. 
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chromosome. If none of the X chromosomes is inactivated, cells can try again later but 
might still fail to obtain an Xi and an Xa, and if two X chromosomes are inactivated, that 
will lead to immediate cell death. In some female embryos, too many cells might be lost by 
some failure in XCI initiation. We suggest that this might explain female- biased lethality 
prior to and around the time of implantation, resulting in a sex bias towards the birth of 
males, despite an equal chance of becoming a male or female at the moment of fertilization 
and a higher loss of male fetuses at later steps of gestation. 

In the year 20 I 0, 8 391 956 females lived in The Netherlands, compared to 8 223 
344 males [409], and in most Western civilizations females are overrepresented in the 
elderly. This longevity advantage of females could be related not only to genetic and 
hormonal differences, but also to differences in occupation and lifestyle. However, it might 
be relevant to note that in all age categories, also at very young age, males have a higher 
mortality rate compared to females, as illustrated by the mortality rate during the first 7 
days (Figure ! I C), the first 28 days (Figure II D) or the first year of life (Figure II E) of 
children born in The Netherlands. From the moment of birth on, males seems to encounter 
more serious diseases more often, including birth defects, infectious diseases, intellectual 
disability and delayed development, and even malignancies [410-416]. Apparently, males 
are more vulnerable to lethal disease compared to females. Although many of the 
differences in disease susceptibility between males and females will most likely be 
explained by hormonal differences, and the other factors mentioned above, the presence of 
only one X chromosome in males might play an additional and not unimportant role. Since 
males have only' one X chromosome, every mutation in a gene located on this chromosome 
may result in the presence of a non-functional or absent protein produced by the mutated 
gene, possibly resulting in a disease phenotype. In contrast, females will have the chance of 
compensating an X-linked mutation due to the presence of their t\vo X chromosomes and 
the random XCI process, resulting in protection from so-called male-only diseases. Hence, 
although the presence of two X chromosomes and the obligatory dosage compensation 
mechanism might result in a higher lethality during peri-implantation development, the 
presence of both of these female specific characteristics seem to make females less 
vulnerable to lethal disease compared to males. 

Mendelian inheritance of X-I inked traits 
Many decades and even centuries ago, prior to the discovery of chromosomes and genes, it 
was noticed that several diseases, including color-blindness and hemophilia, were occurring 
almost only in males [417-419] (reviewed in [420]). It was noticed that these diseases were 
not transmitted from affected males to their sons, but that their healthy daughters could give 
birth to sons who were again affected. Although at that time no explanation existed for this 
way of inheritance, it is now clear that this pattern of inheritance is typical for X-linked 
traits. The first X-linked trait, the white-eye characteristic, was discovered more than a 
century ago in Drosophila [ 42l].lt was found that when a white-eye male fly was bred to a 
red-eye female, all offspring had red eyes. When this offspring was inbred with each other, 
a quarter of all offspring had again vvhite eyes, and these \vhite-eyed flies were all males. 
From this it was concluded that the trait for eye color in flies must be sex-linked, and that 
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the red eyes trait in flies is dominant, whereas the white-eye characteristic is recessive 
[421]. This and other work in flies was extended to the X andY system in human, leading 
to the first rules on X-linked inheritance [422-423]. These rules can still be found in 
nowadays textbooks of genetics [424], and state the following: a character is dominant 
when it is expressed in a heterozygote, and recessive when not. X-linked recessive diseases 
almost exclusively affect males (since they are hemizygous for the X chromosome), and 
rarely affect homozygous recessive females. Affected males cannot transmit their trait to 
their male sons, rendering male-to-male transmission impossible. Transmission however 
can occur through their daughters, since all daughters wi!l be obligate carriers, but since 
they are most likely heterozygous, they will not express the trait. These female carriers 
however can transmit the trait to their offspring, resulting in 50% of the daughters being a 
carrier, and 50% of the sons being affected. Therefore, affected males can transmit an X
linked recessive disease to 50% of their grandsons through their obligate carrier daughters. 
In X-linked dominant diseases, an excess of affected females exists in pedigrees of the 
disease, and again male-to-male transmission is impossible. However, all daughters of an 
affected male wiH have the disease, since the dominant trait will be expressed in the 
heterozygous females. Since both sexes in the offspring of these females have an equal 
chance of obtaining the X chromosome carrying the mutant allele, half off the offspring of 
both sexes will be affected. 

Although these rules seem strait, and are in concordance with the inheritance of 
sex-linked traits in Drosophila, several important exceptions seem to apply in humans. As 
discussed above, dosage compensation in Drosophila is achieved by up-regulation of gene 
expression from the single X chromosome in males [46]. In human, however, one of the 
two X chromosomes in females is silenced, and since this inactivation is basica!ly random 
in every cell, females are a mosaic of cells in which either the maternal or paternal X 
chromosome is inactivated [30]. In Drosophila, a recessive trait on the X chromosome is 
real!y behaving recessively, since both X chronwsomes in a cell of the female tly are active 
and thus being expressed. However, in women, this is not the case. If both X chromosomes 
have an equal chance of being inactivated, in half of the cells the recessive allele \vill be 
inactivated and hence not expressed, whereas in the other half of the cells the recessive 
allele \vill be present on the active X chromosome. Thus even a recessive trait will be 
uniquely expressed in half of the cells of \Vomen, therefore making it dominant at the 
cellular level, and should thus result in a phenotype similar to that in hemizygous males. 
Indeed, far more female carriers of an X-linked disease present with clinical symptoms 
[ 425-427], which cannot be explained by the simplified rules of dominant and recessive X
linked inheritance as obtained in the Drosophila model, deduced in a time that knowledge 
on differences between human and Drosophila dosage compensation was lacking [ 428]. In 
agreement with this, a systematic review of 32 X-linked diseases has shown that, as 
expected based on the X-linked pattern of inheritance, the severity and penetrance, which is 
the frequency with which a genotype manifest itself in a given phenotype, are higher in 
males then in females carrying an X-linked disease mutation, \Vhereas the severity and 
penetrance are highly variable in heterozygous females, varying from high, to intermediate 
and low between different disorders, but also in females being affected with the same 
disease [ 428]. Thus apparently, for X-linked diseases, classifications as recessive and 
dominant are misleading, and can better be described as X-linked [428]. 
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X chromosome inactivation mosaicism and skewing as 
modifiers of X-linked human disease in females 
In complex organisms like humans, many different cell types have to work together to 
obtain a normal physiology. As a consequence of XCI, and the clonal propagation of the 
inactivated state of the inactive X chromosome, vvomen are a mosaic of two cell 
populations, with either the maternally or the paternally inherited X chromosome being 
inactivated (33]. Both populations of cells make up all organs, and despite the mixing of 
both different cell populations, a proper interaction is required for development and 
physiology. Different forms of communication are present between cells, whether it is 
through direct cell-cell contacts or secreted factors, v,rhich most of the time result in a 
metabolic cooperation between cells [427]. In the light of X-linked disease, these 
interactions can have crucial consequences for the outcome of the disease severity for a 
female carrier of a heterozygous mutation [429]. If an X-linked mutation results in the 
absence of a certain protein, a cell which has inactivated the wild type, non mutated, X 
chromosome will experience problems from the absence of the protein, possibly resulting in 
a growth disadvantage of that cell, or even cell death, which will result in selection against 
the mutant cells. However, if the protein or signal can be acquired from cells in the 
surrounding of the mutant cells, for example by uptake through endocytosis or gap 
junctions, the deficiency of the mutant cell can be hidden, and function might be restored. 
This form of metabolic cooperation betvveen cells seems to be true for a variety ofX-linked 
metabolic diseases, including Lesch-Nyhan syndrome, Fabry disease and Hunter syndrome 
which manifest themselves with a severe phenotype in affected males, but only present 
mild symptoms in heterozygous females. In iduronate sulfatase deficiency (Hunter 
syndrome, OMIM: 309900), large amounts of mucopolysaccharides accumulate in mutant 
ceHs, resulting in bone abnormalities, deafness and enlarged organs in affected males. In 
female heterozygote carriers of the same mutation, iduronate sulfatase is transferred from 
wild type cells to the mutant ones, and hence the accumulation of harmful products does 
not occur in these women, resulting in a n1inimal presentation or absence of disease 
symptoms [430]. In Fabry disease (OMIM: 301500), another lysosomal storage disease 
which results in accumulation of glycosphingolipids in blood and lysosomes of most cells, 
causing clotting of blood vessels and tissue damage, females also have milder symptoms, 
since the a-galactosidase A enzyme can transfer from unaffected cells to the mutant cells, 
although at a 10\ver efficiency compared to iduronate sulfatase. In Lesch-Nyhan syndrome 
(OMIM: 300322), males have hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) deficiency, 
causing a defect in recycling of purine bases, resulting in mental retardation, cerebral palsy, 
self-destructive biting behavior and accumulation of uric acid in joints. Heterozygous 
female carriers of the disease are not affected, because inosinate, a product of the HPRT 
metabolic reaction, is transferred through gap junctions. This transport is possible in 
fibroblasts, resulting in a fibroblast population of both wild type cells and surviving mutant 
cells, but in circulating blood cells, where gap- junctions are not present, this form of rescue 
cannot occur, resulting in the selection against cells which do express the mutant allele 
[425]. Most likely, these cells are gradually outcompeted by the wild type cells, which will 
have a proliferative advantage over the mutant cells [429, 431-432]. 
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Most of the time, the presence of an X-linked mutation results in a growth 
disadvantage of cells expressing the mutated al!e!e [433], but this is not always the case. In 
adrenoleukodystrophy (OM\M: 300100), were mutations in the ABCDI gene result in a 
non-functional ALDP protein, cells expressing the mutated form of the protein proliferate 
faster [434-435]. ALDP is involved in the transport of fatty acids into the peroxisomes, 
were fatty acids are being oxidized in the beta-oxidation pathway, as a means of energy 
production. When the function of ALDP is ablated in males, fatty acid accumulation in 
cells cause a loss of function of the adrenal glands, and progressive destruction of myelin in 
the central nervous system. Several variations of the disease exist, which affect only the 
adrenal glands, or show a phenotype also in the central nervous system or even the spinal 
cord (adrenomyeloneuropathy). Heterozygous females are often symptom free at the 
beginning of their llfe, but during aging they can develop spinal cord symptoms, which 
indicates that the mutant cells gradually take over, due to a growth advantage which is 
currently not explained. 

Interestingly, not always does cell communication result in an amelioration of an 
X-linked disease, and in some cases it might even worsen the phenotype in heterozygous 
females. This is the case for mutations in the EFNB I gene which cause craniofrontonasal 
syndrome (OM\M: 30411 0) [436-437]. The absence of functional ephrin B I protein, a 
signaling molecule involved in many developmental processes, results in premature closure 
of the coronal suture (craniosynostosis), and thus aberrant skull development, only in 
females. Males vvith mutations in EFNB 1 do not develop these skull deformations, because 
other redundant signaling molecules are able to replace the function of ephrin B 1. In the 
case of heterozygous females, where XCI has resulted in a mixture of cells which are either 
positive or negative for ephrin B 1, such a redundant signaling pathway is disrupted by a 
mechanism called cellular interference [438-439]. 

Although XCI in principal results in two different populations of cells, and this can 
have a profound effect on the manifestation of X-!inked diseases in heterozygous females, 
another layer of complexity is added by the fact that the ratio of the two cell lines, with 
either the maternal or paterna! X chromosome being inactivated, is not always 50:50. In 
fact, studies have shown that in large populations of healthy women, the ratio between both 
cell types follows a bell-shaped distribution, with a mean of 50:50 and extremes 
approaching \00:0 or 0:\00 [440-441]. Just by chance, a proportion of women will have a 
deviation from the 50:50 ratio and this deviation is called skewing of XCI (Figure 12). 
How can this skewing be explained? Several factors might contribute, and most likely one 
of the most important factors vvill be the presence of a limited amount of cells at the 
moment that XCI is initiated. Even vvhen every cell has a 50% chance of inactivating the 
one or the other X chromosome, when the starting pool of cells is small, just by chance the 
majority of cells might choose to inactivate for example the X derived from father. 
Although it is not exactly known how many cells are present at the moment that XCI is 
initiated in the human embryo, it is estimated that there are most likely between I 0-20 cells 
which commence to initiate XCI [442-444]. l-Ienee, vvith such a small pool of progenitor 
cells, it seems like!y that the stochastic nature of the process plays an important ro[e in 
determining the XCI fate of the X chromosomes present. 

Skewing of XCI likely is also genetically determined. In mice, distortions from 
random XCI are observed when several inbred mouse strains are intercrossed, and since 
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Figure 12: XCI skewing analysis in females using the HUMARA assay 
To determine the degree of XCI skewing, a frequently used method is the Human Androgen 
Receptor assay, which makes use of the presence of a polymorphic repeat in the androgen 
receptor and methylation of the inactive X chromosome. Prior to digestion with a methylation
sensitive enzyme (undigested, U) PCR analysis will show a single allele in males (left panel), 
and two alleles in females (when polymorphism is present). Upon digestion with a 
methylation sensitive enzyme (digestion, D), only the allele which is inactivated, and hence 
methylated, will be amplified. Therefore in males upon digestion, no band is detectable. 
When XCI ·Is random in females, 50% of ce!ls will methylate the one allele, whereas 50% of 
cells will methylate the second allele. Therefore, in a non-skewed female, the same bands 
will be seen upon digestion as in the undigested sample (middle panel). Upon complete 
skc•wirlo (right panel), only a single allele will be detected. 

these deviations are not caused by eel! selection, they are referred to as primary non
random XCI. This has resulted in the classification of mouse strains according to 
differences in the strength of the X controlling element (Xce), a genetically defined locus 
which affects skewing [445-447]. Although the identity of this locus is still unknown, 
genetic mapping studies have indicated that it lies downstream of Xist [448-450]. 
Alternatively the amount of skewing might correlate with the presence of SNPs in XCI 
regulatory elements, including the Xist promoter or the gene itself, or other regulators, like 
XCI-activators and -inhibitors, or their binding places. In agreement with this, SNPs have 
been found in the human X!ST promoter, which seem to correlate with skewing [451-453]. 
In both cases, a CTCF binding site seems to be aifected, by a nucleotide change located at-
43 bp of the transcriptional start site of XJST. Whether an XCE exists in human is unc!ear at 
the moment [454-455]. Several families have been identified in which extreme skewing of 
XCI is inherited, but this extreme ske\ving could also be caused by the presence of an 
unidentified X-linked disease allele which is being selected against [ 456-461] when 
affected cells have a proliferative disadvantage, or die, as discussed above. Therefore, 
skewing could also be caused by X-linked mutations affecting the viability of the cell, 
followed by negative selection, or sometimes even positive selection, as in the case of 
adrenoleukodystrophy. An even more extreme form of this secondary non-random XCI, is 
found in so-called trisomic zygote rescue, and might also be causative in the development 
of skewing. Some cases have been described, in which the placental tissues consist of a 
high proportion of trisomic cells, whereas the resulting fetus consist of diploid cells, which 
have a severely skewed XCI phenotype [462]. It has been hypothesized that such fetuses 
may survive, since the initial zygote, which must have been trisomic as \Vel!, lost the 
supernumerary chromosomes. Since such a lucky event will only occur in a minority of 
cells in such an othenvise lethal embryo, even more cells might have been lost from the 
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already small pool of cells which initiate XCI, resulting in the extreme skewing observed in 
the girl born. Such a reduction in progenitor pool size might also underlay the observed 
more extreme skewing in monozygotic twins compared to singlets [373, 463-475], although 
not all studies agree on this [443, 476-479]. 

The selection pressure for or against a cell carrying an X-linked mutation does not 
seem to be the same in all tissues or at all developmental time points. For example, it has 
been found that several X-linked diseases only result in skewing in particular tissues. In X
linked agammaglobulinemia (Bruton's agammaglobulinemia, OMIM: 300300), caused by 
mutations in the BTK gene, mutant B cells are unable to mature, and mutant B cells are thus 
absent in the peripheral blood system of heterozygous females, where wild type B cells are 
selected for [480-483]. The mutant B cell progenitors however can be found in the bone 
marrow, indicating that different stringencies of selective pressure are maintained in 
different tissues. Also other cell types, \Vhere BTK is not expressed, will most likely be 
confronted with an absence of a selection pressure against mutant cells. The same tissue
specific skewing can be found in other hematological X-linked diseases, including X-linked 
severe combined immunodeficiency (X-SCID, OMIM: 300400) [442, 481, 484-485] and 
Wiskott-Aidrich syndrome (OMIM: 301000) [486-490], and extreme skewing has even 
been used to identify carriers of the disease mutations prior to genetic testing of the disease 
genes [ 491-495]. 

Skewing is not only influenced by tissue specificity, but also by aging. 
Interestingly, a large number of studies have found that skewing is more prevalent in 
elderly women [441, 454, 461, 479, 496-501]. Certain X-linked diseases only develop in 
elderly women due to age-related skewing. Examples include sideroblastic anemia (OMIM: 
300751) [502-503] and X-linked hemolytic anemia (OMIM: 305900) caused by G6PD 
deficiency [504-506}. The reason for this is not clear, but might involve stochastic clonal 
loss [507], or genetic selection, maybe due to subtle, hidden mutations or SNPs affecting 
gene function or expression of X-linked genes, which manifest themselves gradually in a 
growth advantage or disadvantage [497, 508-51 0]. 

What is clear from the issues discussed above is that the variability of symptoms in 
heterozygous female carriers of an X-linked disease can be influenced by many factors. 
Genetic and stochastic factors will determine in the first place the mosaic distribution of 
cells in embryonic tissues having inactivated the X derived from father or from mother. 
This immediately results in a mosatc distribution of mutant and wild type cells, through the 
growing tissues. The effect of the mutation itself on the cell viability and growth of the 
mutant cells wi!l further result in a complicated interplay between wild type and mutant 
cells, either favoring wild type cells when the mutation results in a negative outcome for the 
affected cells, or favoring the mutant cells vvhen the mutation is advantageous. When 
mutations affect cell-autonomous proteins and pathvvays, a different outcome can be 
expected compared to the situation in which mutant cells can be rescued by vvild type 
proteins obtained from neighboring cells. Thus not only does skewing influence the 
outcome of genetic disease, also the opposite is true; namely, due to X-linked disease the 
ratios between cells having inactivated the wild type or the mutant X chromosome will 
differ, dependent on the effect of the mutation. However, since females have two X 
chromosomes, favorable skewing of XCI, either primary or secondary due to selection, can 
thus often result in a better outcome of X-linked diseases compared to males, which suffer 
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from their higher vulnerability for X-I inked diseases due to the presence of the hemizygous 
X chromosome, lacking a backup allele for X-linked loci. Table 2 summarizes several 
diseases in which favorable skewing has been found in heterozygous carriers of X-linked 
disease, presenting themselves with minimum symptoms compared to males. 

When mosaicism causes a disadvantage: emergence of 
manifesting heterozygotes 
Not always does the mosaic expression or a totally skewed XCI result in a benefit for a 
woman. This can occur when extreme skewing results in inactivation of one X 
chromosome, maybe because of selection against a mutant allele, but unfortunately also the 
active X chromosome harbors a genetic defect. This disease allele, which vvould otherwise 
maybe be selected against, or the disease outcome would benefit from a mosaicism, will 
now be active in all cells, causing disease which is otherwise not seen in heterozygous 
female carriers. Such a case has been described in which a female inherited a mutation in 
the incontinentia pigmenti gene NEA!O (OMIM: 308300) from her mother, and a mutation 
in the F8 gene causing haemophilia A (OMIM: 3067000) from her father [5 I 1]. The NEMO 
mutation is detrimental for cells, and thus strongly selected against, rendering all cells with 
the wild type incontinentia pigmenti gene active. Unfortunately for this patient, the X 
chromosome containing the wild type NEi\10 gene also contains the mutant F8 gene, 
therefore resulting in a bleeding disorder in the affected female. 

Many cases of these so-called manifesting heterozygotes have been described in 
the literature [513, 520-522], and some of these have even been crucial for the discovery of 
the disease alleles involved. The reason for the extreme skewing which results in the 
manifestation of the X-I inked disease can be variable, ranging from chance to genetic 
causes, as discussed above. In the case of a girl presenting with Wiskott-Aidrich syndrome 
(OMIM: 301000) [523-524], the affected girl, and her mother and grandmother showed 
extreme skewing, pointing to a genetic cause. The mutant Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome was 
located on the active X chromosome, causing the disease, which is normally not seen in 
females due to XCI of the X carrying the disease allele. Other women with Wiskott-Aidrich 
syndrome have been described, where skewing of XCI resulted in 100% of cells with the 
mutated allele on Xa [525-526], or absence of skewing against the mutant allele was 
observed [527-529]. Other similar examples includes affected females with haemophilia B 
(OMIM: 306900) [530-531], myotubular myopathy (OMIM: 3 I 0400) [532-534], X-linked 
hemolytic anemia (OMIM: 305900) [535], ATRX syndrome (OMIM: 301040) [536] and 
Fabry disease (OMIM: 30 1500) [537], where also extreme skewing of XCI towards 
inactivation of the wild type X chromosome was found. 

Another frequent cause of manifesting heterozygotes are chromosome 
translocations involving the X chromosome [538]. In translocations, two breaks occur, one 
in the X chromosome, and another one on an autosome, after \Vhich the broken parts can be 
rejoined together. Generally, two types of X-to-autosome translocations can be 
distinguished, a balanced or an unbalanced translocation. In unbalanced X translocations, 
an additional part of the X chromosome is present, linked to a piece of autosome, 
representing a partial trisomy of that autosome. In general trisomies ofautosomes are not at 
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Table 2: X-linked disorders associated with favorable skewing and minimal disease in females 

Disease Gene Gene OMIM Phenotype in males 

Agammaglobulinemia BTl: Xq2L33-q22 300300 Decreased number of peripheral 13-cclls, 
decreased antibody levels and recurrent 
infections 

Alpha-thalassemia I mental -ITR.\' Xq21.1 301040 Dysmorphic features, mental retardation, 
retardation s;.·ndrome hemoglobin I-I disease, epileps;. 

Bmth syndi"Qme TAZ Xq28 302060 Cardiomyopath~-, neutropenia, skeletal 
myopathy and growth del a;. 

D.' skcratosis congenita DKCI Xq28 305000 P1·emature aging, abnormal skin pigmentation, 
nail dystrophy, leukoplakia, progressive bone 
matTOW bilure 

Dystonia-deafness-optic pDP Xq22.1 304700 Progressive form of deafiless, visual disahilit; 
neuronopath:- s;wlrome leading to cottical blindness, d) stonia, 

fractures, mental deficienc;. 

J Typohidrotic ectodermal d: splasia \E.\10 Xq2S 300291 Hypomorphic mutations resulting in skin 
with immunodeficienc; lesions and recurrent infections 

MECP2 duplication syndrome l1£CP2 Xq28 300260 Intellcctu<J! deficits, autism, muscular 

r;.-potonia. ti·equent recurrent inlCctions and 
nild dismorphic features 

Severe combined immunodeficiency TL2RG Xq13 300400 llncreased susceptibilit: to infections, lm1 
syndrome antibody levels, thymus atroph;. 

Wiskott-Aidt·ich s;ndrome 11:-lSP Xpl 1.23-p11.22 301000 Thrombocytopenia with small-sized platelets, 
eczema, recurrent in1Cctions 

Reference skewing in 
,,, 

Allen et al 1994 [480] 
Li et all998[481] 
Moschese et al2000[4821 

Gibbons et al 1992 [512] 
Wadaeta\2005[513-l 

Orstavikct a[ 1998 [514] 

FetTari." et al 1997 [515] 
Devriendt et all997 [516] 
Vulliamyetal1997 [517] 

Orstavik et al 1996 1460 I 

Orstavik ct 812006 [518] 

Van Esch et al2005l519] 

llcndriks et al 1992 [485] 
Hendriks et al 1993 [484] 
Puck et a11992 [442] 
Li el al1998l481] 

CJeal~ eta[ 198014871 
Prchal et al 19RO [4RS] 
Fearon et all988 [490] 
Goodship eta! 1991 14891 
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all tolerated, except for partly viable trisomies of chromosome 13, 18, 21 (Palau, Edwards, 
and Down syndromes, respectively) or 22, which nevertheless result in severe health 
problems. An unbalanced X-autosome translocation will only be viable if the translocated 
piece of X chromosome is able to undergo inactivation and to silence the attached piece of 
autosome by the spreading of XCI. Therefore the translocated piece of X chromosome must 
at least contain the XIC, located at Xqi3. If this is not the case, this will most likely result 
in a non-viable situation, since the cells will be confronted with a higher dosage of 
autosomal genes. lf, in the case of an unbalanced translocation, there is no duplicated, extra 
part of an autosome present, silencing of the translocated X chromosome might result also 
in silencing of the attached autosomal segment, resulting in a monosomy of autosomal 
genes, which is also likely to be lethal. In case of balanced trans locations, the situation is 
different [539]. In a balanced translocation, the total amount of chromosome parts is the 
same as in a normal genome, but now a piece of X chromosome is translocated to a piece of 
autosome, and also the other two broken parts are joined together. Since these cells still 
have together two X chromosomes, one of them has to undergo XCI. However, if the X 
containing the autosomal part would start inactivation, it would also silence autosomal 
genes, leading to a monosomy of the autosomal part of the attached chromosome. Since 
autosomal monosomies are not compatible vvith life, cells having inactivated the 
translocation chromosome will be selected against Therefore, in a balanced translocation, 
the wild type X chromosome is always inactivated, leaving the translocation products 
active, and resulting in the best genetic balance. Hence, most of the carriers of balanced 
translocations have a normal phenotype, although they might be sterile [539]. However, in 
the process of translocation break and repair, parts of the X chromosome might get lost, or 
the breakage can disrupt a gene coding sequence. Since the wild type X chromosome in 
these balanced X-to-autosome translocations is always inactivated, the disrupted gene will 
be on the active (parts of the) X chromosome(s), and therefore can result in a manifesting 
disease in a female. Examples of this include girls vvith hypohidrotic ectodermal dysplasia 
(OMIM: 305100) [540], Lowe oculocerebrorenal syndrome (OMIM: 309000) [541], 
Simpson-Golabi-Behmel syndrome (OMIM: 312870) [542] and hyper lgM 
immunodeficiency syndrome (OMIM: 308230) [543]. Such X-to-autosome translocations 
have also been helpful in the mapping of several X-linked disease genes, including genes 
underlying Duchenne muscular dystrophy (OMIM: 31 0200) [544-548], oligophrenin-1 
syndrome (OMIM: 300486) [549-550], Aarskog-Scott syndrome (OMIM: 305400) [551], 
incontinentia pigmenti (OMIM: 308300) [552] and chronic granulomatous disease (OMIM: 
306400) [553-554]. 
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Diseases where females likely benefit from their 
mosaicism: male lethai diseases and diseases with 
reduced viability of males 
A severely detrimental mutation on the single X chromosome will result in male lethality, 
so that no males are born carrying such a disease allele. Indeed, several X-linked disorders 
have been described which result in male lethality, or highly reduced male viability, and 
therefore these diseases are only found in females (Table 3) [555-557]. This group of 
diseases is characterized by symptoms in heterozygous females, and they were originally 
classified as being X-!inked dominant. However, symptoms amongst affected females are 
variable, with some patients presenting full blown disease phenotypes, \vhereas others 
present as asymptomatic carriers. In most instances, XCI skewing and mosaicism are 
responsible for the different phenotypes observed, and explain that many affected females 
are alive despite carrying a disease allel which is lethal in males. Indeed, in the majority of 
these diseases, favorable skewing is associated with reduced symptoms [558-569]. In case 
of Rett syndrome (OMIM: 312750), where mutations in the MECP2 gene cause autism, 
ataxia, tremors, loss of purposeful hand use and dementia [570], XCI is often random 
amongst affected females [571]. However, some sporadic, unaffected female carriers of the 
mutation, show preferential inactivation of the disease allele [572], and favorable skewing 
has been observed also amongst milder affected females [573]. Also in another male lethal 
neurodevelopmental disorder, called microphthalmia with linear skin defects syndrome 
(OMIM: 309801) caused by mutations in the HCCS gene, skewed XCI has been observed 
in the majority of cases [574-576]. Here it seems that the presence of severe skewing is the 
only reason that female patients are alive, as skewing has been reported in all heterozygous 
females [556]. Apparently, HCCS mutant cells have such a pronounced growth 
disadvantage that in the majority of tissues massive selection has occurred against cells 
with the mutant allele on the active X chromosome. The efficiency with which this process 
occurrs in different tissues might explain the variable phenotypes observed between 
different affected females harboring the same mutations. Besides favorable skewing, 
another advantage for females might be the possibility of genes escaping XCI. For both 
incontinentia pigmenti (OMIM: 308300) and oral-facial-digital syndrome type I (OMIM: 
31 I 200) it has been found that these genes escape XCI in humans [240, 577-578]. For the 
latter syndrome, this might explain why human females carrying an OFDI mutation are 
alive, whereas mice with a heterozygous Ofd I knockout allele die, because Ofd I is not 
escaping XCI in mouse [557, 579-580]. Escape most often is not complete and might be 
tissue specific, and this might explain vvhy skewing of XCI is still observed in some cases 
of these syndromes [559, 564]. 
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X-linked disease in females not related to X chromosome 
inactivation or skewing 
As is clear from the discussion above, X chromosome inactivation can have a great 
influence on the phenotype and severity of X-linked diseases in females. However, not all 
female diseases due to X-linked mutations are necessarily influenced by X chromosome 
inactivation. Besides what is seen in manifesting heterozygotes due to unfavorable skewing, 
females might also experience symptoms of an X-linked disease just due to the fact that 
they inherited two mutant alleles for the same disease. Examples of homozygotes for X
linked diseases include females with hemophilia [581-584], congenital X-linked nystagmus 
(OMIM: 3 I 0700) [585], X-linked recessive ichthyosis (OMIM: 308 I 00) [586], 
hypophosphatemic rickets (OMIM: 307800) [587] and Becker muscular dystrophy (OMIM: 
300376) [588], amongst others. The chance of inheriting two X-linked recessive alleles is 
low, except for genetical!y homogenous families or families where X-linked diseases are 
known to occur on both parental sides [589-590]. In addition, homozygous mutations for X
linked genes can also be caused by de novo mutations [582], or in rare causes of uniparental 
disomy, where both X chromosomes present are derived from the same parent [591]. Also, 
manifestations of X-!inked diseases in females sometimes discover a hidden, or not yet 
diagnosed form of Turner syndrome, in which a female has only one X chromosome, thus 
rendering a Turner female prone to the same risk of developing an X-linked disease as a 
hemizygous male [592-598]. Even more rarely, the presence of an X-linked disease has 
discovered cases of dysregulated sex-determination, where affected females turned out to 
have a male karyotype [599-603]. 

The benefits or disadvantages of mosaicism related to X-linked gene expression 
may not always be related to X chromosome inactivation. For example, rare cases of 
mosaicism may be caused by fusion of two distinct zygotes, or due to placental transport of 
ce!ls between twins [604-605]. Such chimaeras might display mosaicism, in which one 
population of cells harbors an X-linked mutation, whereas the other carries a wild type 
allele. Also mutations occurring in the postzygotic stages of an embryo will result in the 
fact that not all cells of the body will harbor a mutation. The later in embryonic 
development the mutation occurs, the fewer cells will be affected [614]. In such cases, it is 
also possible that the mutation does not affect the germ line, which is important for 
counseling issues and the risk of transmitting the disorder to the offspring [615-617]. 
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Table 3: X-linked Disorders with reduced viability in males 

Disease Gene Gene OMIM Clinical phenotype 
location 

Aicardi s~ ndromc Not found Xp22 304050 Abnormal brain development, mental 
retardation. rib and vertebral defects 

IA-ngiom8 scrpiginosum PORC.Y Xp11.3- 300652 fNonpurpuric t·ed punctate lesions, 
qP b~ pcrkcratosis, dysplastic nails 

Chrondod:·splasia 
punctata type 2 

fBP Xp11.23 302960 Skin, skelet and craniofacial defects, cataracts 

Congenital hemid)-splasia \SDHL Xq28 308050 Ichthyosiform nevi; limb, kidnc; and cardiac 
vith ichthyosiform defects; brain malformations 

er)·throderma and limb 
defects (CT-Tfi.D) 

Focal dermal h: pop!asia ~ORC\ Xpll.23 30)600 Skin atroph) and other ubnormalities, mental 
(Goltz SYndrome) retardation, digital, ocular and oral anomalies 

Frontometaph; seal ·L.\"1 Xq28 305620 Generalized skeletal dysplasia, deafness, 
dysplasia (OPD spectrum urogenital defects 
disorder) 

Tncontinentia pigmenti \E\10 Xq28 308300 Malfomations of brain. heart, eyes, teeth and 
skeleton. abnonnal skin pigmentation 

Mel nick-Needles FLY! Xq28 309350 Skeletal dysplasia, Ureteral obstruction 
s; ndrmm.: (OPD spectrum 
disorder) 

Microphthalmia \Vith ICCS Xp22 309801 Microphthalmia and dermal aplasia, brain and 
linear skin defects e;c abnormalities, mental retardation, 
(MIDAS) s; ndromc congenital heart defects 

Oc u !o-facio-card i o-denta 1 BCOR Xpll.4 300166 Facial, eye and teeth abnormalities, cm·diac 
syndrome septal defects 

XCI Reference 

Random Wieacker et a11985 [606] 
Skewed Neidich etul1990 [607] 

Hoag ct all997 !6081 
Eble eta! 2009 [609] 

Skewed Blinkcnberg cl <:ll 2008 
]569] 

Random Shirahama et al 2003 [562] 
Skewed Canucto ct a! 2011 [610] 

Random KOnig et al2002 [611] 

Random Leo) klang eta! 2008 (568] 

Skewed Robertson et al 2006 [567] 

Skewed Parrish et a11996 [561] 
Fusco et a! 2004 ! 564-l 

Skewed Kristiansen et al2002 [565] 

Skewed Lindsay et al 1994 [575] 
Ogata eta! 1998 
Franco et al 2006 [556] 
Sch!uth et al 2007 r6l2] 

Skewed Hedera et al 2003 15631 
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0 Table 3: Continued 

Oral facial digital 
s~ ndromc t~ pc 1 

Otopalatodigital syndrome 
(OPD spectrum disorder) 

Rett syndrome 

Rett-like syndrome 

Terminal osseous 
dysplasia and pigmentary 
defects syndrome 

OFDJ Xp22 

FLY/ Xq28 

1IECP2 fxq28 

CDKL5 Xp22.13 

FLn Xq27.3-
q28 

311200 ~~acial and limb abnormalities, brain 
malformations, mental retardation and 
noh-cYstic kidneY disease 

311300 rralate and mild skeletal anomalies, conductive 
deafness caused b) ossicular anomalies 

312750 jAutisme, dementia, ata\:ia and loss of 
purposeful hand use 

300203 DeYelopmental delay, autistic features, tactile 
hyperscnsitivit~, Rett-like features 

300244 Bone and limb abnormalities, skin lesions and 
d)·smophic features 

Random Thauvin-Robinet et al2006 
Skewed [559] 

Skewed Robertson ct al2003 [560] 

Random fuppke et al 2006 [5731 
Skewed Chahrour et al 2007 [5711 

Da: er et al 2007 1572] 

Random ilabi-Buisson ct a/2008 
1558] 

Skewed Baroncini et al [613] 
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Chapter 1: Introduction X chromosome, XCI and human disease 

Overview of X-I inked diseases 
The following discussion summarizes a selection of the most important X-linked diseases 
organized by organ systems, which are being discussed, \.>./here possible, in the context of 
their relationship to X chromosome inactivation. A more detailed discussion on the clinical 
symptoms, characteristics and treatments of these diseases is beyond the scope of this 
thesis, and the interested reader is referred to a selection of reviews as indicated in the text, 
or to online resources (Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database, 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim) for further information. Since several diseases 
manifest their selves vvith symptoms in different organ systems, they might be discussed at 
multiple places. 

X-linked disorders of the hematopoietic system 
One of the most classical examples of an X-linked disease is certainly the bleeding disorder 
hemophilia, with one of its most prominent patients being the Russian Tsar crown prince 
Alexei [6\8] amongst other European Royals [619]. Two different X-linked genes. F8 
(hemophilia A) and F9 (hemophilia B), encode blood clotting factors, which are essential 
for hemostasis after injury. When these proteins are deficient, affected patients, mainly 
males, will suffer from hemorrhages upon mild trauma, vvhich can result in lethal 
conditions. Women are most often not affected, with the exception of manifesting 
heterozygotes, discussed above. Interestingly, female asymptomatic carriers do not shovv 
signs of XCI skewing [620], indicating that 50% of the cells retaining normal levels of 
clotting factor are sufficient to prevent major bleedings. Only when skewing adversely 
affects the percentage of cells carrying a wild type dotting factor allele, manifestation of 
the disease may occur [530, 621]. 

Several X-I inked disorders affect the red blood cell fraction, which can result in 
lethal anemias. X-linked hemolytic anemia (OMIM: 305900) is caused by mutations in the 
G6PD gene, which is essential for the pentose phosphate pathway (generation ofNADPH) 
of red blood cells. Males suffer from chronic anemia, as we!\ as drug induced acute 
anemias, whereas females are only mildly affected, due to favorable skewing caused by cell 
selection [433, 622]. Certain G6PD mutations are more common in areas which are 
endemic for malaria, as G6PD deficiency protects against this intracellular parasite [623-
624]. 

Other anemias include Fanconi anemia [625], X-linked siderob!astic anemia [626] 
and GATAI-related anemia [627]. Fanconi anemia (complementation group B, OMIM: 
3005! 4) is a heterogenous disorder affecting multiple organ systems due to genomic 
instability caused by mutations in the FAAP95 gene affecting DNA repair. Clinical 
characteristics include multiple congenital abnormalities in different organs, a 
predisposition to develop cancer, and early onset bone marrow failure. Females are in 
general less affected, and in the majority of female carriers of the disease gene favorable 
skevving has been found [628-629]. The same is observed in X-I inked sideroblastic anemia 
(OM!M: 300751 ), where mutations in the ALAS2 gene result in hypochromic microcytic 
anemia and iron overload due to chronic ineffective erythropoiesis. Interestingly, for this 
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disease a clear correlation between the amount of skewing and the symptoms has been 
observed in several cases (630-632]. Also in GA TA I related macrothrombocytopenia and 
anemia (OMIM: 300367) extreme skewing has been found in female carriers of the gene 
mutation [633]. 

Influence of the X chromosome and X chromosome 
inactivation on the immune system 
Complex organisms continuously face the threat of pathogens, toxic substances and other 
environmental hazards. To survive, a complex immune system has evolved in mammals, 
which consists of different layers of defense, including physical barriers, the complement 
system, different cell populations, and a complex antibody system, which is able to conquer 
most of the envisioned challenges. Many of the genes directly or indirectly involved in 
these processes are located on the X chromosome, including genes involved in the Tol!-like 
receptor-nuclear factor KB signaling machinery (JRAKI, NEl\110 and BTK), genes involved 
in the apoptosis cascade (X!AP and PDCD8), and genes functioning in the oxidative burst 
of phagocytes (CYBB and G6PD), amongst approximately 50 others (634]. Interestingly, 
many sex-specific differences in the immune response exist, and women, in general, seem 
to have evolved a better immune system. This is illustrated by the fact that males are more 
susceptible to infectious diseases [635-636], and females have better antibody 
responsiveness to stimuli [637-638], which might contribute to the fact that in many 
species, including human, females have a higher life expectancy compared to males [639]. 
This better equipped immune system in females is likely the consequence ofthe presence of 
two cell populations with different parental active X chromosomes, thereby resulting in 
more diversity when facing immunological challenges, and also preventing the risks of 
deleterious gene mutations in a heterozygous genetic background [640-642]. Indeed, 
several X-linked primary immune deficiencies exist, which mainly affect males, and resu!t 
in skewed XCI in female carriers, with minimal disease symptoms (Table 4). 

A pitfall of this better female adaptive immune response is the higher incidence of 
autoimmune diseases in females. Almost 80% of all patients with autoimmune diseases, 
including rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus, autoimmune thyroid diseases, 
amongst many others, are women [643-644]. Many factors have been proposed to explain 
this sex bias, including differences in sex hormones, pregnancy related risk factors, sex
specific environmental factors, fetal microchimerism, sex chromosome defects and 
extremely skewed XCI or failure of XCI [643]. The so-called loss of mosaicism hypothesis 
for the onset of autoimmune diseases states that in a female ·with random XCI, two 
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trable 4: X-linked primary imrnunodeticiencics 

Disease Gene IIocation OMIM 

~gammaglobulinemia BTK P'q21.3- 300300 
q22 

Chronic granulomntous CJBB Xp2l.J 306400 
disease 

Hyper-IgM s; ndrome type 1 CIJ-IOL Xq26 308230 

Hypohidrotic ectodermal \E.\10 Xq28 300291 
dysplasia with 
immunodcilcienc~ 

Immune dysrcgulation- FO\P3 Xpll.23 304790 
pol:;--endocrinopath;.-
entcropath~--X-linked (IPEX) 

Properdin deficicnc~ lPFC Xpl!A- 312060 
p 11.23 

Severe combined L2RG 
immunodeficient) syndrome 

P'qlJ 300400 

Wiskott-A!drich s:-·ndromc WISP Xp11.23- 301000 
p 11.22 

X-linked !) mphoproliferntive SH2DIA Xq25 308240 
disease type I 

X-linked l)mphoproliferative .\7/P Xq25 300635 
disease type 2 

Clinical phenotype XCI 

Decreased number of peripherall3-cells, Skewed 
decreased antibod; lcl'els and recurrent 
infections 

Severe bacterial and fungal infections. colitis, Skewed 
granulomata 

Recurrent infections. biliar; tract disease, Skewed 
gastro-intestinal tumors Random 

H; pomorphic mutations resulting in skin Skewed 
lesions and recurrent infections; elevated lgM 
levels 

Severe enteropathy, diabetes mellitus, Random 
dermatitis, nephropathy, recurrent infections 

Fulminant Meningococcal infections Random 

{ncreased susceptibility to infections, low Skewed 
antibody levels, thymus atroph:-

Thrombocytopenia with small-sized platelets, Skewed 
eczema, recurrent infections 

Severe EBV infections, fulminant infectious Random 
jmononucleosis 

~~plcnomega!), bone marrow failure, hepatic Skewed 
necrosis, lymphoproliferation, lymphomas, 
h;. po-agammag!obulenemia 

Reference 

Allen et ,[ 1994 f480J 
Lictall998[481] 
Moschesc cl al 2000 1482] 

Koker ct al 2006 1645] 

Notarangelo el al1991 
1646] 
Hendriks ctDI 1990 1647] 

Orstavik eta! 2006 [518] 

Tommasini et al2002 [648] 

Van den Bogaard et al 2000 
[649] 

Hendriks et all992 [485] 
Hendriks et al1993 f484] 
Puck eta\ 1992 [442] 
Lieta\1998[4811 

Gealy et all980 [487] 
Prchal et ali980 [488] 
Fearon et a\1988 [490] 
Goodshipeta\19911489] 

Woon et al2008 [650] 

Marsh et a! 2009 [651] 
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Chapter 1: Introduction X chromosome, XCI and human disease 

populations of dentritic cells will exist, which will express either the X-chromosomal 
maternal or paternal self-antigens for negative selection in the thymus, thereby preventing 
that potentially autoreactive lymphocytes will be released in the immune system. When a 
female displays an extreme form of skevved XCI, in which for example the maternal X is 
always inactivated, only paternal self-antigens located on the X chromosome will be 
expressed. Therefore, autoreactive T cells against the maternal self-antigens will escape the 
negative selection, making it possible that B cells will become activated and produce 
antibodies against the maternal self-antigens, thereby causing an autoimmune disease [652-
654]. In line with this, extreme skewing is found in many patients with an autoimmune 
disease, including juvenile idiopathic arthritis [655], autoimmune thyroiditis, and systemic 
sclerosis [656-660]. Males with Klinefelter's syndrome (47,XXY), which also display more 
often severe skewing, have an increased risk of developing systemic lupus erythematosus 
compared to 46,XY males [66!]. In contrast, extreme skewing is not seen in other 
autoimmune diseases, like Sjogren's syndrome, primary biliary cirrhosis, multiple sclerosis, 
and rheumatoid arthritis [662-663]. Another hypothesis states that reactivation of the 
inactive X chromosome might contribute to an increased risk of developing autoimmune 
disease in females [664-665]. Indeed, reactivation of the silenced X-linked gene CD40L has 
been observed in T cells, and has been implicated to play a role in the pathogenesis of 
systemic lupus erythematosus female patients [664, 666]. However, whether this 
mechanism is playing a more general role in the emergence of autoimmune diseases needs 
to be addressed in future studies. Interestingly, loss of dosage compensation has also been 
proposed to explain the high levels of expression of polyamines in autoimmune diseases. 
Two X-linked genes involved in polyamine synthesis and recycling, SMS and SAT!, might 
be responsible for such a high polyamine level, and have also been implicated in 
disturbance of intracellular methylation [667], Finally, it has been hypothesized that 
haploinsufficiency plays an important role in the development of autoimmune diseases. 
Females with Turner's syndrome ( 45,X) show a higher prevalence of autoimmune diseases 
[668-670], which bas been correlated to baploinsufficiency of genes located in the 
pseudoautosomal region of the X chromosome. A high rate of X chromosome monosomy 
has also been observed in lymphocytes of patients with primary biliary cirrhosis, 
autoimmune thyroiditis and systemic sclerosis, arguing for an important role of 
haploinsufficiency in the development of these diseases [671-672], In contrast, systemic 
lupus erythematosus patients are not characterized by a higher incidence of X chromosome 
monosomy [673]. However, the precise mechanism of a potential role for X chromosome 
monosomy and genes involved in the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases needs to be 
identified_ 

X-linked mental retardation 
The human X chromosome is enriched in particular in genes expressed in brain [14]. It is 
therefore not surprising that many genes involved in the pathogenesis of mental retardation 
and mental disability are found on the X chromosome. Mental retardation, defined as 
suboptimal functioning of the central nervous system resulting in significant !imitations 
both in intellectual performance and adaptive behavior as expressed in conceptual, social 
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and practical adaptive skills, affects I to 3% of the general population [674], Around 50% 
of these cases are caused by genetic causes, amongst which X- linked mental retardation is 
the most common cause of monogenic intellectual disability [674], More than215 X-linked 
mental retardation disorders and syndromes have been described, and more than 80 genes 
have been mapped to the X chromosome causing these disorders [674], with more genes 
still being identified [675-676], X-linked mental retardation genes are found along the 
whole X chromosome, but two areas of higher enrichment are found in Xp I 1.2 and Xq28 
[674], In the majority of cases, males are affected, whereas females show no or only mild 
symptoms. Indeed, a study investigating the X inactivation pattern in !55 female subjects 
from 24 families in which males were affected by X- linked mental retardation showed that 
50% of the X-linked mental retardation female carriers showed extreme skewed 
inactivation of the mutated allele in blood cells [677], Of note, in several of the disorders 
studied, including X-linked mental retardation with short stature and tremor syndrome 
(OMIM: 300354), all female carriers showed extreme skewing, vvhich argues for a selection 
mechanism against cells expressing the mutant proteins involved [677]. In other syndromes 
more variable skewing has been found. The latter category includes Allan-Herndon Dudley 
syndrome (OM!M: 300523), caused by mutations in the thyroid hormone transporter 
SLC 16A2 (also known as XPCT or MCT8) gene, where only several female carriers were 
found with extreme skewing [677]. This might be caused by tissue specific skewing, which 
might be different between the brain and the blood cells [678], In our own studies on 
manifesting heterozygotes of SLC 16A2 mutations, we detected preferential X chromosome 
inactivation of the mutated allele in blood samples of affected females (Barakat T,S. and 
Friezema E., unpublished observations, Figure 13), which also argues that the skewing 
ratios might differ in between tissues. The same is observed in patients with mutations in 
the creatine transporter SLC6A8, causing mental retardation and constipation, where also 
different skewing ratios in different tissues have been found [679]. 

The most frequent X-linked mental retardation syndrome is fragile X syndrome 
(OMIM: 300624), affecting I in 4000 males and I in 6000 females. Fragile X syndrome is 
characterized by mental retardation, autistic behavior, macroorchidism, a characteristic 
facial appearance and hyperextensible joints, and is caused by expansion of a CGG repeat 
in the S'untranslated region of the FMRI gene, which causes the transcriptional silencing of 
the gene and thus the absence of the FMRP protein [680]. In normal individuals, the repeat 
size of the CGG repeat consists of 5-50 repeats, whereas the repeat size is expanded to 
more than 200 repeats in case of a full mutation. This repeat expansion results in 
methylation of the FMRJ promoter and the transcriptional shut-down of the gene. The 
FMRI gene is subject to X chromosome inactivation [681], and skewed X inactivation has 
explained the variable symptoms in affected females [682-686]. Interestingly, some males 
harboring the full mutation have a better phenotype, which correlates \vith the presence of 
cells with non-methylated FMRI alleles [687-688]. Therefore in females carrying the full 
mutation, the presence of unmethylated alleles and favorable X chromosome inactivation 
skewing will result in a milder phenotype [689]. A repeat size between 50 and 200, the so
called premutation allele, is not only associated with the risk of expansion towards the full 
mutation when transmitted through the female germ line, but does also cause the fragile X 
associated tremor/ataxia syndrome (OMIM: 300623), which is characterized by adult-onset 
progressive intention tremor and ataxia in up to a third of aH premutation carriers. In 
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DXS6673E assay XPCTPatients 

Affected Carrier Affected 
male 1 female 1 male 2 

U DDU DDUDD 

Carrier 
female 2 

U D D 
X a 
Xi 

Figure 13: Female carriers for a XPCT mutation show preferential inactivation 
of the X chromosome harboring !he mutation 
Skewing of XCI was analysed using the methylation status of the X-llnked DXS6673E locus, 
for a family of two males affected for Allan-Herndon Dudley syndrome and their respective 
mothers. Upon PCR on undigested DNA (U), a single allele is detected in the male patient (X 
chromosome harboring the mutation), whereas two alleles are detected in the female 
carriers. Upon digestion (D) with a methylation sensitive enzyme followed by PCR, only the 
methylated allele can be amplified, which is derived from the inactivated X chromosome. For 
the carrier females, this is always the smaller allele, which is the same allele present in the 
affected males. 

contrast to the full mutation, the premutation results in a higher expression of FMR RNA, 
compared to a wild type level, \\'hich results in cytotoxicity. Also here, X inactivation 
skewing is related to phenotypic differences in the disease onset and severity [690]. 

Mutations in the MECP2 gene cause Rett syndrome (OMIM: 312750), which is 
one of the most severe X-I inked disease, resulting in autism, ataxia, loss of purposeful hand 
use and dementia in affected females, and are not compatible with male viability [570]. 
XCI is often random among affected females [571 ], but some sporadic, unaffected female 
carriers of the mutation show preferential inactivation of the disease allele [572], and also 
among milder affected woman favorable skewing has been observed (573]. Not only the 
absence of a functional MECP2 allele results in a neurodevelopmental disorder, but also its 
duplication. The A1ECP2 duplication syndrome is characterized by intellectual deficits, 
absence of speech, muscular hypotonia, frequent recurrent infections and mild dismorphic 
features [5 19, 691-694]. Furthermore, an association between autism and MECP2 
duplication exist. MECP2 seems to interact with ATRX in vitro, and both proteins work 
together with cohesin to silence a set of imprinted genes in the postnatal mouse brain [695]. 
This might explain why male patients having both a duplication of J\,fECP2 and ATRX have 
an even more severe phenotype with cerebellar atrophy [696], which is normally not a 
feature of the MECP2 duplication syndrome. Mutations in the ATRX gene result in a 
neurodevelopmental condition with various degrees of gonadal dysgenesis [697]. 
Unaffected female carriers of both the MECP2 duplication syndrome and ATRX mutations, 
and also women in the family of tl1e concomitant duplication of A1ECP2 and ATRX, show 
complete XCI skewing, resulting in preferential inactivation of the duplicated or mutated 
allele [519, 696]. In contrast, random X inactivation is observed in manifesting 
heterozygotes [698-699]. 
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X-linked myopathies 
Several disorders affecting the muscle compartment are caused by gene mutations on the X 
chromosome. Among the most well-known genes on the X chromosome is the dystrophin 
locus (Duchenne muscular dystrophy gene, DMD), the longest gene locus in the human 
genome spanning more than 2 Mb of Xp2l. Mutations at different locations in the DMD 
gene lead to a spectrum of muscle diseases called the dystrophinopathies, which consist of 
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (OMIM: 31 0200) and Becker muscular dystrophy (OMIM: 
300376). Duchenne muscular dystrophy is more common (affecting I in 3500 boys), and 
results in a severe phenotype, due to complete absence of dystrophin protein, causing early 
onset muscle weakness, wheelchair dependence and early death due to cardiac and 
respiratory failure [700]. Becker muscular dystrophy is less common and leads to a milder 
form of the disease, in which patients remain ambulant and can have a normal life span. In 
both cases, most often males are affected, whereas female carriers are often asymptomatic, 
with the exception of manifesting heterozygotes which can have full blown disease due to 
X-to-autosome translocations [545, 547] or extreme skewing of inactivation of the wild 
type X chromosome [521-522, 70 I]. Female carriers are typically symptom tree, but if they 
present symptoms these are most often correlated to unfavorable skevving, and a later 
disease onset, with an increased risk for cardiomyopathy [702-705]. A recent study also 
indicated that many unspecified myopathies in young females might be caused by DMD 
mutations, which manifest themselves aspecifica!!y, probably due to X inactivation 
skewing [706]. 

Also for several other X-linked muscle diseases, the relation between disease 
phenotype and X chromosome inactivation has been explored. The majority of carriers of 
Barth syndrome (OMIM: 302060), a rare X-linked disorder characterized by a short stature, 
cardiac and skeletal myopathy and neutropenia [707], show skewed X inactivation, thereby 
rendering the mutant X chromosome inactive [5 14]. In X-linked myotubular myopathy 
(OMIM: 3\ 0400), mutations in the MTlv/1 gene cause severe myopathy in males, which 
most often die in the postnatal period. Most female carriers are asymptomatic, but can 
manifest symptoms of unilateral muscle weakness and progressive myopathy later during 
life. The severity of these symptoms seems to be often, but not always, correlated to the 
degree of X chromosome inactivation skewing [708-711]. In spinal and bulbar muscular 
atrophy (Kennedy's disease, OMIM: 313200), an expansion of a transcribed and translated 
CAG repeat (encoding a stretch of glutamine residues) in the androgen receptor gene 
causes an X-linked adult-onset neuromuscular disease, which is characterized by proximal 
muscle weakness, contraction fasciculation, bulbar palsy, postural tremor and gynecomastia 
[712]. Females are usually unaffected, but several carriers manifesting the disease have 
been described [713-716]. The variation in disease symptoms is often explained by 
different levels of X chromosome inactivation skewing. Of note, one study observed no 
symptoms in carriers vvhich show a totally skewed X inactivation pattern inactivating the 
wild type X chromosome, suggesting that other factors might contribute as well to the 
phenotypical variations observed in female carriers [717}. However, since skewing was 
only analyzed in peripheral blood cells, a more likely explanation might be that the skewing 
ratio was different in the affected spinal motor neurons. The same may hold true for X
linked Danon disease (OMIM: 300257) [718-719], caused by mutations in the LAMP2 gene 
and characterized by hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, skeletal myopathy and mental 
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retardation, where also random X chromosome inactivation has been found in blood cells 
[720]. A direct investigation of affected heart tissue obtained after heart transplantation has 
indeed shown an unfavorable skewing of XCI in an affected female patient [719]. A similar 
mechanism might apply in X-I inked Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease (OMIM: 302800), which 
is a neuromuscular disorder in which mutations in the GJB 1 gene result in aberrant 
Schwann cell function, leading to neuropathy with difficulty of walking, distal muscle 
weakness and sensory loss [721 ]. Whereas some studies shovv preferential inactivation of 
the mutated allele explaining the asymptomatic or variable phenotype in females [722], 
others did not observe a correlation between X inactivation pattern in blood and the 
phenotype of the affected females [723-724]. Since affected females show a more variable 
phenotype compared to males, it seems likely that the skewing of XCI does affect the 
phenotype, and that skewing found in peripheral blood is not always representative for 
Schwann cells. Indeed, several studies have shown that skewing ratios between different 
tissues do not always correlate wei!, thereby adding another layer of complexity to 
investigations aiming to unravel mechanisms of X-linked diseases in females [678, 725-
726]. 

X-linked metabolic disorders 
Many metabolic disorders are caused by mutations on the X chromosome. In many of these 
disorders, cells are able to share metabolic products, which often results in a less severe 
phenotype in the females. Among others, these include Lesch-Nyhan syndrome (OMIM: 
300322) and a group of lysosomal storage diseases. The latter group consists of Hunter 
syndrome (mucopolysaccharidosis type II, OMIM: 309900), Danon disease (OMIM: 
300257) and Fabry disease. Whereas in case of Hunter disease, symptoms in affected 
females are minimal, due to the fact that iduronate sulfatase can be efficiently transferred 
between wild type and mutant cells [ 430], symptoms in Fabry disease are more severe 
[727-728]. This is likely caused by the fact that alpha-galactosidase A, encoded by the X
linked GLA gene, can only be inefficiently transferred between cells. The accumulation of 
glycosphingolipids in blood and lysosomes of most cells due to the absence of functional 
alpha-galactosidase A, results in clotting of blood vessels and tissue damage, which leads to 
progressive renal disease, cardiac hypertrophy, vascular abnormalities, and early stroke due 
to ischemia. Whereas in males diagnosis of Fabry disease can be facilitated with a reliable 
enzyme test, this is more difficult in heterozygous females due to random XCI [729], which 
results in ce!ls expressing the functional protein. Affected females can have significant 
symptoms [730], and it has been speculated that several female cases are caused by a non
random XCI in females favoring inactivation of the wild type allele [456, 731]. Studies on 
XCI skewing in vvoman with Fabry disease have given different outcomes, in which one 
study showed a clear correlation betv.-een the degree of skewing favoring inactivation of the 
\Vild type allele and disease symptoms [732], whereas two other studies did not show such a 
correlation [733-734]. 

A rare X-linked disorder of copper metabolism is Menkes disease (OMIM: 
309400) [735]. Mutations in the ATP7A gene lead to a disturbed intracellular transport of 
copper, and as a consequence a diminished activity of copper-dependent enzymes [736-
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738]. This results in neurological degeneration and mental retardation, arterial and bone 
lesions and a characteristic hair depigmentation. Affected males usually die around the age 
of 5 years, whereas female carriers are unaffected thanks to favorable skewing [739]. A 
female patient has been described which suffered from Menkes disease due to a balanced 
translocation between chromosome 16 and the X chromosome, which disrupted the ATP7 A 
locus. Since the vvild type X chromosome was being inactivated, the active X chromosome 
harbored the genetic defect causing the disease [740]. A milder form of the disease, which 
is most likely also influenced by skewing, has been described as occipital horn syndrome 
(OMIM: 304150) [741], which is caused by splicing mutations of the ATP7A gene [742]. 

Another example of an X-linked metabolic disorder is ornithine transcarbamylase 
(OTC) deficiency (OMIM: 311250) [743]. The OTC gene is located on the short arm of the 
X-chromosome and encodes a mitochondrial-matrix enzyme that catalyzes conversion of 
ornithine and carbamyl phosphate to citrulline during the second step in the urea cycle. The 
urea cycle is the most important pathway for detoxification of ammonia in humans, and 
deficiency of OTC results in an X-linked disorder that can cause fatal hyperammonemia in 
male newborns. Heterozygous girls may be asymptomatic or may have episodes of 
hyperammonemic encephalopathy and hence present with a decline in cognitive function. 
These episodes can be evoked even later during lite, and might be caused by events as 
infections, pregnancy or other situations which compromises normal physiology [744-748]. 
The variation of symptoms observed in females has been linked to variation in XCI 
skewing, and a study has shown that skevving levels in liver tissues correlate well with the 
measured enzyme activity [725]. In contrast, XCI skewing analysis in peripheral blood did 
not find such a correlation [725]. 
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X-linked renal disorders 
Renal function is crucial for the physiology of the body, by regulating the water and waste 
homeostasis. The kidneys consist of a complicated architecture of nephrons and glomeruli, 
which function to excrete waste products, and regulate the water balance. Although the 
clonal basis of kidney development has not been elucidated, and it is not clear what the 
extent of mosaicism is in this organ, it also seems clear that the presence of mosaic 
expression of X-linked genes in kidney result in a benefit for women, as in general men 
have a worse prognosis regarding renal disease [749]. Several disorders affecting renal 
function are caused by genes located on the X chromosome (Table 5). For most of the 
diseases, males suffer from serious renal disease, often ending in end stage renal failure, 
whereas females are generally less severe affected, varying from minimal symptoms in 
carriers to more severe renal disease in manifesting heterozygotes. 

A classical renal X-linked disorder is Alport syndrome (OMIM: 301050), which is 
caused by mutations in the COL4A5 gene, encoding a collagen protein. Besides affecting 
the kidney, A!poti syndrome causes hearing loss and ocular lesions. Due to mutations in 
COL4A5, defects in the basement membrane of the tubules and glomeruli of the kidney 
arise, which result in hematuria and proteinuria, finally leading to end stage renal disease 
(ESRD). Males almost always suffer from this end stage renal failure, whereas in females, 
the symptoms are more viable, with only 25% of the carriers developing severe renal 
disease. In mice, it has been shown that XCI skewing is able to modity the disease [750], 
which is also likely to be the case in humans, although studies in human carriers have failed 
to show a direct correlation [751]. However, severe rena! disease has been observed in a 
female patient where the wild type X chromosome was preferentially inactivated [752-753]. 
The same manifesting heterozygosity has been observed in a family suffering from Lowe 
syndrome (Dent 2 disease, OMIM: 309000) [754], a renal tubular dysfunction with 
involvement of multiple tissues and organs, caused by mutations in the OCRLJ gene. 

Nephrogenic diabetes insipidus is a disorder in which the kidney is not able to 
concentrate urine, leading to excessive vvater loss. Some 90% of the cases are caused by 
mutations in the X-linked arginine vasopressin receptor 2 (A VPR2), whereas the remainder 
is caused by mutations of the autosomally encoded aquaporin-2 water channel. Since 
nephrogenic diabetes insipidus mainly affects males, female cases were in the past believed 
to be caused by the autosomal mutations. However, it is now clear that also in women this 
disease can be caused by the X-linked mutation, due to unfavorable skewing inactivating 
the wild type X chromosome [755-757].1n addition, female heterozygous carriers without 
symptoms seem to benefit from favorable skewing [758]. 

Also systemic metabolic disorders, like Fabry disease (OMIM: 30 1500), or Lesch
Nyhan syndrome (OMIM: 300322) can affect the kidneys. Since in both these cases the 
mutant proteins can be obtained from wild type neighboring cells, the phenotype in females 
is mild, but can be more severe in case ofunthvorable skewing [469, 764-765]. 
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Table 5: X-linked disorders affecting the kidney 

Disease Gene Gene OMIM !Renal phenotype, mainly affecting XCI 
ocation /males 

~port syndrome COL-1.-15 Xq22.3 301050 (Nephritis, glomerulitis, hematuria and ESRD Likely skewed 

Lciomyomatosis with COL-i ~/j Xq22.3 308940 /Nephritis, glomerulitis, hematuria and ES!UJ :Skewed in leiomyoma, 
nephrop8tholog:- and not studied in somatic 

CO/J/6 tissues 

Dent disease type 1 CLC\'J Xp 11.22 ~00009 ~Xlgressive pro:'{imal tubular disease, ESRD, Not studied in n~mate 
hypercalciuria, nephrolithiasis, proteinuria, carriers 
1ypophosphatemic rickets 

Dent disease t;. pc 2 OCRL Xq26.1 300555 Proteinuira, aminoaciduria, phospateuria Skewed in one tamil;. 

F abr~ disease cu Xq22 301.500 'ytoplasmic inclusions, proteinuria, ESRD Skewed 
Random 

H~ pophosphatemie PHE.'i Xp22.1-2 307800 r~·pophosphatemia, nephrocalcinosis Random 
rickets 

Lesch-N;. han syndrome HPRT Xq26-27.2 300322 Uric acid stones, nephropathy and renal Random or skewed, 
obstruction dependent on cell type 

Nephmgenic diabetes ~IPR2 Xq28 304800 E:-,.tcnsive diuresis Skewed in carriers with 
insipidus manifesting disease 

S; ndrome of -11PR2 Xq28 300539 \H;. ponatremia, s; stolic hypertension Skewed 
inappropriate antidiuresis (gain of 

function) 

Oral facial digital OFD/ Xp22.2 311200 Fetal death in males. polycystic kidne; disease, Random 
__, syndrome t; pe 1 

~_L__ 
-SRD in temalcs Skewed 
~-- -- -- ~~-- -

reference 

Rheault ct al2010 !750 

bohashi el al2011 
1759] 

--

Cau et al2006 [7.54] 

Dobrovolny eta! 2005 
[732] 
Maicrct al2006 [733] 
c:Jstein et al2012l734] 

OrstaYik et al2006 
[760! 
Owen et a! 2009 [7611 

Migeon ct al 1971 [432 
Marcus et all992 [458] 

jNomura ct al 1997 
[756] 
Faerch ct al2010 [762] 
Satoh et al2008 [758] 

Decau~ et al2007p63] 

Thauvin-Robinet et al 
2006 1559] 
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Chapter I: introduction X chromosome, XCI and human disease 

X-linked dermatological disorders 
Close examination of properties of the skin and coat color of mice have been crucial for 
Mary Lyon's hypothesis on dosage compensation by X chromosome inactivation in females 
[30]. Likewise, also the human skin is characterized by a patchy mosaicism in females, 
which can be seen in a large group of X-linked skin disorders (Table 6). Many skin 
abnormalities in these disorders follow the lines of Blaschko [766], which represent the 
patterns of embryonic cell migration during the development of the skin, and which are 
distinct from the dermatomes that follow nervous innervation. Alfred Blaschko noted an 
archetypal pattern with characteristic linear appearance on the extremities, a V -shaped 
pattern on the back, and S-shaped curves on the trunk, in his studies on epidermal and 
sebaceous nevi [766]. Since in females with X-linked dermatological disorders some lines 
were affected, whereas other vvere not, he hypothesized that these variability between lines 
correspond to early embryonic events. Only many years later, it became clear that this 
embryonic event can be affected by XCI \Vith lines being affected or unaffected 
representing cells which have inactivated the wild type or mutant X chromosome in the 
progenitor cells, respectively [767-768]. An example of a skin disorder in which the lines of 
Blaschko are visible is X-linked anhidrotic ectodermal dysplasia (OMIM: 305100), where 
mutations in the X-linked ectodysplasin A (EDA) gene cause absence of sweat glands in 
skin patches [769]. Analog to the lines of Blaschko, embryonic migration of cells might 
also be visible in other organs, and might contribute to our understanding of the benefits of 
mosaicism in females. For example, in X-I inked amelogenesis imperfecta (OMIM: 301200) 
and focal dermal hypoplasia (OMlM: 305600), teeth show a linear arrangement of enamel 
dyplasia [770-771]. Likewise, in X-linked oculocutaneous albinism (OMlM: 300500), a 
radial pattern of hypomelanosis is found on the retina of female carriers [772], and also 
cataracts show a sectorial arrangement in chrondodysplasia punctata type 2 (OMIM: 
302960). Similar migration patterns might apply to other organ systems, as it has been 
found that intestinal villi consist of a heterogenous mix of cells having inactivated the 
maternal of paternal X chromosome, whereas intestinal crypts are monoclonal in origin 
[678, 773]. Even in the brain, where extensive intermingle of cells is expected, a columnar 
pattern of cell clones has been described [774]. 

Not all X-linked skin disorders follow the lines of Blaschko. Two other patterns 
have been observed, the lateralization and the checkerboard pattern. The former is seen in 
CHILD syndrome (OMIM: 308050), caused by mutations in NSDI-!L, which might interfere 
with sonic hedgehog signaling involved in conferring a left-right asymmetry to the embryo 
[775]. The checkerboard pattern is found in X-tinked congenital generalized hypertrichosis 
(OM 1M: 307150), were heterozygous carriers show a checkerboard-like pattern of 
hypertrichosis. Some other skin disorders do not display a particular pattern in affected 
females, or might even result in symptom free females. This can be the case when the gene 
involved escapes X chromosome inactivation, and is thus being expressed in female cells, 
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Chapter 1: Introduction X chromosome, XCI and human disease 

like for X-linked ichthyosis (OMIM: 308100) [782-783], or in diseases were the protein 
involved can be shared among cells, as in Fabry disease (OMIM: 301 500). 

X-I inked ocular diseases 
A classical textbook example of an X-linked disease affecting the eyes is X-linked color 
blindness, which usually affects only males [784]. Females are much less affected, because 
a non-mutant a!lele resists on the second X chromosome. Most X-linked eye disorders are 
characterized by the same sex distribution, in which males are affected and females have 
either an absence of the disease, or minimal disease presentation. Examples include X
linked ocular albinism (Nettleship-Falls) (OMIM: 300500) [785], and choroideremia 
(OMIM: 303100). Also in Norrie disease (OMIM 310600), a rare X-linked disorder 
characterized by congenital blindness, usuaHy only males are affected. Approximately 40 to 
SO% of the affected males additionally develop deafness and mental retardation. In the few 
described female cases, no clear skewing difference was reported between affected and 
non-affected individuals [786]. 

Another disease which usually affects only males is X-linked retinoschisis 
(OMIM: 312700), which is the leading cause of macular degeneration and is caused by 
mutations in the RSI gene. The visual deterioration in this disease is caused by splitting 
within the inner retinal layers. Rare cases of affected females have been described, in which 
females were found to have Turner syndrome [787], or had homozygous mutations in the 
RS I gene [788-789]. 

Finally, idiopathic infantile nystagmus (OMIM: 31 0700) [790], caused by 
mutations in the FRMD7 gene located at Xq26-27, is characterized by the presence of early 
onset abnormal eye movements. Although affected females report slightly better visual 
acuity than affected males, the influence of XCI skewing is unclear at the mon1ent, as some 
studies reported skewed XCI in affected females [791-792] whereas another study did not 
find a clear relationship [793]. 

Besides these typical eye disorders, many systemic X-linked disorders cause 
ocular symptoms. Among others, these include Fabry disease (OMIM: 301500), 
incontinentia pigmenti (OMIM: 308300), AI port syndrome (OMIM: 30 I 050) [794], chronic 
granulomatous disease (OMIM: 306400), and chondrodysplasia punctata type 2 (OMIM: 
302960). Several diseases with mainly skin related symptoms are also characterized by eye 
involvement, and include X-I inked hypohidrotic ectodermal dysplasia (OMIM: 305 I 00) 
[795], microphthalmia with linear skin defects syndrome (OMIM: 309801), and keratosis 
follicularis spinulosa decalvans (OMIM: 308800), among others. In these disorders, 
influence of XCI skewing is variable, as already discussed before for several of the 
disorders mentioned. 
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-1'- Table 6: X-linked disorders affecting the skin 

Disease Gene location OMIM 

Anhidrotic ectodermal EDJ Xql2- 30)100 
d: splasia q13.1 

Angioma serpiginosum PORC.Y Xpll.3- 300652 
q12 

Bazex syndrome Not hmnd Xq24-q27 301845 

Congenital hcmidysplasia .YSDHL Xq28 308050 
with ichthyosit<mn 
erythroderma and limb 
defects (CJ-JIUJ) 

Chrondodysplasia 'RSE Ap22.3 302950 
punctata type 1 

Chrondod) splasia B/' Xp 11.23 302960 
punctata t~ pe 2 

Chronic granulomatous CJBB Xp2l.l 306400 
disease 

Coffin-Low1·y syndrome RPS6KD Xp22.12 303600 

Craniofronto-nasal EHBJ Xql2 304110 
syndrome 

Culis la:-.:a X-linkcd ·ITP7A Xq2l.l 304150 
!(Occipital Hom 
s~ndrome) 

Phenotype [xcr !Reference 

Variable defects in morphogenesis of Random, skewed c~ner eta[ 2008 
ectodermal structures, including hair, in manifesting [769] 
skin, nails, and teeth carriers 

Nonpurpuric red punctate lesions, Skewed Blinkenberg ct a! 
hyperkeratosis, dysplastic nails 2008 [5691 

Triad of congenital hypotrichosis, Not studied --
follicular atrophoderma, development 
of basal cell neoplasms 

lchthyosifonn nevi; limb, kidnc;. and Random KOnig ct a! 2002 
cardiac defects; brain malformations [611] 

Skin, skelet and craniofacial defects, Not studied --
cataracts 

Skin, skelct and craniofacial defects, f.andom Shirahama et al 2003 

cataracts Skewed [562] 
Cmucto et al 2012 [61 0] 

Severe bacterial and fungal infections, Skewed Koker et al 2006 
col it is, granulomata [6451 

X-linkcd mental retardation, skeletal [Random, skewed j;urkiewicz et al2010 
malformations, growth n:tardation, towards normal [7761 
hearing deficit, paro:-.:ysmal movement allele in Wang et al2006 
disorders, cognitive impairment 11anifesting [777] 

carriers (""lir~~elnsen et al 2002 

Frontonasal dysplasia, craniotUcial Kandom rwigg et al 2004 
asymmctr~, craniosynostosis; males: [4371 
h\· )C!"lel 1rism 
J-Jyperelastic, bruisablc skin, hernias, Skewed Desai et al 2011 [739] 
bladder diverticula, hyperextensiblc 
· oints, multiple skeletal abnormalities. 
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lrable 6: Continued 
Dyskeratosis 
congenital 

p;;cJ 

Fhlers-Dnnlos variant, FLXA 
lhelerotopin, pcriventriculm 

~~pidcrmolysis bullosa, f'lot 
nacular type found 

Fanconi F.-L-lPYJ 
pane: topaenia 8 

oca! dermal hypop!usia PORC.\ 
(Goltz syndrome) r) pohidmtic TKB!\.G/ 
ectodermal dysplasia .\"E.\.fO 
Yith immune dcl1cienc:-

Ichthyosis follicularis. liBTPS2 
atrichia and photophobi 
syndrome 

Immune d:·sregulation- F(J.':P3 

pol: endocrinopathy-
enteropatb: -X-linked 
(IPEX) syndrome 

lncontinentia pigmenti .\lo\!0 

Keratosis follicu!aris 11BTPS2 
spinu!osa decal vans 

r.owe ocu!ocel·ebro- OCRL 
renal syndrome 

Xq28 

Xq2S 

Xq27.3-
qtcr 

Xp22.31 

Xp11.23 

Xq28 

Xp22.12-
p22.11 

Xp11.23-
q13.3 

p;:q28 

1~ ........ -[xr'") P 
22.11 

Xq25-q26 

305000 Ectodermal d) splasia characterized hy dermatologic 
manifestations and nail dystrophy, hone marrow 
t3ilure 

300537 Focal scizmes, irregular collagen fibrils, and brain 
malformations 

302000 Atraumatic hu!lae , absence hair, 
hyperpigmcntation, depigmentation. acroc)·anosis, 
dwmf1sm, microcephal), mental inferiority, shmt 
tapering fmgers 

300) 14 Developmental abnormalities in major organ 
systems, early-onset bone marrow l~'lilure, high 
!predisposition to cancer 

305600 [;kin atrophy and other abnormalities, mental 
retmdation, digital, ocular and oral ;momalies 

300291 Congenital disorder of teeth, hair, and eccrine sweat 
glunds 

30820) Ichtb) osis follicularis, at1·ichia, and photophobia, 
mental retardation 

304790 Severe enteropathy, diabetes mellitus, dermatitis, 
nephropathy, recurrent infections 

308300 ~~alfomations of brain, heart, eyes, teeth and 
skeleton, abnormal skin pigmentation 

30SSOO H;. pcrkeratotic follicular papules, scalp alopecia, 
photophobia, corneal d;. stroph) 

309000 llydrophthalmia, cataract, mental retardation, 
vitamin D-resistant rickets, amino aciduria, <mel 
reduced ammonia produclion by the kidne;. 

Skewed 

Skewed 

Not studied 

Skewed 

Random 

Skewed 

Skewed in 
manifesting 
carriers 

Random 

Skewed 

Skewed 

Skewed in one 
family manifesting 
discnse 

Ferraris et a! 1997 
[515] 
D<'vriendt el ::1! 1997 
Robe1tson cl al 2003 
[560] 

--

Holden ct al 2006 
[628] 

Leoyklang el al 2008 
[568] 

Orstavik ct a! 2006 
[518] 

A ten e\ a! 2010 [779] 

Tommasini eta! 2002 

[648J 

Parrish eta! 1996 
[561] 

Atcn ct al 2010 [779.1 

Cau et al 2006 [7)4] 
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0', Table 6: Continued 

!Menkes syndrome 1TP71 

IMlcrophthalmia 'vith HCCS 
linear skin defects 
MIDAS) syndrome 

Opitz-Kaveggia OKS 
·yndrome 

profaciod'1gital JFDI 
syndrome type 1 

Simpson-Golabi -Behmcl SGBS! 
syndrome type 1 

Simpson-Golabi-Behmcl OFDJ 
syndrome type 2 

l"erminal osseous FL.Y.--1 
dysplasia and 

igmentar)- defects 

rorticollis, keloids, Not 
cr: ptm:hidism and renal found 
dysplasia 

X-linked ichthyosis STS 

~X-linked oculocutaneous GPRl.JJ 
albinism 

X-linked congenital Not 
generali7.ed found 
hypertrichosis 

Xq2l.l 309400 

Xp22.2 309801 

XqlJ 3054)0 

Xp22 11200 

Xq26 3)2g70 

~p22.3 300209 
p22.2 

p<q28 300244 

Xq28 314300 

Xpp22. 308100 
32 

Xp22.2 300)00 

Xq24- 307150 
27.1 

Generalized copper dcficienc~ Skewed 

Microphthalmia and dermal aplasia, brain and eye Skewed 
abnormalities, mental retardation, congenital heart 

~efects 

Mental retardation syndrome, dysmorphic features, Skewed 
sensorineural heat·ing loss, joint lax:it) 

:acial and limb abnormalities, brain malformations, and om 
mental retardation and polycystic !Jdney disease Skewed 

/Pre-and postnatal overgnmth, developmental deJa;, Random (mildly 
macroccphal)-, macroglossia, skin lesions, and Ske\ved) 
multiple congenital anomalies 

!Multiple congenital anomalies, hypotonic and Not studied 
neurological impairment 

Bone and limb abnormalities, skin lesions and Skewed 
dysmophic features 

rorticollis, cryptorchidism, varicose veins, Not studied 
oligospermia 

Palmar hypedincaJ"ity, keratosis pilaris, fine scale Random 
(escaping gene) 

Nystagmus, impaired visual acuity, iris ~ot studied 
hypopigmentation, albinotic fundus, macular 
hypoplasia, normally pigmented skin and hair 

llypertrichosis, dental anomalies, deafness Not studied 

Desai et al 2011 [7391 

Lindsay et all994 [575] 
Ogata ct al 1998 
:ranco eta! 2006 [556] 

Schluth ct al2007 [612] 

Gmham et al 2008 [7801 

Thamin-Robinet eta! 
2006 1559] 

Yanoetal2011178ll 

Baroncini ct a! [613] 

--

Shapiro et al 1979 [34] 
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Chapter 1: Introduction X chromosome, XCI and human disease 

Influence of the X chromosome on recurrent pregnancy 
loss and female fertility 
Recurrent spontaneous abortion has been defined as two ore more consecutive pregnancy 
losses before 20 weeks of gestation, and affects 1-3% of all couples [796]. Several studies 
have shown that the incidence of extreme XCI skewing is higher amongst females suffering 
from recurrent pregnancy loss, compared to controls [797-803]. Although several other 
studies have not shown such an association [804-805], or only found a non-significant 
correlation [806], the extreme skewing in these females might be caused by selection 
against a mutated X-linked gene, in female carriers of undiagnosed X-linked lethal 
disorders. Transmission of such a gene to the offspring could result in male lethality of the 
fetuses, in particular, thereby explaining the higher incidence of spontaneous abortions. 
Some studies also noticed a higher incidence of trisomic pregnancy losses amongst females 
with extreme skewing, and this might be related to a decreased size of the follicular pool 
caused by X chromosomal abnormalities. hence explaining the skewing [807-808]. Such an 
association is however disputed by others [809]. 

The X chromosome itself is also implicated in premature ovarian failure (OMIM: 
311360), a condition characterized by hypergonadotropic ovarian failure and thus infe11ility 
before the age of 40 years [81 0]. Monosomy of the X chromosome and haploinsufficiency 
of several regions of the X chromosome are associated with the disease, and based on the 
breakpoints of truncated X chromosomes several candidate genes for this condition have 
been identified [81 0-812]. Although the majority of these candidates need to be verified, at 
least two X-linked genes seem to be implicated in the pathogenesis of premature ovarian 
failure, namely BMP/5 [813-814] and the FMRI premutation [815]. Initial reports found 
evidence for a correlation between X chromosome inactivation skewing and the presence of 
premature ovarian failure, which might be explained by selection against activity of X 
chromosomes bearing large deletions or mutations, which are themselves causative for the 
premature ovarian failure [816-817]. More recent studies however did not find such a 
correlation [818-822]. 

Influence of the X chromosome on cancer 
Several mechanisms involve a functional and specific link betvveen the X chromosome and 
the development of cancer. First, several genes located on the X chromosome are involved 
in tumor gro\\1:h and progression [14], including for example the androgen receptor gene, 
which plays an important role in prostate cancer in males. A special group of these X
linked cancer genes consists of X-linked tumor suppressors f823-825], which include the 
X-linked WTX gene involved in Wilms tumor [826] and the FOXP3 gene involved in breast 
cancer [827-828]. Being present in only a single copy in males, these genes do not fit the 
general rule stating that the inactivation of a tumor suppressor requires bi-allelic 
inactivation, the so-called two-hit theory [829]. In females, due to X chromosome 
inactivation, only one of the two copies of these genes will be active in every cell. 
Therefore, also in females a single hit might be enough to result in a gene mutation on the 
active X chromosome, which might then result in cancer initiation. 
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Secondly, amplification of the X chromosome has been found in several tumors 
[830], including germ cell tumors [355, 831-832], breast cancer [223, 833], ovarian cancer 
[834], cervical cancer [835] and malignant lymphomas [836]. The mechanisms behind this 
supernumerary X chromosomes are not completely understood, but often involve a gain of 
the active and a loss of the inactive X chromosome, which is likely to be a consequence of 
the genomic instability of cancer cells [837-838], The gain of an active X chromosome 
might provide the tumor cells with a grmvth advantage, and might therefore be selected for. 
The loss of the Xi likely explains the reduced levels of XIST expression which have been 
often found in tumors, and which have even been used as a marker for disease progression 
for some female tumors [834-835]. 

Finally, genes directly involved in the XCI process have also been implicated in 
cancer. These include several genes encoding components of PeG complexes [839-840], the 
nuclear proteins SatBI and Sat82 [274-275], genes involved in DNA methylation [841-
842] and the BRCA 1 gene, although for the latter its precise role in X chromosome 
inactivation is being debated [221-224, 843]. 

Numerical and structural abnormalities of the X 
chromosome 
Whereas aberrations of autosome number is almost always lethal, or results in severe health 
problems, like seen in Down syndrome, a varying number of sex chromosomes is rather 
well tolerated, with frequently reported karyotypes like 45,X, 47,XXX, 48,XXXX, 47,XXY 
or 48,XXYY. About I in 1000 males has an additional X chromosome (47,XXY), a 
condition known as Klinefelter syndrome, first described by Harry Klinefelter in 1942 
[844] and later linked to the presence of an additional X chromosome in males [845]. 
Klinefelter males usually suffer from hypergonadotropic hypogonadism and infertility, and 
are characterized by a tall stature, sparse body hair, gynecomastia, small testes and 
sometimes a decreased verbal intelligence [846]. The prevalence of Klinefelter males seems 
to rise in recent years [847], although many males are only diagnosed because of their 
infertility, due to a V\iide variation in presenting symptoms. Klinefelter patients have an 
equal chance of obtaining the additional X chromosome from their mother or father, and 
studies of severity of the syndrome have failed to find a correlation between symptoms and 
parent of origin of the extra X chromosome [846]. The supernumerary X chromosome 
seems to be faithfu!ly inactivated, although several studies showed some evidence for 
excessive skewing in Klinefelter patients [848-849], and it has been implicated that the 
length of the polymorphic androgen receptor CAG repeat might correlate with disease 
severity [846, 849-850]. Most of the symptoms can be explained by a higher dosage of X
linked genes fron1 the pseudo-autosomal region (PAR), and other genes escaping X 
chromosome inactivation, as these are present in a higher copy number compared to normal 
46,XY males. Indeed, over-expression of SI-IOX, located at PAR I, has been implicated in a 
tall stature [851]. Since Klinefelter males undergo XCI, they benefit from the same mosaic 
advantages like normal females regarding X-llnked diseases. This mosaicism does also 
explain why, sometimes, male-lethal X-linked disorders like incontinentia pigmenti 
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(OMIM: 308300) can be found in Klinefelter individuals [852-856]. It also might explain 
the higher incidence of autoimmune disorders among these men [ 661]. 

One of the most frequent numerical aberration of sex chromosomes in females is 
Turner syndrome, which is found in 1 to 2500 females and is caused by a monosomy of the 
X chromosome (45,X), the presence of an isochromosome X in which the Xq is duplicated 
and Xp missing, or by deletions of Xp. All of these abnormalities might be present in a 
mosaic, with some cells still displaying a normal 46,XX karyotype. Henry Turner first 
described this syndrome in 1938 [857], in females showing an infantile development of 
genitalia and prepubertal appearance, streak gonads, a short stature and varying degrees of 
dysmorphologies, including a webbed neck, cubitus valgus, lymphedema, amongst more 
severe kidney and aorta malformations [668, 670]. In 1959, this syndrome was linked to the 
presence of only one X chromosome in the absence of a Y chromosome [858]. As 
discussed above, due to this X chromosome monosomy Turner patients are at increased risk 
to manifest X-linked diseases otherwise not seen in females [593-598], and might suffer 
from an increased risk for autoimmune disease [669]. The latter might be caused by 
haploinsufficiency of genes located in the PAR, which has been hypothesized to be 
involved in the pathogenesis of certain autoimmune diseases. Although the majority of 
Turner embryos die during gestation, the presence of a single X chromosome itself does 
thus only lead to a mild range of symptoms in survivors, which are likely caused by the 
lower dosage of gene products of genes either escaping XCI, or located on the PAR (the 
PAR from a second X, or the PAR from theY is missing), as these genes are normally not 
being inactivated, and hence expressed from two X chromosomes (or an X and a Y) [859]. 
Indeed, the short stature again seems to be explained mainly by the SHOX gene, as 
haploinsufficiency for SHOX results in a short stature [860] (also known as Leri-Weill 
dyschondrosteosis, OMIM: 127300 [861]). The streak gonads are caused by the absence of 
follicles, due to the fact that oocytes need two active X chromosomes. Although female 
Turner foetuses have the same number of oocytes at three months of gestation, an 
accelerated loss results in the premature absence of germ cells, and the subsequent fibrosis 
resulting in the characteristic streak gonads [810, 862]. 

A subgroup of Turner patients has a mosaic karyotype, consisting of cells with a 
45,X karyotype, and cells with an additional tiny ring X chromosome (46,X, r(X)). These 
ring X chromosomes are remnants of an X chromosome that underwent two simultaneous 
breaks distal to the centromere, resulting in rejoining of the ends, and formation of a ring 
structure, which thus misses telomeric sequences, and can be visualized in standard 
chromosome metaphase spreads as a small ring [863]. Peculiarly, this subgroup of patients 
shows a more severe phenotype displaying severe mental retardation, developmental delay 
and severe congenital anomalies, including facial dysmorphism, soft tissue syndactyly of 
upper and lower limbs and cardiovascular defects [864-870]. It has been shown that the 
severe phenotype correlates with the inability of the ring X chromosome to be inactivated, 
resulting in a partial functional X chromosome disomy [871-873]. Indeed, the majority of 
ring X chromosomes has been shown to miss the XIST locus, thereby explaining the 
inability to inactivate [873-877]. However, several ring X chromosomes have been 
described in the literature in which the XIST locus is present, but in which still no 
inactivation is observed. These ring X chromosomes may therefore miss the regulatory 
sequences necessary for adequate expression of XIST, and thus for XCI to occur, and might 
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MacroH2A.1 H3K27me3 

Figure 14: Two inactive X chromosomes in 47, XXX fibroblasts 
Fibroblasts from a patient with triple X syndrome were stained for MacroH2A 1 (green) and 
H3K27me3 (red), two heterochromatin markers enriched on the inactive X chromosome. 
DNA is counterstained with DAPI (blue). 47, XXX fibroblasts inactivate two X chromosomes, 
which are visible as local areas of enrichment for heterochromatin marks, which is co
localizing with a Barr-body. 

therefore be relevant for investigations to determine the regulatory network of X 
chromosome inactivation. 

Besides Klinefelter and Turner syndromes, more X chromosome aneuplodies are 
occurring. Among the most common ones is the triple X syndrome (47,XXX) in females 
[I 58]. These fema les are diagnosed in chromosomal surveys, because they most often lack 
any symptoms, since the additional X chromosome is properly silenced [878-879] (Figure 
14). Only escaping genes and genes located in the PAR will be expressed at a higher level, 
which might explain for example the average higher length of triple X females, due to 
higher levels of SHOX [880), or their thicker tooth enamel due to higher expression of the 
X-linked AMELX gene [881 ]. Besides three X chromosomes, even more sex chromosomes 
might be present, resulting in rare karyotypes as 48,XXXX, 48,XXXY, 48,XXYY, 
49,XXXXX or 49,XXXXY. Generally speaking, any of these sex chromosomal 
aneuplodies will result in variants of Klinefelter syndrome, when the Y chromosome is 
present. The presence of several additional X chromosomes is fairly well tolerated, but wi ll 
result in more symptoms, inc luding mental retardation, the more additional chromosomes 
are present, due to the higher dose of PAR genes and genes escaping X chromosome 
inactivatio n [882]. In case of the pentasomy X (49,XXXXX), symptoms (as severe as 
mental retardation, delayed speech development, facial dysmorphologies, skele tal and limb 
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abnormalities [883-884]) might also be explained by a failure of XCI to inactivate four out 
of five X chromosomes in all cells, hence leading to symptoms due to the presence of more 
than one active X chromosome [885-888]. Also karyotypes with additional Y chromosomes 
have been described. Of note, it has been proposed that males with 47,XYY might have a 
higher risk of violent behavior [889-890] or other behavioral difficulties [891]. 
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Scope of this thesis 

I n this thesis work, we have investigated mechanisms involved in regulation of the 
initiation of X chromosome inactivation (XCI). Starting point was our earlier hypothesis 

that the initiation of XCI is a stochastic process, controlled in trans by autosomally
encoded XCI-inhibitors and X-encoded XCI-activators. The XCI-inhibitors prevent 
initiation of XCI in undifferentiated cells or early embryos. Upon differentiation of these 
cells during development, XCI is initiated in females only, by the activity ofX-Iinked XCI
activators, v.,rhich reach a higher concentration in female cells compared to male cells, due 
to the location of the encoding genes on the X chromosome. As described in Chapter 2, we 
found that the E3 ubiquitin ligase RNF12 acts as an important X-encoded activator of X 
chromosome inactivation. When extra copies of Rnjl2 are transgenically expressed in male 
ES cells, the encoded higher level of RNF 12 is able to induce XCI on the single X 
chromosome, whereas such over-expression in female ES cells leads to ectopic XCI on 
both X chromosomes in a significant portion of the cells. Rnfl2 becomes up-regulated in 
female ES cells during the developmental time window when XCI is normally occurring, 
and genetic ablation of one copy of Rnfl2 in female ES cells results in a significant delay in 
the XCI process. Chapter 4 discusses this discovery in the context of the stochastic model 
for XCI initiation, controlled by XCI-activators and XCI-inhibitors, and further provides 
evidence that all features of XCI initiation can indeed be explained by this model. A novel 
BAC targeting strategy described in Chapter 3 enabled efficient, fast and re~iable genetic 
modifications of mouse ES cells, and this strategy v,,ras used throughout this thesis work. 
Among others, it allowed us to generate the Rnfl2 homozygous knockout ES ceHs, 
described in Chapter 5. Using these cells, we provide evidence that RNF 12 is essential for 
XCI to occur, and mediates its effect mainly through activation of the Xist gene. In Chapter 
6, we shovv that this is an indirect mechanism, in vvhich RNF !2 targets the XCI-inhibitor 
REX I for proteasomal degradation. The Rnfl 2 gene is located in the vicinity of Xist, which 
ensures rapid silencing of Rnj/2 transcription in cis shortly after initiation of XCI. Chapter 
7 addresses the question whether other genes located near Xist and Rnj/2 are also 
functional in the regulation of the XCI process. We found that Jpx, Ftx and the Xpr region 
have a cis regulatory role, in which these regions likely create an open chromatin domain, 
which is needed to enable activation of Xist by the trans action ofRNF\2. We also provide 
data which suggest that direct interaction between the tv.,..o X chromosomes in a female 
nucleus, X-pairing, is not functiona!ly required for XCI to occur. Rather, more evidence 
was obtained supporting an indispensible ro!e for the trans action of RNF12, during all 
stages of XCI initiation. In Chapter 8, we describe an Rnfl 2 knockout mouse, which we 
have generated from the RnjJ 2 mutant ES cells studied in this thesis work. As expected 
from the observations showing loss of XCI in Rnf/2 homozygous knockout ES cells, 
homozygous Rnf/2 knockout females are not born, suggesting that RNF12 has an important 
role in XCI initiation also during in vivo development. The ongoing analysis of these mice 
indicated that females heterozygous for the Rn/12 mutation also have an XCI phenotype, 
with transcriptional activity from two X chromosomes in some cells from adult tissues 
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representing loss of XCI. This surprising and remarkable phenotype awaits detailed 
investigation. Finally, in Chapter 9, we proceeded to translate the newly obtained 
knowledge on the regulation of XCI initiation from mouse to human. We studied XCI in 
female human induced pluripotent stem cells, and provide evidence that the one X 
chromosome that is inactivated in a founder human fibroblast becomes reactivated upon 
somatic reprogramming. The General Discussion, Chapter I 0, aims to integrate our current 
views on the initiation of XCI with previously published observations, and provides an 
outlook for future investigations. 
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Abstract 

I n somatic cells of female placental mammals, one X chromosome is inactivated to 
minimize sex-related dosage differences of X-encoded genes. Random X chromosome 

inactivation (XCI) in the embryo is a stochastic process, in which each X has an 
independent probability to initiate XCI, triggered by the nudear concentration of one or 
more X-encoded XCI-activators. Here, we identify the E3 ubiquitin ligase RNF12 as an 
important XCI-activator. Additional copies of mouse Rnf12 or human RNF/2 result in 
initiation of XCI in male mouse ES ce!ls and on both X chromosomes in a substantial 
percentage of female mouse ES cells. This activity is dependent on an intact open reading 
frame of Rnfl2 and correlates with the transgenic expression level of RNF 12. Initiation of 
XCI is markedly reduced in differentiating female heterozygous Rnfl 2+1- ES cells. These 
findings provide evidence for a dose-dependent role of RNF 12 in the XCI counting and 
initiation process. 

Introduction 
In the mouse embryo proper, XCI is random with respect to the parental origin of the 
inactivated X chromosome, and is initiated around 5 days post coitum, or upon ES cell 
differentiation in vitro [892]. Initiation of XCI is marked by transcriptional up-regulation of 
the X-encoded Xist gene on the future inactive X chromosome (Xi). Xist is a non-coding, 
spliced and poly-adenylated RNA, which spreads over the Xi while attracting protein 
complexes required for the silencing process [86-87, 99]. Tsix and Xite gene sequences 
overlap with the Xist gene, but are transcribed in anti-sense direction and play an important 
role in suppression of Xist transcription during the XCI process [119, 136]. 

XCI starts \Vith counting of the number of X chromosomes and selection of the 
future active X (Xa) and Xi. This process is stochastic, and every X chromosome has an 
independent probability to initiate XCI [179]. The probability for any X chromosome to be 
inactivated increases with an increased X to autosome ratio, suggesting involvement of an 
X-encoded activator in the XCI counting process [179, 189]. Studies with cell lines and 
mice carrying Xist and Tsix over-expression and knockout alleles have indicated that these 
genes play a crucial role in determining the probability to initiate XCI [I 04, I \9, 123, 177]. 
Tsix takes part in setting up a threshold that has to be overcome by Xist in order to initiate 
XCI. In counteracting Tsix, X-encoded XCI-activators are responsible for dose-dependent 
activation of Xis/ expression, and autosomally-encoded XCI-inhibitors act as dose
dependent suppressors of Xist. XCI-activators might act either through activation of Xist 
directly, or by suppression of Tsix, thereby lowering the threshold for initiation of XCI. 
Similarly, XCI-inhibitors can be involved in direct suppression of Xist activation, or exert 
their activity through an indirect mechanism such as activation of Tsix expression. 

During early embryonic development, or upon ES cell differentiation, the 
concentration of the XCJ-activators will be sufficient, in female cells but not in male cells, 
to initiate XCI with a specific probability per time frame. In this working hypothesis, 
inactivation of both X chromosomes in female cells is prevented by cis inactivation of the 
genes encoding the XCI-activators and the stochastic nature of XCI initiation. Nonetheless, 
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the second X chromosome will keep a probability to initiate XCI until the XCI-activator 
concentration has dropped below the threshold required to initiate XCI, after silencing of 
the XCI-activator gene(s) in cis. 
Recent findings indicate that CTCF, YYI, NANOG, SOX2, and OCT4 exert activities as 
XCI-inhibitors, by taking part in suppression of Xis! expression [186, \91, 193], and 
appears to involve 7-:s·ix-dependent and -independent pathways. So far, X-linked genes 
encoding XCI-activators have not been identified. Candidate regions on the X chromosome 
involved in activation of XCI are delineated by different transgenes, several of them 
containing Xist and flanking sequences which have been shown to induce ectopic XCI in 
male cells [ 166-167, 169]. However, this effect was only obtained with multi-copy 
transgenes [ 175]. In addition, our finding that XCI is initiated in heterozygous L'IXTX 
female cells [ 179] indicates that Xist, T>ix and Xite play redundant or marginal roles in the 
XCI counting and initiation process, and suggest that important sequences regulating X 
chromosome counting and initiation of XCI are located outside the deleted region. To 
identify genes encoding XCI-activators we have performed a screen with male and female 
BAC transgenic ES cell lines. From this, we have obtained evidence that the X-encoded E3 
ubiquitin ligase RNF12 is a dose-dependent factor involved in counting the number of 
active X chromosomes present per mammalian cell nucleus, which triggers initiation of 
random X chromosome inactivation. 
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Results 
A screen to identify XCI-activator genes 
Previous studies have indicated that genes encoding the putative XCI-activators are most 
likely located within a region of 10 megabases (Mb) surrounding the Xist locus [72-73]. To 
identify the XCI-activator genes, we generated transgenic male and female ES cel1 lines 
with stably integrated BAC transgenes covering part of this 10 Mb region. Our working 
hypothesis predicts that initiation of XCI upon differentiation in transgenic male ES cells 
on the single X, or initiation of XCI on both X chromosomes in a substantial percentage of 
transgenic female ES cells, signifies the presence of additional copies of a gene encoding an 
XCI-activator on the respective BAC. 

Studies with mouse or human Xist/XJST transgenes in mouse ES cells indicated 
that autosomal integration of these transgenes results in activation of the endogenous Xist 
gene [167, 169, 171]. This suggests that these transgenes include sequences encoding an 
XCI-activator. We therefore started our screen with a BAC covering mouse Xist, excluding 
the transcription start sites of Tsix and Xite. BAC RP24-180B23 was stably transfected into 
male ES cells. Clones were expanded under neomycin selection and differentiated for 3 
days before analysis. Besides wild type ES cells, we also made use of a male ES cell line 
1.3 which contains 16 copies of an rns2 repeat integrated in exon 7 of Xist (Figure lA). 
This ms2 tag does not interfere with XCI, and allows discrimination between endogenous 
Xist-ms2 and transgenic Xist [92]. BAC integration and copy number were determined by 
DNA-FISH and/or qPCR. The percentage of cells with accumulated Xist covering the Xi 
(Xist cloud) was determined by RNA-FISH using an Xist eDNA probe, which detects Xist 
and Tsix (in all FISH panels DNA is stained with DAPI). The pinpoint signal detected with 
this Xist eDNA probe is similar to the pinpoint signal obtained with a Tsix specific probe, 
and represents basal Tsix!Xist transcription which is clearly distinguishable from an Xist
covered Xi (Figure lB). In most cell lines with an autosomal integration of the transgene, 
we found male cells with single Xist clouds (Figure lC, Supplemental Table 2A). RNA
FISH using Xist (FITC) and ms2 (rhodamine red) probes performed on live different BAC 
transgenic 1.3 ES cell lines which were differentiated for 3 days revealed no ms2 positive 
clouds (Figure lD), indicating that the endogenous Xist gene was never up-regulated 
(which would lead to conversion of the pinpoint signal to a cloud). This result was 
confirmed using a RP23-338B22 BAC sequence covering all of Xist, Tsix, and Xite 
(Supplemental Table 2A). Autosomal Xist spreading in differentiating male ES cells can 
be attributed to the absence of autosomal Tsix sequences (RP24-180B23), or loss of 
autosomal Tsix expression in cis due to truncation of one of the trans gene copies or position 
effects (RP23-338B22, Supplemental Figure lA). As a consequence of the absence of 
Tsix expression in cis, a relatively low XCI-activator concentration will be sufficient to 
induce autosomal Xist expression and spreading in male cells, similar to findings with male 
Tsix knockout ES cells [ 123, 127, 178]. Male and female mouse ES cell lines transgenic for 
BAC sequences CTD-2200Nl9 and CTD-2183M22 covering both human XIST and TSIX, 
or X!ST alone (Figure lF) also did not show significant induction of endogenous Xist in 
male cells (Figure lE, and Supplemental Table 2A) or endogenous Xist accumulation on 
both X chromosomes in female cells (Figure lG, and Supplemental FigurelB and C). 
These results indicate that the tested regions do not induce ectopic XCI in transgenic male 
and female cells under the conditions that we used. Our findings contrast previous claims 
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A) Map showing part of the mouse X chromosome, the location of the SAC sequences used in this 
study, and the position of ms2 repeats within Xist. RNA-FISH probes are indicated in green and red, 
and non-annotated genes in grey. B) RNA-FISH with Xist (FITC) and Tsix probes (rhodamine red) on 
day 3 differentiated wild type ES cells, showing cells with Xist clouds only detected with the Xist probe 
(one marked with an arrow) , and pinpoint signals detected with both Xist and Tsix probes (one marked 
with a star). C) RNA-FISH with an Xist probe (FITC) on day 3 differentiated male ES cells with an 
integration of BAC RP24-180B23, showing cells with Xist clouds (some marked with arrows), and 
pinpoint signals (some marked with a star). D) RNA-FISH with Xist (FITC) and ms2 (rhodamine red) 
probes on day 3 differentiated 1.3 male ES cells with an integration of BAC RP24-180B23, showing that 
Xist clouds are associated with autosomes, at a different location then the ms2 positive Tsix/Xist 
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that the Xist and Tsix regions are involved in the XCI counting process [ 166-167, 169, 171], 
but may be explained by a difference in trans gene copy number or the number of clones 
that we analyzed. 

We continued our search for an XCI-activator gene by generating transgenic male 
ES lines with BACs covering Tsix including a region 100 kb centromeric to Tsix (RP23-
447010), and BACs covering a region 300 kb telomeric to Xist (CT7-474E4, RP24-
224E13, and RP23-100El), including two BACs (CT7-474E4 and RP23-224El3) covering 
the Xpr region, which was recently implicated in pairing and activation of Xist [187]. RNA
FISH analysis only revealed pinpoint Tsix!Xist signals at day 3 of differentiation, indicating 
the absence of XCI initiation on the wild type X chromosome (Figure lG, and 
Supplemental Table 2B). We also found no significant induction of XCI on both X 
chromosomes in female BAC RP23-100El, CT7-474E4 and RP23-224El3 transgenic ES 
cells analyzed at day 3 of differentiation (Supplemental Table 2C). These results show 
that, despite involvement of the Xpr region in X chromosome pairing [187], additional 
transgenic copies of the Xpr region do not interfere with the XCI counting and initiation 
process. 

A region on the X chromosome involved in activation of XCI 
We continued our search for an XCI-activator gene and analyzed transgenic cells with an 
integration of BAC RP24-240Jl6, which covers an area from 410 kb to 570 kb telomeric to 
Xist (Figure lA). Transgenic male ES cell lines were established using three independent 
ES cell lines (Fl 2-3, Jl, and 1.3), and the BAC integration was confirmed by qPCR and/or 
DNA-FISH (Figure 2B, 2C, and Supplemental Figure 2A, 2B). Interestingly, RNA-FISH 
analysis of day 3 differentiated BAC transgenic ES cell lines showed several lines with a 
significant number of cells with Xist clouds, which we never observed in control male cell 
lines (95% confidence interval, Figure 2A, 2B, Supplemental Table 1 and Supplemental 
Figure 2A). DNNRNA-FISH analysis detecting both the X chromosome and Xist RNA 
confirmed that these male ES cells initiated XCI on the single X chromosome (Figure 2D). 
In transgenic female cell lines we also obtained an increased percentage of cells with two 
Xist clouds (Figure 2A and 2C). RNA-FISH analysis on two independent day-3-
differentiated RP24-240Jl6 transgenic female lines, heterozygous for the ms2 tag, showed 
that female cells with two Xist clouds only had one ms2 positive cloud (Figure 2E). 
Because aneuploidy would have resulted in a significant proportion of cells with either two 
ms2 positive or two negative clouds, this finding confirms that the transgenic female cells 
contained two X chromosomes. Our results therefore suggest that BAC RP24-240Jl6 
harbors a gene encoding an XCI-activator. 

Figure 1: continued 
pinpoint signals (star). E) RNA-FISH detecting mouse Xist (rhodamine red) and human XIST (FITC) on 
day 3 differentiated male cells transgenic for human CTD-2183M22 (Figure 1 F). F) Map of human XIST 
and the location of the BAC sequences used to generate transgenic ES cell lines. G) RNA-FISH 
detecting murine Xist (rhodamine red) and human XIST (FITC) on day 3 differentiated transgenic female 
ES cells. H) Similar to C), but with BAGs RP23-44701 0, CT7-474E4, and RP24-224E13. I) Percentage 
of CT7-474E4 male transgenic cell lines (6-24) with Xist clouds (green, SAC copies in grey, 
endogenous copies in black, n>100 per cell line). 
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Figure 2: Ectopic XCI in transgenic male and female ES cells 
A) RNA-FISH with an Xist probe {FITC) on day 3 differentiated ES cells with an integration of BAC 
RP24-240J16, showing male cells with Xist clouds (arrows) or pinpoint signals (star), and female cells 
with two Xist clouds (arrows). B,C) Percentage of male cells with single Xist clouds B) and female cells 
with two Xis/clouds at day 3 of differentiation C), and BAC copy nr determined by qPCR (BAC copies in 
grey, endogenous copies of Rnf12 in black,+ indicates integration confirmed by DNA-FISH only, n>100 
per cell line). Female line 1-3 has no BAC integration. ES cell lines that show a significant percentage 
of cells with Xist clouds compared to wild type control lines are indicated with an asterisk (non
overlapping 95% confidence interval, p<0.05). D) RNA/DNA-FISH detecting Xist (FITC) and an X 
chromosome specific probe (rhodamine red), on day 3 differentiated 1.3 male ES cells. E) RNA-FISH 
detecting Xist (FIT C) and ms2 (rhodamine red) on day 3 differentiated female ES cells heterozygous for 
the Xist-ms2 tag, showing cells with two Xist clouds, one marked by ms2. Cells with two Xist clouds only 
showed one Xist and one Xist-ms2 cloud (Line 8 n=46, line 9 n=55). 

Rnf12 is an XCI-activator 
BAC RP24-240Jl6 encompasses Rnfl2 which is ubiquitously expressed in early mouse 
development, and two predicted genes for which no expression data is available (Figure 
lA). To identify the sequences required for induction of XCI in male cells, we fine-mapped 
the area using mouse BAC sequences covering part of BAC RP24-240JI6, thereby 
reducing the minimal region required for ectopic XCI to 10 kb (Figure 3A, and 
Supplemental Table 3). Expression analysis using total RNA of day 3 differentiated 
female ES cells hybridized to a tiling array covering BAC RP24-240Jl6 provided 
unequivocal data that Rnfl2, which encodes an E3 ubiquitin ligase, is the only transcribed 
sequence wi thin this region, and that the 10 kb region overlaps with the promoter and exon 
I and 2 of Rnfl2 (Figure 3B). 

To establish a djrect role of RNF12 in XCI, we disrupted the open reading frame 
of Rnf12 by insertion of a neomycin/kanamycin resistance cassette in two orientations into 
exon 5 of Rnfl2. This mutation disrupts most of the open reading frame, but leaves the lO 
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Figure 3: Rnf12 encodes an XCI-activator 
A) Position of BACs used for the fine-mapping, and their potential to stimulate XCI. BAC RP23-25P18, 
covering part of BAC RP24-240J16, was truncated (the part shown as a solid line was found to be 
present using PCR analysis; not shown). The minimal region required for ectopic XCI is marked in blue. 
B) Tiling array expression analysis with total RNA of day 3 differentiated female ES cells (top panel, 
moving average in red, raw data in blue, y-axis expression in log2). C) Map of part of the X 
chromosome covered by BAC RP24-240J16, and the modified BAC RP24-240J16.6.Rnf12 with a 
neomycin resistance cassette inserted in two ori entations (only the sense orientation is shown). Right 
panel shows confi rmation of homologous recombination by PCR using the primer combination as 
indicated. D) RNA-FISH detecting Xist (FITC) on day 3 differentiated BAC RP24-240J16 (left panels) 
and RP24-240J16.6.Rnf12 (right panels). E) Summary of the results obtained with all RP24-240J16 and 
RP24-240J 16.6.Rnf12 cell lines. Avg copy nr. is average of copynumber determined by qPCR of all 
clones with extra BAC integrations . Pos. clones indicates the number of clones with extra BAC 
integrations versus all picked clones. A 95% non-overlapping confidence interval was used for scoring 
ES cell lines with a significant percentage of Xist clouds (p<O.OS), as determined by RNA-FISH of Xist. 
Not all positive clones with BAC integrations could be analyzed. F) RT-PCR analysis with RNA isolated 
from day 3 differentiated male (129/Sv) and female (Cast/Ei 129/Sv) control cells and male cells 
transiently transfected with an Rnf12 expression construct (exp.). Analysis of Nhel digested PCR 
products after gel electrophoresis indicates expression of transgenic Rnf12 (Cast/Ei). G) RT-qPCR 
analysis of Rnf12 and Xist expression in day 3 differentiated male cells transiently transfected with an 
Rnf12 expression construct (exp. 1 and 2). Expression was compared to the expression level set at 1 in 
control cells (ctrl, T-test: • p<O.OS, •• p<0.01 ). 

kb minimal region required for ectopic XCI intact. This a llowed us to test whether the 
induction of XCI is evoked by either Rnfl2-encoded protein or by a DNA element within 
the 10 kb region (Figure 3C). Analysis of day-3-differentiated male ES cell lines with 
randomly integrated BAC RP24-240Jl611Rnfl2 (sense and anti-sense) transgenes 
containing the mutated Rnf l 2 gene, revealed no significant induction of XCI, in contrast to 
control transgenic male ES lines which showed significant induction of XCI in most cell 
lines (Figure 3D, 3E, and Supplemental Table 4A) . This result was con firmed with 
transgenic 30111 female ES cells, where only random integration of the unmodified BAC 
RP24-240J 16 resulted in an increased percentage of cells with two Xi's (Supplemental 
Table 4B), 

Transient expression of the Rnf12 eDNA might be sufficient to induce XCI in 
male cells. To investigate this , we transiently transfected male 1.3 ES cells with a Rnfl2 
expression vector at day one of differentiation, and Rnfl 2 and X ist expression was 
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determined after two more days of differentiation. Xist RNA-FISH experiments to test 
whether this transient expression of Rnfl2 resulted in activation of XCI were inconclusive, 
most likely due to a low transfection efficiency (<10%; measured by co-transfection of a 
GFP expression vector). Using RT-PCR amplification of Rnf/2 mRNA, followed by 
digestion with Nhel, which digests an RFLP present in the endogenous Rnf/2 (129/Sv 
origin) PCR product but not in the transgenic Rnf12 (Cast!Ei origin) PCR product, we could 
show that the transgenic Rnfl2 gene is transcribed (Figure 3F). In agreement with this, RT
qPCR analysis indicated an increase in transgenic Rnfl2 expression, and this correlated 
with increased Xist expression, which was up-regulated more than two-fold in Rnjl2 
transfected samples (Figure 3G). These results support the view that Rnf12 is involved in 
Xist up-regulation. The observed up-regulation of Xist was Jess pronounced than what 
would be expected fi·om the studies with BACs containing Rnfl2, but this is most likely due 
to the low transfection efficiency and cell death of male 1.3 ES cells after initiation of XCI. 
In addition, in the cells that have been transfected, the increased concentration of RNF12 
may be lethal due to other functions of RNF12 which may be compromised when there is 
an overdose of the protein. Interestingly, Rnfl2 BAC transgenic ES cells did not survive 
freeze thawing. We think that extensive cell death may be initiated through activation of 
RNF12 by the thawing procedure, possibly resulting in ectopic XCI or mis-regulation of 
other processes. 

In summary, fine mapping and expression studies revealed a 10 kb region on BAC 
RP24-240J16 to be required for ectopic XCI. This region overlaps with exon I and 2 of 
Rnfl2, which is the only transcriptionally active gene covered by BAC RP24-240Jl6. In 
addition, transgenes with a disrupted Rnf12 open reading frame do not induce ectopic XCI, 
whereas over-expression of Rnf12 results in induction of Xist expression. These results 
provide strong evidence that Rnfl2 encodes an XCI-activator. 

Conservation of RNF12 and dose-dependent activation of XCI by 
RNF12 
Xist-mediated XCI is present in all eutherians, and previous studies have indicated that 
Rnf12 is highly conserved among mammals and other species [893]. We wanted to test 
whether human RNF12 can induce XCI in transgenic male and female mouse ES cells. To 
this end, transgenic mouse ES cells were generated containing human BAC CTD-2530Hl3 
(Figure 4A), which covers an area that is homologous to the region covered by mouse 
RP24-240J16 (Figure lA) and shows high sequence homology in the promoter and coding 
regions of Rnf12/RNF 12 (Figure 4B). Upon differentiation of several of these CTD-
2530Hl3 transgenic cells, XCI is induced in a significant proportion of the male cells, and 
on both X chromosomes in an increased percentage of the female cells, suggesting that the 
function ofRNF12 in XCI in mouse and human is conserved (Figure 4C, 4D and 4E). 

To further test whether RNF 12 acts as a dose-dependent activator of XCI, we EB
differentiated transgenic BAC CTD-2530Hl3 ES cell lines for 3 days, and determined the 
expression of mouse endogenous Rnfl2 and Xist, and human transgenic RNF12 by RT
qPCR. Comparison of Xist RNA-FISH and RT-qPCR expression analysis showed a 
correlation between transgenic RNFJ2 expression, Xist up-regulation, and activation of XCI 
on the single X in male cells (Pearson 0.77, p<O.OO! and Pearson 0.67, p<O.Ol, 
respectively, Figure SA and SB). The effect of transgenic RNF 12 on Xist expression, 
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A) Schematic map of part of the human X chromosome and location of the BACs used for the analysis. 
B) Alignment of mouse (RP24-240J16) and human (CTD-2530H13) BAC sequences (bottom panel). 
Shown is the region containing the Rnf12/ RNF12 gene. C) RNA-FISH detecting Xist (FITC) on day 3 
differentiated CTD-2530H13 transgenic male ES cells (left panels) and female ES cells (right panels). 
D, E) Quantification of RNA-FISH presented in C), for BAC transgenic male D) and female E) cell lines, 
and BAC copy number determined by qPCR (grey, n>100 per cell line). Day 3 differentiated ES cell 
lines with a significant percentage of cells with Xist clouds compared to wild type control lines are 
indicated with an asterisk (non-overlapping 95% confidence interval, p<O.OS). 

determined by RT-qPCR, is more pronounced in male than female cell lines, because Xist is 
normalized to the level present in male and female control cell lines, respectively 
(Supplemental Figure 4A and 4B). Some lines did not show ectopic XCI despite 
expression of transgenic RNF12 (clone nrs: o 2-6, 2-21 (Figure SB) and Sj? 2-22 
(Supplemental Figure 4B)), which may be attributed to truncated transgenes giving rise to 
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Figure 5: RNF12 is a dose-dependent activator of XCI 
A) Expression analysis of male 1.3 cell lines targeted with the human GTD-2530H13 BAG contain ing 
RNF12. RT-q-PGR was performed with primer sets for Xist (green), Rnf12 (grey), and RNF12 (orange). 
All samples were normalized to beta-actin, and expression was compared to the average of wild type 
cell lines 1.3 H13 1/13/20/24. Expression of human RNF12 was compared to expression of mouse 
Rnf12 of the control cell lines. B) Table of male 1.3 cell lines targeted with the human GTD-2530H13 
BAG containing RNF12. The relative copy number of the BAG integration, ranging from - (no 
integration) to+++ (several copies). The RNA-FISH column represents percentage of cells with one Xist 
cloud (1 xXist, • p<0.05 based on a 95% confidence interval, n is number of cells counted). C) RT-PGR 
analysis detecting a length polymorphism distinguishing Rnf12 and RNF12. The relative expression of 
RNF12 compared to endogenous Rnf12 is depicted below each lane. D) Xist-RNF12 RNA-FISH with 
day 3 differentiated BAG GTD-2530H13 transgenic male and female ES cell lines, detecting Xistclouds 
(rhodamine red) and RNF12 transcription foci (FITG). E) Quantification of RNF12 transcription foci 
(RNF12), single (1 x Xist) or double (2x Xist) Xistclouds, and the percentage of cells with a single Xist 
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a non-functional RNA, or to variegated expression through position effects resulting in only 
a few cells expressing the transgene at a relative high level. To compare the expression 
level of RNF! 2 versus Rnfl 2, we amplified a length polymorphism distinguishing RNF I 1 
from Rnf/2 by RT-PCR (Figure SC). Quantification of the relative intensity of RNF/2 and 
Rnfl 2 confirmed a correlation between expression of transgenic RNF I 2, Xist up-regulation, 
and XCI (Pearson 0.67, p<O.Ol and Pearson 0.58, p<0.05 respectively). Our results also 
indicate that transgenic expression is moderate, not reaching the endogenous level, 
suggesting selection against cells that express RNF/2/Rnj/2 at higher levels. We further 
investigated whether expression of RNF 12 correlated with Xist cloud formation, by 
combined RNA-FISH detecting Xist and RNFJ2. Analysis of two transgenic male and 
female cell lines indicated that a single Xist cloud in male cells and two Xist clouds in 
female cells were almost exclusively present in cells which showed an RNFJ2 RNA-FISH 
signal (P<O.OOO I, Z-test for proportion, Figure 50 and 5E). 

Although the function in XCI appears to be conserved, we do not know whether 
the specific activities of mouse and human RNF\2 are equaL We therefore repeated the 
experiment shown in Figure 5, but generated 1.3 male transgenic ES cells harboring a BAC 
sequence covering the Mus. musculus mollosinus Rnf/2 gene, which allowed us to use a 
RFLP (Nbel) that discriminates between endogenous and transgenic Rnf12 eDNA. Xis! 
RNA-FISH with day 3 differentiated transgenic ES cell lines containing at least one 
transgene copy showed induction of XCI in a significant proportion of cells for most ES 
cell lines (Supplemental Figure 40 and 4E). RT-PCR expression analysis confirmed that 
A1us. musculus mol/osinus Rn.fl2 is expressed in the undifferentiated transgenic male cell 
lines that induce XCI, at 0.4- to 2.0-fold levels compared to the expression level of one 
endogenous Rnfl2 copy (Supplemental Figure 4E). In addition, Western blot analysis 
with anti-RNF 12, and anti-ACTIN as a control, confirmed elevated expression of RNF 12 in 
day one differentiated transgenic male ES cell lines compared to a wild type control cells 
(not all cell lines were analyzed, Supplemental l'igure 4F). Expression of Rnf/2 correlated 
with cells that initiated XCI at day 3 of differentiation (Pearson 0.67, p<O.OI). Similar to 
our tindings with CTD-2530HI3 transgenic ES cell lines, we only observed ES cell lines 
that showed moderate expression of transgenic Rnf! 2. 

The resu!ts obtained with transgenic ES cell lines harboring human RNFJ2 and 
!Vfus. musculus mollosinus Rn.f/2 transgenes indicate that the function of RNF 12 is most 
likely conserved from human to mouse. Furthermore, expression of ectopic RNFJ2 
positively correlates \vith expression of Xist and subsequent initiation of XCI. 

Figure 5: continued 
cloud together with an RNF12 signal in BAC CTD-2530H13 transgenic male ES cell lines (1xXist and 
RNF12), or two Xist clouds together with an RNF12 signal in BAC CTD-2530H13 transgenic female ES 
cell lines (2xXist and RNF12), at day 3 of differentiation (n=number of cells analyzed). 
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Endogenous RNF12 expression correlates with XCI 
Rnf/2 encodes an E3 ubiquitin ligase involved in the regulation of UM-homeodomain 
containing factors, by targeting LIM interacting proteins LOB I and LDB2 for degradation 
[893]. In addition, RNF 12 also appears to be involved in gene activation, and telomere 
length homeostasis, indicating that this multifaceted protein is involved in many important 
processes besides XCI [894-895]. To play a dose-dependent role in XCI, it is to be expected 
that, prior to XCI, the RNF12 concentration is two-fold higher in female cells compared to 
male cells, and that expression of RNF\2 is correlated with the developmental time period 
were XCI is initiated. In addition, to properly regulate XCI Rnf/2 expression should be 
subject to XCI to ensure down-regulation of RNF l2 preventing initiation of XCI on the 
second X chromosome. 

The endogenous RNF 12 expression was estimated in nuclear extracts of male and 
female ES cells at different time points of differentiation, using Western blot analysis with 
an antibody detecting RNF12, and anti-ACTIN as a loading control. This analysis revealed 
that RNFJ2 is up-regulated in female and male cells around the time XCI is initiated in 
female cells, after which expression decreases in time (Figure 6A, and data not shown). 
Comparison of RNF 12 expression in nuclear and cytoplasmic extracts indicated that 
RNF\2 is almost exclusively present in the nucleus (data not shO\vn). Immuno
cytochemistry also revealed nuclear localization of RNF12 at day 3 of differentiation 
(Figure 6C), and indicated that RNF12 did not localize to the Xi. Comparison of RNF12 
expression in Cast/Ei/129/Sv male and female ES cell lines prior to XCI, and around the 
time XCI is initiated, confirms that RNF\2 is higher expressed in female compared to male 
cells (Figure 68). This difference in RNF12 expression was absent in male and female 
mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF), suggesting that one copy of Rnjl2 is inactivated in 
female MEFs. Allele specific RT-PCR analysis with RNA of undifferentiated and day-7-
differentiated heterozygous Tsix mutant ES cells, which exclusively inactivate the mutant 
129/Sv X [ 123], indeed confirmed that Rn.f/2 expression is subject to XCI (Figure 60). 
The above Western blot analysis indicated that RNF12 is already expressed prior to XCI, 
from which it can be suggested that additional copies of Rn.f/2 may lead to XCI in 
undifferentiated ES cells. We targeted Fl 2-1 female cells with BAC RP24-240J 16 and 
picked and expanded neomycin positive clones. Undifferentiated ES eel! lines with 
additional transgenic copies of Rnf/2, determined by qPCR, appeared indistinguishable 
from wild type undifferentiated ES cells. Undifferentiated and day three differentiated ES 
cells were fixed and subjected to Xist RNA-FISH analysis. We found that all the 
undifferentiated cell lines with transgenic copies of Rnf/2 showed Xist clouds, which were 
not present in undifferentiated female control cells (Figure 6E and 6F). Interestingly, 
several of the cell lines with the highest percentages of Xi's in undifferentiated ES cells, 
showed extensive cell loss upon differentiation, with no or a few celts left to analyze at day 
3 of differentiation. The relative expression of Rnfl 2 was estimated by RT -PCR amplifying 
an RFLP (Nhel). This analysis indicated increased expression of transgenic Rnf/2 in almost 
all undifferentiated transgenic ES cell lines tested (~figure 6F), which correlated with Xist 
cloud formation (Pearson 0.86, p<O.O I). Also the RNF 12 protein levels in nuclear extracts 
from cells at day 3 of differentiation were increased in most transgenic ES cell lines 
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Figure 6: Expression analysis of RNF12 
A) Western blot analysis detecting RNF12 (top panel} and ACTIN (bottom panel) in female ES cells at 
different time points in differentiation. B) Western blot analysis detecting RNF1 2 (top panel) and ACTIN 
(bottom panel), comparing RNF12 expression in male and female undifferentiated (left panel), day 2 
differentiated ES cells (middle panel), and in MEFs (right panel). C) Immunocytochemistry on day 3 
differentiated female ES cells using an antibody detecting RNF1 2 (rhodamine red). D) RT-PCR 
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compared to wild type female cells (Figure 6G), although lines 3-15 and 3-22 did not 
show an increase in RNF12 expression, possibly due to cell loss of cells over-expressing 
RNF12. 

Taken together, these findings indicate that RNF12 is expressed in the time 
window of ES cell differentiation were XCI is initiated, with a nuclear concentration of 
RNF12 that is higher in female compared to male cells. Our results suggest that the RNF12 
concentration is well titrated to ensure a dose-dependent role for RNF12 in activation of 
XCI. In agreement with this, additional copies of Rnfl2 can induce XCI in undifferentiated 
female ES cells, indicating that an increase in the RNF12 concentration is sufficient to 
trigger XCI. 

Figure 6: continued 
expression analysis of Rnf12 with RNA isolated from undifferentiated and day 7 differentiated i29/Sv 
Cast!Ei Tsix-stop ES cells, which exhibit non-random XCI of the mutated i 29/Sv X chromosome, using 
a Nhel cleavage of the PCR product at an RFLP present in the i 29/Sv allele. The left two lanes show 
control i 29/Sv and Cast!Ei samples. E) RNA-FISH detecting Xist (FITC) on undifferentiated BAC RP24-
240J16 (left panels) transgenic female ES cells. F) Table of female Fi 2-i cell lines targeted with BAC 
RP24-240J16. The copy number of the BAC integration, and the percentage of undifferentiated cells 
containing one Xist cloud (1xXis~ and day 3 differentiated cells with two Xist clouds (2xXis~ are 
dep'1cted. The column on the right shows the level of transgene expression, determined by RFLP RT
PCR, relative to one endogenous copy of Rnf12 in undifferentiated ES cell lines. ES cell lines that show 
a significant percentage of cells with Xist clouds compared to wild type control lines are indicated with 
an asterisk (confidence interval 95%, p<0.05). G) Western blot analysis detecting RNFi2 (top panel) 
and ACTIN (bottom panel) with nuclear extracts of day 3 differentiated ES cell lines described in F). 
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A) A map of part of the X chromosome and the BAC RP24-240J16t.Rnf12 targeting construct with a 
neomycin resistance cassette inserted in two orientations (only sense orientation is shown), and the 
targeted 129/Sv allele, and location of PCR primers used for genotyping. B) Left panel, RT -PCR with 
primers amplifying a RFLP (Nhel) in the 129/Sv Rnf12 allele. Right panel, RT-PCR with a primer set 
amplifying a RFLP (Brg l} in the 129/Sv Xist allele. C) Western blot analysis detecting RNF12 (top panel) 
and ACTIN (bottom panel} in nuclear extracts from a wild type female and t..Rnf12+1- ES cell line. D) Bar 
graph showing the percentage of wild type and t.Rnf12+1- (sense and anti sense) ES cells that initiated 
XCI, detected by Xist RNA-FISH, at different time points of EB differentiation. Significant differences are 
marked with an asterisk (T-test, • p<O.OS) E) RT-PCR expression analysis of Xist originating from the 
129/Sv allele (top band} and the Cast/Ei allele (bottom band} with RNA isolated from day 2, 3, 4 and 
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XCI is reduced in Rnf12+1- female cells 
RNF12 appears to be an important activator of X chromosome counting and initiation of 
XCI, but it may not act as a single factor, and the existence of one or more additional XCI
activators or cofactors with some RNF12-independent activity cannot be excluded. To 
study this, we deleted Rnf/2 from one X chromosome (129/Sv) by targeting BAC RP24-
240Jl6i\Rnfl2 (sense and antisense) to a polymorphic Fl 2-1 female (Cast/Ei-129/SV) ES 
cell line (Figure 7 A). Correct targeting was confirmed by PCR amplification of a sequence 
containing a RFLP (Nhei) which was removed from the targeted allele (Figure 7B). Some 
129/Sv product is still detectable due to feeder cell (129/Sv) contamination. X chromosome 
copy number and origin were confirmed by DNA-FISH (Supplemental Figure 5), qPCR 
(not shown) and PCR amplification of a sequence containing a RFLP (Brgi) in Xist (Figure 
7B). Western blot analysis with nuclear extracts from undifferentiated wild type and 
i\Rnfl2+1- (sense) ES cells confirms that RNFI2 expression is reduced in the heterozygous 
knockout ES cells (Figure 7C). Two heterozygous i\Rnf/2+1- (sense and anti-sense) ES 
cell lines were EB-differentiated, fixed at different time points, and subjected to Xist RNA
FISH. We found that initiation of XCI in both i\Rnf/2+1- ES cell lines was severely 
reduced, by more than 80%, at the start of differentiation (day 1-3) but recovered later in 
the differentiation process (Figure 7D). EBs generated with i\Rnf12+1- ES cells appeared 
smaller (data not shown), indicating cell selection against cells that retain two active X 
chromosomes and selection against cells that inactivated the wild type endogenous Rnfl2, 
which would result in a RNF12 null cell. Analysis of Xist expression using a length 
polymorphism to distinguish eDNA originating from the 129/Sv or Cast!Ei allele revealed 
that Xist is expressed from both alleles in the beginning of the XCI process (Figure 7E), 
indicating that the probability to initiate XCI is reduced for both X chromosomes in 
i\Rnfl2+1- cells and is not caused by a cis effect of the Rnfl2 mutation. The Fl 2-1 ES cells 
used in our studies show skewed XCI, with a preference for Xist expression from, and 
inactivation of, the 129/Sv X chromosome, caused by the presence of two different Xce's 
with different allelic properties. In i\Rnf/2+1- cells, from day 3 of differentiation onwards, 
Xist is almost exclusively expressed from the 129/Sv allele, suggesting cell selection in 
favor of cells that inactivated the mutant Rnf/2 allele. The presence of female i\Rnf/2+/
cells that do initiate XCI indicates that one or more additional X-encoded XCI-activators 
are involved in initiation of XCI. Nonetheless, the severe reduction in cells that initiate XCI 
in the i\Rnfl2+1- cells, and our studies with Rnfl2/RNFJ2 transgenic ES cells, both 
emphasize an important role for RNF12 in XCI counting and initiation. 

Figure 7: continued 
7 differentiated wild type and !:::..Rnf12+1~ (sense) ES cells. F) Upon differentiation of the ES cells, the 
concentration of RNF12 and/or an unknown target or modifier of RNF12 increases, which potentiates 
the action of RNF12. This leads to stochastic up-regulation of Xisttranscription (grey arrows, up
regulation low, black arrows, up-regulation high), resulting in a probability to initiate XCI, and 
accumulate along the X(+). Spreading of Xist RNA leads to silencing of Rnf12transcription in cis, 
resulting in a drop of the nuclear RNF12 concentration, prohibiting inactivation of the second X. In male 
cells, the RNF12 concentration does not reach the threshold required to start this sequence of events. 
G) Rnf12 mediated activation of XCI, could involve activation of Xist, or suppression of Tsix through 
direct or indirect mechanisms (RNF12 in yellow). The action of other putative XCI-activators (blue) could 
involve a similar mechanism as hypothesized for RNF12 (left panel), or could involve silencing of Tsix 
by Xist RNA mediated recruitment (right panel). 
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Discussion 
Herein, we have identified RNFI2 as an X-encoded activator of X chromosome 
inactivation (XCI) in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells. Additional copies of mouse or 
human Rnfl2/RNFJ2 result in an increased probability to initiate XCI, resulting in XCI on 
the single X chromosome ln male cells and on both X chromosomes in female cells. The 
action of RNF 12 is dose-dependent, and analysis of heterozygous /:oRnf/2+/- ES cells 
confirms a role for Rn.f! 2 in XCI. At the same time, our findings indicate that one or more 
additional XCI-activators are involved in counting and initiation of XCI. Still, it is evident 
that RNF 12 plays a key role in control of X-chromosomal gene dosage between male and 
female cells, and is therefore the first X-linked dose-dependent activator of XCI. 

RNF12 is a potent activator of XCI 
Previous studies have indicated that ectopic XCI is initiated in transgenic male cells 
containing additional copies of Xist/X!ST and flanking sequences [166-167, 169, 171]. In 
the present analysis, these same regions did not evoke ectopic XCI in transgenic male and 
female cells. To try to explain this discrepancy, one could argue that transgene copy 
number was different ln the various studies, and that the integration site and variegated 
transgene expression might be implicated. ln addition, analysis of XCI at later time points 
of the differentiation process might reveal induction of XCI. The absence of initiation of 
ectopic XCI in our XL.,;t/Tsix transgenic cell lines indicates that additional sequences are 
required for proper Xic function, which is supported by our previous finding that ;\XTX 
heterozygous ES cells still initiate XCI [179], and the finding that single copy Xist!Tsix 
transgenes do not induce XCI on the endogenous X chromosome (175]. The Xpr region 
located ~200 kb telomeric to Xist has been implicated in proposed pairing of two X 
chromosomes [ 187], and activation of Xist. However, our findings indicate that extra 
transgenic copies of the Xpr region are not sufficient for initiation of ectopic XCI, although 
this does not preclude a role for this region in the XCI process. Regarding the present 
studies it should be noted that almost all the male and female cell lines that we generated 
with a BAC transgene containing Rnf12 resulted in XCI on the single X chromosome in 
male cells (32 out of38 cell lines), and on both X chromosomes in female cells (17 out of 
20 cell lines). For most cell lines activation of XCI also correlated with expression of 
transgenic RNFI2. From this, we feel that we can safely conclude that RNFI2 is a very 
potent activator of XCI. 

The observation that the RP24-240Jl6 transgenic cells did not initiate XCI on all 
X chromosomes, can be explained by our finding that RNF 12 is not the only XCI-activator. 
Also, cells that inactivate too many X chromosomes will be counter-selected, possibly 
masking the effect of Rnfl 2 on XCI, and expression of the transgenes may have been 
variegated. More importantly, extra copies of R11(!2/RNF 12 will lead to an increased 
probability to initiate XCI in transgenic cells, which may never reach 100% in the time 
interval required for one cell division, so that always some cells can retain at least one Xa. 
Our expression analysis also indicates that the expression level of transgenic Rnfl 2 is 
modest This suggests that higher expression levels are not tolerated, because this most 
likely results in extensive induction of XCI already in undifferentiated ES cells, and 
subsequent loss of the transgenic cells. Higher RNFI2 concentrations may also compromise 
cell viability due to mis-regulation of other pathways in vvhich RNF12 takes part. We think 
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this may also explain why the effect of transient expression of RNF12 on Xist induction is 
smaller than what is obtained in low copy transgenic ES cell lines, because the effect of 
transient expression of RNF 12 on XCI may be masked through extensive counter-selection 
against transfected cells. 

We found that XCI can be induced in undifferentiated female transgenic ES cells 
expressing exogenous RNF12. This finding could suggest that RNF12 over-expression 
induces ES cell differentiation. However, undifferentiated wild type and transgenic ES ce!ls 
appeared morphologically similar, and female ES cells with two copies of Rnf/2 have not 
been reported to be more differentiated than male cells with one copy of Rnfl 2 [38]. Also, 
activation of XCI in Rnfl 2 transgenic male ES cells cannot be explained by an effect of 
RNF\2 on differentiation. It is therefore more likely that Rnfl2 transgenic ES cells remain 
undifferentiated, vvhich implies that all other factors required for initiation of XCI are 
already present in undifferentiated ES cells, although the level of these other factors may 
increase upon differentiation. Our results also suggest that repression of Xist can be 
overcome by increased ex pression of RN F 12, even in undifferentiated ES cells. 

Stochastic initiation of XCI 
A stochastic model for XCI predicts that every X chromosome has an independent 
probability to be inactivated [ 179]. This contrasts with all other models that explain 
counting and initiation of XCI through mutually exclusive mechanisms [892]. Our present 
findings support a stochastic model for XCI and indicate that the probability to initiate XCI 
is directed by a chance process which is dependent on the nuclear concentration of different 
factors that promote or suppress XCI. 

As described and referenced in the introduction, Xist and Tsix knockout and over
expression studies have indicated that the probability to initiate XCI is determined by the 
balance between Xist and Tsix transcription, which is regulated by X-encoded XCI
activators and autosomally encoded XCI-inhibitors. XCI-activators are involved in dose
dependent up-regulation of Xist expression, whereas XCI-inhibitors are involved in 
suppression of Xist. Protein expression analysis of differentiating female ES cells indicates 
that RNF12 is expressed and up-regulated around the time XCI is initiated. The nuclear 
concentration of RNF12 will reach a threshold, in female and not in male cells, that is 
sufficient to up-regulate Xist expression, either directly or indirectly, to a point where it 
initiates XCI (F'igure 7F'). Other XCI activators may be present at a constant concentration 
or reach a threshold in a similar fashion. The observed initiation of XCI in undifferentiated 
female ES cells upon transgenic RNFI2 expression indicates that up-regulation of RNF12 
may be required and sufficient to trigger XCI in female cells. However, the predicted E3 
ubiquitin ligase activity of RNF\2 suggests that expression or activity of additional factors, 
acting as substrate or modif1er ofRNF12 action, are likely to be involved in XCI. 

RNF12 or its downstream target(s) may act through activation of Xist directly, or 
indirectly by suppression of Tsix (Figure 7C). Another possibility is that RNF12 is 
recruited by Xist RNA in order to silence T':iix, but RNF12 immuno-staining did not show 
specific accumulation of RNF12 anywhere in the nucleus suggesting that this is the least 
likely option. The evolutionary conservation of RNF 12 and activation of XCI in mouse ES 
cells by human RNF 12, taken together with the absence of an established role for TS!X in 
human X inactivation, makes it likely that RNFI2 is involved in activation of Xist/XJST 
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transcription. This is also supported by studies with Xis! promoter transgenes, which 
showed higher expression in female cells compared to male cells [89]. 

After initiation of XCI, the XCI-activator genes will be silenced in ds, providing a 
simple mechanism to decrease the concentration of the XCI-activators. Such a feedback 
mechanism will prevent inactivation of the second X chromosome in female cells, although 
the other X chromosome(s) still have a probability to initiate XCI, in the time window in 
between initiation of XCI and down-regulation of the XCI-activator concentration at the 
protein level. Previous studies have indicated that genes which are in close proximity to 
Xist are more likely to be inactivated at an earlier time point of development or ES ceH 
differentiation than genes located further away. Close proximity of Rnfl2 to Xist may 
therefore facilitate a quick down-regulation of RNF12 [38]. Re-evaluation of the data used 
for this study indicates that Rn.fl 2 indeed belongs to the category of genes that is silenced 
early during ES cell differentiation (Supplemental Figure 6). Interestingly, Rnjl 2 is also 
among the first genes to be down-regulated in imprinted XCI, which commences around 
the four- to eight-cell stage of embryonic development [311], and silencing of Rn/12 is 
strictly dependent on Xis! [896]. Also, the stability of RNF 12 has been reported to be much 
lower than other nuclear proteins [897], which would facilitate a rapid feed-back 
mechanism to prevent inactivation of the second X chromosome. 

Whether RNF12 is required for Xist expression after the Xi is established, remains 
to be determined. The observation that Xist remains expressed on the Xi can be explained 
by silencing of its negative regulator Tsix. On the Xi a lower XCI-activator concentration 
would then be sufficient for sustained expression of Xist. Following XCI, the reduced 
concentration of XCI-activators will be too low to induce XCI of the Xa, and its Xist gene 
is silenced in a Tsix dependent process involving Xist promoter specific DNA methylation 
and repressive histone modifications [89, 112, 898]. 

More XCI-activators involved 
Rnfl 2 is ubiquitously expressed in embryos around the onset of XCI [893]. One known 
target of RNF 12 is LOB I, which interacts vvith LIM-homeodomain transcription factors. 
RNF 12 is also involved in activation of estrogen receptor a .[895] and degradation of a 
telomere associating protein TRFl with an effect on telomere length homeostasis [894). 
Hence, RNFI2 likely acts as a regulator, activator or repressor, also outside the context of 
XCI, but none of the knovvn RNF 12 partners from other pathways have been implicated in 
XCI. 

Analysis of 11Rnjl 2+1- cell lines indicates that Rnfl 2 is not the only X-encoded 
XCI-activator regulating initiation of XCI. Similar to Rnfl 2, these activators may be 
involved in activation of Xist transcription or repression of Tsix through a direct mechanism 
or by Xist RNA mediated recruitment (~igure 7G). Studies on other organisms provide 
clear examples of hovv dosage compensation processes can be triggered by single master 
switch genes: Sx/ in Drosophila and Xo/-1 in C. elegans. In both species, these master 
switch genes are regulated by several X-encoded numerator genes and autosomally encoded 
denominator genes, suggesting that more than one numerator and denominator gene is 
required to suppress the noise in the system [899]. For eutherians, a similar mechanism may 
apply, v.rith the Xist!Tsix locus representing the master switch locus that is regulated by 
several XCI-activators and inhibitors to count the number of X chromosomes and activate 
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initiation of XCI. Previous studies suggest that NANOG, SOX2, OCT4, CTCF and YY I 
act as XCI-inhibitors. Depletion of these factors results in increased Xist transcription 
indicating an involvement in determining the threshold that has to be overcome for 
initiation of XCI, either by direct repression ofXist or activation of Tsix [186, 191, 193]. 
However, the genes encoding the three pluripotency factors factors NANOG, SOX2, and 
OCT4, and also the genes encoding CTCF and YYI, are all located on autosomes, and are 
most likely not differentially expressed between male and female cells. Therefore, despite a 
clear involvement in XCI, these genes are not likely candidates to direct the XCI counting 
process. In contrast, the X-chromosomal Rnf12 gene can be readily envisaged to encode a 
protein that acts as a numerator, to discriminate between chromosomally male and female 
cells in relation to XCI. RNF12 represents the tirst identified XCI-activator, involved in 
determining the probability to initiate XCI. ldentitication and characterization of the direct 
target or modifier of RNF t 2, and other genes encoding XCI-activators, will be the next step 
to ftuiher elucidate the control of counting and initiation in X chromosome inactivation. 
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The Supplemental Information contains BAC engineering procedures, procedures for BAC 
copy number determination and expression analysis, statistical procedures, six figures and 
four tables. 
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Methods 
Cell lines 
Transgenic ES cell lines were generated using wild type male Jl (129/Sv), Fl 2-3 (129/Sv
Cast/Ei) ES lines or a wild type female line Fl 2-1 (129/Sv-Cast/Ei). For determination of 
the origin of Xist a male line 1.3 and female line 30!11 were used, which both contain one 
Xist allele with 16 ms2 repeats integrated in exon 7 [92]. ES cells were grown and 
differentiated as described [179]. Rnf12 transgenic ES cells did not survive freeze thawing 
and were made fresh prior to analysis. All wild type cell lines and modified BACs will be 
made available on request. 

Transient expression of Rnf12 
Cast/Ei Rnfl2 eDNA was PCR amplitied and cloned into pEGFP-Nl (Ciontech), replacing 
the EGFP coding sequence. Male 1.3 ES cells were EB differentiated for one day, and then 
transfected with or without the Rnf12 expression construct using lipofectamine (Invitrogen). 
The cells were co-transfected with a GFP expression construct for determining the 
transfection efficiency. The cells were harvested at day three of differentiation. 

RNA and RNA/DNA-FISH 
RNA-FISH and RNA/DNA-FISH were performed as described [92, 179]. For detection of 
the region surrounding Xist (Xic probe) a cocktail of biotin labeled BAC sequences was 
used (CT7-474E4, CT7-45Nl6, C17-155J2 and C17-211B4). The Tsix RNA-FISH probe 
was a 5 kb Sacii-Sall fragment (134071-139156 in AJ421479) 
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Supplemental Figures 
A B 
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Supplemental Figure 1: XCI in ES cell lines with a mouse and human Xist/X/STtransgenes 
A) RNA-FISH with Xist (FITC) and Tsix probes (rhodamine red) on two day three differentiated ES cell 
lines with different integrations of a single copy SAC RP23-338822 transgene. In line 1.3 RP23-
338822-7 that harbors one copy of the transgene and shows autosomal Xist accumulation, combined 
Xist-Tsix RNA-FISH revealed that a substantial proportion of cells displayed two Xisl pinpoint signals, at 
day 1 of differentiation, of which only one colocalized with a Tsix specific pinpoint signal. We never 
observed that RP23-338B22-7 cells contained two Tsix pinpoint signals, in contrast to line 1.3 RP23-
338B22-4 that did not show autosomal Xist accumulation. This indicates that, in the RP23-338B22-7 
cells that showed autosomal spreading of Xist, the autosomal Tsix gene was already silent. B,C) 
Percentage of CTD-2200N19 (B) and CTD-2183M22 (C) female transgenic cells with two murine Xist 
clouds (orange) and a single human XIST cloud (green), and SAC copy number as determined by 
qPCR (SAC copies in grey, n>100 per cell line, • p<O.OS, confidence interval 95%). 
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Supplemental Figure 2: XCI in RP24-240J16 transgenic male ES cell lines 
A) Copy number determination and quantification of the percentage of cells that initiated XCI at day 3 of 
differentiation in 1.3 male ES cell lines transgenic for RP24-240J16 (* P<0.05, confidence interval 95%). 
B) DNA-FISH analysis with a RP24-240J16 BAC probe (FITC) and an X chromosome paint probe 
(Cy3), showing the autosomal integration of the BAC in J1 transgenic lines 6 and 8. Note that the 
intensity of the FITC signal correlates with the copy number determined by qPCR (Figure 28). 

Supplemental Figure 3: A 10 kb region from BAC contig RP24-240J16 activates XCI in male cells 
RNA-FISH detecting Xist (FIT C) on day 3 differentiated male ES cells with different BAC trans genes 
(Figure 3A), showing that the 10 kb region depicted in Figure 3A is required for initiation of XCI in male 
cells. 
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Supplemental Figure 4: Expression of transgenic RNF12 and Rnf12 correlates with XCI 
A) Expression analysis of female F1 2-1 cell lines targeted with the human CTD-2530H13 BAG 
containing RNF12. RT-qPCR was performed as in Figure SA. Expression was compared to the average 
of wild type cell lines F1 2-1 H13 4/14/15, which did not display ectopic expression of RNF12. B) Table 
of female F1 2-1 cell lines targeted with the human CTD-2530H 13 BAG containing RNF12 as in Figure 
58 (* P<0.05, confidence interval 95%). C) RT-PCR analysis detecting a length polymorphism 
distinguishing Rnf12 from RNF12 expression. The relative expression RNF12/Rnf12 is depicted below 
each lane. D) RNA-FISH with an Xist probe (FITC) on day 3 differentiated BAG MSM-306M13 
transgenic 1.3 male ES cell lines. E) Copy number determination and quantification of the percentage of 
cells that initiated XCI at day 3 of differentiation in 1.3 male ES cell lines transgenic for BAG MSM-
306M 13. The right two columns show the level of transgene expression of Rnf12 relative to the 
endogenous copy of Rnf12, determined by RT-PCR followed by RFLP digestion, and the number of 
cells analyzed for determining the percentage of Xist clouds (* P<0.05, confidence interval 95%). F) 
Western blot analysis detecting RNF1 2 (top panel) and ACTIN (bottom panel) with nuclear extracts of 
wild type male cells and MSM-306M13 transgenic ES cell lines at day 1 of differentiation. 
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Supplemental Figure 5: Establishment of 1J.Rnf12+1- ES 
cell lines 
DNA-FISH on two different Rnf12 knockout cell lines (sense 
and antisense) with a BAG RP24-240J1 6 probe (FITC) and 
a probe detecting the Xic (rhodamine red), confirming the 
correct integration of the targeting construct. 
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days of differentiation 

Supplemental Figure 6: RNA expression analysis of Rnf12, Nanog and Oct4 in differentiating 
female ES cells 
Expression data for Rnf12, Nanog and Oct4 in differentiating female ES cells by Lin et al. [38], were 
retrieved and the log2 expression ratio was plotted in time. 
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Supplemental Table 1: XCI in control cell lines 
Xct was determined by Xist RNA-FISH in undifferentiated (left table) and day 3 differentiated (right 
table) male and female control cell lines. 
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Supplemental Table 2: XCI in BAC transgenic male and female ES cell lines 
A) Copy number determination by qPCR and quantification of the percentage of cells that show 
accumulated XIST and/or Xist at day 3 of differentiation in male ES cell lines transgenic for RP24-
180B23, RP23-338822 and CTD-2183M22. (+), Integration confirmed by DNA-FISH only. For BAC 
RP23-338B22 and CTD-2183M22 transgenic ES cell lines the 95% confidence interval of endogenous 
mouse Xist accumulation is shown. B) Copy number determination by qPCR and quantification of the 
percentage of cells that initiated XCI at day 3 of differentiation in male ES cell lines transgenic for RP23-
447010, RP23-100E1, CT7-474E4, and RP24-224E13 as determined by presence of an Xist cloud. C) 
Copy number determination by qPCR and quantification of the percentage of cells that initiated XCI on 
two X chromosomes at day 3 of differentiation in female ES cell lines transgenic for RP23-447010, 
CT7-474E4, and RP24-224E13 as determined by presence of two Xist clouds.(+), Integration confirmed 
by DNA-FISH only. The 95% confidence interval of endogenous mouse Xist accumulation is shown in 
the r"1ght column. 
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cJ 
17 2 9%~ 142 ± 4.7 6 5 5%* 377 ± 2.2 2 0% >100 

18 2 2% 205 ± 1.9 9 2 5%* 320 ± 2.4 2 2 0% >100 
13 4 6%'" 228 ± 3_1 3 2 0% >100 

4 2 0% >100 
10 2 0% >100 
13 8 0% >100 

16 12 0% >100 

23 5 0% >100 

2 3 0% 140 2 2 0% 140 6 0% 133 
3 3 0% 106 3 3 0% 106 2 3 0% 111 
5 3 0% 102 5 2 0% 102 3 3 0% 92 

13 15 0% 122 13 15 0% 122 15 3 0% 75 
16 1 0% 109 16 2 0% 109 

Supplemental Table 3: XCI in BAC transgenic male ES cell lines covering part of SAC RP24· 
240J16 
Copy number determination by qPCR and quantification of the percentage of cells that initiated XCI at 
day 3 of differentiation as determined by presence of an Xist cloud in Ji male transgenic RP23·7K14, 
RP23-13804, RP23-25P18, RP23-288K24, RP23-463H23 and RP23-36C20 ES cell lines_ For BAC 
RP23-7K14 and RP23-13804 transgenic ES cell lines the 95% confidence interval of endogenous 
mouse Xist accumulation is shown(* P<0.05). 
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A 

cJ 
24 2 6%' 68 ±5.6 2 0% 101 5 0% 119 
2-5 2 11%" 122 ± 5.5 5 0% 121 3 2 0% 130 

2-9 3 10%' 144 ± 4.9 6 4 QOfc, 114 5 7 0% 110 
2-11 2 11%' 68 ±7.4 9 6 0% 136 6 2 0% 102 
2~14 3 21%" 105 ± 7.8 11 3 0% 133 9 3 0% 112 

2-15 7%' 145 ±4.2 12 6 1% 113 ± 1.8 11 8 1% 161 ± 1 5 
2-16 2 0% 105 13 2 0% 114 14 3 0% 134 
2-21 2 9%* 58 ± 7_4 14 2 0% 107 15 2 0% 113 
2-23 3 9%' 56 "' 15 2 0% 108 16 2 0% 121 

2-24 2 13%" 174 ±50 16 5 0% 106 19 2 0% 116 

17 2 0% 147 20 13 0% 150 

19 1% 139 ± 1.7 21 2 0% 136 

22 1% 105 ± 1.9 23 4 1% 156 ± 1.6 

24 3 0% 162 
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2-2 3 2%~ 232 ± 1.8 1 0% 63 1% 134 ± 1.6 

2-3 3 8%~ 79 ± 5_9 3 0% 127 0% 114 

2-5 3 4%~ 117 ± 3.6 6 3 0% 134 7 6 0% 121 

2-6 7%" 105 ± 4.9 

Supplemental Table 4: XCI in BAC transgenic RP24-240J16 and RP24-240J16ARnf12 male ES 
eel! lines 
A) Copy number determination and quantification by qPCR of the percentage of cells that initiated XCI 
at day 3 of differentiation in 1.3 male transgenic RP24-240J16, RP24-240J16LIRnf12(sense), and 
RP24-240J16ll.Rnf12(anti-sense) ES cell lines as determined by presence of an Xist cloud. The 95% 
confidence interval of endogenous mouse Xist accumulation is shown in the right column(* p<O.OS). 
B) Copy number determination by qPCR and quantification of the percentage of cells that initiated XCI 
on both X chromosomes at day 3 of differentiation in 30£!.1 female transgenic RP24-240J16, RP24-
240J16.6Rnf12(sense), and RP24-240J16LlRnf12(anti-sense) ES cell lines as determined by presence 
of two Xist clouds. The 95% confidence interval of endogenous mouse Xist accumulation is shown in 
the right column (* P<O.OS). 
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Supplemental Methods 
Modification of BAGs 
BACs were acquired from BACPAC (C57/B6 libraries), Resgen (129/Sv library) or Riken 
(Mus musculus mollosinus), and a kanamycin/neomycin resistance cassette was introduced 
by in vitro lox recombination. This cassette was generated by introduction of a lox 
sequence and Scel site Bglll-Notl into pEGFP-N1 (Clontech). RP24-240JI6"'Rnfl2 was 
generated by homologous recombination in bacteria [900]. The targeting cassette was PCR 
amplified using primers (GCCTTCGAACATCTCTGAGC, 
GAGCCGGACTAATCCAAACA), cloned into pCR-Biuntii-TOPO (Invitrogen), and 
linearized with Nhel to introduce a kanamycin/neomycin cassette Af111-Eco01091 excised 
from EGFP-N 1. Homologous recombination in bacteria was confirmed by PCR with 
primers 1, GGCAGAGAGCCACTTTCATC, 2, CTGGCACTCTGTCGATACCC, 3, 
TTCCACAGCTGGTTCTTTCC, and gel electrophoresis. BACs were Scel linearized and 
electroporated into female Fl 2-1 ES cells. Homologous recombination in ES cells was 
confirmed with pruners GCCTTCGAACA TCTCTGAGC, 
GAGCCGGACTAATCCAAACA, amplifying a Nhel polymorphism present in the wild 
type 129/Sv allele. The presence of two polymorphic X chromosomes was confirmed by 
amplification of a sequence located m Xist, with the primers 
CAGTGGTAGCTCGAGCCTTT and CCAGAAGAGGGAGTCAGACG, and subsequent 
digestion with Brgl which digests a RFLP present in the 129SV allele. 

Expression analysis 
For allele specific Rnf/2 RT-PCR analysis, RNA was reverse transcribed (Invitrogen 
Superscript Ill) and amplified with primers TAAAGAGGGTCCACCACCAC and 
GGCAGAGAGCCACTTTCATC. PCR products were purified and digested with Nhel, 
which digests the 129/Sv but not the Cast/Ei PCR product. For RT-qPCR expression 
studies, Xist was amplified with GCCTCAAGAAGAAGGA TTGC and 
GGGATTGTTTGTCCCTTTGG; Rnf/2 with CCCCAGGTGAAAGT ACTGAGG and 
CTCTCCAGCTCT A TTTTCATCG; RNF I 2 with TGAGAGA T AACAATTTGCTAGGC 
and GTGGGCCTTCTTTAATTTGC; and Actin with ACTATTGGCAACGAGCGGTTC 
and AGAGGTCTTTACGGATGTCAACG. Co-amplifycation of Rnfl2/RNFJ2 was 
performed with AAGAAGAGTTCGTCCTGGAGAATA and 
CGAAGTTTGTTGCCTTCTGT. 
RNF 12 protein was detected with a mouse anti RNF 12 antibody (Abnova), ACTIN was 
detected with a mouse anti ACTIN antibody (Sigma). For expression analysis of the region 
covered by RP24-240JI6 total RNA was isolated from two day 3 differentiated wild type 
female ES lines, labeled and hybridized to Nib!egene tiling arrays, covering the X 
chromosome \Vith 30 bp intervals, excluding repetitive and non annotated sequences. 
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BAG copy number determination 
BAC copy number was determined with qPCR using primers; 
GTTCTT ACCACCAATTGAAAACG, CAAAACAGACTCCAAATTCA TCC, for RP24-
180B23 and RP23-338822, 
ACCA TGACCAAAGCAACTCC, CTCCTCCAGT ACCA TGTCTGC, for RP23-4470 I 0 
CCGCTGAAGAT AGCTCTTGG, GCCACAACCAAACAGAA TCC for RP24-224E 13 
and CT7-474E4, 
A TCTCACCGT ACCCA TGAGC, CCTCTGGTACGACCTCTTGC, for RP23-I OOE I, 
AGCCCCGA TGAAAA T AGAGG, GGCA TTTCTGGA T AATCTTTGG for RP24-240J 16, 
RP23-7KI4, RP23-13804, RP23-288K24, RP23-463H23 and RP23-36C20, 
AGTCATTGGCTGGTCACTCC, ATCAACCCAGACACCAAACC, for RP23-25PI8, 
GATAGCAGGTCAGGCAGAGG, ACGCAAAGCTCCTAACAAGC, for CTD-2183M22 
and CTD-2200N 19, 
CTCATTTTGAGCCCTTCTGC, ACCACA TTTGCCTCAGA TCC, for CTD-2530H 13 and 
GCACCCATATCCGCATCCAC, GCA TTTCTTCCCGGCCTTTG, for Zfp-42 as an 
autosomal normalization control. 

Statistics 
The 95% confidence intervals for the proportion were calculated by: 

P -ll.96x~ p(l ~ p) l to p + [1.96x~ p(l ~ p) l with n for the number of cells 

analyzed, and p representing the percentage of Xist clouds measured. Non overlapping 
intervals between transgenic and non transgenic control cells were scored as significant 
(p<0.05). 

The Z-test for proportion was calculated by: 

IP-lrl- I_ 

z = ~ px (l_~-~J , with n for the number of cells analyzed, and p and n representing the 

proportion and average propOrtion. 

The correlation coefficient, Pearsons r was determined by: 

:l)xi- :;:)(yi- y) 
r = ~ _ , _ , , where xi and yi are the values of X and Y for the i'h 

L:Cxz-xt:l)yz-y)-

measurement, followed by r@, to determine the p value, with n representing the 

degrees of freedom. 
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Abstract 

The use of bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) provides a consistent and high 
targeting efficiency of homologous recombination in ES cells, facilitated by long 

stretches of sequence homology. Here, we introduce a BAC targeting method which 
employs restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) in targeted polymorphic 
C57BI/6 I Cast/Ei Fl mouse ES cell lines to identify properly targeted ES cell clones. We 
demonstrate that knockout alleles can be generated either by targeting of an RFLP located 
in the open reading frame thereby disrupting the RFLP and ablating gene function, or by 
introduction of a transcription stop cassette that prematurely stops transcription of an RFLP 
located downstream of the stop cassette. With both methods we have generated Rnfl 1 
heterozygous knockout ES cells, which ·were identified by allele specific PCR using 
genomic DNA or eDNA as a template. Our results indicate that this novel strategy is 
efficient and precise, by combining a high targeting efficiency with a convenient PCR 
based readout and reliable detection of correct targeting events. 

Introduction 
The discovery of mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells and the possibility to manipulate the ES 
cell genome through homologous recombination has provided a powerful methodology to 
study gene function in virro and in vivo [55-56, 901]. Initial studies indicated that key 
factors important for efficient gene targeting include the length of the targeting arms, which 
positively correlates vvith the targeting efficiency [902-903], and the use of isogenic DNA 
for the generation of targeting constructs, as the presence of SNPs in a targeting vector 
would reduce the targeting efficiency (902, 904]. Increased targeting efficiency was 
obtained by targeting of mouse ES cells with a BAC (bacterial artificial chromosomes) 
strategy. Several annotated BAC libraries are now available for different mouse laboratory 
strains, to target a variety of different ES cell lines with isogenic targeting vectors 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/cloneD. Correct targeting with BAC targeting vectors is 
generally verified by quantitative real time PCR (qPCR) ampllfying a fragment spanning 
the projected deletion/insertion, together with a qPCR amplifying a fragment located in one 
of the anns [905]. Also DNA-FISH has been applied to determine a correct genetic 
modification [906]. However, because conventional Southern blotting techniques cannot be 
applled, these techniques are prone to detect false positive and negative clones. To avoid 
this problem, BAC targeting vectors are used that have both short and long targeting arms, 
allowing detection and/or confirmation of positive clones by Southern blotting using an 
external probe [907). This requires a BAC that is properly positioned around the insertion 
site, or is modified by trimming one of the arms through homologous recombination in 
bacteria. Together, the current strategy still is associated with several problems. In view of 
this, we have developed a new BAC targeting strategy which makes use of RFLPs present 
in genetically polymorphic ES hybrid cell lines, generated by crossing C57BI/6 female 
mice with Cast/Ei male mice, providing a convenient readout for proper gene targeting. In 
the present study, the proof of principle target gene was Rn.f/2, which encodes a nuclear 
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factor involved in X chromosome inactivation (XCI) [ 174 ]. For this gene, our results 
indicate that the new strategy can be used to efficiently introduce genetic modifications in 
ES cells using BAC targeting cassettes combined with a reliable readout based on allele 
specific PCR. 

Methods 
ES cell derivation and cell culture 
Female C57B!/6 mice were crossed to male Cast/Ei mice, and blastocysts were seeded onto 
irradiated mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) in DMEM, I 5% v/v knockout serum 
replacement (Invitrogen), l 00 U ml- 1 penicillin, I 00 mg mr 1 streptomycin, non-essential 
amino acids, 0.1 mM B-mercaploethanol, 5000 U mr' leukaemia inhibitory factor (LIF) and 
SO ~tM MEKI inhibitor (New England Biolabs). The dissociated inner cell mass outgrowth 
was seeded on new feeders and after one passage grown in standard ES medium containing 
DMEM, 15% v/v foetal calf serum, 100 U mr 1 penicillin, l 00 mg mr 1 streptomycin, non
essential amino acids, O.lmM B-mercaptoethanol, and 1000 U mr 1 LIP. To induce 
differentiation, ES cells were split, and pre-plated on non-gelatinised cell culture dishes for 
60 minutes. ES cells were then seeded in non-gelatinised bacterial culture dishes containing 
differentiation medium to induce embryoid body (EB) formation. EB-medium consisted of 
IMDM-glutamax, 15% v/v foetal calf serum, 100 U ml·' penicillin, 100 mg mr1 

streptomycin, non-essential amino acids, 37.8 J.l[ r 1 monothioglycero! and 50 !J-g/ml 
ascorbic acid. To generate chimaeras, C57BI/6 mice where superovulated and mated, and 
day 3,5 blastocysts were isolated. ES cells were injected, and the embryos were transfered 
to pseudopregnant foster mothers. Chimeras were crossed to C57Bl/6 mice, and germ line 
transmission was judged by coat color. All animal experiments \Vere in accordance with the 
regulations of the Erasmus MC Animal Experimental commission. 

RFLP analysis and genotyping 
To confirm the parental origin of the derived C57BI/6 I Cast/Ei hybrid mouse ES cells, 
RFLP analysis on genomic DNA vvas performed by PCR followed by restriction digestion 
using the following primers and enzymes: Xis/ CAGTGGT AGCTCGAGCCTTT and 
CCAGAAGAGGGAGTCAGACG, BsrGI; Cdy/: ACAGGCAGAAGGAGCTGTGT, and 
CCCAGCTGTAAAGGCTTCAG, Zral. Sry was amplified using 
ATTTATGGTGTGGTCCCGTGGT and TATGTGATGGCATGTGGGTTCC. 

Karyotyping, RNA-FISH and DNA-FISH 
For karyotyping, cells were blocked in metaphase using colcemid, and metaphase spreads 
were prepared by hypotonic treatment, followed by fixation in methanol acetic acid (3:1 
v/v), according to standard procedures. Xis/ RNA-FISH and DNA-FISH were performed as 
described [174]. For DNA-FISH, a mouse BAC probe (RP24-240JI6) containing the Rn/12 
gene was digoxigenin-!abelled and used to determine the number of integration sites of the 
Rnf12 targeting constructs. A cocktail containing biotin-label!ed BAC sequences containing 
Xist (CT7-474E4, CT7-45NI6, CT7-155J2 and CT7-21 184) was used as a probe to 
determine the number of X chromosomes. 
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RT-PCR 
RNA was isolated from undifferentiated ES cells using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen), 
according to manufacturer's instructions, and eDNA vvas prepared using the SuperScript 
TM Ill First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen). RT-PCR for pluripotency markers was 
performed using the following gene specific pnmers: Oct4: 
CCCCAA TGCCGTGAAGTTG, TCAGCAGCTTGGCAAACTGTT; Nanog: 
AGGATGAAGTGCAAGCGGTG, TGCTGAGCCCTTCTGAA TCAG; Sox2: 
CACAGATGCAACCGA TGCA, GGTGCCCTGCTGCGAGTA; jJ-Actin: 
CAACGAGCGGTTCCGATG,GCCACAGGATTCCATACCCA. 

Construction of targeting constructs 
The Rl?/12 targeting construct has been described [174]. To generate the SA-tpA stop 
constructs, a cassette containing a tloxed splice acceptor and polyadenylation sequence and 
a Frt site flanked neomycin/kanamycin fusion gene was generated, starting with a pEGFP
NI vector (Clontech). A linker containing a Lox66 and EcoRV, Bglll and BamHI sites 
together with a linker containing a Lox?\ and Frt sites flanking a Seal site were cloned 
Bglll-Notl into pEGFP-Nl, releasing EGFP (complete sequence: 
GATCTAATATAACTTCGTATAGCATACATTATACGAACGGTAGATATC 
AGATCTGGATCCTATTGAAGCATATTACATACGATATGCTTGCCATTTAATTCC 
GGAGAATCCGGGAAGTTCCTATTCTCTAGAAAGTATAGGAACTTCAGTACTGA 
AGTTCCT ATTCTCTAGAAAGTAT AGGAACTTCTAGG). The Seal site was used to 
insert a Dralli-Asel kanamycin/neomycin fragment. The SA-tpA sequence was a BamHI 
fragment from pSStpA [123], inserted in the BamHI site of the linker. Three unique 
restriction sites in introns 2, 3 and 4 of Rnfl2 were PCR amplified, with 500 bp of flanking 
region, and cloned into pPCR-Topo-b!untll, using the following primers and unique 
restriction sites: intron 2 Bglll GGGCTACACAGAGAAAGAAACC, 
AGCCATGCATGCTTGTGTTA; intron 3 Nhel 
GAAACAGCTTGTTTTATAATGTTTCTT. TTGAACATGTGTTGCAAAATTAC; 
intron 4 Avril ACATTTTGTTTGGGGAGGTG, GAATTGTGCAACTCGGAACA. The 
SA-tpA kanamycin/neomycin cassette was Nhel-Aflll released and inserted into the unique 
restriction sites of the intronic targeting constructs. The final constructs were used for 
homologous recombination in bacteria of a C57Bl/6 BAC RP24-240J 16 [900]. Positive 
clones were screened by PCR for the correct recombination event using primers spanning 
the homologous recombination arms of the targeting constructs and insert specific primers: 
Rnfl2 intron 2 AAAGGTTTTGGCTGGATGGT, rev TGTGCCATAATGCTTGGCT A, 
Rnfl2 intron 3 CCCAGGTAAGCTGCATGTAA, rev 
TGTAGTCTTCTGAGCAACTCTTCC, Rnfl2 intron 4 ACAGAGCCCCGATGAAAAT, 
rev ACACGATTAGGACACTCATGG. 
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Targeting of ES cells 
Targeting constructs were linearized by PI-See! digestion. For each electroporation, 
approximately 40 11g of DNA and 1.0 x I 06 ES cells were used. Cells were seeded on drug 
resistant male feeder cells (MEFs), and selection with neomycin (270 [lg ml· 1

, active) was 
started 24 hours post-transfection and continued for 7-12 days. Drug resistant clones were 
picked and expanded. 

RFLP analysis of targeted ES clones 
Genomic DNA (gDNA) of ES clones was isolated, and RFLP analysis was performed using 
the following pntners and enzymes: Rnfl 2 GCCTTCGAACATCTCTGAGC, 
GAGCCGGACTAATCCAAACA, Nhel; Xis! CAGTGGTAGCTCGAGCCTTT and 
CCAGAAGAGGGAGTCAGACG, BsrGI. For analysis of cell lines targeted with the stop 
constructs, RNA was isolated, eDNA prepared and expression of Rnfl 2 was analyzed by 
RFLP analysis using primers TAAAGAGGGTCCACCACCAC and 
GGCAGAGAGCCACTTTCATC followed by Nhel restriction digestion. 

qPCR copy number analysis 
Copy number of genomic sequences was determined by real time qPCR with genomic 
DNA using the following primers: Rnf/2 (Nhel site): GTTCGTCCTGGAGAATACCG, 
GGAAAAGGTACGCCTAAAACC; Rnp2: AGCCCCGATGAAAATAGAGG, 
GGCATTTCTGGATAATCTTTGG Zfp42: GCACCCATATCCGCATCCAC, 
GCA TTTCTTCCCGGCCTTTG. 

Southern blotting 
Five to I 0 ]..lg of genomic DNA was digested overnight with Nhel, and separated on a 0,7% 
agarose gel. DNA was blotted to Hybond membranes using standard procedures, and the 
blot was hybridized with a PCR amplified probe (primers: 
GGCAGAGAGCCACTTTCATC,GCCAAAGACCTCCAACCATA) 

Results 
Existing methodology for screening positive clones after homologous recombination with 
BAC targeting cassettes involves qPCR or DNA-FISH. These methods are prone to detect 
false positive and negative clones, and we therefore set out to develop a method to screen 
targeting events by using RFLPs in Fl hybrid cell lines. In the first approach the BAC 
targeting vector destroys the RFLP and inserts a kanamycin/neomycin resistance cassette in 
the open reading frame of the gene of interest, thereby ablating gene function (Figure tA
l). Removal of the RFLP can be screened by PCR using genomic DNA as a template and 
subsequent digestion of the PCR product with the restriction enzyme recognizing the 
targeted RFLP. In another approach, we introduce a splice acceptor po!y-adenylation 
transcription stop cassette (SA-tpA) in an intron of the gene of interest, prematurely 
abrogating gene transcription resulting in a non-functional protein. For this second 
approach, positive clones are identified by RT-PCR amplification of a eDNA sequence, 
which contains an RFLP that is located downstream of the transcription stop cassette 
(Figure l A-11). 
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Generation and targeting of F1 ES hybrid eel/lines 
To obtain genetically polymorphic ES cell lines with a high number of RFLPs that could be 
used for gene targeting, vve generated F1 hybrid ES cell lines by crossing C57Bl/6 female 
mice with Cast/Ei male mice. The C57BJ/6 classical inbred Mus musculus mouse strain is 
among the most widely used and best characterized mouse strains. The C57Bl/6 mouse 
genome has been sequenced, and several well-annotated BAC libraries have been generated 
[908]. The CastiEi inbred strain has been derived from a wild population of the subspecies 
Mus musculus castaneus, is more difficult to breed, but offers advantages related to its 
variant genetic background [909]. lntercrosses between Cast/Ei and other strains have been 
extensively used for SNP based distinction of the maternal and paternal genome, for 
instance to study genomic imprinting and XCI. The C57Bl/6 and Cast/Ei mouse strains are 
highly polymorphic, v-./ith an estimate of one SNP per 311 base pairs, providing a sufficient 
number of RFLPs to allow targeting of almost every gene [909]. The Cast!Ei Mus m. 
subspecies is currently being sequenced, a BAC library is available, and a SNP database is 
publically accessible (www.perlegen.com). 

We generated five different Fl ES cell lines, with the proper karyotype andES cell 
morphology, which were successfully differentiated into embryoid bodies (EB) (Figure 
1 B). RT -PCR expression analysis confirmed expression of the pluripotency markers Oct4, 
Sox2 and Nanog (Figure 1C). Karyotyping and PCR analysis of genomic DNA with a 
primer set specific for Sry showed that three ES cell lines were male and two female 
(Figure I D). We confirmed the C57Bll6 I Cast!Ei Fl genotype by PCR amplification of the 
autosomal gene Cdyl and the X-linked gene Xist, and digestion with restriction enzymes 
specific for RFLPs that discriminate between a C57Bl/6 or Cast/Ei PCR product (Zral for 
Cdyl, and BsrGI for Xist). Digestion of the Xist PCR products from genomic DNA (gDNA) 
of the male ES cell lines revealed only a C57Bll6 product, as expected, because the single 
X chromosome in male cells is inherited from the C57Bl/6 mother. Tvvo male ES cell lines, 
E3 and E 14, were injected in C57Bll6 blastocysts and several founders (5 for E3, 2 for E 14) 
were retrieved, all showing high coat color contribution (representative animals are shown 
in Supplementary Figure I). Different founders were crossed with C57Bll6 females and 
all tested animals showed germ line transmission (Figure 1 E). Taken together, we generated 
three male and two female C57Bll6 I CastiEi F I ES cell lines. Because of our interest in the 
female specific X chromosome inactivation process female ES line E 15 was used for 
further targeting studies. 

Targeted disruption of the Rnf12 open reading frame 
For BAC mediated targeting of an RFLP we selected the X-chromosomal Rnfl 2 gene as a 
target (Figure 2A). We have recently shown that the encoded RNF12 acts as a dose
dependent activator of X chromosome inactivation (XCI) in female ES cells [174, 910-
911}. RNF12 is an E3 ubiquitin ligase that regulates XCI through activation of the X-linked 
gene Xist [911]. The transcribed Xi5't RNA coats the inactive X chromosome in cis (Figure 
1 B), thereby attracting chromatin modifying enzymes involved in establishing inactive 
chromatin [892]. 

Rnfl 2 consists of five exons, spanning 24 kb. In the SNP database we identitied 
Nhel as an RFLP located in ex on 5 of the C57Bll6 Rnf! 2 allele, and confirmed the RFLP 
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Figure 1: Two approaches of a new strategy for manipulation of hybrid mouse ES cell lines 
A) Schematic overview of RFLP mediated BAC targeting of hybrid CS?BI/6 I Cast!Ei ES cells. 
Chromosomes from C5781/6 are indicated with 86 and from Cast!Ei with Cast. Exons of the gene of 
interest are indicated in green, the kanamycin/neomycin resistance cassette in white, and the 
transcription stop cassette in black. B) C5781/6 I Cast!Ei hybr.ld ES cells show proper ES eel! 
morphology (left panel), are able to differentiate in vitro in embryoid bodies (middle panel), and female 
lines can initiate X chromosome inactivation upon differentiation (right panel, showing Xist RNA labelled 
in FITC, and DNA stained with DAP!). C) RT-PCR of pluripotency genes. The generated C5781/6 I 
Cast/Ei ES cells (E3-E15) express the pluripotency factors Oct4, Sox2 and Nanog. J1 is a male control 
ES cell line, MEFs were used as negative control, and Actin is a control mRNA. D) PCR amplification of 
gDNA of different C57BI/6 I Cast/Ei ES cell l"lnes {E3-E15) and control gDNA (Cas and 86), and 
digestion with restriction enzymes identifying allele specific products for Xist (X-encoded, 8srGI, top 
panel), Cdyl (autosomal, Zral, middle panel) and PCR amplification of Sry (Y-encoded, bottom panel). 
E) Table summarizing the characteristics of the C5781/6 I Cast!Ei ES cell lines analyzed in this study, 
and two other polymorphic 129/Sv I Cast/Ei cell lines (*) that have been used in other gene targeting 
studies [174]. 
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by sequencing analysis of gDNA isolated from C57BI/6 and Cast/Ei mice. Disruption of 
RNF 12 activity by insertion of a neomycin/kanamycin resistance cassette in this Nhel 
RFLP would lead to a premature translation stop of RNF12, resulting in a 331 aa protein 
lacking the RING finger that is crucial for RNFI2 activity. Based on this, we generated a 
targeting construct to disrupt Rnj12, by PCR amplification of the Nhel RFLP and 500 bp of 
flanking sequence, and subsequent insertion of a kanamycin/neomycin resistance cassette in 
the Nhel site. The C57BI/6 BAC RP24-240J 16, covering the Rnfl 2 gene, was targeted 
through homologous recombination in bacteria [900], and correct targeting was confirmed 
by PCR amplification using primers inside the resistance cassette and outside the targeting 
arms (data not shown). The targeting efficiency in bacteria was >80%. The modified BAC 
sequence was linearized with See! and targeted to female ES eel! line E 15, and subsequent 
to neomycin selection clones were picked and expanded for further analysis. Genomic 
DNA of these clones was subjected to PCR using primers spanning the targeted Nhel site, 
and the PCR product vvas digested with Nhel. Correctly targeted clones are expected to 
have an undigested Cast/Ei product only, although contamination by feeder cells (C57BI/6) 
might result in the presence of some digested material (Figure 2B). We therefore also grew 
the targeted clones without feeders, which indicated that 12% of the picked clones showed 
a loss of the C57Bl/6 specific PCR product (Figure 2C, and Figure 3C)_ 

Our results were confirmed by qPCR analysis with primers spanning the Nhel site, 
which indicated a reduction in copy number from two to one, and primers amplifying a 
region proximal to the Nhel site, indicating no change in the copy number (Figure 2E). The 
loss of one Nhel site could be attributed to a correct targeting event, or loss of an X 
chromosome. Although the qPCR results indicated that both X chromosomes were present, 
we also performed a PCR amplification of a BsrGI polymorphism in the Xist gene. 
Digestion of the PCR products with BsrGI, which only digests the C57BI/6 PCR product, 
indicated that both X chromosomes were present in all clones that showed a loss of the 
C57BI/6 Rnf/2 PCR product (Figure 20). We confirmed this finding by DNA-FISH with 
two different probes, one covering the BAC used for targeting the ES cells, and the other 
covering Xis! and flanking sequences. We found that clones that lost the RFLP had retained 
the expected 40,XX karyotype, providing evidence for a correct targeting event, and 
precluding the presence of randomly integrated BACs (Figure 2F). Finally, genomic DNA 
of targeted clones was subjected to Southern blotting analysis, which indicated the correct 
targeting event; loss of the C57BI/6 specitic 5.4 kb band in knockout clones that were 
selected based on the RFLP PCR assay and no loss in control clones (Figure 2C). 

Analysis of all our targeted clones indicated that targeting \Vith a C57Bl/6 
construct, was specific for the C57BI/6 allele. However, our previous studies also indicated 
that the same construct can be used to target the 129/Sv allele in Fl 2-1 129/Sv I Cast/Ei 
female ES cells [174]. The targeting efficiency for this experiment was lower, probably due 
to the presence of SNPs in the targeting construct (Figure 3C). Using a Cast/Ei targeting 
construct in \vhich kanamycin/neomycin was replaced by a ampicillin/puromycin resistance 
cassette, we were also able to target the Cas1/Ei al!ele, resulting in a homozygous Rnfl 2-1-
ES cell line [911]. In this experiment the efficiency was lower (3%) than found for the 
C57Bl/6 construct targeting the C57BI/6 allele, possibly due to selection against cells 
deficient for Rnj/2 (Figure 3C). 
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Figure 2: Generation of Rnf12 knockout ES cell lines by disruption of the Rnf12 open reading 
frame 
A) Targeting of Rnf12 by insertion of a kanamycin/neomycin resistance cassette into the exon 
containing a Nhel RFLP destroys the RFLP (present in the C57BI/6 allele). B) PCR analysis with 
primers indicated in Figure 2A amplifying the Nhel RFLP located in Rnf12 using genomic DNA of 
targeted clones 1-7. PCR fragments were digested with Nhel. C) Same as in figure 28, but with gDNA 
isolated from clones 2, 6 and 10, grown without feeder cells. CasVEi (Cas), C57BI/6 (86) and Cast!Ei I 
C57BI/6 (F1) DNA was used as a control (m=marker). D) Same as in Figure 2C, but PCR analysis 
amplifying the BsrGI RFLP located in Xist using gDNA of the targeted clones. PCR fragments were 
digested with BsrGI. E) qPCR analysis with primers indicated using gDNA of different targeted clones. 
Values were normalized to values obtained with a primer set amplifying the autosomal Zfp42 gene. F) 
DNA-FISH analysis with a BAC probe covering the targeting cassette (FITC), and a mix of SAC probes 
detecting Xist and flanking regions (Rhodamine red) (DNA stained with DAPI). G) Southern blotting 
analysis, using a probe that distinguishes between the Cast!Ei (8.1 kb) and C5781/6 (5.4 kb) alleles. A 
neo insertion event destroying the Nhel RFLP present on the C57BII6 allele results in a 10.3 kb 
fragment (clones 2, 6 and 10). H) Three different Rnf12+!- ES cell lines and a wild type female ES cell 
line were differentiated, and subjected to Xist RNA-FISH. The relative number of cells showing an Xist 
cloud, indicative for initiation of XCI, is shown at different time points of differentiatton (N>1 00 per time 
point, error bars represent 95% confidence intervals). 

To demonstrate the value of the strategy described herein for studying a specific 
cellular process, we tested the effect of the heterozygous Rn.fl 2 deletion on XCI. We 
analyzed the percentage of cells that initiated XCI, by Xis/ RNA-FISH at different time 
points of EB differentiation, for three Rn_fl 2+-1- clones. Previously, we found that a 
heterozygous deletion of Rnjl 2 in female cells results in a significant reduction of XCI, as 
part of the evidence that RNFl2 is an important activator of XCI [174]. In agreement with 
this, analysis of the present C57Bl/6 I Cast/Ei Rnj! 2 +/- female ES lines also showed a 
reduction in the number of cells that initiated XCI (Figure 2H). These results indicate that 
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Figure 3: Generation of Rnf12 knockout ES cell lines by insertion of a transcription stop cassette 
A) Generation of Rnf12 knockout ES cell lines by integration of a splice acceptor triple poly-adenylation 
sequence (SA-tpA) together with a kanamycin/neomycin resistance cassette. Different targeting 
constructs were generated to target the stop cassette to one of the introns 2, 3 or 4. B) RT -PCR 
analysis with eDNA form clones targeted with cassettes targeting different introns, using primers 
amplifying the Nhel RFLP located in exon 5. RT-PCR products were digested with Nhe! to reveal allele 
specific PCR products. Correctly targeted clones are indicated (ko). C) Table summarizing the targeting 
efficiency of the constructs described for targeting the C57BI/6 allele (n=number of clones picked). (*) 
Targeting efficiencies of previously described experiments involving C57BI/6, and Cast/Ei exon 5 
targeting constructs used to target the 129/Sv and Cast/Ei alleles in F1 2-1 129/Sv I Cast/Ei female ES 
cells [174, 911]. (**) The Cast/Ei allele was targeted in Rnf12+1- (129/Sv I Cast/Ei) ES cells creating a 
Rnf12 null ES cell, which may affect the targeting efficiency. 

homologous recombination of RFLPs with BAC targeting constructs provides an efficient 
and precise method to generate knockout ES cell lines. 

Premature abrogation of Rnf12 transcription 
Even in the highly polymorphic ES cells used for the present study, a relatively small 
percentage of all genes will not contain suitable RPLPs to allow targeting of a resistance 
cassette abolishing expression of a functional transcript. For such genes, a splice acceptor 
triple poly-adenylation (SA-tpA) cassette could be used to insert into an intronic RFLP, 
thereby leading to a premature stop of transcription. Alternatively·, a SA-tpA cassette could 
be inserted into an intron of the gene of interest, using a transcribed RFLP located 
downstream of the insertion site to screen for proper integration. Both modifications of the 
present method provide many more possible targeting sequences. As proof of principle, we 
generated targeting vectors aimed to prematurely stop transcription in one of the introns 2, 
3 or 4 of Rnf12 (Figure 3A). BAC targeting cassettes were generated through homologous 
recombination of a SA-tpA cassette flanked by a kanamycin/neomycin resistance cassette 
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in different introns of Rn/12 in C57Bll6 BAC RP24-240Jl6. Proper integration of the SA
tpA cassette was verified by PCR (not shown), and the targeting vectors were 
electroporated into female E 15 C57BI/6 I CastiEi ES cells. Neomycin resistant clones were 
expanded without feeder cells for RNA isolation. To determine the clones with a proper 
integration of the SA-tpA cassette abolishing Rnfl 2 expression from the targeted C57Bll6 
allele, we generated eDNA and performed RT-PCR amplifying the exon 4-5 junction of 
Rnf/2 including the previously described Nhel RFLP. Allele specific expression was 
determined by digestion of the RT-PCR product with Nhel, which only digests the C57Bll6 
PCR product For each targeting vector we obtained positive clones which showed 
expression of the Cast/Ei allele only, indicating proper integration of the transcription stop 
cassette (Figure 38). Loss of an X chromosome was ruled out by PCR amplification of a 
BsrGI RFLP located in the Xist gene, using gDNA and subsequent digestion with BsrGI 
(data not shown). The targeting efficiencies were 4%, 8%, and 12%, for targeting ofintrons 
2, 3, and 4, respectively, which is in the range of previously reported targeting efficiencies 
of BAC targeting constructs [906]. These results indicate that different targeting methods, 
either removing an RFLP or ablating expression of an RFLP combined with an allele 
specific PCR to detect a correct targeting event, can be applied to introduce genetic 
modifications in ES cells. 

Discussion 
Previous attempts to generate genetically modified ES cell lines by homologous 
recombination of BAC targeting vectors have been challenging, mainly because a clear 
readout for proper integration of the targeting cassette was missing. Here, we have 
generated and targeted Fl C57BI/6 I Cast!Ei hybrid ES cell lines, which are genetically 
polymorphic, carrying a high density of RFLPs. 

We have opted for two different approaches for BAC mediated gene targeting, 
both using RFLPs as a readout for properly targeted clones. In one strategy a resistance 
cassette is integrated into the open reading frame of a gene, ablating gene function and 
disrupting the RFLP. In another approach, a splice acceptor transcription stop cassette is 
inserted in a transcribed RFLP, or in a genomic location upstream of an RFLP, and 
subsequently the RFLP is used to detect loss of expression of the targeted allele. The last 
strategy can even be used to generate conditional knockout or rescue alleles, by using 
inverted asymmetric lox sites. The combination of these approaches provides an 
opportunity to disrupt a wide selection of candidate target genes. Nonetheless, even in the 
Fl C57BI/6 I CastiEi ES cell lines for some genes no RFLPs will be available. Especially, 
single exon genes or genes covering a relative small genomic region may not entail enough 
SNPs for the design of a proper targeting approach. Also, the targeting strategy based on 
screening of expressed RLFPs requires the targeted gene to be expressed in ES cells. 
Fortunately, this is true for many genes, and even genes which only play a role in 
embryonic development and differentiation processes appear to be expressed at a base level 
in ES cells, sufficient to allow application of the second approach. 

The targeted Fl C57BI/6 I CastiEi ES cell lines can directly be used to study the 
effect of the mutation introduced in vitro, or can be used for the generation of mice, either 
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through the generation of chimaeric mice by injection of ES cells in a diploid blastocyst or 
by the tetraploid complementation technology [912]. For several studies, the analysis of 
mutant mice generated with these hybrid ES ce!l lines requires extensive back crossing. 
However, mice generated by tetraploid complementation could avoid this problem. Also, 
the effect of many mutations can be studied in hybrid mice, and for studies involving 
genomic imprinting and X inactivation a hybrid back ground is even the preferred back 
ground for studying the consequence of an introduced mutation. 

Regarding efficiency of the new strategy, for targeting of the Rnfl 2 locus, we find 
that analysis of less than a hundred clones results in a sufficient number of properly 
targeted cell lines (Figure 3C), in agreement with previous findings using homologous 
recombination with BAC targeting vectors [906]. Although there is neither a gain or loss in 
efficiency, the use of RFLPs to perform an allele specific PCR profoundly facilitates the 
detection of positive clones, and omits less reliable and more laborious techniques such as 
DNA-FISH and qPCR. Therefore, our new strategy for gene targeting combines the high 
efficiency of BAC targeting technology with a convenient readout to screen for positive 
targeting events. The highly polymorphic C57Bl/6 I Cast/Ei ES cell lines we generated, in 
combination with the different approaches described here, for targeting a gene of interest, 
provides many options for efficient and precise BAC targeting of almost every gene in the 
mouse genome. 
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Supplementary Figure 

A 

B 

Supplementary Figure 1: Genn line transmission of C57BI/6 I Cast!Ei ES cell lines 
A) Founders generated by injection of E3 (top two panels), and E14 (bottom two panels), show high 
coat color contribution. B) Offspring of founders shown in A, indicating germ line transmission. 
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Abstract 

The isolation of germ line competent mouse Embryonic Stem (ES) cells and the ability 
to modify the genome by homologous recombination has revolutionized life science 

research. Since its initial discovery, several approaches have been introduced to increase 
the efficiency of homologous recombination, including the use of isogenic DNA for the 
generation of targeting constructs, and the use of Bacterial Artificial Chromosomes 
(BACs). BACs have the advantage of combining long stretches of homologous DNA, 
thereby increasing targeting efficiencies, with the possibilities delivered by BAC 
recombineering approaches, which provide the researcher \Vith almost unlimited 
possibilities to efficiently edit the genome in a controlled fashion. Despite these advantages 
of BAC targeting approaches, a widespread use has been hampered, mainly because of the 
difficulties in identifYing SAC-targeted knockout alleles by conventional methods like 
Southern Blotting. Recently, we introduced a novel BAC targeting strategy, in which 
Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms (RFLPs) are targeted in polymorphic mouse 
ES cells. enabling an efficient and easy PCR-based readout to identify properly targeted 
alleles. Here we provide a detailed protocol for the generation of targeting constructs, 
targeting of ES cells and convenient PCR-based analysis of targeted clones, which enable 
the user to generate knockout ES cells of almost every gene in the mouse genome within a 
two month period. 

introduction 
Mouse ES cells are characterized by their ability to self-renew and differentiate into all cell 
types of all the three germ layers, both in vitro and in vivo [55-56, 913]. One crucial finding 
was that mouse ES cells are permissive for homologous recombination, allowing gene 
targeting approaches to alter the mouse genome, allowing the creation of loss-of-function 
(knockout) and gain-of-function (knock-in) mouse models to study gene function [90 l, 
914-918]. More than two decades after its initial description, gene targeting approaches 
have resulted in thousands of knockout mouse models, and large scale, high-throughput 
projects aiming to disrupt every single gene in the mouse are underway [919-923]. In 
addition to generating knockout alleles, gene targeting approaches can also be used to 
generate fusions between the gene of interest and a reporter gene (e.g. EGFP, mCherry, 
LacZ and others), to facilitate in vivo tracing of gene expression, or to generate tagged 
versions of genes (Flag-tag, His-tag, FTAB-tag and others), which can be used in affinity 
purification and proteomic studies to characterize protein interaction partners [924-925]. 
Besides the advantages for generating animal models, ES cell and homologous 
recombination techniques also provide valuable tools for in vitro studies, in which modified 
ES cells can be used to study the outcome of gene ablation or modification on a wide range 
of processes, including DNA damage repair, signaling pathways, epigenetics and X 
chromosome inactivation amongst many others. 

Conventional studies on homologous recombination in ES cells make use of 
plasmid constructs containing a positive selection cassette, rendering targeted cells resistant 
to a particular antibiotic, flanked by homology anns, together with a negative selection 
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cassette eliminating cells with a randomly integrated transgene. The size of the homologous 
DNA sequence was found to be crucial for the efficiency of a successful targeting event, 
with longer stretches of homologous arms facilitating more recombination events [902-
903]. The degree of homology between the targeting construct and the genome of the ES 
cell is also important, as the presence of SNPs differing between the sequence of the 
targeting vector and the endogenous DNA sequence can significantly affect the targeting 
efficiency [902]. Therefore, it is advisable to use isogenic DNA of the construction of the 
targeting vector [904]. The need for long, isogenic homology anns to construct successful 
targeting vectors can be challenging and time-consuming as conventional methods like 
restriction enzyme-based cloning will be difficult when large vectors (>20kb) are being 
generated. To circumvent these problems, BACs have been introduced as targeting 
constructs for homologous recombination [905-907, 926-929]. 

BAC constructs were originally developed to allow cloning of large pieces of 
genomic DNA (up to >200 kb) which could be used for physical mapping and sequencing 
approaches, and are characterized by a high-clonal stability and lovv level chimaerism, 
compared to Y AC based vectors, vvhich are prone to spontaneous rearrangements [908, 
930-938]. BAC plasmids are based on the Escherichia coli F-factor plasmid, which is 
maintained in lmv copy number in bacteria [930, 939-940]. The large insert size of genomic 
fragments make BAC constructs popular in transgenesis approaches, as complete genes 
including all regulatory sequences can be included [I 74, 941-942]. Several well annotated 
BAC libraries exist from different species, including a large variety of mouse strains, which 
can be easily accessed through public available genome databases like the UCSF 
(http://genome.ucsc.edu/) or Ensemble genome browsers (http://www.ensembl.onz/), and 
the NCBI Clone Registry (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clone/). After choosing the BAC 
clone of interest, these can be easily ordered through non-commercial sources and 
commercia! companies, including the BACPAC resource center at CI·IORI 
(http://www.chori.org), the RlKEN Biosource Center 
(http:/ /www.brc.riken.j p/inf/en/index.shtml) or Invitrogen (http://www.invitrogen.com ). 
A main advantage of the use of BACs is that they can be easily modified through BAC 
recombincering techniques, which allow insertions of selectable markers into the BAC, 
deletions of unwanted genomic areas, and substitutions of complete regions, thereby 
enabling the creation of isogenic targeting constructs for subsequent homologous 
recombination in ES cells, since BACs from the desired mouse strain can be used [900, 
905-906, 927-928, 943-953]. Most of the BAC recombineering techniques rely on the RecA 
protein, and inducible induction of the recombination machinery in bacteria, which enables 
recombination of the BAC vvith a recombination substrate transformed into the bacteria 
(Figure 1). Excellent reviews and protocols on all the details of BAC recombination have 
been published, and V·ie refer the reader to those sources for a more in depth overview· of 
these techniques [952-957] (http://recombineering.ncifcrf.gov/). By combining the easiness 
of BAC recombineering, and the use of isogenic, long homology anns, high targeting 
efficiencies for many different loci have been obtained in BAC targeting approaches, 
ranging from 7-28% of clones being properly targeted [906]. 
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BAC 

targeting 
construct 

recombined 
BAC 

Gene X 

Figure 1: Principle of BAC recombination 

homologous 
recombination 

50-500 bp 

Using homologous recombination in bacteria, a selection cassette (depicted in grey), cloned between 
homologous arms, is integrated in the coding sequence of gene X (exons in black) located on a 
schematic BAC (black line). 

Beside the above mentioned advantages of BACs as targeting constructs, their 
wide-spread use in the scientific community is currently hampered by the difficulties in 
identifying correct targeted clones after BAC based targeting approaches. Conventional 
Southern Blotting techniques are difficult to employ, since the presence of large homology 
arms impedes the use of external probes [905]. Therefore, to identify correct targeted 
clones, quantitative real time PCR (qPCR) and DNA-FISH techniques have been applied 
[905-906]. In the qPCR approach, primers are chosen which amplify a fragment spanning 
the projected deletion/insertion, together vv'ith a qPCR amplifying a fragment located in one 
of the arms. A change in copy number detected by the first and not the second primer set is 
indicative for a correct targeting event. In the DNA-FISH approach, t\VO probes are applied, 
one spanning the targeting construct, the other spanning the genomic location flanking the 
gene of interest. When both probe signals co-localize, it is likely that homologous 
recombination has occurred, and the targeting construct is not randomly integrated 
elsewhere in the genome. However, all of these techniques allow a high percentage of false 
positive and negative clones. qPCR is prone to false positive results, and its use depends on 
the design of sensitive primer pairs, which might not always be possible for every genomic 
location. DNA-FISH is a laborious technique, especially if many clones have to be 
screened, and small fragmentized pieces of randomly integrated targeting constructs may 
not be detected. To circumvent these problems, and fully benefit from the advantages of the 
BAC targeting approach, we have recently introduced a novel strategy which relies on the 
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Figure 2: RFLP based targeting strategy 
A) lnsertional mutagenesis: a selection cassette (grey) is integrated in an exon (black) of gene Y, 
thereby disrupting RFLP I. Deletion of RFLP I can be detected using PCR. B) SA-tpA in an intron: the 
SA-tpA cassette consists of a splice acceptor (SA, white), a transcriptional stop (tpA, grey) and a 
resistance cassette (not shown for simplicity), which is flanked by either Lox or Frt sites (not shown). 
The SA-tpA cassette can be targeted to an intron, thereby disrupting the intronic RFLP II (option 1), 
which can be used to detect the correct targeting. Alternatively, proper targeting of the SA-tpA cassette 
can be detected by screening for expression of the downstream RFLP 111 (option II), which will not be 
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presence of RFLPs [958], and have applied this strategy to generate genetically modified 
ES cells used in different studies on X chromosome inactivation [ 174, 911]. 

For our strategy, we make use of highly polymorphic ES cells derived from 
crosses between C57BI/6 females and male Cast/Ei mice. The classical inbred Mus 
musculus domestic-us mouse strain C57Bl/6, is among the most widely used and best 
characterized mouse strains [959]. The C57Bl/6 genome has been completely sequenced, 
functions as the reference genome for the mouse species and several wei I characterized 
BAC libraries are available [908]. The Casi!Ei inbred strain has been derived from a wild 
population of the subspecies Mus musculus castaneus, has been sequenced, and a BAC 
library is available. Cast/Ei mice are more difficult to breed, but offer the advantage of a 
distinct genetic background. Therefore, Cast/Ei mice have been extensively used in crosses 
to other strains in studies which needed the possibility to distinguish the maternal and 
paternal genome by means of SNPs, as for example to study genomic imprinting and X 
inactivation. The Cast/Ei and C57Bl/6 strains are highly polymorphic, with one estimated 
SNP per 311 bp [909]. Therefore, RFLPs which can distinguish between both strains will 
be present in virtually every gene. In our BAC targeting strategy, we make use of this fact, 
by designing BAC targeting vectors in such a way, that after proper targeting an RFLP is 
distroyed, or transcription through an RFLP is abrogated (Figure 2). By combining PCR 
analysis with restriction digestion of the PCR product, an easy and straightforward readout 
is obtained, which permits the reliable identification of properly targeted clones. 

Figure 2: continued 
expressed from the targeted allele in case of a correct targeting event C) When the SA-tpA construct is 
flanked by asymmetrical lox sites (black arrow heads), the construct can be used to generate inducible 
knockout (option I) or rescue alleles (option II). In the inducible knockout approach (option J), the SA-tpA 
construct is targeted to an intron as shown in B, but in the antisense orientation. In this orientation, the 
SA-tpA does not inhibit transcription. After targeting, tr ~ res·lstance cassette, flanked by Frt sites (not 
shown) is looped out using transient expression of Flpase. Upon Cre expression, the SA-tpA cassette is 
inverted, and transcription is disrupted. Since asymmetrical Lox sites are used, inversion leads to the 
loss of one Lox site, thereby locking in the inversion event. To generate an inducible rescue allele 
(option II), the SA-tpA is targeted in the sense orientation, thereby enforcing a preliminal)l stop of 
transcription. After FLPase-mediated loop out of the selection cassette (not shown), the SA-tpA can be 
inverted, thereby restoring transcription of gene Y. 
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Figure 3: The targeting strategy in three basic steps 
In the first step(!), a targeting plasmid is developed, which can be used to modify a SAC. An 800-1000 
bp fragment surrounding the selected RFLP is PCR amplified, subcloned, and the RFLP is used to 
insert a selection cassette (grey). In the plasmid, the selection cassette is thus flanked by two 
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Our strategy involves the design of different variants to generate knockout alleles 
by insertional mutagenesis, introduction of a premature transcriptional stop, and even the 
generation of inducible knockout and rescue alleles using a single targeting event. In the 
first approach (Figure 2A), the BAC targeting vector disrupts an RFLP located within the 
coding region of a gene, and inserts a selection cassette in to the open reading frame of the 
gene of interest, thereby ablating gene function. This approach is especially helpful when 
an RFLP located in the proximal region of the gene can be found, and vvhen important 
domains for the encoding protein are located downstream of the RFLP. In another 
approach, a splice acceptor poly-adenylation stop cassette (SA-tpA) together with a 
selection cassette is introduced into a proximal intron of the gene of interest, thereby 
prematurely stopping gene transcription (Figure 2B). The SA-tpA -selection cassette can 
be either introduced into an RFLP located in the intron, thereby allowing efficient screening 
for properly targeted clones as in the first approach (Figure 2B 1), or an RFLP downstream 
of the insertion site can be used to screen for absence of transcription accross the RFLP in 
candidate clones (Figure 2B II). The introduction of an intronic SA-tpA cassette also 
allows the generation of inducible knockout or rescue alleles (figure ZC). The SA-tpA 
cassette can be flanked by asymmetrical Lox sites resulting in a locked inversion of the 
cassette upon expression of the Cre recombinase protein [960-963]. To generate an 
inducible knockout allele, the SA-tpA cassette, flanked by the Lox sites, is introduced in the 
antisense orientation into an early intron located 5' in the gene. In this orientation, the SA is 
not recognized, and gene transcription is not inhibited. Upon expression ofCre, the SA-tpA 
cassette is inverted, and gene transcription will be abrogated (Figure 2C l). To generate an 
allele in which expression of the gene can be inducible rescued, the SA-tpA cassette is first 
introduced in the sense orientation, and Cre expression is used to disable the premature stop 
of transcription (Figure 2C II). 

The generation of targeted ES cells using our strategy consists of a three step 
process (Figure 3). ln the first step, a targeting plasmid for recombining a BAC containing 
the gene of interest is developed. In the second step, the BAC is recombined using BAC 
recombineering techniques in bacteria, and in the final step, the modified BAC is used for 
gene targeting in ES cells. As a first step, RFLPs present in the gene of interest are 
identified. Several SNP databases exist (http://www.perJegen.com, 
http://www.informatics.jax.org/), in which SNPs and RFLPs between the C57BI/6 and 
CasUEi mice can be identified. A decision on the approach must then be taken: A 
conventional knockout allele based on insertional mutagenesis, introduction of a SA-tpA 
cassette, or generation of an inducible allele? After identification of a suitable RFLP and 

Figure 3: continued 
homologous arms (black boxes). In the BAC recombination step (JI), the linearized plasmid from step I is 
used for homologous recombination of, in this case, a BAC of C5781/6 origin. The selection cassette is 
thus integrated in the BAC, thereby disrupting the RFLP which was used for cloning. In the final step 
(Ill), the BAC targeting construct, is used for homologous recombination in ES cells. Since a C57BI/6 
SAC was used to generate the targeting construct, targeting will preferentially occur at the isogenic 
C57BI/6 allele, thereby disrupting the RFLP restriction site, which is only present at the C57BI/6 allele, 
but not at the Cast/Ei allele. Loss of the RFLP at the C57BII6 allele can be detected by PCR analysis, 
thereby enabling a straightforward readout of proper targeting. 
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the desired approach, a BAC must be chosen which contains the RFLP and tlanking 
regions. Location of BACs can be found in the UCSF or Ensemble genome browsers, or 
Mapviewer (http://wwvv.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mapview/), from which also the sequences can 
be retrieved. In general, it appears best to choose a BAC with a length between 150-200 kb, 
which is centrally located around the RFLP, allowing an equal length of homology arms on 
both flanking sites. To generate the targeting plasmid, an 800-1000 bp fragment 
surrounding the selected RFLP is PCR amplified using a proof-reading high fidelity 
polymerase, and cloned into a vector suitable for subcloning of PCR products (e.g. pCR
BluntH-Topo, Invitrogen). It is important that in the selected region the target RFLP 
represents an unique restriction site, which does not digest elsewhere in the amplified 
fragment, or in the vector backbone, enabling single step insertion of the selection cassette 
into the RFLP. To allow the fast generation of knockout BAC constructs, we have 
generated a couple of vectors (overview Table 1, available upon request), from which the 
selection cassette with or without the SA-tpA and Lox sites can be easily released by 
restriction digestion. These fragments, which contain all necessary elements to express 
resistance genes for both antibiotic selection in pro- and eukaryotes, can then be cloned into 
the unique RFLP restriction site, thereby finishing the targeting plasmid, in which the 
selection cassette is now flanked by two homologous arms of around 500 bp. Although 
BAC recombination can be accomplished with homology arms of only 50 bp, increasing 
the length can in general increase the efficiency .. In the subsequent step, the generated 
plasmid is used for BAC recombineering. Proper modification of the BAC is verified by 
colony PCR and restriction digestion, and ones established, the modified BAC can be used 
to target ES cells. After selection with the desired antibiotic, emerging colonies are picked, 
and screened for the correct recombination event using an RFLP-based allele-specific PCR. 

The many RFLPs present in the hybrid C57BI/6-Cast/Ei ES cells, combined with 
the different approaches presented above make it possible to modify virtually every gene 
using this BAC targeting strategy, benefitting from the high targeting efficiency of BAC 
targeting vectors. In this protocol, we provide detailed steps for the generation of a BAC 
targeting construct, the transfection of ES cells with the modified BAC constructs, and the 
identification of properly targeted clones. Several excellent protocols on BAC 
recombineering [952], BAC transgenesis [955] and design of targeting constructs in general 
[954] already exist In this protocol we introduce crucial new steps related to BAC 
recombineering including time-saving shortcuts in regard to previously published methods. 
Combined with our novel RFLP-based strategy this protoco[ permits the generation of 
knockout ES cells in a very sh01i time span (Figure 4), to be used for in vitro studies, or 
can be used to generate mouse models, by generation of chimaeras or through tetraploid 
embryo complementation [912, 964-967]. 
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Lox-Kana/Neo-Frt 1995 bp EcoRI 

Lox-Kana/Neo-Lox 1978 bp EcoRI 

Lox -F rt -Ka n a/Neo-F rt 2369 bp Nhei-Aflll 

Amp/puro 2733 bp Sfii-Notl 

Lox66-SA-tpA-Lox71 3287 bp Draiii-Asel 

Table 1: Overview of targeting cassettes 
Table summarizing the available selection cassettes, fragment sizes in base pairs, and the restriction 
digest which is used to release the cassette from its vector. Lox: Lox-site for ere-recombination. Frt Frt
site for Flpase-recombination. Kana/Neo: cassette with a dual prokaryotic/eukaryotic promoter driving a 
gene encoding a protein rendering bacteria resistant to kanamycin, and ES cells resistant to neomycin 
(Geneticin, G418). Amp/Puro: cassette with an ampicilline resistance gene allowing selection in 
bacter"1a, and a puromycin resistance gene for use in ES cells. Lox66 and Lox71: asymmetrical Lox 
sites. SA-tpA: cassette encoding a splice acceptor (SA) and a triple transcriptional stop signal (tpA). 

weeks 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

generation oftargeting plasmid 

BAC isolation and recombination 

targeting of ES cells 

Figure 4: Time line 

picking and expans·lon of clones 

DNA isolation, 
PCR RFLP analysis 

expansion 
KO cell line 

The time line for the RFLP-based targeting strategy, following the different steps described in this 
protocol. See text for details. 
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Materials 

Reagents 

• Plasmids containing selection cassettes and/or SA-tpA sequences (are available 
upon request). 

• Bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs in DH I OB host bacteria; BACPAC 
Resources at CHORI, Invitrogen, or Riken BioResource Center) 

• C57Bl/6-Cast/Ei ES cell lines (available upon request) 
• Recombination proficient bacteria. EL250 [900] 
• Ampicillin (Sigma-Aldrich, A-9518) 
• Kanamycin (Sigma-Aldrich, K0254) 
• Chloramphenicol (Sigma-Aldrich, C7795) 
• Distilled H20 (dH 20) (Baxter, TKF7114) 
• Agarose (Sigma-Aldrich, A9539-500g) 
• NucleoSpin gel extraction kit Extract II (Bioke, 740609250) 
• NucleoBond Maxi kit Xtra Maxi (Macherey-Nagel, 7404141 00) 
• Ethidium bromide solution (10 mg ml 1

; Sigma-Aldrich, El510) CAUTION EtBr 
has mutagenic properties, wear gloves at all times 

• dNTP mixture, 10 mM each, PCR grade (Invitrogen, 10297-018) 
• Restriction enzymes (New England Biolabs or Roche diagnostics) 
• PI-Scel restriction enzyme (New England Biolabs, R0696S) 
• T4 DNA ligase (Roche, II 000321) 
• Phusion high fidelity polymerase (New England Biolabs, M0530L) 
• Tag-polymerase (homemade, or for example Invitrogen, I 1342-020) 
• MgC1 2 50mM (Invitrogen, PNY020 16) 
• Klenow enzyme (Roche, 14267420), T4 DNA-polymerase (11004786001) 
• Calf intestinal Alkaline phosphatase (Promega, M 182A) 
• Glycerol (Fisher Scientific, BP229-l) 
• BSA, purified, I OOx (New England Biolabs, B900 IS) 
• molecular weight marker (New England Biolabs, N3232L) 
• DH5a chemical competent bacteria, Max Efficiency (Invitrogen, 18258-0 12) 
• DMSO (Sigma, D2650) CAUTION Toxic substance. Avoid skin contact 
• Geneticin, 270 flg/ml, active (G418, Gibco, I 1811-031) 
• Puromycin, I ~g/ml (Invitrogen, A l 1 138-02) 
• UF (home made, or for example Chemicon, ESG I I 07) 
• Gelatin (Sigma, G 1890-1 OOG) 
• DPBS, Dulbecco's Phosphate Buffered Saline (Sigma-Aldrich, 08537) 
• DMEM (Invitrogen, 11960085) 
• FCS, Fetal Calvine Serum (Invitrogen, 10099141) 
• Penicillin-streptomycin (I OOx) (Invitrogen, 15140-122) 
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• Non-essential aminoacids (Invitrogen, 11140-050) 
• B-mercaptoethanol (Sigma, M7522) CAUTION Avoid inhalation. Flammable; 

harmful if swallowed; toxic when in contact with skin and eye; use protective 
gloves and safety glasses when handling. 

• Trypsin-EDTA 0.25% (v/v) trypsin/0.2% (w/v) EDTA in PBS (GIBCO, 25200-
056) 

• Mouse Embryonic Fibroblast (MEFs) commercial (for instance Millipore 
(http://www.millipore.com) or self prepared from El3.5 embryos CAUTION All 
experiments requiring animal handling should be conducted in accordance with 
international animal protection guidelines and local animal protection laws. 

• Proteinase K, Prot.K (Roche 0311585200 I) 
• SDS (Roche, 11667262001) CAUTION Do not inhale dust. Keep away from 

sources of ignition. A void contact vvith skin and eyes. 
• pCR-Biuntll-Topo, Zero Blunt Topo PCR Cloning-Kit (Invitrogen, 45-0245) 
• PCR primers (Invitrogen) 
• Ethanol, absolute (Sigma-Aldrich, 32221-2.5L) CAUTION Ethanol is flammable 

and may be harmful by inhalation or ingestion. 
• Isopropanol (Sigma-Aldrich, 59300) CAUTION Isopropanol is flammable and 

may be harmful by inhalation or ingestion. 
• LB agar, Miller (BD, 24451 0) 
• Bacto-tryptone (Difco) 
• yeast extract (Difco) 
• NaCI (Sigma-Aldrich, 71380-5kg) 
• Trizma base, Tris (Sigma-Aldrich, T6066-5kg) 
• NaOH pellets (Riedel-de Haen, 06203) CAUTION It is corrosive and causes 

burns to any area of contact. 
• KAc (Sigma-Aldrich, 25059) 
• EDT A (Sigma-Aldrich, E 1644-1 kg) 
• HCL, 37% solution (Fluka, 84422) CAUTION It is corrosive, and both the liquid 

and fuming vapour can cause severe burns. 
• Acetic acid (Fluka, 45730-11) CAUTION It is corrosive, and both the liquid and 

fuming vapour can cause severe burns. 
• NaAc (Sigma-Aldrich, S7670) 
• tRNA, yeast (I 0 mg/ml, Invitrogen, I 540 1-029) 
• RNAse A (I 0 mg;mi, Invitrogen, 12091-039), 
• Trizol (Invitrogen, 10296010) 
• DNAse I (Invitrogen, 18068-015) 
• Super script Ill eDNA synthesis kit (Invitrogen, 11904-0 18) 

Equipment 
• I ,5 ml Eppendorftubes (Eppendorf, 0030 120086) 
• 15 ml sterile Falcon tubes (Falcon, 352196) 
• SO ml sterile Falcon tubes (Falcon, 352070) 
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• cryo-vial (Nunc, 375353) 
• Sterile 1-20 fll filter tips (Rainin BioClean, GP-Ll OF) 
• Sterile 20-200 r>l filter tips (Rainin BioClean, GP-L200F) 
• Sterile 20-1000 fll filter tips (Rainin BioClean, RT-1 OOOF) 
• Gilson pipettes P20, P200, P 1000, multi-channel P200 
• 25 cm2 cell culture flasks (Greiner Bio-one, 690160) 
• I 0 cm2 cell culture dishes (Greiner Bio-one, 664160) 
• 96-well cell culture plates, flat-bottom (Greiner Bio-one, 655180) 
• 96-well cell culture plates, U-shaped (Greiner Bio-one, 650160) 
• 24-well cell culture plates, (Greiner Bio-one, 662160) 
• 96-well micro titer plate (BD-Falcon, Flexible plate, U-bottom, without lid, 

353911) 
• Bottle-top cell culture filter, 0.22 fliTI (Corning, 430758) 
• PCR disposable adhesive (EU opti-seal, 157300) 
• Tubes for bacterial culture (Greiner Bio-one, 20 1150) 
• Erlenmeyer 200 ml 
• Erlenmeyer 2000 ml 
• Eppendorf Refrigerated Microcentrifuge Model 5417R (Eppendorf) 
• Eppendorf Refrigerated Centrifuge Model 581 OR (Eppendorf) 
• Beckman J6-MC centrifuge (Beckman) 
• Inverted tissue culture microscope Vl1ith phase contrast microscope ( 4x, I Ox, 20x, 

40x objectives) 
• Electroporation system for bacteria (Gene Pulser System, Bio-Rad) 
• Electroporation system for ES cells (Gene Pulser Xcell, Bio-Rad) 
• Cuvettes for bacteria electroporation (Biorad) 
• Cuvettes for ES cell electroporation (BTX Cuvettes Plus, 2 mm, 45-0 125) 
• Nanodrop photospectrometer 
• OD spectrometer Genesys20 Spectra Photometer (Thermo Spectronic) 
• UV-transilluminator 
• Thermocycler (Biorad, S I 000 thermal Cycler) 
• Bacterial incubator (New Brunswick Scientific, lnova43) 
• Heat-block incubator (Eppendorf, Thermomixer compact) 
• plate shaker (MO-BIO, 11996) 
• Cell culture incubator 
• Biosafety cabinet with aspirator for tissue culture 
• Water bath 
• Refrigerator 
• -20°C freezer 
• -80°C freezer 
• Liquid nitrogen tank CAUTION: wear eye protection and thermo gloves when 

handling liquid nitrogen. Liquid nitrogen can cause severe burnings. 
• Diaper 
• Petri dishes for bacterial plates 
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Reagent Setup 
• 1M Tris: Mix 121 g of Tris base and I 000 ml of dH 20. Adjust the pH to 7.4 with 

HCI. Store at RT. 
• I OmM Tris pH 7.4: dilute I M Tris pH 7.4 1 OOx, and store at RT. 
• 0.5 M EDTA Mix 186.1 g of EDTA and 800 ml of dH 20. Adjust the pH to 8 with 

~20 g ofNaOH pellets. Store at room temperature. 
• PI buffer: mix together 50 ml I M Tris pH 8, 20 ml 0.5 M EDTA pH 8, I 0 ml 

RNAse A (I Omg/ml), 920 ml dH 20. Store at 4'C. 
• P2 lysis buffer: mix together 930 ml dH 20, 50 ml 20% SDS, 20 ml 10M NaOH. 

Store at RT. 
• P3 buffer: 2.8 M KAc, pH 5.1. Add 274.8 g KAc to 400 ml dH20, set pH to 5.1 by 

adding HCL, and add dH 20 to I L). Store at 4'C. 

• 70% ethanol 
• SOx TAE for gel electrophoresis: Mix together 1210 g Tris base, in 500 ml 0.5M 

EDTA pH 8, 285.5 ml Acetic Acid and add dH 20 to 5L. Autoclave and store at 
RT. 

• 0.2% gelatin solution: add 2g gelatin to I L dH20. Autoclave and store at 4°C. 
• 2x Freezing solution: add together 60 ml DMEM, 20 ml FCS, 20 ml DMSO. Mix 

and filter sterilize. Store at 4°C for up to a month. 
• Mouse Embryonic Stem Cell Medium: DMEM, 15% foetal calf serum, 100 U ml· 1 

penicillin, I 00 mg mr 1 streptomycin, non-essential amino acids, 0.\ mM B
mercaptoethanol, and l 000 U mr 1 LIF. Filter sterilize and store at 4°C for maximal 
2 vveeks. 

• Low SDS lysis solution: mix together 40 ml Tris 0.5M, 2 ml EDTA 0.5M, 2 ml 
20% SDS and 8 ml NaCI 5M, and add dH20 to a total volume of 200 mi. Store at 
RT. Add 50 fll Prot.K (10 j.Jg/ml) I ml lysis solution before use. CAUTION 
contains SDS. Protect eyes. 

• 3M NaAc, pH5.6 
• LB: mix I 0 g of Bacto-tryptone, 5 g of yeast extract, 5 g NaCI and I liter dl-1 20, 

pH 7.2. Autoclave and store at RT. 
• LB-agar bacteria plates: add 10 g of LB-agar to a 500 ml LB medium bottle, and 

autoclave. Cool down, until bottle can be touched, then add appropriate antibiotic, 
and pour plates. Store plates at 4°C fOr up to a month. 

• Ampicilline stock solution: 50 mg/ml in dH 20, aliquot and store at -20°C. Use at a 
final concentration of25 ).lg/m! for plasmids, and 8 ).lg/ml for BACs. 

• Kanamycin stock solution: 50 mg/ml in dH 20, aliquot and store at -20°C. Use at a 
final concentration of 50 flg/ml tor plasm ids, and 15 J.lg/ml tor SACs 

• Chloramphenicol stock solution: 34 mg/ml in ethanol, aliquot and store at -20°C. 
Use at a final concentration of 12.5 )..lg /ml for BACs. 
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Procedure 
in silica design of strategv Timing: 1 dav 

I. Identify suitable RFLP in the gene of interest, and choose BAC clone. Several 
computer-based databases exist, in which SNPs and RFLPs can be selected (for 
instance http://www.informatics.jax.org/). Retrieve genome sequences 
(http://wvvw.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mapview/), and select the targeting cassette and 
approach. It is good practice to generate sequence files in which the modified, 
recombinant sequence is assembled. This can be done in several software 
programs (e.g. DNAMAN, Lynnon Biosoft, or Clonemanager, Scientific & 
Educationa[ software), and will save valuable time later on, when primers or 
restriction digestions to verify cloning steps are chosen. 

2. Order selected BAC clone. Take care that a BAC is chosen from an isogenic 
library, which is derived from the same mouse strain as the genotype of the allele 
being targeted. 

3. Design primers to amplify an 800-1000 bp fragment surrounding the selected 
RFLP. Primers can be designed in different software programs (DNAMAN, 
Clonemanger etc), or online applications such as Primer 3 
(http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/). We usually design primers with an annealing 
temperature around 58 oc. Critical Step: the RFLP restriction site should be unique 
and absent from the cloning vector \Vhich is used to clone in the PCR product later 
on. This wiH facilitate the insertion of the selection cassette into the targeting 
plasmid in a single cloning step. 

Generation oftargetinz plasmid for BAC recombineering Timing: 5-6 days 
4. PCR amplify homologous fragments surrounding the RFLP using the primers 

designed in step 3. Dilute primers to a I 00 pM stock in I OmM Tris pH 7.4. Use a 
high-fidelity Taq-polymerase with proofreading activity (e.g. Phusion, NEB), to 
prevent mutations. Use either genomic DNA from the mouse strain of the allele 
being targeted, or use BAC DNA (50 ng of DNA as PCR template). lsogenic DNA 
can also be ordered from the Jackson 1 s laboratory (http://www.jax.org). It is 
advisable to verify the presence of the RFLP in PCR products amplified from 
genomic DNA of the ES ceHs which will be used for targeting, by restriction 
digestion or sequencing. 

Component Amount 
Sx High-Fidelity Buffer I 0 fLI 
dNTP (I mM) I fll 
Forward primer (I 00 pM) 0.5 fll 
Reverse primer (I 00 pM) 0.5 fll 
Phusion polymerase 0.2 rtl 
DNA template (50 ng/rtl) I rtl 
Sterile dH 20 36.8 fll 
Total Volume so J.!l 
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5. Run the PCR on a thermocycler usincr the following parameters: , b 

Cycle Denature Anneal Extend 
I 98 °C,? min 
2-31 98 'C, I 5 s 58°C,30s 72 °C, I min 
32 72 'C, 10 min 
33 Hold at 12 'C 

6. Run the PCR product on a 1% agarose gel using standard molecular methods [968} 
together with a molecular \Veight marker. Visualize with a UV-transilluminator set 
at low UV intensity. Isolate the PCR band running at the expected size. Critical 
Step: do not too long expose the DNA to UV-Iight, as this can introduce 
mutations. Always use an UV-transilluminator set at low UV intensity when 
visualizing DNA which is subsequently used for cloning. See Troubleshooting. 

7. Clean up the DNA fragment using a commercial gel extraction kit (e.g. 
NucleoSpin, Macherey-Nagel), following manufactures instructions. Elute DNA 
in a total of 20 fil elution buffer. Pause point: DNA can be stored at -20'C for 
several years. 

8. Clone the PCR product in pCR-Biuntii-Topo using the pCR-Biuntll-Topo-kit 
(Invitrogen) (or an alternative vector suitable for subcloning of blunt PCR 
products). Mix in an Eppendorf tube: 2 fil PCR product, 0.5 fll Salt solution and 
0.5 f.!l vector ('fopo-vector). Vortex and spin down shortly. Incubate for 30 
minutes at RT. 

9. Transform the Tope-reaction product from step 8 in chemically competent DH5a 
bacteria by heat-shock. Chemically competent bacteria are commercially 
available, or can be prepared following published protocols [968]. 
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(I) Tha\v a vial of DH5a bacteria on ice, and mix with the Topo-reaction 
product. Incubate on ice for 15 minutes. 

(II) Heat-shock bacteria at 42'C for 45 s, and put on ice immediately. 
(Ill) Add I ml LB-medium (no selection) and incubate bacteria for 60 min 

at 37°C, shacking at 700 rpm in a Theromixer. 
(IV) Spin bacteria down (I min, 6000 rpm, microcentrifuge), and remove 

LB medium by flicking tube up-side-dovl''n. Some fluid will remain 
in the tube. 

(V) Resuspend bacteria in the remaining LB present in the tube, and plate 
bacteria on LB-agarose plates with kanamycin selection (I 0 ).lg/ml). 
Incubate at 37'C 0/N. 

I 0. The next day, visible colonies should be present on the bacteria plates. Pick single 
colonies (between 12 and 24,) with a pipette tip and innoculate in 3 ml of LB 
medium with kanamycin. Incubate these mini-cultures at 37°C 0/N in a shaker at 
200 rpm. See Troubleshooting. 

II. Isolate the plasmid DNA tram the mini-cultures ("mini-prep"): 
(I) Take I .5 ml of bacterial culture, transfer to Eppendorf tube, and 

centrifuge 13200 rpm, I min in a microcentrifuge. 
(II) Remove supernatant, and resuspend pellet in 300 fll buffer PI. Let 

shake for approximately 5 min at 1400 rpm, 37'C until all cells are in 
suspension. 
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(111) 
(IV) 

(V) 
(VI) 

(VII) 
(VIII) 

(IX) 

Add 300 J.!l lysis buffer P2, invert five times, and wait 20 sec. 
Add 300 J.ll ice cold buffer P3. Invert tube 5 times, and incubate on 
ice for 5 min to precipitate bacterial protein and DNA. Critical point: 
do not shake vigorously at this step, since this wi!l result in 
contamination of the mini-prep with bacterial genomic DNA. 
Centrifuge at 13200 rpm for 8 min in a microcentrifuge. 
Pour supernatant in a new Eppendorf tube, filled with 700 J.tl 
isopropanol, and shake vigorously to precipitate the plasmid DNA. 
Centrifuge at 13200 rpm for 8 min in a microcentrifuge. 
Remove supernatant, and wash DNA pellet with 500 J.!l 70% ethanol. 
Centrifuge at 13200 rpm for 5 min in a microcentrifuge. 
Remove supernatant, air dry and resuspend pellet in 100 J.tl !OmM 
Tris pH 7.4. 

12. Check obtained plasmid DNA by restriction digestion, to verify the presence of a 
correct fragment inserted in Topo-vector. The choice of the restriction digest is 
determined by sequence of amplified fragment. In general, it is helpful to choose 
one enzyme located at the beginning or end of sequence, together with an enzyme 
which digests only once in the Topo-vector. This will enable you to check both the 
presence of the proper fragment, and also determine the orientation of insertion in 
to the Topo-vector. The amplified RFLP can also be used for digestions. For 
digestion with multiple enzymes, use the NEB Double Digest finder 
(http://www.neb.com/nebecomm/DoubleDigestCa\culator.asp), or other sources, 
to determine the appropriate buffer and incubation conditions. Digest 10 )11 of 
mini-prep DNA, with 5 j.tl of lOx buffer, 0.5 j.tl !OOx BSA (if required), I j.tl of 
each enzyme, in a total volume of 50 !ll, and incubate at appropriate temperature 
(37°C for most enzymes) for 2h. For multiple digestions, this can be easily done in 
96-well micro titer plates, sealed with tape, and placed in an incubator. Separate 
restriction products on a I% agarose gel, and continue with a clone showing the 
expected restriction fragments. See Troubleshooting. Pause point: Mini-DNA can 
be stored at -20 "C for several years. 

13. In the next step, the selection cassette of choice, with or without the SA-tpA 
cassette (Table 1), or any other preferred selection cassette is cloned into the RFLP 
restriction site in the amplified fragment. First, release the cassette from its vector, 
by digestion vvith the appropriate enzyme (Table I) and generate blunt ends 
(except when generated overhangs are compatible with RFLP-site). Digest 2-5 )lg 
of plasmid, together with I 0 j.tl I Ox Buffer, I j.tl I OOx BSA (if required), 2 j.tl of 
each enzyme, in a total volume of 100 ).11, at 37°C for 2 h. To generate blunt ends, 
use Klenoy.,r enzyme to fil! in 5' overhangs, or T4 polymerase to fill in 5' 
overhangs or remove 3' overhangs. For a Klenow reaction, add 2 ).ll of I Ox Buffer, 
3 J.tl dH20, 12 J.tl 330 J.tM dNTP and 3 J.ti Klenow enzyme to the digestion mix 
after incubation, mix and incubate 15 min at RT. Immediately run reaction product 
on a 1% agarose gel. For T4 DNA polymerase, add 2 J.LI of !Ox Buffer, 2.8 f.!l 
dH 20, 0.2 J.tl I OOx BSA, 12 J.ti I 00 J.!M dNTP and 3 J.ti T4 DNA polymerase, mix 
and incubate 15 min at I2°C. Immediately run reaction product on a 1% agarose 
geL Isolate the correct sized fragment, and clean up, as described in step 7. Critical 
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point: because of endonuclease activity of Klenow enzyme and T4 DNA 
polymerase, do not incubate for more than 15 min. 

14. Open the amplified fragment (targeting arms) cloned in Topo from step 12 with 
the RFLP enzyme. Digest 20111 of plasmid with 10111 lOx Buffer, I 111 IOOx BSA 
(if required), 2 111 of enzyme, I 111 of Calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP) in a total 
volume of I 00 111, at 37"C for 2 h. Dephosphorylation of the 5' termini will 
prevent self-closure of the plasmid upon ligation. Remove the 5' or 3' overhangs 
of the plasmid if necessary and dean up the DNA as described in step 13. 

15. Ligate the selection cassette from step 13 to the linearized plasmid from step 14. 
Add in an Eppendorf tube the linearized plasmid, and selection cassette, in a I :3 
ratio (60 ng end concentration), together with I ).11 1 Ox Ligation buffer and 0.5 J.ll 
T4 DNA Ligase in a total reaction of I 0 111, mix and incubate for 2h at RT, or 0/N 
at 16 'C. 

16. Mix the ligation product with competent DH5a bacteria and heat shock transform 
the bacteria as described in step 9. If an ampiciline resistance gene is included in 
the selection cassette, include ampiciline in the LB-agarose plates (25 jlg/ml). If 
colonies are emerging the next day, start mini-cultures (step 10), isolate mini-DNA 
(step ll), and check final targeting plasmid by restriction digestions, to verify 
proper insertion in correct orientation (step 12). See Troubleshooting. Pause point: 
Plasm ids can be stored at -20 oc for several years. 

17. Digest the final targeting plasmid from step 16 to isolate the homology arms and 
selection cassette from the Topo-vector. This will increase the efficiency of BAC 
recombineering, as the targeting cassette will not be able to replicate 
independently in bacteria. Digest 30 !JI of plasmid, in a 50 J.l] reaction, run on an 
agarose gel, isolate the correct fragment and clean up the DNA (step 7). Meassure 
concentration by Nanodrop. Pauze point: A linearized targeting fragment can be 
stored at -20 oc for at least one year. 

BAC isolation and recombination Timing: 12 davs 
18. Upon arrival of the BAC clone ordered in step 2, plate the BAC clone (delivered 

in DH I OB cells) on LB-agar plates with chloramphenicol selection ( 12.5 11g/ml), 
and incubate at 37°C 0/N 

19. Pick single colonies \Vith a pipette tip, and inoculate 3 ml LB (with 
chloramphenicol ( 12.5 ].!g/ml), and incubate at 37'C 0/N, shaking at 200 rpm. 
Although for the first steps of BAC recombineering only limited amounts of BAC 
DNA are required, which could be obtained from a mini-prep (step II), we prefer 
to grow a maxi-culture from every new arriving BAC. This offers the advantage 
that cleaner DNA and larger quantities are obtained, which is convenient for 
subsequent control experiments, and long term storage. See Troubleshooting. 

20. Add complete content of the 0/N cultures to a 2 L Erlenmeyer flask filled with 
500 ml of LB with chloramphenicol ( 12.5 ].!g/1111). Incubate at 37"C 0/N, shaking 
at 200 rpm. 
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21. Prepare a glycerol freeze-stock of every new BAC clone: transfer 850 111 of BAC 
culture to a cryo-vial, and add I 50 ]J.l 97% Glycerol, mix, and immediately snap-
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freeze bacteria in liquid nitrogen. Store bacteria at -80°C. Pauze point: Glycerol 
stocks of bacteria can be maintained at -80°C for several years. 

22. Isolate Maxi-BAC-culture: 
(I) Transfer the 500 ml of culture to a bucket, and centrifuge 10 min at 

4000 rpm, 4°C in a Beckmann J 16-MC centrifuge. 
(II) Remove the supernatant, and add I 00 ml of buffer Pl. Vortex the 

bucket for approximately 30 sec, until all bacteria are resuspended. 
(Ill) Add 100 ml of lysis buffer P2. Invert bucket 6 times. Incubate I min 

at RT. Critical point: do not shake vigorously at this point, since this 
will result in contamination with bacteria! genomic DNA. 

(IV) Add I 00 ml of ice cold buffer P3. Invert bucket 6 times, and put on 
ice for 20 min. Proteins and bacterial genomic DNA will precipitate. 
Critical point: do not shake vigorously at this point, since this will 
result in contamination of bacterial DNA in the BAC preparation. 

(V) Centrifuge 30 min at 4000 rpm, 4'C in a Beckmann J 16-MC 
centrifuge. 

(VI) Equibrilate a NucleoBond (Macherey-Nagel) maxi-prep column, by 
adding 25 ml of Equibrilation buffer, carefully wetting the complete 
filter insert. 

(VII) Add the supernatant from step (V) to the column, and let pass 
through by gravity. This will require several loading steps. 

(VIli) When all fluid has passed through, add 15 ml of Equibrilation buffer 
to the column, carefully wetting the complete filter insert. 

(IX) Remove Filter, and add 25 ml of Wash buffer. Allow to empty by 
gravity. 

(X) Place a 50 ml Falcon tube under the column, and add 15 ml of 
Elution buffer (pre-heated at 65'C) to the column. The BAC DNA 
will now be eluted into the tube. Pauze point: eluted BAC DNA can 
be stored 0/N at 4'C 

(XI) Precipitate the BAC DNA by adding I 0.5 ml Isopropanol to the tube, 
and shake vigorously. Centrifuge 30 min at 4000 rpm, 4°C. 

(XII) Remove supernatant, and wash DNA pellet with 70% ethanol, 
centrifuge 15 min at 4000 rpm, 4'C. 

(Xlll) Remove supernatant, air dry pellet and dissolve in 200 fll I OmM 
Tris, pH 7.4. To facilitate dissolving, incubate at 50°C for lh, or 4°C 
0/N. Collect content by short centrifugation. Pauze point: BAC 
DNA can be stored at 4°C for several months. Critical point: do not 
freeze BAC DNA, as this will result in fragmentation of the BAC 
DNA. Also prevent vigorous pipetting, as this might result in breaks 
through shearing of DNA. 

Check obtained BAC DNA by restriction digestion, or PCR analysis, to verify that 
correct clone was obtained. A standard restriction enzyme such as EcoRI or 
Bam HI, will result in a "finger-print" pattern of the respective BAC, which can 
easily be recognized. Use 2 ~tl of BAC DNA per digestion (approximately I 
f!g/f!l), 5 fll of I 0 x restriction buffer, 0.5 f!l I OOx BSA (if required) and 2 fll of 
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enzyme, in a 50 J .. .d digest. Incubate for 2h at the appropriate temperature, and run 
on I% agarose gel. To check the BAC by PCR analysis, dilute an aliquot of BAC 
DNA lOx, and take 1 ~I as template .. Use any primer combination available, for 
example primers located in the gene of interest, or primers used to amplify the 
region surrounding the RFLP (step 4). There is no need to use a high ·fidelity 
polymerase, every Tag-polymerase and conditions used in your lab should vvork. 
See Troubleshooting. 

Transformation ofBAC clone into recombination projicient bacteria 
24. Streak recombination proficient bacteria [900] from a frozen glyrcerol stock onto 

LB-agar plates with no selection, and incubate at 30°C 0/N. Critical point: 
recombination proficient bacteria must be grown at 30 °C, to prevent activation of 
the recombination machinery at higher temperatures. 

25. Pick a single colony, and inoculate a 5 ml LB-culture (no antibiotics), and grow 
0/N at 30'C, shaking at 200 rpm. 

26. Take 0.5 ml of the bacteria culture, and inoculate a 50 ml LB-culture (no 
antibiotics), and grow for 4-Sh at 30°C, shaking at 200 rpm, until an 00600 of 
0.6-0.8 is reached. 

27. Collect bacteria in a 50 ml Eppendorf tube, and centrifuge 10 min, 3000 rpm at 
4'C. 

28. Recombination proficient bacteria will now be rendered electrocompetent, by 
washing steps in ice cold dH 20. Remove the supernatant from step 27, and 
resuspend the pellet in 10 ml ice cold dH 20. Centrifuge 10 min 3000 rpm at4'C. 

29. Remove the supernatant, and repeat the washing steps with ice cold dH 20 three 
times (4x I 0 min in total). 

30. Remove the supernatant, and resuspend the pellet in 250 ~I ice cold dH 20, and 
store on ice. The bacteria are now electrocompetent, and the amount of bacteria is 
enough for 5 transformations. 

31. Divide the bacteria over 5 Eppendorf tubes, and add different concentrations of 
BAC DNA: 0.2 ~1. 0.5 J.!l, I J.!l, 2 J.ti and 4 J.!l. Incubate 15 min on ice. Add the 
bacteria-DNA mixture to a bacteria! electroporation curvette (Biorad), pre-chilled 
on ice, and electroporate at 1.8 kV, 25 mF, 200 Q, using a Biorad pulser. Add I ml 
LB medium, transfer to an Eppendorf tube and let recover for 60 min at 30°C, 
shaking at 200 rpm. Critical point: Although in principal one electroporation can 
be enough to transform the BAC into the recombination proficient bacteria, we 
found that for several BACs it is rather difficult to be transformed into bacteria. 
The use of different concentrations of BAC DNA will increase the chance that one 
of the electroporations results in positive colonies, thereby saving valuable time. 
See Troubleshooting. 

32. Spin down the bacteria at 6000 rpm, 30 sec, and tlick the tube upside-down to 
remove the supernatant. Resuspend pellet in remaining fluid, and plate to LJB-agar 
plates containing chloramphenicol ( 12.5 ~g/ml). Incubate 0/N at 30 'C. 

33. If colonies are appearing after 24h, pick single colonies using a pipette tip, and 
inoculate 3 ml LB cultures (12-24 per BAC), with chloramphenicol selection (12.5 
J.tg/ml). Incubate 0/N at 30 'C. 
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34. Isolate BAC mini DNA the next morning, following the mini isolation protocol 
(step II), with the exception of the last step, where DNA is dissolved in 50 f!l 
1 OmM Tris pH 7A Check the DNA by restriction digestion, using 25 fll of BAC 
DNA, using the same enzyme which was chosen to obtain a "finger-print" pattern 
of the BAC (step 23). If the same pattern is observed compared to the original 
BAC clone, it can be concluded that transformation was successful. See 
Troubleshooting. 

35. Select a clone from step 34 which shows the expected restriction digestion pattern, 
and make a glycerol stock (step 21), since future applications of the BAC in 
recombination proficient bacteria might be required. 

BAC recomhinat;on 
36. Add 0.5 ml of the fresh bacteria culture from step 35 to a 200 ml Erlenmeyer flask 

containing 50 ml of LB-medium with chloramphenicol ( 12.5 ).lg/ml), and incubate 
at 30 "C for 4-Sh, shaking at 200 rpm, until OD600 ~ 0.6-0,8, 

37. Place Erlenmeyer with bacteria culture in a 42 oc shaking water bath for 20 
minutes. At 42 °C, the recombination machinery will be activated. 

38. Collect the bacteria by centrifugation I 0 min, 3000 rpm at 4 °C, and make cells 
electrocompetent (step 28-30), Take 50 f!l of electrocompetent bacteria in an 
Eppendorf tube, and add 100 ng of linearized targeting fragment (step 17). 
Electroporate as in step 31, and let bacteria recover for 60 min at 30 °C, shaking at 
200 rpm. Electroporation of the small targeting fragment is very efficient; 
therefore it is not necessary to try different concentrations. 

39. Spin down the bacteria at 6000 rpm, 30 sec, and flick the tube upside-down to 
remove the supernatant. Resuspend pellet in remaining fluid, and plate to LB-agar 
plates containing chloramphenicol ( 12.5 ).!g/ml) and dependent on the targeting 
cassette used, kanamycin (3 f.lg/ml) or ampiciline (8 f!g/ml). It might be helpful to 
plate 1/101

h of the bacteria to a separate plate, to prevent overgrowing of the plate 
when recombination turns out to be highly efficient. Incubate 0/N at 30 °C. 

Colony PCR to check proper recombination. 
40. After 24h, small colonies are appearing. For some BACs, it can take more time 

until colonies are emerging (up to 40h). Check emerging colonies by colony PCR, 
to verify that the correct recombination event has occurred. Use primers which are 
located outside the homologous arms used for recombination, combined with 
primers located in the inserted selection cassette (Figure 5) Primers used 
originally to amplify the homologous anns (step 4) can be used as a negative 
control, since after recombination PCR amplification with these primers should 
no longer give the expected product (either a longer band is obtained, including 
the selection cassette, or no band at all if fragment becomes too large to be 
amplified efficiently). In general, we use two primer combinations, and choose a 
clone which is positive both on the 5' and 3' site. See Troubleshooting. 

(I) Pick 48 colonies (less can be enough to tind correct clone), and mark 
and number them on the bacteria plate. Touch with a pipette tip the 
colony, and drop the tip in an Eppendorftube filled with 20 f.ll dH 20. 
If plate is too crowded to mark isolated colonies, touch complete 
colony with pipette tip, streak bacteria to a new plate with 
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A RFLP 

BAC recombination 

B ,0.RFLP 

Figure 5: Primer location for colony PCR screen 
A) Primers used to amplify the homologous anns surrounding the selected RFLP used for BAC 
recombination are indicated with the black arrow heads. B) After SAC recombination, the Kana/Neo 
cassette disrupts the RFLP. The primers used in A) wi!l no longer amplify the genomic fragment. since 
insertion of the Kana/Neo cassette results in a fragment which is too long to be amplified using the 
same extension time. To check the colonies obtained after BAC recombination, the primer combinations 
shown in grey are used. These consist of primers located within the Kana/Neo cassette, and primers 
located outside the homologous arms. Therefore these primers do not amplify the targeting plasmid, but 
will only result in a band when recombination has occurred_ 
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proper antibiotics, on a marked location, and then drop the pipette tip 
in dH 20. Incubate the replica plate at 30°C for later use. 

(II) Prepare a master mix for PCR, using a Taq polymerase of your 
choice. Take I [ll of template, directly pipetting I [ll from the 
Eppendorftubes from (I) using the same pipette tip used to touch the 
colony, into the PCR plate. 

Component Amount for t reaction Amount for 50 reactions 
I Ox PCR buffer 2.5 [ll 125 [ll 
MgCI 2 (50mM) 0.9 [ll 45 [ll 
dNTP lmM I fll 50 [ll 
Forward primer (I 00 pM) 1.25 [ll 6? .5 fll 
Reverse primer (I 00 pM) 1.25 [ll 62.5 [ll 
Taq-polymerase 0.4 [ll 20 [ll 
dH,O 16.7 [ll 835 [ll 
Template I f!l 
Total volume 25 [ll Divide 24 [ll per well and 

add I [ll template 

41. Run PCR on a thermocycler, using the following parameters, where annealing 
temperature and extension time are dependent on the primer and fragment size, 
respectively: 

Cycle Denature Anneal Extend 
I 98 °C, 2 min 
2-31 98 °C, 15 s 58 °C, 30 s 72 °C, 1 min 
32 72 °C, I 0 min 
"" Hold at 12 oc JJ 

42. Separate the PCR amplified fragments on a 1% agarose gel, and choose several 
colonies which are positive for all primer combinations tested. Grow a mini
culture of these co!onies at 30°C, shaking 200 rpm, starting from the marked 
bacterial plate or the replica plate, and isolate DNA through a BAC-mini protocol 
(step 34). Check by restriction digestion, whether BAC "finger-print" is still 
detectable. The "finger-print" might be modified by the recombination event, 
although the amount of DNA obtained with the BAC mini-prep protocol might be 
too low to definitively judge this. Critical point: any abnormal, especially high 
intensity bands, at this stage indicate that something went wrong with the 
recombination, or that the targeting fragment is still independently proliferating in 
the bacteria, thereby rendering the bacteria resistant to selection. See 
Troubleshooting. 

43. Grow a maxi-culture (with the appropriate antibiotics) of two candidate clones 
containing the recombinant, modified BAC, and isolate BAC DNA as in step 22. 
Also make glycerol stocks (step 21 ). Check the isolated BAC DNA by ditTerent 
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restriction digestion reactions, to verify correct insertion of the targeting fragment. 
If all digests confirm the expected pattern based on the predicted, modified, 
sequence (step I), the final BAC targeting vector for targeting of ES cells has been 
obtained. Pause Point: The BAC targeting vector can be stored for several months 
at 4°C, if required. A fresh preparation will however increase the targeting 
efficiency. 

44. For targeting of ES cells, the final BAC targeting vector needs to be linearized, 
using digestion with PI-See! (this restriction site is present in most available SAC

backbones). For one targeting, we use between 60-80 ).lg of DNA, which will be 
approximately 60-80 ~I of BAC DNA derived from the BAC-maxi isolation. The 
amount of DNA obtained following the BAC isolation protocol is more or less 
constant (we estimate the concentration by restriction analysis of 1~1 on an 
agarose gel), therefore digest BAC DNA as follows: 83 ~I BAC DNA, I 0 111 I Ox 
Pl-Scel buffer, I J.!l IOOx BSA, 6 111 Pl-Scel enzyme. Incubate at 37"C 0/N, and 
inactivate enzyme at 65°C for 20 min. Store at 4°C until use. Critical point: BAC 
DNA can be very viscous, especially when freshly prepared. Use scissors to cut of 
the pipette tip. Linearized BAC DNA should be used soon after linearization. 

Targeting of mouse Embrvonic Stem cells Timing: 17 davs 
45. Detailed protocols on mouse ES cell culture have been described elsewhere [969-

971]. Here we assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of ES cell culture, 
which are required to maintain ES cells in a pluripotent, undifferentiated state. 
Sterile culture techniques should always be applied. Both female and male hybrid 
C57Bl/6-Cast/Ei ES cell lines, have been described [958], are germ line 
competent, and will be made available upon request (Table 2). 

46. Coat a 25 cm2 cell culture flask with 0.2% Gelatin solution, and incubate for 
minimal 5 min at RT. 

47. Thaw a vial of Mouse Embryonic Fibroblasts (MEFs, 2x\04
/ cm2

), which function 
as feeder cells for ES cells. For long term storage both MEFs and ES cells are 
stored at -180 oc_ Also defreeze a vial of ES cells. Put both vials in a 37°C water 
bath, until thawed. Clean vials with 70% ethanol, and transfer to cell culture hood. 
Transfer the content of both vials drop-wise to a 15 ml Falcon tube filled with 5 ml 
pre-warmed (3JOC) ES cell medium, and centrifuge 5 min, I 000 rpm to remove 
the DMSO used for freezing. Critical point: MEFs can be prepared from day E 13.5 
mouse embryos (969], or can be purchased commercially. 

48. Remove the gelatin from the cell culture flask. Resuspend the cell pellet from step 
47 in 5 ml ES medium, and transfer to cell culture flask. Rock plate to 
homogenously spread the cells, and incubate in a cell culture incubator at 37°C, 
5% C02. 

49. Change medium daily. Small, sharp edged, doom-shaped colonies should appear 
on top of the feeder layer (Figure 6). Cells should become confluent after 3-4 
days. If only a few colonies appear, cells must be split I: I (see below). See 
Troubleshooting. 
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E3 86/Cast (; yes 

E5 86/Cast (; n.d. 

E8 86/Cast <f n.d. 

E14 86/Cast (; yes 

E15 86/Cast <f n.d. 

Table 2: overview of available ES cell lines 
Table summarizing the available C57BI/6-Cast/Ei mouse ES cell lines. E3, E5 and E14 are male, 
whereas E8 and E15 are female. Several cell lines have been shown to be germ line competent. N.D.: 
not determined. 

Figure 6: ES cell morphology 
Morphology of mouse ES cell colonies grown on MEF feeders. Note the shiny edge and dome-like 
colony shape of the ES cells. 
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SO. Split cells as follows: 
(I) Aspirate medium, and wash 2 times with cell culture PBS. 
(II) Remove PBS, and add 1.5 ml Trypsin-EDTA (pre-warmed at 37'C). 

Incubate at 37°C for 7 min. After 3.5 min, gently shake the plate to 
break up colonies. 

(Ill) After incubation, add 4 ml of ES cell medium to inactivate the 
Trypsin-EDT A. Pipette cells up- and down to obtain a single cell 
solution, and transfer cells to a 15 ml Falcon tube. Spin 5 min at 
1000 rpm. See Troubleshooting. 

(IV) If cells will be passaged, resuspend cells in ES medium, and transfer 
to a new culture flask, already gelatinized, and coated with MEFs. If 
cells are used for targeting, proceed with the next step. 

(V) Wash cells with pre-warmed (37'C) DMEM, 5 min, I 000 rpm, to 
wash out the serum. 

(VI) Resuspend cells in 320 J.ti DMEM, and transfer to a 2 mm 
electroporation curvette (BTX). Add 80 J.tl of linearized BAC DNA 
(step 44) using a cut pipette tip, and carefully pipet up-and down a 
few times to mix cells and DNA. Critical point: precipitation of DNA 
after PI-See! digestion, as found in many protocols is not needed, and 
does not increase targeting efficiency (our unpublished 
observations), and will lead to introduction of more DNA breaks in 
the BAC DNA. 

(VII) Electroporate cells at 118 kV, 1200 J.tF, = Q, using a Biorad Xcell 
pulser. Critical point: different settings might be optimal when using 
a different pulser. Optimization might be required. 

(VIII) Resuspend ES cells in I ml ES medium and plate to a 50 cm2 dish, 
already gelatinized and coated with MEFs, in a total volume of 10 ml 
ES medium. Rock the plate, and place in cell culture incubator. 
Critical point: MEFs used for the targeting plate, and subsequent 
selection must be resistant against the antibiotic used. 

51. After 24h, some death cells will be visible, but the majority of cells will have 
attached. Remove medium, and add ES eel! medium with selection, depending on 
which resistant cassette was chosen for the generation of the BAC targeting 
construct (neomycin (Geneticin, G418), 270 J.tg/ml, active: puromycin, I J.tg/ml). 
See Troubleshooting. 

52. Day 2 till day 14: change medium daily. After the first few days, cell death will be 
increasing, as selection staiiS. This will be more rapid for puromycin selection, 
whereas neomycin selection starts more gently. At the end of the first week, small 
resistant ES cell colonies should be emerging, which \Viii grow larger over the 
next days. Critical point: if MEFs do not resist selection well (e.g. death cells, 
holes in the feeder layer), plate out additional MEFs on the selection plate, as these 
are crucial to keep ES cell colonies undifferentiated. See Troubleshooting. 
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Picking clones in 96-well plates for freezing and DNA isolation. Timing: 7 days 
53. Expect to obtain between 50 and 200 clones, which can be picked approximately 

two weeks after electroporation. Emerging clones can to be picked and expanded 
when visible with the naked eye. To pick clones, proceed through the following 
steps: 

(!) 

(II) 

(Ill) 

(IV) 

(V) 
(VI) 

(VII) 

(VIII) 

Gelatinize two flat-bottom 96-well plates, by adding 50 f.LI 0.2% 
gelatin with a multi-channel pipette, and incubate minimal 5 min at 
RT 
Defreeze a vial of MEFs, enough for a 50 cm2 plate, as described in 
step 47. Resuspend the cells in 10 ml ofES medium (no selection). 
Remove gelatin from 96-well plates. Label one plate vvith "DNA" 
and the other with "Freezing". Add 10 ml of ES medium to a 
disposable cell culture reservoir (reservoir), and pipette using the 
multi-channel pipette I 00 f.LI of medium in every well of the "DNA" 
plate. Add 100 fll of MEF dilution (step II) to every well of the 
"Freezing" plate. Rock the plate to homogenously spread the cells, 
and put in cell culture incubator until use. 
Take a U-shaped bottom 96-well plate, and add I 0 ;Li of cell culture 
PBS to every well using a reservoir and multi-channel pipette. 
Place a microscope in the cell culture hood, and clean with ethanol. 
Place the plate with targeted ES cells under the microscope, and start 
picking colonies. Do not remove medium from this plate, as ES cells 
will stay better in ES medium. To pick a colony, use a P20 pipette 
and filter-tips to take up a single colonies in 2 )11, and transfer this to 
a well of the U-bottom shaped 96-well plate covered with PBS. It is 
convenient to pick 96 colonies (if available), as this amount, together 
with the high targeting efficiency of BAC targeting will almost 
certainly guarantee you at least one correctly targeted clone. 
When all 96 colonies have been picked, add 25 J.Ji Trypsin-EDT A 
(pre-warmed at 37'C) using a reservoir and multi-channel pipette, 
and incubate at 37'C for 7 min. Shake the plate at half-time, to break
up the colonies. 
Immediately add 165 Jll ES medium to every \Veil using a reservoir 
and the multi-channel pipette to inactivate the Trypsin-EDT A. Set 
the pipette at I 00 fll and pipette a few times up- and down, to break 
up the colonies into single cells. Divide the 200 ~Li in every well over 
the "DNA" and "Freezing" plate prepared in step (Ill). Rock the 
plates, and place in incubator. Critical point: it is crucial to label both 
replica plates identically at this point, as later on one plate will be 
frozen, and the other one will be used to analyze the DNA. Mixing 
up at this point will ruin your complete targeting experiment, as you 
might defreeze the wrong clone later on. 

54. The next few days, check clones daily, and change medium when turning 
yellowish. Usually, the "Freezing" plate will grow slightly faster, as in the "DNA" 
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plate cells grow without the feeder support. Also differentiation wil! occur in the 
"DNA" plates, but that will not affect the quality of DNA. See Troubleshooting. 

55. When the "Freezing" plate becomes contluent (clones will have the same, normal 
ES cell morphology), the plate can be frozen as follows: 

(I) Aspirate medium, and wash two times with cell culture PBS. 
(II) Add 35 ftl of Trypsin-EDT A (pre-warmed to 37"C), and incubate 7 

min at 37°C. Shake the plate at half-time. 
(Ill) Add 80 ftl ES cell medium to each well (using a reservoir and multi

channel pipet), and pipette cells up-and down a few times, to obtain a 
single cell solution. 

(IV) Add 115 111 2x Freezing solution, and carefully pipette up-and down 
a few times using the multi-channel pipette. 

(V) Close lid of the plate, and wrap plate with a diaper. Immediately 
store at -80°C. Critical point: it is important not to freeze cells 
instantly, since this will result in cell death. By wrapping in the 
isolating diaper, the temperature of the plate will decrease more 
slowly. ES cells can be stored for a few months at -80°C, but for long 
term storage they should be placed at -180°C. 

DNA purification in 96-well plates and PCR RFLP analvsis to identify correct targeted 
clones 

56. 
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Timing: 2 days. 
The "DNA" plate should only be harvested when wells are really confluent. In 
general, this will be 3-4 days later than the "Freezing" plate. Depending on the 
strategy chosen, at this point it might be required to isolate RNA, to ascertain the 
loss of transcription of a downstream RFLP (SA-tpA strategy, option II, Figure 
2B). To isolate RNA use Trizol reagent, isolate RNA, treat with DNAse, and 
prepare eDNA using Superscript Ill, according to manufacturer's instructions, and 
proceed to step 57. To obtain the DNA: 

(I) Remove the medium, by turning plate up-side down above the sink, 

(II) 

(Ill) 

(IV) 
(V) 

and blot on a paper-tissue. 
Add 100 ftl of Low SDS lysis solution [972] supplemented with 
prot.K. Seal the plate using tape or a disposable adhesive and place at 
3 "?C for minimal 4h. 
Precipitate the DNA, by adding I 00 ftl isopropanol, seal the plate 
and shake, or incubate for I 0 min on a plate shaker. 
Centrifuge plate 30 min, 4000 rpm at 4°C. 
Remove supernatant by turning plate upside dmvn, and blotting on a 
paper-tissue. Small DNA precipitations will be visible on the bottom 
of the wells. 

(VI) Wash with I 00 ftl 70% ethanol, and centrifuge plate 15 min, 4000 
rpm at 4°C. 

(VII) Remove supernatant by turning plate upside down on a paper-tissue. 
Let plate dry until most ethanol has evaporated. Dissolve DNA in 20 
ftl IOmM Tris pH 7.4. To facilitate dissolving, seal plate, and put at 
3TC for 2h. Spin plate down, and store at 4°C. 
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57. To analyze whether the expected targeting event has occurred, perform a PCR 
using primers spanning the RFLP. These can be the same primers used to amplify 
the homologous arms for BAC recombination in bacteria (step 4). Digest PCR 
product with the RFLP enzyme. 

(I) Perform a PCR using the same conditions as in step 4, and run the 
program from step 5. Take I J.d of clone DNA or eDNA as template. 
Critical step: Since amount of DNA obtained might be low, using a 
high fidelity Taq polymerase can improve the results. 

(II) Precipitate the PCR products, by adding the following components to 
the PCR reaction: 50 rrl PCR product, 4 fll !RNA (10 mg/ml), 6 fll 
3M NaAc, pH 5.6. Mix, and add \50 fll ice cold 100% ethanol. Seal 
plate and shake vigorously. 

(Ill) Incubate plate at -20'C for 20 min, and centrifuge 30 min, 4000 rpm 
at 4'C. 

(IV) 

(V) 
(VI) 

(VII) 

(VIII) 

Remove supernatant by turning the plate upside down on a paper
towel. Precipitated DNA and tRNA will be visible at the bottom of 
the PCR plate. 
Add I 00 [11 70% ethanol, and wash 15 min, 4000 rpm at 4'C. 
Remove supernatant by turning the plate upside down on a paper
towel. Dry plate completely, until all ethanol has evaporated. Critical 
point: To facilitate removal of all ethanol traces, the plate can be 
placed at 37'C for a couple of hours. 
Prepare a master mix for the restriction digestion: for each sample, 
prepare 5 fll I Ox buffer, 0.5 fll I OOx BSA (if required), 0.25 [11 
RNAse (I 0 mg/ml), I ~tl of enzyme, in a total volume of 50 [11. Add 
50 [11 of the master mix to every well of the PCR plate. Seal plate, 
and incubate at 37°C for 2h. 
Run digest on an agarose gel, and verify whether targeted RFLP is 
lost in severa[ clones. Critical point: In non-targeted clones, PCR 
amplification of the RFLP fragment followed by restriction digestion 
\Vill result in 3 bands: one higher molecular weight band 
corresponding to the allele which does not contain the RFLP 
restriction site, and two lower molecular weight bands, \vhich 
represent the allele \Vith the RFLP. If a correct targeting event has 
occurred, the RFLP will be destroyed by the insertion of the selection 
cassette. Therefore, PCR amplification fo!lmr.,.'ed by restriction 
digestion will only reveal the higher molecular \Veight band, which is 
undigested because of the absence of a restriction site. See 
Troubleshooting. 

58. Select the candidate targeted clones based on the allele-specitlc PCR from step 57, 
and repeat the PCR analysis one more time, or with a different set of primers, to 
exclude the possibility that the non-digested pattern was obtained due to failure of 
restriction digestion. If pattern is confirmed, this indicates that clones \Vere 
correctly targeted. 
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59. To defreeze the targeted clones, prepare a 24-well plate, coated with gelatin and 
plated with MEFs in ES medium (0.5 ml per well). Put the "Freezing" plate (step 
55) from the -80°C at 37°C in a cell culture incubator, and wait until wells start to 
thaw. Pipette the 230 ).ll content of the well corresponding to the targeted clones 
into the 24-well plate. Take another 200 J.d of ES medium, and pipette up-and 
down in the well of the "Freezing" plate, to collect all remaining cells, and add this 
to the 24-well plate. Incubate in a cell culture incubator. 

60. Change medium the next day. It will take 4-5 days for the clones to recover. When 
confluent, split to a 6-well plate, and subsequently expand further and freeze 
stocks. Isolate new DNA, and confirm PCR results. See Troubleshooting. 

Timing 
Step 1-3, In silica design of strategy: I day 
Step 4-17, Generation oftargeting plasmid for BAC recombineering: 5-6 days 
Step 18-44, BAC isolation and recombination: \2 days 
Step 45-52, Targeting of mouse Embryonic Stem cells: 17 days 
Step 53-55, Picking of clones in 96-wel\ plates for Freezing and DNA: 7 days 
Step 56-60, DNA purification in 96-well plates and PCR RFLP analysis to identify correct 
targeted clones: 2 days. 
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Troubleshooting 
Steo Problem Possible Reason Solution 
6 correct PCR fragment not - PCR did not work. pipetting -repeat PCR 

obtained error 
-primers arc not \Vorking -try temperature gradient, to lind 

better annealing temperature 
- order ne\V primers 

10 no colonies obtained - \Vrong kanamycin concentration -ensure correct concentration is 
used used 
-clean up of DNA prior to Topo -check concentration of DNA by 
reaction lili!ed Nanodrop, and put an aliquot on 

gel. 
- Topo reaclion or heat shocking - repeat Topo reaction. Transfonn a 
went \\Tong circular control plasmid. I Iundreds 

of colonies should cmc1·ge if 
bacteria arc competenl. 

12 -no DNA obtained -mini-prep went wrong -check buffers. Did precipitation of 
proteins occur? 

-digest did not work -try new enzyme, repeat digest 
-expected digestion -hidden restriction site present - check sequence and fragment size 
fragments not present ofdiffCrent bands. Is total length as 

expected? 
-wrong PCR fragment cloned -try nevv primers 

16 -no colonies obtained -wrong antibiotic, too high -ensure correct concentration is 
concentration used, make new plates 
-ligation did not vvork, -check DNA concentration, and try 
concentration or DNA used too again with higher concentration 
low 
-ligation did not \Vork, CIP used -isolate new fragments, and ligate 
lOr both vector and insert again 
-ligation did not work, no blunt -try with new Klcnov.' enzyme, new 
ends generated digestions. Are all overhangs 

suitable lOr Klcnow enzyme? Try 
T4 polymerase as alternative 

~CIP rorgotten, seJJ'...closure of -repeat digestions, blunting and 
plasmid ligation 

-digestion gives ~wrong cassette fi"agment used -check total si:.-:e or plasmid. Try 
unexpected bands new ligations 

-unexpected orientation -check sequence. Can wrong 
orientation be used as alternative? 
Try new ligations. Sometimes 
inverted repeats arc generated that 
will be selected against by the 
bacteria, therefore a certain 
orientation might always he 
obtained. 

19 -no colonies obtained -wrong antibiotic, concentration -ensure correct concentration is 
too high used, make ne>v plates 
-BAC got degenerated while in -order new BAC clone 
trallic 
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?" _, -no DNA obtained or only - !3AC has recombined, or only -repeat isolation of a new, fresh 
high molecular weight bacterial DNA has been isolated culture. Follow protocol careru!!y. 
bands visible If failed again, try growing BAC at 

30°C. Check buJTers (pl-1?) 
-digestion did not vvork -repeat digestion 
-concentration of isolated ONA - add more DNA to digestion 
too low 
-SAC clone is vvrong/rccombined -order ncvv BAC clone 

31 -bacteria explode during -salt concentration in DNA too -try less DNA. Try new BAC 
e!ectroporation high preparation 

-wrong settings of pulscr -adjust correct settings 
-bacteria not electrocompetcnt -make new bacteria, try ngain 

34 -BAC not transfonned, or -bacteria grov..'n at wrong -adjw;t temperature to 30"C 
recombined temperature 

-8/\C difficult to transfom1 -try again! Use fresh DNA 
40 -no colonies obtained -wrong concentration of antibiotic -Ensure correct concentration is 

used 
-recombination machinery not -be sure that bacteria were put at 
induced 42"C for 20 min 
-problem with e!ectroporation? -sec step 31 

-pbte is overgrO\vn, too - antibiotic for introduced - check plates, and prepare new 
many colonies resistance cassette forgotten? ones 

-targeting fragment is replicating -ensure that Ori is deleted. Try 
and co-transJCctcd in bacteria other restriction digest to isolate the 

Jfagment 
42 -PCR did not shm.v - pipetting cn·or -make new master mix, and try 

expected bands again 
-primers are not optimal -try different annealing temperature. 
-extension time too short? -check PCR program 
-recombination did not work -tr.Y new recombination. Check 

more colonies 
-vvTong Bi\C? -verify that correct 8/\C is present, 

and no mix-up has occurred 

49 -J.:S cells arc not growing - \Vnmg medium? -check medium composition. Vlake 
properly nev·i medium if any doubts 

-FCS is not ES cell supportive -try dil1Crcnt batch ofFCS 
-feeders do not suppOli ES cells -try different batch of feeders 
-lhv cells had been ifozcn -give cells some time. Split l: I. 
-badly frozen vial? -deifceze another vial 
-mycoplasm infection? -test for mycoplasm. Treat if 

necessary, or try diffCrent, non-
infected cell line, or earlier passage. 

50 -no single cell suspension -medium not completely removed -\vash two times v ... ·ith PBS 
obtained -Trypsin-EDT;\ too cold -pre-warm Trypsin-EDTA 

51 -no viable ES cells left -electroporation killed all cells -t1y to optimize conditions for your 
pulscr 

-cells were plated in medium wit11 -only start selection allcr 24h 
selection 
-inJection? -check fix visible signs or infection: 

yellow medium, bacteria or yeast 
visible? Remove culture and start 
over again. Always use sterile 
culture techniques. 
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52 too many or too less cells -wrong concentration or check concentration and adjust 
dying during selection antibiotics used'? 

-V\Tong concentration for cell line -perform a kill curve to find optimal 
used? range for your cells. 

54 -clones are not grmving -see step 49 -sec step 49 
57 -expected PCR and -isolation of DNA \Vent wrong, -check concentration of DNA and 

digestion product not concentration too 10\v or too quality by nanodrop. If too lmv, 
obtained much ethanollet1 maybe time point too harvest DNA 

was too early? De freeze ·'Freezing·· 
plate, and at next split, split new 
DNA plate. 

-PCR did not \vork -repeat PCR \Vith new master mix 
-precipitation did not work -repeat PCR, and test some samples 

on gel prior to precipitation. 
-no correct targeted clone -bad luck, stmi again. Consider 
obtained changing construct, as particular 

genomic region might be di llicult to 
recombine? 

60 -tha\Vcd clones do not -PCR did not work -repeal again 
have the correct PCR -a mix-up has occurred, wrong -take a week on~ and start new 
bands aner repeat of clone thawed targeting experiment! 
analysis to conlirm 
generation of targeted cell 
line 

Anticipated results 
Using our strategy, we have recently generated targeted alleles for the X-linked genes 
Rnf/2 and Xist [174, 911], RNFI2 is an X-linked, dose dependent activator of X 
chromosome inactivation, which is an important epigenetic process resulting in the 
transcriptional shut down of one X chromosome in all mammalian female cells. By 
generating heterozygous Rnj/2+1- ES cells, we could shov .. / in vitro that RNF12 acts as a 
crucial, dose dependent activator of Xist which is the master regulator of X chromosome 
inactivation. By targeting the second allele, generating a homozygous Rnf/2-1- ES cell line, 
we obtained evidence that RNF \2 is crucial for the initiation of X chromosome 
inactivation. Furthermore, by generating a targeted deletion of the Xist intron 1 region using 
the same RFLP-based strategy, we could show that pluripotency factor binding to the Xist 
intron I region is not essential for Xi:·a repression in undifferentiated ES cells. In the latter 
targeting, we designed homologous arms for BAC recombineering in such a way, that a 2.1 
kb region of the BAC V-ias replaced by the inseii selection cassette, thereby showing that 
our strategy can also be used to generate deletions. Although this approach requires an 
additional cloning step during the generation of the targeting plasmid, it offers an 
interesting possibility when inseiiional mutagenesis is not favored. 

In our BAC recombineering step, we found that between 70-100% of bacteria 
colonies are positive for the correct integration of the selection cassette. This high 
efficiency, combined with the ease of the protocol, allows the generation of multiple 
constructs for different genes at the same time, within a short time frame. Using the BAC 
targeting approach, we have obtained higher targeting efficiencies compared to our 
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previous experience with conventional targeting constructs [ 179]. By targeting 4 different 
loci within the Rnfl 2 gene, we found that between 3 and 12% of our obtained ES cell 
clones are correctly targeted [958]. We are currently applying a similar strategy to a type of 
human iPS cells (hLR5 cells [973]), where we have found similar targeting efficiencies (our 
unpublished observations). The generated targeted ES cell lines can be used for in vitro 
experiments, or can be used for blastocyst injections or for tetraploid embryo 
complementation to generate mouse models [912, 964-967]. If required, the second allele 
can subsequently be targeted in vitro, or can be intercrossed in the obtained mice. When in 
vitro targeting is required, a BAC construct is generated using a BAC library isogenic for 
the second allele. The same targeting arms can be used, but need to be ligated to a different 
selection cassette (e.g targeting one allele with neomycin, and the second one with 
puromycin). The RFLP screen in targeted ES cell clones then consist of detection of 
complete absence of the PCR product spanning the original RFLP used, since both the first 
and second targeted allele will be modified by insertion of the targeting cassette. 

The use of hybrid C57BI/6-Cast/Ei ES cells allows the use of a plethora of 
available RFLPs for targeting, but might offer disadvantages for certain studies where the 
genetic background of knockout mouse models is important. Therefore some backcrossing 
might be required for certain studies. We have currently developed other hybrid ES cells 
from several other strains, which might circumvent this problem in the future. In other 
fields, it might even be beneficial to use hybrid ES cells or mice, since polymorph isms can 
be used to trace parental gene expression. Combined with the many possibilities offered by 
BAC recombineering, the high efficiency of BAC targeting approaches and our 
straightforward readout, BAC targeting to generate knockout alleles has become our 
method of choice to manipulate the mouse genome. 
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Abstract 

I n female somatic cells of mammalian species one X chromosome is inactivated to ensure 
dosage equality of X-encoded genes between females and males, during development 

and adulthood. X chromosome inactivation (XCI) involves various epigenetic mechanisms, 
including RNA mediated gene silencing in cis, DNA methylation, and changes in 
chromatin modifications and composition. XCI therefore provides an attractive paradigm to 
study epigenetic gene regulation in a more general context. The XCI process starts vvith 
counting of the number of X chromosomes present in a nucleus, and initiation of XCI 
foHows if this number exceeds one per diploid genome. Recently, X-encoded RNF 12 has 
been identified as a dose-dependent activator of XCI. In addition, other factors, including 
the pi uri potency factors OCT4, SOX2 and NANOG, have been implicated to play a role in 
suppression of initiation of XCI. In this review, we highlight and explain these new and old 
findings in the context of a stochastic model for X chromosome counting and XCI 
initiation. 

Introduction 
In mammalian species the dosage of X-!inked genes is equalized between XX females and 
XY males by inactivation of one of the two X chromosomes in every female eel! [30]. In 
mouse, X chromosome inactivation (XCI) is present in two forms. In the extra-embryonic 
tissues XCI is imprinted, with the paternal X chromosome (Xp) being inactivated in all 
cells [53]. This process is initiated very early during development, around the two- to eight
cell stage [51-52], and is maintained in the developing extra-embryonic tissues of the 
embryo, including the fetal placenta. In contrast, the Xp is reactivated in the inner cell mass 
(ICM), which gives rise to the embryo proper, after which random X inactivation is 
initiated around day 5.5 of development. After the inactive X chromosome (Xi) is 
established by random XCI of either Xp or Xm, this inactive state is propagated clonally. 
Also in the human embryo proper, XCI is random and initiated early during development 
[368]. Whether the imprinted form of XCI is present in the early human embryo is not 
dear, and conflicting reports claim either the presence or absence of imprinted XCI in 
human extra-embryonic tissues [369-370, 373-374, 376}. 

In mouse, two X-!inked genes, Xist and 7:six, have been identified to play an 
important role in XCI [84-86, 93-94, 119]. Both genes were mapped to the X inactivation 
center (Xic, Figure 1), that was determined by genetic studies revealing a maximum region 
of I 0 megabases on the X chromosome required for XCI [72, 974]. Although Xist is a non
coding gene, the Xist transcript is spliced and poly-adenylated. Accumulation of processed 
Xist RNA on the Xi in cis is a decisive factor leading to inactivation. Tsix is transcribed 
anti-sense to Xist and overlaps completely with Xist [I 18]. Tsix transcripts are also spliced 
and poly-adenylated, and Tsix transcription is initiated at different promoters. Tsix and Xite, 
the latter acting as an enhancer of Tsix [ 136], are both transcribed from the active X 
chromosome (Xa) before and at the onset of XCI, and are involved in down-regulation of 
Xist, counteracting X inactivation. The XCI process involves different phases, starting with 
a counting and choice process which includes determination of the number of X 
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chromosomes and the choice which X \vill be inactivated. Subsequently, the Xi is 
established through recruitment of different chromatin modification complexes, and the 
silent state is then maintained through an almost unlimited number of cell divisions, 
throughout development and adult life [33]. In this review, we will focus on the 
mechanisms directing the XCI counting and choice process. For a detailed description of 
mechanisms involved in the establishment and maintenance we refer to a complementary 
recent review [975]. 

Counting and initiation of X inactivation 
XCI is initiated if the number of X chromosomes exceeds one per diploid genome set. In 
the female embryo proper, and also in differentiating female ES cells in culture, the choice 
is random with respect to the parental origin of the X to be inactivated. Several genes and 
chromosomal regions have been attributed to be involved in the counting process. Removal 
or addition of regions involved in counting can lead to complete or partial loss of initiation 
of XCI in female cells, or an opposite effect, leading to XCI on both X chromosomes in 
female cells, or even initiation of XCI in male cells. Transgenic male ES cell lines with 
autosomal insertions of small transgenes (30-SOkb) covering Xist and T.six, or Xist alone 
revealed, besides autosomal spreading of transgenic Xist in cis, ectopic XCI of the single X 
chromosome in a significant proportion of cells [ 167, 169]. This indicated that gene(s) or 
elements(s) involved in determining the number of X chromosomes may be located within 
the region covered by these transgenes. Different male Tsix mutant ES cell lines indeed 
displayed initiation of XCI on the single X chromosome, which suggested a direct role for 
Tsix in the XCI counting process (Figure l) [123, 127, 178]. Interestingly, the same 
mutations did not affect counting in heterozygous female cells, which almost exclusively 
inactivate the mutated Tsix allele [I 19-120]. 

Studies with female cell lines and mice with deletions of parts of Xist showed that 
Xis/ is required for XCI to occur in cis [93-95]. However, Xist transcription and the deleted 
part of the Xist gene are not involved in the counting process because initiation of XCI in 
heterozygous female Xis! mutant cells still occurred on the wild type X chromosome [104, 
176-177]. We recently deleted a region spanning more than 60 kb includingXist, Tsix and 
Xite (L'.XTX) from one X chromosome in female cells [179]. As for the studies which 
involved Xist sequences alone, female cells vvith a heterozygous deletion of this region still 
initiate XCI on the wild type X chromosome. These findings indicate that Xis!, Tsix and 
Xite affect the choice process by playing an important role in 'in cis' inactivation, but are 
not required for 'in trans' communication regulating the counting process. This is also 
supported by our findings that BAC transgenes covering Xist or Tsix alone or both Xist and 
Tsix do not induce XCI on the endogenous X, which contrasts previous reports,and suggest 
that Xist and T.six may only play a marginal role in the counting process. The results 
obtained with the heterozygous .6.XTX ES cells and studies with BAC and Y AC transgenes 
also indicated that factors involved in the counting process are located outside the region 
covering Xis!, Tsix and Xite [ 166, 175, 187]. 

Models for XCI counting and choice 
The initial step in the XCI process has always been viewed to be the result of a mutual 
exclusive choice process leading to inactivation of only one X chromosome in every female 
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Figure 1: Xist and Tsix mutations and transgenes 
Schematic representation of part of the Xic, including the location and size of the different Xistdeletions, 
and Tsix deletions and stop cassettes described in this article (thin dashed line represents the sequence 
removed). The colored circles indicate the results obtained. The relative size and location and 
experimental findings of the cosmid and BAC sequences covering Rnf12, Xistor Tsix alone, or Xist and 
Tsix used in transgenic studies are shown below (thick dashed line represents sequences not shown on 
the map). 

cell. Several models have been postulated that explain the XCI process based on this 
assumption. The blocking factor (BF) model states that a limiting factor blocks XCI on one 
X chromosome in a diploid cell ; either one of the two X chromosomes in female cells or the 
single X chromosome in male cells [72]. The cell is able to count, because the BF is 
encoded by an autosomal gene, and thus the excess of autosomes over X chromosomes 
determines whether enough BF is present in order to inhibit XCI on one X chromosome in 
a diploid background. The putative BF binds an element in the Xic that prevents Xist to 
accumulate on that X chromosome in cis. However, if this allele is impaired for XCI, 
because Xist is deleted for example, then the cell should not be able to inactivate, which 
would result in death of half the cell population. In contrast, cells with a heterozygous Xist 
deletion all make the right choice and initiate XCI on the wild type X chromosome, 
resulting in primary non-random XCI [176-177]. Therefore, a positive XCI factor was 
hypothesized, named the competence factor (CF). One model comprising the combined 
action of a BF and CF postulates that the abundantly present CF inactivates all X 
chromosomes but not the one to which BF is bound [177]. Another hypothesis states that 
also the X-encoded CF is limiting and is titrated away by one 'copy' of the autosomally
encoded BF, which corresponds to a single X chromosome. When more than one X 
chromosome is present in a diploid background, the extra copies of CF will not be titrated 
by the BF, and will inactivate the remaining unprotected X chromosome(s) [ 119, 976]. 

The main problem of the BF model is that a single entity, acting as a single 'copy' 
or molecule, is present in a diploid cell, which binds only one X chromosome. Celt-to-cell 
variegation is likely to make such a system unstable. A model in which not one entity, but 
many factors bi nd only one of two X chromosomes in a female diploid cell would 
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overcome this problem [164-165]. The so-called symmetry-breaking model that follows 
from this, states that blocking complex, composed of many autosomally encoded molecules 
that will bind to the DNA and itself through self-assembly, will form on one X 
chromosome at the onset of XCI. Computational analysis shows that self-assembly is 
energetically more favorable on only one X chromosome in a nucleus, rather than on two. 
Unfortunately, evidence of formation of such a complex, on the active X and at the onset of 
XCI, has not been presented yet. 

Unlike the blocking factor models, the alternate state model postulates that the 
choice of an X chromosome to be inactivated is intrinsically determined by the chromatin 
state of the X prior to XCI [18 1]. The nature of this chromatin state is unknown, but can be 
determined by allelic cohesion differences present after DNA replication. An X 
chromosome with sister chromatids in more close proximity is more prone to XCI than an 
X with sister chromatids farther apart [181]. Differences in sister chromatid cohesion may 
reflect local Xist spreading in cis, which could be transient but is locked in at the onset of 
XCI, thereby ensuring random XCI. However, the reported correlation is not absolute, and 
also in cells that show primary non-random X inactivation, due to Xist or Tsix deletions, the 
ratio between cells with either more separated or more closely associated sister chromatids 
changes marginally, arguing against a direct involvement of sister chromatid cohesion in 
XCI choice. 

A different model is based on the observation that co-localization, or pairing, of 
the Xics of the two X chromosomes in XX ES cells precedes XCI. This get-together of the 
X chromosomes is very transient and can only be observed in a subset of cells, but does 
occur more frequently than what would be expected from random co-localization of the 
Xics [182-183]. Several regions within the Xic are involved in pairing. A Tsix or Xite 
deletion in female ES cell lines results in loss of pairing and loss of random XCI [ 182-183, 
185]. However, single copy Xist/Tsix!Xite transgenes cannot induce X-autosome pairing 
[182], indicating that another pairing region is crucial for initiation of XCI. Indeed, a BAC 
sequence located -400 kb upstream of Xist was found to pair with other copies of the same 
region, and to induce Xist transcription in male ES cells when randomly integrated [187]. 
This region was named the X-pairing, Xpr, region, and it was suggested that the Xpr region 
is essential for sensing the presence of more than one X chromosomal allele and subsequent 
initiation of XCI. In this model, pairing of the Tsix and Xite region between two X 
chromosomes provides a feedback loop to prevent inactivation of the second X 
chromosome [ 187]. Trans-acting factors suggested to be involved in the proposed pairing 
are CTCF and OCT4. Knock-down of both CTCF and OCT4 was reported to counteract the 
pairing, but whereas knock-down of CTCF in female cells results in reduced initiation of 
XCI, knockdown of OCT4 results in inactivation of both X's in an increased number of 
female cells [185-186]. This indicates that the pairing model might not be the best model to 
explain random XCI. Interestingly, it was observed that transcriptional activity of Tsix and 
Xist is another requirement for pairing [185]. When DNA polymerase II transcription is 
inhibited, pairing of the Tsix and Xist regions is lost [977]. This result might indicate that 
the pairing events observed are not the cause of XCI, but a consequence of transcriptional 
activation of Xist and flanking genes at the onset of XCI, which may result in relocation of 
the Xic in the nucleus. 
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A stochastic model for initiation of XCI 
All the above mentioned models predict a mutual exclusive and deterministic XCI process, 
in which a single X is inactivated in every female cell. Interestingly, in vivo and in vitro 
studies indicate that this is not the case. In vivo studies with diploid and tetraploid XX and 
XXXX embryos indicated the presence of a substantial population of cells with too many 
Xa' s [ 162]. In vitro studies performed by us and others with diploid and tetraploid ES and 
ICM cells confirmed this finding, and also revealed a significant percentage of cells with 
too many Xi's [179, 188]. Cells with too many Xi's have to a lesser extent also been 
reported in embryos, but selection against these cell types is most likely more stringent than 
cells with too many Xa's. The fact that XCI is almost never initiated in diploid XY and 
tetraploid XXYY cells, indicates that initiation of XCI on too many X chromosomes in 
diploid XX and tetraploid XXXY and XXXX cells cannot be attributed to noise in the 
counting and initiation mechanism. Based on these findings we have proposed a stochastic 
mechanism directing the XCI process, in which every X chromosome has an independent 
probability to initiate XCI, eliminating the requirement for a choice process [ 179]. 
Comparison of the relative number of cells that initiated XCI between different diploid, 
triploid and tetraploid ES cells indicates that the X to autosome ratio determines the 
probability for an X chromosome to be inactivated [ 189]. The probability is most likely the 
resultant of one or more X-encoded XCI-activators and autosomally encoded XCI
inhibitors that promote or repress Xist accumulation, respectively. Upon development or 
differentiation, the concentration of the XCI-activator will rise and/or the concentration of 
the XCI-inhibitor will drop, and in female cells this will be sufficient to generate a specific 
probability in time for enough Xist to accumulate and start to spread in cis (Figure 2A). 
The XCI-inhibitor is involved in setting up a threshold that has to be overcome by Xist to 
accumulate. Because the XCI-activator gene is X-linked, spreading of Xist will down 
regulate the XCI-activator gene(s) in cis to a level below the threshold, thereby preventing 
the second X chromosome from inactivation. In this model, initiation of spreading is a 
stochastic event, so that the chance for silencing of the XCI-activator gene(s) on either X is 
equal, if not influenced by differential allelic properties of the individual X chromosomes. 
In male cells the concentration of the XCI-activator will not be sufficient to break the 
threshold and initiate XCI. Studies with female cell lines and mice that harbor Xist or Tsix 
mutations that affect the expression of one of the genes indicate that Xist and Tsix are the 
major players in setting up the probability, and that the XCI-aetivators and XCI-inhibitors 
are likely to act through these genes. Recently, we and others have identified several genes 
encoding one XCI-activator and several XCI-inhibitors. 

XCI-activators and -inhibitors 
In a stochastic model for XCI, preferential and timely initiation of XCI in female cells is 
obtained through a sex-dependent dosage difference in one or more X-encoded XCI
activators that promote Xist accumulation. An XCI-activator can act directly on 
transcription initiation of Xist, and/or in an indirect manner, by suppression of Tsix 
expression (Figure 2B). Several findings supported the presence of one or more XCI 
activators. Luciferase transgenes linked to an Xist promoter are higher expressed in female 
compared to male cells [89]. Also, female cells with a heterozygous deletion of the region 
encompassing Xist, Tsix and Xite still initiate XCI, indicating that an additional X-encoded 
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A) Upon differentiation or development the concentration of the XCI-activator increases (green), or the 
concentration of the XCI-inhibitor drops (blue), or a combination of these changes occurs (both options 
are shown). As a result, in female cells and not in male cells, accumulation of Xist in cis (+) is initiated 
with a specific probability (arrows, all four possible outcomes are shown). Xist mediated silencing of the 
XCI-activator gene in cis and a subsequent drop in the XCI-activator concentration prevents initiation of 
XCI on the second X. B) XCI-activators can act by activation of Xist (1), by suppression of Tsix (II), or 
through both mechanisms (Ill). C) XCI-inhibitors can act by suppression of Xist (1), by activation of Tsix 
(II), or through both mechanisms (Ill). 

protein or X-!inked element is invo lved in XCI [ 179]. Furthermore, XCI initiatio n in cells 
with different X-to-autosome ratios displays a correlation be tween the rate of initiation and 
the X:A ratio, also supporting the presence of an X-encoded activator of XCI [ 189]. 

We recently identified X-encoded RNF12 as a dose-dependent XCI-activator 
[ 174 ]. Transgenic expression of additional copies of the Rnfl2 gene resul t in ectopic 
initiatio n of XCI on the single X in male cells and on both X' s in an increased percentage 
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of female cells. Rnfl2 expression and over-expression correlates with initiation of XCI, and 
heterozygous Rnfl2+1- female ES cells displayed reduced initiation of XCI upon 
differentiation. Rnfl2 encodes the E3 ubiquitin ligase RNF12 (RLIM), involved in the 
regulation of LIM-homeodomain transcription factors, telomere length homeostasis, and 
estrogen receptor alpha (ERq signaling; however, none of the known targets or partners of 
RNF 12 have been implicated in XCI. These findings indicate a versatile role for Rnfl2 in 
embryonic development, and suggest that the regulation of XCI piggybacks onto existing 
developmental mechanisms. Although our findings indicate that RNF12 is an important 
XCI-activator, they also indicate that more XCI-activators are involved. X-chromosomal 
regions potentially harboring XCI-activator genes are the recently identified Xpr region, 
and regions including Xist and Tsix. However, in the same study we could not detect any 
effect of transgenes covering the Xpr and Xist/Tsix regions on initiation of XCI on the 
endogenous X chromosome(s), and we suggest that additional genes encoding XCI
activators will be located more distal to Rnf12 or proximal to Tsix. 

An inhibitor of XCI is most likely autosomally encoded, and will be involved in 
activation of Tsix expression and/or direct repression of Xist (Figure 2C). Among the 
proteins involved in Tsix regulation are the insulator protein CTCF and the transcription 
factor yin yang 1 (YY1), for which several tandemly organized binding sites have been 
identified both in the DXpas34 region, which is involved in Tsix regulation, and the Xite 
promoter. Knockout studies involving Yyl, or partial ablation of Yyl and Ctcf through 
RNAi mediated repression, revealed down-regulation of Tsix expression and concomitant 
up-regulation of Xist expression, supporting a role for YY1 and CTCF in Tsix expression 
[193]. Proteins initially implicated to act directly on Xist, bypassing Tsix mediated 
repression, are the pluripotency factors SOX2, NANOG and OCT4. ChiP experiments have 
identified binding sites for these factors in intron 1 of Xist, and Nanog deficient ES cells 
showed up-regulation of Xist [ 191]. Up-regulation of Xist precedes down-regulation of Tsix, 
suggesting a Tsix independent mechanism for these three pluripotency factors in 
suppression of Xist. Interestingly, a different study indicates that OCT4 also binds the 
DXPas34 element and the Xite promoter, and interacts with CTCF suggesting that OCT4 
also acts in a Tsix dependent pathway [186]. 

Determining the probability to initiate XCI 
XCI-inhibitors are expected to set up the threshold that has to be overcome by Xist to allow 
accumulation and silencing in cis. Tsix knockout studies have indicated that Tsix is an 
important player in setting up the in cis threshold for Xist accumulation. Tsix is involved in 
accumulation of chromatin modifications at the Xist promoter [89, 111], and anti-sense 
transcription through the Xist promoter is required for proper Xist suppression [112]. 
Whether the action of Tsix and accumulation of histone modifications at the Xist promoter 
involves a small regulatory RNA pathway, in which factors such as Dicer are involved, 
remains speculative and is still a matter of debate [132-134]. OCT4, SOX2 and NANOG
mediated silencing of Xist appears to act both in Tsix~dependent and -independent 
pathways, indicating that different mechanisms are involved in setting up the threshold. 
Sex-specific initiation of XCI, however, can never be accomplished only by autosomally 
encoded factors such as SOX2, OCT4 and NANOG, because the concentration of these 
factors is most likely the same in male and female cells (unless their concentration would 
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A) Three possible mechanisms to determine the probability to initiate XCI. I) The concentration of the X
encoded XCI-activator increases in time upon onset of ES cell differentiation or in development (green 
line). and only in female cells the concentration is sufficient to break a stable threshold (blue line) 
required to generate a probability to initiate XCI. The probability shown on theY-axis is an estimated 
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be regulated by an X-encoded factor). Key to the counting and initiation process is 
therefore the presence of X-encoded activators such as RNF12 that are differentially 
expressed between male and female cells. We have found that upon differentiation of ES 
cells, the concentration of RNF12 increases, and the concentration of other XCI-activators 
may increase as well. In contrast, the concentration of XCI-inhibitors will decrease during 
differentiation, as indeed was found for OCT4, SOX2 and NANOG, or might stay the 
same, as observed for YYI and CTCF. Most likely, different combinations of changes are 
involved (Figure 3A, [978]). The combined changes will lead to increased Xist expression, 
either because XCI-activators activate Xist or suppress Tsix, or exert an effect through both 
mechanisms (Figure 28). Currently, we do not know whether RNF 12 acts through Xist, 
Tsix or both. 

In one model, Ts-ix suppression is Xist independent, and stochastic inactivation of 
Tsix through the action of RNF12 and/or other XCI-activators allows accumulation of Xist 
and subsequent silencing in cis. Autonomous silencing of Tsix in male cells during ES cell 
differentiation indeed supports a mechanism in which Tsix is dovvn-regulated independent 
of Xist. On the contrary, a mechanism by which Tsix is silenced though the action of Xist is 
supported by the finding that increased expression of Xist, effectuated by insertion of a neo 
cassette upstream of the Xist promoter, increases the probability for the mutated X 
chromosome to be inactivated [I 04]. In a model where Xist silences Tsix, Xist gene 
transcription activation depends on the concentration of RNF12 and other XC!-activators 
and is stochastic, thus resulting in increased bursts of RNA polymerase II activity initiated 
in one time frame. On the contrary, transcription initiation of Tsix is constant or decreases 
in time. In the battle between Xist and T.s·ix, Xist transcripts are more likely to reach the 
poly-adenylation sequence, resulting in a stabilized transcript, vvhich will aid Xist mediated 
silencing of Tsix. Either mechanism or a combination of the two may be applicable to 
explain the XCI counting and initiation process. So far there is no clear evidence whether 
T.six silencing at the onset of XCI is mediated by Xist or not, and further experimental 
evidence needs to be obtained to answer this question. 

Figure 3: continued 
cumulative probability of one day. II) The XCI-inhibitor concentration drops in time, lowering the 
threshold. The XCI-activator concentration is constant but is twice as high in female compared to male 
cells, which is sufficient to generate a probability to initiate XCI only in female cells. Ill) A combination of 
mechanisms I and II. B) In wild type female cells the concentration of the XCI-activator is sufficient to 
generate a probability to initiate XCI on both X chromosomes (left). In male cells the XCI-activator 
concentration is too low for XCI to be initiated (middle). The probability scale is shown on the right. C) In 
cells with two different alleles for instance due to SNPs, the alleles show differential Xist or Tsix 
expression and allele specific thresholds (blue lines) determine the probability to initiate XCI. D) In male 
(left) and female cells (middle) with a transgene covering Rnf12 or another XCI-activator gene, the 
concentration of RNF12 and the other XCI-activator(s) is increased leading to an increased probability 
to initiate XCI in male and female cells. The graph to the right shows the threshold level and the XCI
activator concentration in transgenic (green line) and wild type (light green line) male and female cells, 
according to mechanism l from A (graphs for the other mechanisms are not shown). E) In heterozygous 
and hemizygous Tsix-stop, ..6DXPas34, flCpG and pAA2f11. 7 cells the allele specific threshold of the 
mutated allele is lowered (blue line), resulting in an increased probability for this allele to initiate XCI 
Note that the probability for the mutated allele to initiate XCI is higher in female compared to male cells. 
F) In cells with a reduced concentration of OCT4, NANOG, SOX2, YY1 and CTCF, the threshold is 
lowered (blue lines), resulting in an increased probability to initiate XCI for both X chromosomes in 
female cells, and for the single X in male cells. Also here the probability in female cells is higher 
compared to male cells. 
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In female cells, and not in male cells, the concentration of RNF12 and other XCI
activators is expected to be sufficient to generate a probability to initiate XCI on each X 
chromosome. This probability is expected to be modest, but in the time window vvhere XCI 
can be initiated, it will be continuously present until XCI is initiated on one or more X 
chromosomes, resulting in silencing of the XCI~activator genes in cis and a drop in the 
concentration of RNFI2 and other XCI-activators and the probability to initiate XCL This 
feedback mechanism prevents XCI on the second X in female cells, and the Xist promoter 
on this Xa will be silenced through persistent expression of Tsix (similar to Xist in male 
cells). Silencing is most likely consolidated by chromatin modifiers and the action of DNA 
methyl transferases DNMTI, DNMT3a, and DNMT3b [89, 113-114, 298]. On the Xi, T>ix 
is silenced, and it is expected that a lower concentration of RNF I 2 and other XCI-activators 
is sufficient to maintain Xis! expression on this X chromosome. 

Predictions of a stochastic model 
A stochastic model for XCI predicts that every X chromosome in a nucleus has a 
probability to initiate XCI [ 179]. Using a computer simulation model we have been able to 
match experimentally obtained data with differentiating female XX ES cells using a 
probability that plateaus at a -20% per day probability to initiate XCI for each X 
chromosome in a female diploid cell [189]. Applying a lower or higher probability results 
in too many cells with two Xa's or Xi's, respectively. Nevertheless, also with a probability 
of 20% a signi'ficant percentage of cells in our simulations end up with two Xa's or Xi's, 
resulting in a reduced number of female cells compared to male cells (12% reduction). 
Studies of early mouse embryos indeed indicate that female embryos are significantly 
smaller than male embryos between 6.5 and I 0.5 dpc [979]. This effect is also present in a 
comparison betvveen XO and XX female mice, suggesting a role for XCI related cell death 
in the reported size difference. 

Besides the balance between the XCI-activator and -inhibitor concentrations that 
determine the probability of XCI in trans, allele speci-fic thresholds wi!l be involved in 
setting up the probability for each X chromosome in cis (Figure 3B and C). Promoter 
SNP's or mutations affecting transcription initiation of Xist, Tsix or Xite, will have an effect 
on the probability to initiate XCI. Indeed, a SNP in a domain of the human XJST promoter 
implicated in CTCF binding results in complete skewing of XCI in favor or against 
inactivation of the polymorphic allele depending on the nucleotide change [452]. Similarly, 
mouse Xist and Xite promoter SNPs have been reported to co-segregate with skewing of 
XCI [452, 980]. 

We recently identified RNF12 as the first transacting factor involved in activation 
of XCI [174]. Additional copies of Rnf/2 result in an increased probability to initiate XCI 
in transgenic female cells resulting in a high percentage of cells with two Xi's (F'igure 30). 
Also in Rnf/2 transgenic male cells XCI is initiated in a significant percentage of cells. 
Over-expression of RNF12 even results in XCI in undifferentiated Rnfl2 transgenic female 
cells, supporting a dose dependent role for RNF12 in activation of XCI. This also indicates 
that the other unidentified XCI-activators are expressed in undifferentiated ES cells. The 
mechanism by which RNF 12 activates XCI is unclear, but ectopic induction of XCI in 
human RNFI2 transgenic mouse cells suggests that RNF12 acts through XJST/Xist, as 
evidence for a role of human TSIX in XCI is missing. 
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In recent years, several cis and trans acting factors have been identified which are 
good candidates for setting up the threshold required for XCI to be initiated with a specific 
probability. A stochastic model predicts that a change in the threshold level will have a 
different effect in male versus female ce\!s, because the XCI-activator !eve[ is sex 
dependent (Figure 313, E and 1'). Indeed, female cells with mutations that down-regulate or 
completely abolish Tsix expression, thereby lowering the threshold, show a much higher 
percentage of inactivation of the mutated allele than male cells containing the same 
mutations (Figure 3E) [127, 179]. This effect could explain the reported sex-ratio 
distortion in hemi/homozygous Tsix mutant mice, in favor of male mice, which may not or 
only occasionally initiate XCI on the single X chromosome while female cells initiate XCI 
on both X chromosomes much more frequently [ 180]. In contrast to the .6.CpG mutation 
used for this study, other reported Tsix deletions and Tsix stop alleles did result in a 
substantial percentage of male ce[Js showing ectopic initiation of XCI, indicating that the 
.6.CpG mutation represents a hypomorphic allele \vith a threshold that is higher than other 
reported Tsix mutations. Depletion of Oct4 also has a more profound effect on XCI in 
female compared to male cells (Figure 3F) [186]. These findings support a role for Tsix 
and OCT4 in determining the threshold for XCI to be initiated, and show that XCI counting 
and initiation is regulated through an intricate balance between these factors and other 
inhibitors and activators of XCI. So far RNF 12 is the only identified XCI-activator, vvhich 
acts in concert with the XCI-inhibitors, OCT4, SOX2, NANOG, CTCF and YYI, but more 
XCI-activators and XCI-inhibitors are likely to be involved. Identification of all XCI
activators and -inhibitors and unraveling of the interplay between these factors will be 
crucial for a further understanding ofthe XCI process. 
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Abstract 

I n somatic cells of female placental mammals, one of the two X chromosomes is 
transcriptionally silenced to accomplish an equal dose of X-encoded gene products in 

males and females. Initiation of random X chromosome inactivation (XCI) is thought to be 
regulated by X-encoded activators and autosomally encoded suppressors, control!ing Xist. 
Spreading of Xist RNA leads to silencing of the X chromosome in cis. Here, we 
demonstrate that the dose dependent X-encoded XCI activator RNF I 2/RLIM acts in trans, 
and activates Xist. We did not find evidence for RNF\2-mediated regulation of XCI 
through Tsix or the Xist intron I region, which are both known to be involved in inhibition 
of Xist. In addition, we found that Xist intron I, which contains a pluripotency factor 
binding site, is not required for suppression ofXist in undifferentiated ES cells. Analysis of 
female Rn/12_1

_ knockout ES cells showed that RNF12 is essential for initiation of XCI, and 
is mainly involved in the regulation of Xist. We conclude that RNF12 is an indispensable 
factor in up-regulation of Xis! transcription, thereby leading to initiation of random XCI. 

Author Summary 
In all placental mammals, the males have only one X chromosome per diploid genome, as 
compared to the females having two copies of this relatively large chromosome, carrying 
more than 1000 genes. Hence, the evolution of the heterologous XY sex chromosome pair 
has resulted in an inevitable need for gene dosage compensation between males and 
females. This is achieved at the whole chromosome level, by transcriptional silencing of 
one of the two X chromosomes in female somatic cells. Initiation of X chromosome 
inactivation (XCI) is regulated by X-encoded activators and autosomally encoded 
suppressors, controlling Xis! gene transcription. Spreading of Xist RNA in cis leads to 
silencing of one of the X chromosomes. Previously, we obtained evidence that the X
encoded E3 ubiquitin ligase RNF I 2 (RUM) is a dose-dependent XCI activator. Here, we 
demonstrate that RNF12 exerts its action in trans, and find that RNF12 regulates XCI 
through activation of transcription from the Xist promoter. Furthermore, analysis of female 
Rnfl T 1

- knockout ES cells shows that RNF I 2 is essential for initiation of XCI and that loss 
of RNF 12 resulted in pronounced and exclusive down-regulation of Xis f. It is concluded 
that RNF 12 is an indispensable factor in Xist transcription and activation of XCI. 
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Introduction 
X chromosome inactivation (XCI) in placental mammals is random with respect to the 
parental origin of the X chromosome that undergoes inactivation, during early embryonic 
development [30]. In contrast, in marsupials and mouse extra-embryonic tissues XCI is 
imprinted. Imprinted XCI always targets the paternally inherited X chromosome (Xp), and 
is initiated during the early cleavage divisions [51-53]. In the inner cell mass (ICM) of the 
mouse blastocyst, the paternally inherited inactive X chromosome is reactivated, after 
which random XCI is initiated around 5.5 days of embryonic development. 

In mouse, two non-coding X-linked genes, Xist and Tsix, play a central role in the 
random XCI mechanism. Upon initiation of XCI, Xist is up-regulated on the future inactive 
X chromosome (Xi), and the transcribed RNA spreads along the X in cis, directly and 
indirectly recruiting chromatin modifying enzymes acting to establish the Xi [74, 85-86]. 
Ts·tX is a negative regulator ofXist; the Tsix gene overlaps with Xi5't but is transcribed in the 
anti-sense direction [I 18-1 19]. 

Random XCI is a stochastic process in vvhich each X chromosome has an 
independent probability to become inactivated [179, 189]. Initiation of XCI is thought to be 
regulated by X-encoded activators and autosomally encoded inhibitors [ 179, 91 0]. With 
two active X chromosomes, female cells will have a concentration of XCI activators two
fold higher than male cells, sufficiently different to drive XCI in female cells only. Rapid 
down-regulation of XCI activator genes in cis, after initiation of XCI on either one of the X 
chromosomes, prevents initiation of XCI on the second X chromosome. 

XCI inhibitors are involved in maintaining a threshold for XCI to occur. So far, 
several XCI inhibitors have been identified, acting through different mechanisms, in mouse. 
YY I and CTCF act as positive regulators of Tsix, by binding the DXpas34 Tsix regulatory 
element [ 193]. The pi uri potency factors OCT4, SOX2 and NANOG were proposed to 
regulate XCI by binding to intron I of Xist and suppressing Xist expression directly [ 191 ]. 
OCT4 and SOX2 have also been implicated in the positive regulation of Tsix and Xite, the 
latter being an enhancer of Tsix [ 186]. These findings indicate that several proteins and 
pathways act in concert to suppress Xist transcription and to block Xist RNA spreading in 
cis. 

XCI activators could act by activation ofXist, but also by suppression of negative 
regulators ofXist such as Tsix and the Xis! intron 1 region. Recently, we identifted RNF\2 
(RUM) as the first X-linked activator of XCI [174]. This E3 ubiquitin ligase is involved in 
regulation of LIM-homeodomain transcription factors and telomere length homeostasis, 
through degradation of LOB I and TRF I, respectively [893-894]. Previously, we found that 
additional transgenic copies of the Rnf/2 gene encoding this protein resulted in induction of 
XCI on the single X in transgenic male cells, and on both X chromosomes in a high 
percentage of female cells. XCI was also affected in Rnfl 2-/- ES cells supporting a dose
dependent role for RNF12 in activation of XCI. In the present study, we aimed to dissect 
the role ofRNFI2 in XCI, and we obtained evidence that RNFI2 regulates XCI in lrans, by 
activation of the Xist promoter. In addition, the generation and analysis of Rnj!T1

- ES cells 
indicated that RNF12 is required for the XCI process and appears to be involved in XCI 
mainly by activation of Xist. The results reinforce that RNF\2 is a key player in regulation 
of the XCI process. 
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Results 
RNF12 acts in trans to activate XCI 
XCI is regulated by several cis elements, and Rnf12 is located in close proximity to Xist 
(-500kb). Therefore, we aimed to test whether all the activity of RNF12 is mediated in 
trans. Our previous studies showed that Rnf12+l· female ES cells induce XCI in a reduced 
number of ES cells. Here, we rescued 129/Sv I Cast!Ei (129/Cas) polymorphic Rn/12+1

· 

female ES cells by introducing a 129 BAC (RP24-240J16) construct covering Rnfl2. RT
PCR analysis followed by RFLP detection confirmed expression of the transgenic copies of 
Rnf12 (Figure IA). Xist RNA-FISH analysis, to detect the Xist coated inactive X 
chromosome (Xi) in day 3 differentiated transgenic ES cell lines with one additional copy 
of Rnf12, shows that XCI was restored to wild type level (Figure IB). In line 20, with 5 
transgenic copies of Rnf12 the percentage of cells with one or two Xi's is even more 
pronounced, supporting a dose dependent role of RNF12 in XCI (Figure IB, I C). XCI is 
skewed in wild type 129/Cas female ES cells towards inactivation of the 129 X. This is due 
to the presence of different X-linked cis elements (Xce) that affect random choice [446]. 
RT-PCR detecting a length polymorphism was used to distinguish Xist emanating from 
either the 129 or the Cas alleles. We observed that skewed XCI is more pronounced in the 
Rnfl2+l- cells, as compared to XCI in wild type cells at day 3 of differentiation (Figure ID). 
This could be caused by selection against cells inactivating the wild type X chromosome, 
which would result in complete loss of RNFI2 from these cells. However, RNF12 possibly 
is not essential for cell survival, also of differentiated cells, so that selection against cells 
inactivating the wild type X chromosome might point to a role for RNF12 in maintaining 
Xist expression. In the rescued cell lines, Xist was up-regulated from both alleles at day 3 of 
differentiation (Figure ID). This result demonstrates that RNF12 activates XCI in trans. 

Counteracting roles for RNF12 and NANOG 
One possible mechanism for regulation of XCI by RNF12 might be a direct interaction with 
Xist RNA to target chromatin components. However, examination of day 3 differentiated 
female cells by immunocytochemistry detecting RNF12, together with the Polycomb 
protein SUZ12 which accumulates on the Xi [97-98], excludes this possibility (Figure 2A). 
Interestingly, we noticed that the RNF12 staining intensity was much more dynamic in 
female compared to male cells (Figure 2B, Figure SI). Also, in female cells, a SUZ12 
coated Xi appeared mainly in cells with low RNF12 staining (Figure 2A, Figure S2, and 
data not shown). Immunostaining of differentiating female ES cells indicated a negative 
correlation between expression of RNF12 and NANOG, although expression was not 
completely mutually exclusive (Figure 2C). To analyze this in more detail, we targeted an 
Rnf12 promoter-mCherry construct into ES cells, also harboring a knock-in GFP transgene 
in the Nanog and Oct41oci. We analyzed expanded individual clones and pooled clones and 
obtained similar results. FACS analysis, prior to differentiation and at different time points 
after differentiation of these double transgenic ES cell lines, showed a negative conelation 
between RNF12-mCherry and NANOG-GFP expression, but not for RNF12-mCherry and 
OCT4-GFP (Figure 2D, E, Figure S3). Our findings therefore suggest specific 
counteracting regulatory roles for RNF12 and NANOG in XCI, which might include an 
inhibitory effect ofNANOG on Rnfl2 transcription. Interestingly, NANOG has been 
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A) Allele specific RT-PCR analysis of Rnf12 expression with RNA isolated from day 3 differentiated 
female Rnf12'1' ES cells (Cas/129, 129 Rnf12 targeted), and rescued cell lines obtained after stable 
integration of an 129 Rnf12 transgene. Nhel digested 129 products were separated from undigested 
Cas products. B) Overview of RNA-FISH experiments detecting Xist expression in female wild type, 
Rnft :t'· and Rnf12"1' rescued cell lines. qPCR copynumber analysis was performed on genomic DNA. 
RNA-FISH analysis was performed on day 3 differentiated ES cells, and the percentage of cells 
harboring one Xist coated X chromosome (Xist cloud (=Xi), 1 x Xis~ or two Xist coated X chromosomes 
(2x Xist) was determined. C) Representative pictures of RNA-FISH analysis, detecting Xist (FITC) in 
day 3 differentiated female wild type and Rnf12"1

• rescued ES cells (line 20, Rnf12 over-expression). 
DNA is counterstained with DAPI in all RNA-FISH slides. D) Allele specific RT-PCR analysis of day 3 
differentiated wild type, Rnf12"1

' and Rnf12"1
. rescued cell lines, detecting an Xist length polymorphism 

that discriminates 129 and Cas Xist. 

implicated in the regulation XCI by direcl suppression of Xist in ES cells, and Xist 
suppression in the ICM of the developing blastocyst corresponds with up-regulation of 
NANOG expression [367]. Therefore, mutual exclusive expression ofRNF12 and NANOG 
may be required for initiation of XCI. 
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A) Immunocytochemistry detecting RNF12 (Alexa 546) and SUZ12 (Alexa 488) in day 3 differentiated 
female ES cells . Cells showing accumulation of SUZ12 on the X chromosome (Xi) show low levels of 
nuclear RNF12, suggesting that RNF12 is downregulated upon XCI. RNF12 does not accumulate on 
the SUZ12 coated Xi. B) Quantification of RNF12 staining intensities in female and male ES cells at 
different timepoints of differentiation. Red and blue box plots show results for female and male cells, 
respectively. Mean, interquartil range and standard deviation are indicated. N > 100 cells per timepoint. 
Female cells show higher staining intensities and more fluctuation of RNF12 expression compared to 
male cells. C) Immunocytochemistry detecting RNF12 (rhodamine) and NANOG (FITC) in 
undifferentiated and day 2 and 3 differentiated male and female ES cells. D) FACS analysis of NANOG
GFP (right panel) and OCT4-GFP (left panel) ES cells transgenic for an Rnf12-mCherry promoter 
construct. FACS plots show results of undifferentiated ES cells. Cells are gated for GFP+, Cherry+, 
GFP+Cherry+ or negative. Results of a representative experiment are shown. E) Quantification of FACS 
analysis of NANOG-GFP (right panel) and OCT4-GFP (left panel) ES cells transgenic for an Rnf12 
mCherry promoter construct. Cells were differentiated for up to 7 days, and the percentage of positive 
cells was determined (Cherry+, red line; GFP+, green line; Cherry+GFP+, yellow line). 
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detecting Xis t (FITC) in undifferentiated female wild type and Xist '"110

" , .,. ES cells. In both wild type and 
Xist intron 1 deleted cells, only pinpoint signals are visible, representing basal Xist and Tsix expression. 
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RNF12 does not regulate XCI through Xist intron 1 
Recently, the first intron of Xist has been identified as a region involved in recruitment of 
three pluripotency factors, OCT4, NANOG and SOX2 [ 191]. It was shown that down
regulation of Nanog and Oct4, through gene ablation, resulted in an increase in Xist 
expression, and initiation of XCI in male cells. Interestingly, the intron !-mediated 
suppression of XCI was suggested to directly act on Xis!, without involvement of T.'l·ix. To 
study if RNFI2 might regulate XCI by interfering with binding ofpluripotency factors to 
the intron 1 region of mouse Xist, we removed 1.2 kb of Xis! intron I including all reported 
NANOG, OCT4 and SOX2 binding sites by homologous recombination with a BAC 
targeting construct, without disturbing the integrity of the Xis! transcript. Targeted clones 
were screened by PCR amplification of a targeted RFLP (Bsrgl) in female Fl 2-1, 129/Cas 
polymorphic ES cells, which was confirmed by Southern blotting, followed by Cre 
mediated loop-out of the kanamycin/neomycin resistance cassette (Figure 3A, Figure S4). 
Xist RNA-FISH at different time points of differentiation of several Xistimronl-·-/- ES cell lines 
indicated that XCI is initiated with the same kinetics as in wild type cells, and showed that 
the intron I region is not required for repression of Xi.r,·t in undifferentiated ES cells or early 
during initiation of XCI (Figure 3B, 3C, and Figure S4G). Nevertheless, Xist specific RT
PCR, detecting a length polymorphism distinguishing 129 and Cas Xis!, showed enhanced 
skewing at day 3 of differentiation towards 129 Xist expression, suggesting a role for the 
intron 1 region in suppressing Xist at later stages of differentiation, when NANOG, OCT4 
and SOX2 are expressed at a lov-/er level (Figure 3D). To test an involvement of the intron 
I region in RNFI2-mediated activation of XCI, we introduced an Rnf! 2 BAC transgene 
into the Xis/intronll/- ES cell lines. Additional copies of Rn.f/2 resulted in induction of Xist, 
even in undifferentiated ES cells (Figure 3E, 3F, 31), confirming our previous findings 
[ 174]. However, allele specific RT -PCR did not point to an increased preference for 
expression of the mutated or wild type allele, in undifferentiated ES cells (Figure 3G, 3H), 
indicating that RNF\2-mediated action on XCI does not require the Xist intron l region 
(Figure 3.J). At day 3 of differentiation, i1; several cell lines, we found higher expression of 
Cas Xist in Rnf/2 transgenic XislntronJI,. cells compared to Xistintronbi- only cells. We 
attribute this finding to an increase in the percentage of cells with two Xist clouds. 

Figure 3: continued 
C) Bar graph showing the percentage of wild type and Xist 'ntron 

1
+

1
- ES cells that initiated XCI, detected 

by Xist RNA-FISH, at different time points of EB differentiation. No statistical significant differences were 
noticed between the wild type control and the cell lines harboring a deletion of Xist intron 1 (95% 
confidence interval, N>100 cells per time point :j: p>Q_OS)_ D) Allele specific RT-PCR analysis detecting 
Xist expression in female wHd type and Xist 'ntron 

1
+

1
- cell lines (clone 3, 8 and 10) during differentiation. 

E) qPCR analysis to determine the Rnf12 copy number in Xist 'ntron 
1

+
1
- ES cells transgenic ES cell lines 

(transgenic, grey, and endogenous, black, copy number), and percentage of cells with two Xist clouds at 
day 3 of differentiation. F) RNA-FISH analysis detecting Xist (FITC) in day 3 differentiated Xist 'ntron HI

ES cells, without (left panels) and with (right panels) an Rnf12 transgene. The Xist clusters in one cell 
with two Xist clusters are indicated with arrowheads. G) RFLP RT-PCR amplifying a Nhel RFLP present 
on the endogenous129 Rnf12 allele, and the Rnf12 transgene. Relative expression analysis was 
performed with RNA isolated from undifferentiated and day 3 differentiated ES cell lines. H) RT-PCR 
amplifying a length polymorphism distinguishing Xist emanafmg from the mutated 129 allele and the 
wild type Cas allele, with RNA isolated from undifferentiated and day 3 differentiated ES cell lines. I) Xist 
expression in undifferentiated Rnf12 transgenic Xist •ntron 

1
+

1
- ES cells, and an Xist lntron HI- control cell line 

was quantified .qPCR. J) Table summarizing the results obtained with female wild type, Rnf12 
transgenic, Xist lntron 

1
+
1
- and Xist lntron 

1
+

1
- Rnf12 transgenic ES cell lines. 
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We conclude that the Xist intron I region is not essential for suppression of XCI in 
undifferentiated ES cells, but may play a role later during differentiation. Furthermore, 
RNF 12-mediated activation of XCI is independent from the Xist intron I region. 

RNF12 regulates Xist 
RNF\2 could regulate XCI through activation of Xist or suppression of Tsix, or both. 
Previously, we analyzed Xist transgenic male ES cell lines with a BAC RP24-J80B23 
integration covering Xist only [I 74], or a BAC RP23-338B22 sequence containing both 
Xist and Tsix (Figure 4A). These male transgenic ES cell lines also contained 16 copies of 
an ms2 bacteriophage repeat sequence located in exon 7 of the endogenous Xist gene, 
allowing separate detection by RNA-FISH of autosomal versus endogenous Xist spreading 
[92}. Differentiation of transgenic male ES lines containing the Xist-Tsix transgene resulted 
in expression of Xist from the autosomal integration site in cell lines containing multicopy 
integrations. Autosomal spreading of Xist in these eel! lines is most likely due to 
accumulation of enough Xist RNA to silence at least one copy of TsL--.:, allovving spreading 
of Xist in cis. Integration of truncated transgenes that lack T<>ix would facilitate this process 
[174]. This also explained autosomal Xist spreading in BAC RP-24-180823 single copy 
male transgenic ES cell lines upon differentiation, because Ts·ix is not covered by this BAC 
[174]. We used two of these, Xist only, BAC RP-24-180823 ES cell lines to introduce 129 
BAC RP24-240J 16 transgenes covering Rnfl 2, and found Xist spreading on the single 
endogenous X (Figure 413 and C), confirming previous results. We also found a significant 
increase in the number of cells with autosomal Xist spreading, indicating that RNF 12 
activates XCI through Xist. Next, we introduced an Rnf/2 transgene (BAC RP24-240J 16) 
in a single copy Tsix male transgenic ES cell line that lacks transgenic Xist (BAC RP23-
4470 I 0). These double transgenic ES cell lines contain a Cas X chromosome which 
allowed RFLP mediated discrimination of endogenous (Cas) and transgenic (129) T\·ix. 
Analysis of these cell lines indicated that transgenic over-expression of RNF12 does not 
lead to down-regulation of Tsix, as measured by qPCR and by RNA-FISH examining the 
relative number of Tsix pinpoint signals (!figure 4D, E and G). Interestingly, allele specific 
RT-PCR indicated that endogenous T•;ix (Cas) is even down-regulated in samples with 
higher Xist expression, indicating Xist-mediated silencing of Tsix in cis (Figure 4F). Taken 
together, these results indicate that Xist and not Tsix is the functionally most important 
downstream target ofRNF\2. 

RNF12 is required for XCI 
We previously found that the rate of initiation of XCI is reduced in differentiating female 
Rnj/2' 1~ ES cells, compared to wild type ES cells [174]. The RNFI2 protein level in these 
Rnf/2' 1~ female cells is equal to that in male cells [174], but XCI is still occurring at a 
higher rate than in male cells. This indicated the presence of additional X-encoded XCI 
activators, but did not excludethe possibility that RNFI2 is essential for XCI. To address 
this point, we generated Rnfl T~ female ES cells by targeting the wild type Cas Rnf! 2 allele 
in Rnf/2 11

- ES cells (Figure SA). Correct targeting was confirmed by RT-PCR, showing 
loss of a targeted RFLP located in exon 5 of Rnj/2 (Figure Sll). The presence of two X 
chromosomes in these Rnfl Tl- female ES cells was asceJiained by X chromosome DNA
FISH analysis and amplification of an RFLP in the Xi sf gene (Figure SC, and data not 
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A) Map showing part of the mouse X chromosome, the location of the BAC sequences used, and the 
position of ms2 repeats within Xist. RNA-FISH probes are indicated in green and red, and non
annotated genes in grey. B) RNA-FISH analysis detecting endogenous Xist (ms2, rhodamine and FITC 
positive) and exogenous Xist (FITC) from the autosomally integrated Xist-only BAC RP24-180B23 in 
day 3 differentiated male ES cells transgenic for Rnf12 (BAC RP24-240J16). C) Table summarizing 
RNA-FISH results from B). Copy number of the Rnf12 transgene was determined by gDNA qPCR. 
Shown are the percentage of autosomal and endogenous Xist clouds; N, number of cells analyzed. D) 
RNA-FISH analysis detecting endogenous and transgenic Tsix (FITC, pinpoint signals) and endogenous 
Xist (FITC, clouds) in day 3 differentiated Tsix transgenic male cells (left panels) and day 4 
differentiated Tsix transgenic male cells with additional copies of an Rnf12 transgene (right panels).E) 
Table summarizing results obtained with single copy Tsix transgenic male ES cell lines with a Rnf12 
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shown). Western blotting analysis confirmed the absence of RNF 12 protein in the knockout 
cells (Figure SD). RT-PCR and qRT-PCR of pluripotency associated genes and 
differentiation markers gave information that differentiation of the Rnf1X1

- ES cells was not 
different from that of wild type ES cells (Figure SE, SF and Figure SS). However, Xist 
RNA-FISH analysis showed that differentiating Rn/12·1· ES cells only sporadically initiate 
XCI (Figure SG, H and 1). qPCR analysis confirmed that Xist is not delectably up
regulated when measured for a population of Rnf12-l- cells upon differentiation. Moreover, 
DNA-FISH detecting a whole chromosome X paint probe at day 7 and 10 of differentiation 
excluded X chromosome loss (Figure SS). The few Rn/12·!· cells that initiated XCI 
appeared in clusters, suggesting clonal expansion of a few cells that initiated XCI (Figure 
SS). We therefore conclude that RNF12 is an essential factor in XCI. 

RNF12 activates the Xist promoter 
Evidently, the Rn/12_1

_ knockout cells present the possibility to study control of gene 
expression by RNF12. Therefore, we next performed micro-array expression analysis 
comparing day 3 differentiated Rnf12_1

_ and wild type cells. We found thatXist was the only 
gene that was subject to differential regulation, showing pronounced down-regulation 
(Figure SJ). Interestingly, none of the known downstream targets of RNF12 appeared 
affected in our analysis. This may be due to our ES cell differentiation system resulting in a 
mixed population of cells at different stages of differentiation. In addition, the 3-day-time 
span allowed in our studies for cell differentiation may have prevented detection of effects 
on downstream targets which are expressed at later stages of differentiation. Nevertheless, 
our results indicate that the main function of RNF12 at this early stage of differentiation 
concerns the regulation of XCI. The observed dependency of Xist transcription on RNF12 
might be effectuated by RNF 12 acting through the Xist promoter. To test this, we expressed 
Xist promoter luciferase reporter constructs, both transiently and stably, in wild type female 
and Rrifl2'1- ES cell lines and differentiated these cells for 3 days. The results revealed an 
unequivocal conelation between RNF12 expression and luciferase expression (Figure 5K). 
Our results therefore demonstrate that RNF12 activates the Xist promoter, although this 
does not exclude a role for other cis regulatory sequences, further away from the Xist 
promoter, in RNF12-mediated activation of XCI. 

Figure 4: continued 
transgene, 4 days after differentiation. Shown are copy number of the Rnf12 transgene, percentage of 
cells with two Tsix signals, cells with an Xist cloud, and the percentage of cells with an Xist cloud and 
Tsix pinpoint signal (n is number of cells analyzed). F) Allele specific RT-PCR detecting transgenic 
(129) and endogenous (Cas) Tsix in undifferentiated and day 4 differentiated Tsix 1Rnf12 double 
transgenic ES cells. G) qPCR analysis to quantify Xist and Tsix expression in day 4 differentiated Tsix 
/Rnf12 double transgenic ES cells, and a control cell line without an Rnf12 transgene. 
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Discussion 
In ES cells, RNF12 exerts its main function in XCI 
Here, we present evidence that RNFI2 is an essential activator of random XCI. RNF12 acts 
in trans on the Xist promoter, in differentiating mouse ES cells, to activate Xist 
transcription, leading to Xist RNA cloud formation and spreading of the silencing complex 
over the future inactive X chromosome in cis. Although our results show that RNF12 acts 
in trans, it is to be expected that the close proximity of the Rnfl2 gene to the Xist locus, 
taken together with the dose-dependent action of RNF12, is quite crucial for well-tuned 
regulation of XCI. Such proximity most likely facilitates rapid down-regulation of Rnfl2 in 
cis upon initiation of XCI, leading to a lower nuclear RNF12 content, thereby preventing 
inactivation of the second X chromosome. 

Whole genome expression analysis suggests that the major function of RNF12 in 
ES cells is its regulation of Xist RNA expression, hence XCI. This is a very surprising 
finding, as RNF12 has been implicated in many other biological pathways. Apparently, in 
the present cell differentiation system, loss of expression of RNFJ 2 does not cause a 
deviation from the wild type differentiation process to such an extent that it affects gene 
expression other than that of Xist. However, also based on our studies we do not exclude a 
function for RNF12 at later stages of cell differentiation, or in mouse development. In 
addition, redundant pathways or proteins such as RNF6, a close homologue of RNF12, may 
prevent full phenotypic expression of loss of RNF12. However, RNF12 exerts a 
predominant role in targeting Xist, as evidenced by our observation that Xist is largely 
silenced in the RNF12 deficient cells. 

While our manuscript was under review, Shin et a!. (2010) published a paper 
suggesting that RNF12 might be required in particular for imprinted XCI in mice [981]. 
Remarkably, that study included the observation that RNF12 depletion did not prevent 
initiation of random XCI in a significant percentage of Rnfl2-!- ES cells derived from 
mouse blastocysts. This discrepancy with our findings might be explained by experimental 
differences, such as differences concerning the design of the knockout, the genetic 
background of the ES cells, or the cell derivation and culture procedures. Differences in cell 
differentiation protocols have been shown to have a pronounced impact on the XCI process 
[982]. Also, ES cells derived from embryos with a different genetic background could 
express XCI activators and XCI inhibitors at different levels, allowing XCI in either a lower 
or a higher percentage of Rn/12-1- cells. Future studies comparing the two independently 
generated Rn/12-1- ES cell lines will yield useful information about these points. 

Other XCI activators 
Although our observations provide evidence that RNF12 is an essential factor for the XCI 
process to occur in differentiating ES cells, we anticipate that other XCI activators act in 
parallel, and might independently regulate Xist or Tsix, or both. Dosage compensation 
mechanisms in species such as D. melanogaster and C. elegans also involve multiple 
factors and pathways, possibly leading to increased fidelity of these mechanisms [899]. In 
such a mechanism involving multiple factors, RNF12 would be the dose-dependent factor 
that is required to exceed the cumulative threshold limit to proceed towards initiation of 
XCI. It is feasible that female RnflT1

. cells sometimes do initiate XCI (Figure 6A), as a 
consequence of the stochasticity of the process. This would be compatible with a 
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Figure 5: RNF12 is essential for XCI 
A) Targeting strategy to generate Rnftz'· ES cells. The Cas Rnf12 allele of the previously generated 
heterozygous Rnftz'· ES cells (Cas/129) was targeted with a BAC construct containing a puromycin 
selection cassette disrupting the open reading frame of Rnf12. B) PCR RFLP analysis with primers 
spanning a Nhel RFLP descriminating the Cas (no Nhel site) and the 129 (Nhel site present) alleles, 
which was used to insert the targeting cassette. C) PCR RFLP analysis confi rming the presence of two 
X chromosomes in Rnttz'· ES cells. PCR primers span a Bsrgl RFLP located in Xisl. D) Western 
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mechanism, in which the combined total activity of all putative XCI activators exclusive of 
RNFI2 is just below or around the threshold to initiate XCI. Interestingly, x;st cloud 
formation is also sporadically found in male cells, but in contrast to female Rnf! y- cells, 
this represents a lethal condition and will be selected against. 

Our studies indicate that RNF12 participates in Xist promoter activation, through 
an action which requires the presence of the minimal promoter. Although the direct protein 
target(s) of RNFI2 remain elusive, its reported E3 ubiquitin ligase activity [893] would be 
compatible with RNF12 targeting an inhibitor of Xist transcription through proteasome
mediated degradation. This does not exclude that RNF\2 might be involved, in addition or 
alternatively, in activation of a transcription factor driving Xist expression through positive 
regulation of transcription. Furthermore, RNF 12 could be involved in regulation of cis
regulatory sequences other than the Xist promoter, yet to be identified and further away 
from the Xist locus. 

A function for RNF12 in maintaining Xist expression 
Selection against cells inactivating the X chromosome containing the wild type allele of 
RnjJ 2 in the heterozygous Rnf/2+1- ES cells could point to a continued requirement for 
Rnjl 2 in maintaining Xist expression, following the early stages of differentiation. From the 
fact that male Rnf! 2-/Y knockout male mice are viable [981], it can be concluded that 
RNF12 deficiency is compatible with survival of differentiated cells in which XCI does not 
play any role. Hence, it would be difficult to explain the observed selection against cells 
inactivating the \\-'ild type X chromosome in the heterozygous Rnfl 2+1- ES cells by loss of 
any possible function of RNF12 independent of XCI. If RNF12 would be required for 
maintaining Xist expression and XCI, the cells inactivating the wild type allele and 
becoming deficient in RNF\2 can be expected to lose Xist expression and to reactivate the 
Xi. In contrast, cells inactivating the X chromosome containing the mutated allele, keeping 
one functional allele of Rnf/2, will be able to maintain Xist expression and XCI. In a 
population of cells this will lead in skewed XCI of the mutated allele_ In fact, such a 
mechanism might also be relevant to explain the reported defect in imprinted XCI resulting 
from an Rnf/2 mutation [981]. 

Figure 5: continued 
analysis of RNF12 protein and ACTIN in wild type and Rnf12"1

• ES cells. E) qRT-PCR analysis detecting 
Tsix expression in female wild type and Rnf12"1

. ES cells differentiated for up to 10 days. Results were 
normalized to Actin. F) qRT-PCR analysis as in (H), but now detecting Nanog (left graph) and Klf4 (right 
graph) expression. G) RNA-FISH analysis detecting Xist (FITC) in day 3 differentiated female wild type 
and Rnt12·'· ES cells. H) Bar graph showing the percentage of female wild type, Rnf12+t- and Rnf1z'· ES 
cells that initiated XCI, as determined by Xist RNA-FISH, at different time points of differentiation. *** 
p<0.001; ** p<0.01; * p<0.05, Student's T-test. I) qRT-PCR detecting Xist in female wild type and Rnf1Z 
· ES cells differentiated for up to 7 days. Results were normalized to Actin. J) Genome wide expression 
analysis comparing day 3 differentiated Rnf1 z'· and wild type ES cells. Shown are the Log fold 
expression change and the adjusted P value. K) Luciferase assay detecting expression of an Xist
promoter-luciferase construct in female wild type and Rnf1z'· ES cells differentiated for 3 days. For 
transient experiments, cells were co-transfected at day 0 with the Xist-promoter-luciferase or control 
vector (empty luciferase vector) and a Renllla plasmid. Results were normalized to Renilla expression. 
For stable pooled clones, the promoter constructs were transfected, clones were pooled after selection 
and differentiated 3 days prior to analysis. 
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Imprinted XCI involves activation ofXist on the Xp, and the observed phenotype 
concerns lack of this imprinted XCI of the Xp when the mutant Rnfl 2 allele is inherited 
from the mother. It was observed that no female embryos were born, inheriting a mutated 
Rnjl2 allele from either a Rnj!T1

- or a Rnf/2· 1
- mother in crosses with wild type males. In 

contrast, the mutated allele was transmitted to male offspring. Maternal storage of RNF12 
in the oocyte was proposed to play a crucial role in imprinted silencing of the Xp in the 
early embryo [981]. Rnf/2 is at a 46cM distance of the centromere, so that it can be 
expected that many haploid oocytes generated by the first meiotic division (the reduction 
division) of Rnfl T 11

- oocytes, which occurs at the time of ovulation, will contain both wild 
type and Rnf/2 mutated al!eles, as a consequence of meiotic recombination. Hence, we 
anticipate that there will be ongoing expression of Rnfl 2 in a high percentage of oocytes 
transmitting the mutated Rnf/2 allele, until fertilization triggers meiotic division II. The 
recombined wild type and mutant alleles which are present within one haploid oocyte, will 
be exposed to the same maternal storage of RNF12. Taken together with the observation 
that Rnfl 2+1

- oocytes did not give rise to female offspring carrying the mutant allele, 
whereas female offspring carrying the wild type allele were obtained at the expected 
mendel ian ratio from these oocytes [98 1 ], this argues against a predominant role for 
maternal storage in imprinted XCI. Rather, we favor the hypothesis that continued 
transcription of Rnf/2 throughout ovulation and after fertilization is required for sustained 
expression of RNF\2, activation of Xist from the Xp, and maintenance of the inactive Xp. 
Future research will be required to address this hypothesis. 

The link to pluripotency 
Our results indicate a negative correlation between NANOG and RNF12 expression. 
NANOG and the other pluripotency factors OCT4 and SOX2 have been shown to be 
recruited to the Xist intron I region in undifferentiated ES cells, and \Vere proposed to play 
a role in Ts;x independent suppression of Xist [ 191 ]. In this regulatory mechanism, ablation 
of Ts;x did not result in up-regulation of Xist in undifferentiated ES cells, and Tsix was not 
required for repression of Xist located on the inactivated paternal X chromosome in the 
inner celt mass. This pointed to an important role for recruitment ofNANOG, OCT4 and 
SOX2 to Xist intron I in suppression of Xist in ES and ICM cells [191]. However, the 
present findings show that the intron I region is dispensable, in silencing the XCI process 
in undifferentiated ES celts. Deletion ofXist intron 1 caused an effect, but only in the form 
of skewing of XCI, which was notable at later stages of differentiation. Interestingly, a 
previous study analyzing an Xist mutant allele that lacks the intron 1 region but leaves the 
Xist promoter intact, also did not show up-regulation of the mutated allele in 
undifferentiated ES celts [94]. Although these latter results support our findings, they 
should be interpreted with caution because the selection cassette was still present in the 
cells analyzed by Marahrens eta!. [94]. 

Like for the role of RNF\2, this points to the presence of additional mechanisms, 
involved in suppression of XCL T'iix and Xite are the most likely candidate genes taking 
part, and the combined action of these repressive mechanisms may be sufficient to suppress 
Xist. However, even with all the repressive elements in place RNF12 can induce Xist 
expression and XCI in undifferentiated ES cells [ 174]. This points towards another 
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A B 

wild type 

Figure 6: RNF12 and its role i n the XCI regulator y network 
A) In wild type and Rntt :zW· cells the XCI activator concentration is above the threshold required to 
generate a probability to initiate XCI. In contrast, in most Rnf12"1. cells the XCI activator concentration is 
not sufficient to reach the threshold required to initiate XCI. B) The regulatory network of XCI. Xist is 
repressed in Tsix dependent and independent pathways (NANOG binding in intron 1 ). Activation of XCI 
is accomplished by RNF12 through activation of the Xist promoter, and possibly Xist mediated silencing 
of Tsix. Finally, Rnf12is repressed by Xist and possibly NANOG. 

mechanism involved in Xist suppression, in which the nuclear concentration of the XCI 
activator may be too low in undifferentiated ES cells and ICM cells to allow Xist expression 
and initiation of XCI, even in the absence of repressive elements such as the intron I 
region. Future research should clarify whether these mechanisms indeed act synergistically 
in silencing the XCI process. 

The negative con·elation of RNF12 and NANOG expression that we report could 
refl ect the differentiation state of the ES cells, and does not necessari ly entail a cross
regulatory role for these proteins. Nevertheless, NANOG and other pluripotency factors 
are also recruited to the Rnfl2 promoter in ES cells, where it might be involved in down
regulation of Rnf/2 (Figure 6B) [983], which opens the intriguing possibility that NANOG 
might also be implicated in regulation of the initiation of XCI through suppression of 
Rnf12. This highlights the complexity of the overall mechanism and the interconnection of 
the different players involved in XCI, but also rei nforces the predominant role ofRNF I2 in 
this process. 
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Methods 
ES cell culture 
ES cells were grown in standard ES medium containing DMEM, 15% foetal calf serum, 
100 U mr 1 penicillin, 100 rng mr 1 streptomycin, non-essential amino acids, O.lmM B
mercaptoethanol, and 1000 U mr1 LIP. To induce differentiation, ES cells were split, and 
pre-plated on non-gelatinised cell culture dishes for 60 minutes. ES cells were then seeded 
in non-gelatinised bacterial culture dishes containing differentiation medium to induce 
embryoid body (EB) formation. EB-medium consisted of IMDM-glutamax, 15% foetal calf 
serum, 100 U mr' penicillin, 100 mg mr 1 streptomycin, non-essential amino acids, 37.8 ).!1 
r 1 rnonothioglycerol and 50 1-lg/ml ascorbic acid. EBs were plated on coverslips 1 day prior 
to harvesting, and allowed to grow out. 

Transgenesis and generation of Knockout ES cell lines 
For the Rnf12 rescue experiments, an ampicillin-puromycin resistance cassette was inserted 
in the backbone of BAC RP24-240Jl6 by homologous recombination in bacteria. The 
modified BAC was electroporated in to female heterozygous Rnfl2+1- cells [174], and 
colonies were picked after 8-10 days of puromycin selection, expanded and differentiated. 
BAC copynumber was determined by qPCR, and transgene specific expression was 
determined by allele specitic RT-PCR, as described previously [174]. 

To generate the female homozygous Rnf12 -1- ES cell line, the previously 
generated Rnfl2+1- ES cell line was targeted with an Rnf12 BAC targeting construct 
containing an ampicillin-puromycin cassette disrupting the open reading frame of Rnf12. 
To generate this targeting construct, targeting arms were PCR amplified using primers 
GCCTTCGAACATCTCTGAGC, GAGCCGGACTAATCCAAACA, cloned into pCR
Bluntii-TOPO (Invitrogen), and linearized with Nhel to introduce an ampicillin-puromycin 
cassette from pBluescript. The targeting cassette was inserted in a Cast!Ei Rnf12 BAC 
RP26-81P4 by homologous recombination in bacteria, and the resulting construct was used 
to target specitically the Cast/Ei X chromosome of the Rnfl2 +1- ES cell line. Colonies 
were selected under neomycin and puromycin selection, and the absence of Rnf12 
expression was confirmed by Western analysis. 

To generate the Xist intron 1 deletion, a BAC targeting construct was generated by 
homologous recombination, replacing intron l by a floxed neomycin cassette. Targetting 
arms were PCR amplified using primers 5'Forw: CATCAGGCTTGGCAGCAAGT, S'R: 
CCTTGTTGGTCCAGACGACTATT and 3'Forw: CCAGACCAGGTCTTTGTATGCA, 
3'Rev: GTGCTCCTGCCTCAAGAAGAA. Correctly targeted clones were identified by 
allele specitic RFLP analysis using primers CAGTGGTAGCTCGAGCCTTT and 
CCAGAAGAGGGAGTCAGACG, followed by BsrGI digestion. The neomycin cassette 
was removed by transient transfection with a CrePAC vector and selection with puromycin. 
The final cell lines were verified by Southern blotting. 
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Rnf12 and Xist reporter constructs 
To generate the RJ?/12 promoter cherry reporter cell lines, the Rn/12 promoter \Vas PCR 
amplified using previous described primers [984], and cloned into pCR-Bluntll-TOPO and 
sequence verified. The Rnfl 2 promoter was then released from pCR-Bluntll-TOPO by 
digestion wlth Sacl and Kpnl, and blunt cloned into an Asel-BamHI fragment from 
pmCherry-N I (Clonetech), thereby replacing the pCMV promoter of pmCherry-N I with 
the Rnfl2 promoter. The resulting construct vvas used to electroporate in Oct-GFP and 
Nanog-GFP ES cell lines. Both pooled cell lines and single colonies were expanded, and 
cherry expression was analysed by FACS analysis using a BD FACSAria apparatus. 

The Xist promoter was amp!ifted using primers: 
TCCCAAGGT ATGGAGTCACC, and GGAGAGAAACCACGGAAGAA, and cloned into 
pGL3-basic vector. As a control, the promoter less pGL3-basic vector was transfected. 
Stable pooled cell lines of wild type or Rnfl 2 -1- ES cells were generated by co-transfection 
with a puromycin or hygromycin selection vector. Expression ofLuciferase was determined 
using the Bright-Glo luciferase assay system (Promega) and measured using a Promega 
luminometer. Results were normalized to the amount of protein present in the cell lysate 
measured by nanodrop, and copynumber of Xist promoter integration determined by qPCR. 
qRT-PCR using primers detecting luciferase (TCTAAGGAAGTCGGGGAAGC 
and CCCTCGGGTGT AATCAGAA T) confirmed the results obtained. For transient 
luciferase experiments, cells were co-transfected using the Xist reporter constructs and a 
control Renilla construct, using Lipofectamine 2000. Luciferase activity was measured 
using the Dual Glo luciferase system (Promega) 

Xist RNA-FISH, immunofluorescence and Western analysis 
Xist RNA-FISH was performed as described [174, 179]. lmmunotluorescence was 
performed using standard procedures. RNF12 and NANOG were detected using a mouse 
anti- RNF12 antibody (1:250, Abnova), and a rabbit anti-NANOG antibody (1:100, 
SCJOOO, Calbiochem). lmageJ software was used to measure staining intensities; at least 
I 00 cells were measured for each indicated time point, and background correction was 
performed. Western blotting was performed as previously described [174]. 

Expression analysis 
RNA was isolated using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) using manufacturer's instructions. 
DNAse treatment was performed, and eDNA was prepared using SuperScriptll 
(Invitrogen), using random hexamers. qRT-PCR was performed using a Biorad 
thermocycler, using primers described in Table Si. Results were normalized to Actin, using 
the t-.CT method. 
Whole genome wide expression analysis of female wild type and Rnf! 2-1- ES cells 
differentiated for 3 days was performed with Affymetrix Mouse Genome 430 2.0 Arrays. 
Differentially expressed genes were identified using Limma (Bioconductor package) in R 
software. 
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Figure 51 
Immunocytochemistry detecting RNF12 (rhodamine) at different stages of differentiation of female and 
male ES cells. 
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Immunocytochemistry detecting RNF12 (rhodamine) and SUZ 12 (FITC) in day 3 differentiated female 
ES cells. SUZ12 accumulations on the Xi are indicated with arrowheads. 
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Rnf12-mCherry promoter construct. FACS plots show results of day 4 (upper panel) and day 7 (lower 
panel). Cells are gated for GFP+, Cherry+, GFP+Cherry+ or negative. 10.000 cells analyzed per time 
point. 
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Figure SS: continued 
10 days as detected by Xist RNA-FISH. C) RT-PCR examining expression of several differentiation 
markers with RNA of day 7 (left panel) and day iO (right panel) differentiated female wild type, Rnttz!· 
and Rnftz1

- ES cells. D) Allele specific RT-PCR determining Hprt with a 129 and Cas origin, indicating 
the presence of both X chromosomes in all cell lines tested. E) DNA-FISH detecting a whole 
chromosome X paint probe in wi!d type, Rnf12'"1

- and Rnttz'· ES cells differentiated for 7 or 10 days. 
Slides were first used for RNA-FISH, and subsequently denatured and hybridized to the DNA probe. 
Virtually all cells in the Rnttzl· ES cells which did not show Xistclouds stained positive for the presence 
of two X chromosomes. 
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Table 81: Primers used in this study: 

Primer Forward Purpose Digest Ref 

Kpnl RL!M Prom TI'GGI'ACCCTAGTT AGAGCCTCGAGG Rn.f/2 promoter 984 
AGGCCTT 

PlusProm-Sac I CCTAGGAGCTCGCCAGCTCGGACJAC RJ?f7 2 promoter 984 
CiTAGCTCA 

mXistl l-3L CAGTGGTAGCTCGACJCC!TT Xis! RFLP l3srgl 
mXistl l-3R CCAGAAGAGGGAGTCAGACG Xist RFLP Bsro-J 
Atrx RH.P FW TCCCCAAITA AAGGTGTTGA Atrx RFLP PClml 
Atrx RFLP RV AATTCACGTTCTCCTCTTTCACT Arrx RFLP PC\ml 
Nhc GenA F UCCTTCGAACATCTCTGAGC Rnf/2 RFLP Nhc! 174 
Nhe GenA R GAGCCC:iCJACTAATCCAAACA Rl?/72 RYLP Nhel 174 

Rnfl2 ann F GCCITCGAACATCTC rGAGC Targeting anns 174 
Rnfl7am1R GAOCCUUACTAATCCAA/\CA Targeting anns 174 

Luc qPCR 1 F TC lAAUGAAGTCGGGGAAGC Luciferase qPCR 
Luc qPCR l R CCCTCGGGTGTAATCAGAAT Luciferase c PCR 
b-actin for ACTATTGGCAACGAGCGGTTC qPCR 174 

b actin rev AGAGGTCTTTACGGATGTCAACG qPCR 174 

Nanog fOr AGGATGAAGTGCAAGCGGTG qPCR 191 

Nanog Rev TGCTGAGCCCTTCTGAATCAG qPCR 191 
Oct3/4 for CCCC AATGCCGTGAAGTTG qPCR 191 

Oct3/4 rev ·rcAGCAGcn·c;uCAAAC'l'GJ""!. qPCR 191 
Sox? tOr CACAGATGCAACCGATGCA qPCR 191 
Sox? rev GGTGCCCTGCTGCGAGTA qPCR 191 
K114 for GTUCCCCGAC'!"/\ACCG-1-rG qPCR 134 
Kll-4 rev GTCGTTGAACTCCTCGGTCT qPCR 134 
Xist for CJCCTCAAGAAGAAGGATTGC qPCR 174 
Xist rev GUGATrGr·rTG'!'CCCI~l .. !'GG qPCR 174 
Rnfl? ex4-5 fbr GGTCCACCACCACAGAGC qPCR 
RnCI 2 ex4-5 rev TCJACCAC'I"l"C!"I'G'I"rGrATI"I'CC qPCR 
AFP lOr CCrA'!TiCCCCITCCCC/\'1"1-C qPCR 

AFP rev CTCACACCAAAGCGTCAACACAIT qi'CR 
T-S764 ATGCCAAAGAAAGAAACGAC qPCR 61 

T-AS 1579 AGAGOCTCiTAGAACA'rUA'l-'!' qPCR 61 

Gata6 S917 ACCTTATGGCGTAGAAATGCTGAGG qPCR 61 
GTG 

Gata6-AS 1250 CTGAATACcn"GAGG"l.CAC-rGrl'CI'CG qPCR 61 
GG 

Mtap?-S6?9 CATCGCC/\GCCTCGGAACAAACAG qPCR 61 

Mtap?-AS867 TGCC:iCAA/\ I'GCJAACTGGACJUC/\AC qPCR 61 
Cdx?-? for -1-CCAGGCHJAUCCA"l-GA qPCR 61 
Cdx2-2 rev CGTUUG·l-1\GUAGG/\GACiGA/\'r qPCR 61 
1-loxd I 0 lOr CTGAGGTTTCCGTGTCC AGT qPCR 67 
I Joxd I 0 rev '!"I'CrGCCAC!'Cl"\"I'GCAGl-U qPCR 67 

Fgl7 !Or CCA'!'Ci/\1\CA/\GGAAGGGAAA qPCR 67 
Fgl7 rev TCCGCTGTGTGTCC A TTT ACJ qPCR 67 
Foxa? tOr ACACGCCAAACC-l'CCCI'AC'r qPCR 
Foxa2 rev GGCACcr·rGAGA/\/\GCAGrC qPCR 
Fe:f5 !Or uc·J-Gl'GTC!'CAGGGO/\TTGT qPCR 
Fgf3 rev TCTTGGcn .. rcccrcrcr·J·c; qPCR 

~.cx-intr3 lOr CCTGGGGCTCACTACAUACC qPCR 
Gapdh ex-intr 3 rev AATCTCCACTTTGCC ACTGC qPCR 
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Tsix X9 lOr 'J'GACCAGTACCfCOCAAG'!'·rc qi'CR 191 
rsix X9 rev CT/\AG/\GCACCl'GGC!'CCAC qPCR 191 
NS18 GGTAAC/\1\TriTCCCGCC/\TG'lTi Tsix RF!J) Mnll 137 
NSI9 GGAAA·l-AAACGCJAACGCACi'l'ACC Tsix RFLP Mnll 137 
Tsix I for ACCATGACCAAAGCAACICC Copy-number 174 
Tsi:x I rev CfCCTCCAGlACCAI'GTC'I'GC Copy-number 174 
Rnf4-5 JOr AGCCCCGATGAAAATAGAGG Copy-number 174 
Rnf4-5 rev (JGCA'lTTCTGGATAATC.lTl'GG Copy-number 174 
ZJP42 tOr GCACCCATATCCGCATCCAC Copy-ntnnber 174 
7fp41 rev GCATTI'CJ"f'CCCGGCCJ""J"rG Copy-number 174 
Xist LP 1445 AC:·I-GUGTCTTCAGCGTGA RT-PCR LP 
Xist LP 1446 GCi\i\Ci\i\CGAi\TTAGACAACAC RT-PCR LP 
Xist LP2 1447 GGGAA'J'AGGTAAGACACACTG RT-PCR LP 
Rnfl I eDNA for TAAAClAGGGTCCACCACCAC RT-PCR RFLP Nhc! 174 
Rnil 2 eDNA rev GGCAGAGAGCCAC'lTrCATC RT-PCR Rl LP Nhcl 174 
Hprt SfaNI cas for ATGCCCAGCGTCGTGATTAG H.T-PCR RFLP SfaNl 
1-lprt SfhNI cas REV 'J{JGCAACATCAACAGGACTC RT-PCR RFLP Sf aNI 
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Addendum: Mice deleted for Xist intron 1 do not show 
an X chromosome inactivation phenotype 

Tahsin Stefan Barakat, Nil han Gunhanlar and Joost Gribnau 
(work in progress) 

Abstract 

I nactivation of one of the two X chromosomes in placental mammals is essential for 
survival of females, and is initiated during embryonic development. This X chromosome 

inactivation (XCI) process is coupled to mouse development, and is suppressed or reversed 
in undifferentiated pluripotent cells, including female mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells, 
cells in the inner ceH mass (ICM) of the female embryo, and female primordial germ ce\ls 
(PGCs). The molecular coupling between the pluripotent state and lack of XCI has been 
proposed to involve direct suppression of Xist, the master cis regulator of the inactivation 
process, by recruitment of the pluripotency factors OCT4, SOX2. and NANOG to a region 
in Xist intron 1. Here, we have generated a mouse model with a genetic ablation of aH 
pluripotency factor binding sites in Xist intron 1. The female Xist

11
intronl/i and 

Xistt.intronl/t.intronl mice were found to be healthy and gave birth to offspring with a Mendelian 
distribution of the mutation. This indicates the absence of a role for the deleted region in 
imprinted XCI. In addition, from analysis of adult tissues, we conclude that random XCI 
was not affected. We conclude that the Xist intron I p\uripotency factor recruitment site is 
not essential for Xist repression in vivo. 

introduction 
Eutherian females inactivate one of their two X chromosomes in a process called X 
chromosome inactivation (XCI), to achieve a balanced dosage of X-linked and autosomal 
genes, compared to males [30]. In the female mouse embryo, XCI is initiated at the 2-4 cell 
stage, and ls imprinted resulting in the exclusive inactivation of the paternal X chromosome 
[53, 985-986]. This form of imprinted XCI is maintained in the extra-embryonic tissues, but 
is reversed in the cells of the inner cell mass (ICM) of the blastocyst, where during a short 
window in development two active X chromosomes are tolerated [54]. Upon fu1iher 
differentiation, random XCI is initiated in the post-implantation epiblast, which will give 
rise to all embryonic cell lineages. Female embryonic stem (ES) cells, derived from the 
ICM harbor two active X chromosomes, and undergo random XCI upon in vitro 
differentiation, whereas female epiblast stem cells (EpiSCs), derived from the post
implantation embryo, represent a post-XCI state, in which one of the X chromosomes is 
transcriptionally silenced (for review, see [987]). 
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The non-coding RNA Xist is essential for XCI to occur. Expression of this X
transcribed RNA is up-regulated, and subsequent spreading of Xist in cis results in 
heterochromatinization and transcriptional shut-down of the X chromosome [74, 84-85, 
93]. Recent years have highlighted progression in the understanding of Xist regulation in 
ES cells, their differentiated progeny and embryos. We have shown that an increased 
concentration of the X-encoded XCI-activator RNF 12 upon differentiation results in XCI 
initiation [ 174], and Xist up-regulation does not occur in the absence of this crucial 
activator [91 l]. Suppression of Xist in undifferentiated cells might be a result of absence of 
Xist activation, as over-expression of Rnfl 2 can result in Xis/ upregulation in 
undifferentiated ES cells [174]. Xist is also negatively regulated by its antisense partner 
gene Tsix, which is highly expressed in undifferentiated ES cells [\18-\19, 180, 988]. As 
Xist up-regulation is coupled to differentiation [ 190], and Xist is suppressed in 
undifferentiated cells, the pluripotency factor network has been implicated in direct and 
indirect suppression of Xist [ 192]. Indirect mechanisms might include activation of Tsix in 
undifferentiated cells by pi uri potency factors [186, 989], and suppression of XCI activators 
[990]. A direct interaction between Xist suppression and the pluripotency factor network 
has been proposed to involve a region within Xist intron l [19]]. 

Chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments have shown that the key pluripotenc.y 
factors NANOG, OCT4 and SOX2 bind Xist inlron I in both male and female 
undifferentiated ES cells, but not in differentiated cells, mouse embryonic fibroblast [ 191] 
and EpiSCs [991 ]. Genetic ablation of Nanog in male ES cells, which does not result in a 
loss of recruitment of0CT4 and SOX2 to theXist intron I region, resulted in a modest up
regulation of Xist expression, whereas forced down-regulation of Oct4 resulted in loss of 
binding of all pluripotency factors to the intron 1 region and a drastic increase of Xist 
expression suggested to be independent of Tsix regulation [19 l]. These correlative data 
have been proposed to support the hypothesis that the key pluripotency factors NANOG, 
OCT4 and SOX2 are crucial for a !:s-ix-independent repression Xist in undifferentiated ES 
and \CM cells. In support of this, it has been found that only NANOG expressing ICM cells 
undergo reactivation of the paternal inactivated X chromosome [367], which further 
supports a crucial role for NANOG in Xist repression. Furthermore, the intron I region 
contains a developmentally regulated DNAse hypersensitivity site [992], and recruitment of 
two other transcription factors Prdml4 and Tcf3 to Xis! intron I [194-195], support a role 
for this region in Xis! suppression. 

We recently addressed the question whether the Xist intron I region is required for 
Xist suppression in undifferentiated ES cells, by generating a targeted deletion of all 
reported pi uri potency factor binding sites in a female ES cell line [911 ]. Surprisingly, 
deleting Xis! intron 1 did not affect XCI initiation, as Xist11

intronl/l ES eel! lines initiated 

random XCI with normal kinetics vvithout preferential inactivation of the L'iintron l allele, 
and undifferentiated Xislintronl/l ES cells did not show aberrant Xist expression. We 
reported only mild skewing towards inactivation of the mutant allele during later stages of 
differentiation, v.,rhich argues against an important role for the Xist intron I region in the 
regulation of XCI. Here we study the role of the Xist intron I region in XCI in vivo. Xis! 
intron I knockout mice appear to be fertile, give birth to normal offspring, and show 
random XCI in all tissues analyzed. We conclude that the Xisr intron I region is not 
required for XCI regulation in vivo. 
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Results 
To generate a mouse model in which all reported pluripotency factor binding sites in Xist 
intron 1 were deleted, a polymorphic 129/Sv-Cast/Ei Xis! intron 

1
(2lo:-:)l+ ES cell line 29 [911], 

in which a 1,2 kb region of Xist intron I is replaced by a floxed neomycin cassette, was 
used to generate chimaeric mice. Germ ! ine transmission was verified by genotyping for the 
presence of the neomycin cassette integrated in Xist (data not shown). Xist iwon 

1
(
2

lox)i-l 

females were bred to males expressing pCAGGS-Cre, to loop out the selection cassette. 
Loopout of the selection cassette was verified by PCR on genomic tail-tip derived DNA. 
The resulting Xis! liintron 

111 mice were bred to wild type mice, and showed transmission of 
the deletion to both male and female offspring, in a Mendelian distribution (~figure t and 
Table lA). Crosses of Xis! L\intron liY males vvith heterozygous Xistliintron J/, females resulted 
in homozygous offspring (Figure 1), which were successfully used to breed with Xist liintron 

I/Y males. The Xis! i'lintron IIY male and Xis! i'lintron 1/ L\intron I female offspring followed a 

Mendelian distribution and resulted in a normal litter size. 
To analyze the level of skewing in adult mice, female heterozygous Xis! D.imron Il-l

mice were bred to Cast/Ei males. The resulting F I hybrid female mice, carrying a Cast/Ei 
derived X chromosome with the wild type Xist intron 1 region, and one Xist intron 1 deleted 
allele on a mixed C57Bl/6 and 129/Sv X chromosome was used to assess skewing of 
random XCI. Randomness was determined by amplification of a length polymorphism in 
Xist used to determine allele specific expression analysis with eDNA obtained from 
different organs of wild type and Xis! D.intron II- littermates. In the wild type mice we found 
the expected 60:40 ratio favoring Xist expression from the C57BI/6 (Figure 2), indicating 
skewed XCI in favour of the C57BI/6 X chromosome due to differences in XCE strength 
between the C57BI/6 and Cast!Ei X chromosomes [445]. Subsequent analysis X-linked 
gene expression examlng /VIecp2, G6pdx and Atp7a using RFLPs and length 
polymorphisms that distinguish between C57Bl/6 and Cast/Ei expression showed a 
reciprocal expression of these genes favoring Cast/Ei expression. In Xist ilintron l/-i female 
mice (N=2) allele specific Xist and X-linked gene expression was indifferent from to wild 
type !itter mates, which indicates that Xist intron 1 heterozygous females undergo normal 
random XCI (Figure 2). Random XCI was also found in informative female offspring 
obtained from matings between Xis! intron I mutant males with wild type F l hybrid 
females carrying a C57B1/6 and a Cast/Ei X chromosome (N=2, data not shown). 

Discussion 
Here we have generated a mouse model in which the pi uri potency factor binding site in Xist 
intron 1 region, proposed to be important for Xist suppression in undifferentiated cells, is 
deleted. Surprisingly, XL•:t intron I deleted mice are healthy, fertile and undergo random X 
chromosome inactivation. These results indicate that the Xist intron l region is not essential 
for Xis! suppression in vivo. 

It was previously suggested that recruitment of pluripotency factors to the Xist 
intron I region ls required for Xist repression in undifferentiated cells ( 191]. However, we 
found that genetic ablation of this region did not result in aberrant Xis/ expression in ES 
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Right panel: example of a litter of mice obtained after mating of an Xist intron 1 mutant male with a 
heterozygous Xist intron 1 deleted female, genotyped by PCR on genomic DNA Animal 1 till 6 are 
males (data not shown), of which 4 show the presence of a band diagnostic for the Xist intron 1 deletion 
(LlXist intron 1). Animal 7 till 10 are females, with animal 9 showing loss of the wild type allele, 
diagnostic of a homozygous deleted female. 
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Figure 2: Xist intron 1 deleted females show random X chromosome inactivation in adult tissues 
Upper panel shows RT-PCR for a length polymorphism differentiating between Xist expression from 
Cast/Ei and C57BI/6 in a wild type hybrid mice, and two hybrid Xist intron 1 mutant females. Allele 
specific ratios are plotted under the gel. Average X-linked gene expression, as determined for Mecp2, 
G6pdx and Atp7a is plotted as well. 
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cells, but this does not exclude a role for this region in vivo [ 12]. Two of the pluripotency 
factors recruited to this region, OCT4 and SOX2, are already expressed from the morula 
stage onwards in pre-implantation embryos were imprinted XCI occurs. However, the 
inactivated paternal X chromosome of imprinted XCI only becomes reactivated at a later 
stage in epiblast cells that express Nanog [367]. It was therefore hypothesized that NANOG 
binding to the Xist intron I region is required for proper reactivation of the inactive X 
chromosome [993]. The same reactivation function ofNANOG might be required in PGCs 
and in mouse iPS cells, which both show reactivation of the inactive X chromosome [68-
69]. Alternatively, it was hypothesized that the paternal Xist intron I region might carry an 
imprint, which would prevent specific recruitment of OCT4 and SOX2 to the paternal X 
chromosome, thereby preventing suppression of Xist in cis [993]. Binding of NANOG to 
both alleles during later stages of development would then allow erasure of the imprint, and 
repression of both Xist alleles in cells of the ICM, followed by random XCI in the post
implantation epiblast. The present data argue against both models. In the heterozygous mice 
analyzed, random XCI was observed, both when the Xist intron 1 deletion was transmitted 
through the mother or the father, indicating proper reactivation of the X chromosome. 
Although imprinted XCI was not investigated directly, the normal Mendelian distribution 
of offspring obtained in all crosses with Xi.vt intron I mutant mice argues against a failure 
of imprinted XCI, as such a failure would result in female embryonic lethality during post
implantation stages [93-94]. 

In previous in vitro studies [9l I], vve did not find compelling evidence for an 
important role of the Xist intron 1 region in Xist suppression, as Xist Aintron 

111
- ES cells 

underwent XCI with normal kinetics, and no aberrant Xist activation was detected in 
undifferentiated cells. Although these results indicate that pluripotency factor binding to the 
Xist intron I region might not be crucial for Xist suppression in vitro, it cannot be ruled out 
that redundant mechanisms work together to prevent up-regulation of Xist in 
undifferentiated cells. Indeed, as antisense Tsix transcription is important for Xist 
suppression, it might be that a more subtle effect of the Xist intron 1 region can only be 
revealed when !s-ix is inhibited in ci.'l'. In agreement wlth this, a recent study has reported 
that the combined removal of the Xist intron 1 region and the Tsix transcriptional start site 
results in loss of repression of Xist from autosomally integrated transgenes [994}. However, 
in that study, only transgenes were investigated, and therefore the results might have been 
affected by differences in transgene copy number and position effect variegation. A 
definitive answer can only be obtained when both the Xis! intron I region and T:sL-r are 
removed in cis from the endogenous loci. 

An alternative mechanism explaining the coupling of differentiation to Xist up
regulation might involve the developmentally regulated activity of Xist activators. Under 
such a scenario, pi uri potency factor mediated Tsix activation [ 186, 989] and lack of Xist 
activation will result in the absence of Xist accumulation in undifferentiated cells. In 
agreement with this, Rnfl 2, the only identified XCI-activator to date, becomes up-regulated 
upon differentiation of female ES cells [ 174]. A negative correlation between RNF 12 and 
NANOG expression has been observed in differentiating ES cells [91 I], and Rnf/2 
expression seems to be negatively regulated by pluripotency factors [91 I, 983, 990]. 
Similar mechanisms might apply in vivo, where up-regulation of RNF\2 might result in 
Xist activation in imprinted and random XCI, and reactivation of the imprinted paternal X 
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Xist intr1~/Y 
x WTfemale 

WT malex 
Xist intr1 +/-female 

Xist intr1-IY 
Xist intr1 +/-female 

Xist intr1-fY x 
Xist intr1-/- female 

4 

3 

4 

3 

26 11 (42%) 15 (58%) 0 (0%) 15 (100%) 

20 8 (40%) 12 (60%) 6 (75%) 9 (75%) 

32 14 (44%) 18 (56%) 4 (29%) 10 (71%) 

15 9 (60%) 6 (40%) 0 (0%) 9 (100%) 

7 (39%) 11 (61%) 

0 (0%) 6 (100%) 

Table 1: Xist intron 1 mice give birth to viable offspring in Mendelian distribution 
The different types of crossings, number of pups obtained and their genotype is indicated. 

chromosome in the ICM might occur by down-regulation of Rnf/2 expression and other 
XCI-activators by pluripotency factors. Therefore, an important area of future research 
involves the unravelling of the molecular interplay between pluripotency factors and XCI 
activators both in vitro and in vivo. 

Methods 
All animal experiments were in accordance with the legislation ofthe Erasmus MC Animal 
Experimental Commission. Generation of Xist L'.intron I/+ ES cells has been described [911]. 
Tail-tip derived DNA was isolated according to standard procedures, and genotyping of the 
Xist intron l deletion was performed by PCR using pnmers 9,999 X In l b 
( ccttgttggtccagacgactatt) 
and 11,82 Xlnle (cactggactgggagagaggg). To assess XCI skewing, hybrid female mice 
were sacrificed by cervical dislocation, parts of organs were collected, snap-frozen and 
triturated using micro-pestils in I ml of Trizol reagent (Invitrogen). After an additional 
centrifugation to clear debris, 700 ,ul was added to 300 ~I fresh Trizol, and RNA was 
purified follovving manufacturer's instructions. RNA was reverse-transcribed with 
SuperScript II (Invitrogen), using random hexamers. Allele specific Xist expression was 
analyzed by RT-PCR amplifying a length polymorphism using primers Xis/ LP 1445 
(actgggtcttcagcgtga) and Xist LP 1446 (gcaacaacgaattagacaacac). To determine allele 
specific X-linked gene expression of Atp7a, Mecp2 and G6pdx, primers 335 moF3930 
(agggcaaacgtt,rtagcaatggtag) and 336 moF4812 (agagcttgttctaactcactgttct) were used for 
Atp7a amplifying a length polymorphism, [995], primers (catggtagctgggatgttagg) and 
(gcaatcaattctactttagagcg), for Mecp2 amplifying a Ode! RFLP in MeCP2, and primers 
(ggagtgatgaactcagggaagc) and (atgtagctgggtttactggtgg) to amplify a SerF! RFLP in G6PD. 
PCR products were gel purified and digested \'\·'ith the indicated restriction enzymes and 
analyzed on a 2% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Allele specific expression 
was determined by measuring relative band intensities using a Typhone image scanner and 
I mageQuant software. 
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Evolution of the mammalian sex chromosomes has resulted in a heterologous X and Y 
pair, vvhere theY chromosome has lost most of its genes. Hence, there is a need for X

linked gene dosage compensation between XY males and XX females. In placental 
mammals, this is achieved by random inactivation of one X chromosome (XCI) in all 
female somatic cells [30]. Up-regulation of Xist transcription on the future inactive X 
chromosome (Xi) acts against Tsix antisense transcription, and spreading of Xist RNA in cis 
triggers epigenetic changes leading to XCI. Previously, we have shown that the X-encoded 
E3 ubiquitin ligase RNF12 is up-regulated in differentiating mouse embryonic stem cells 
(ESCs) and activates Xist transcription and XCI [174]. Here, we have identitied the 
pluripotency factor REX! as a key target ofRNFI2 in the XCI mechanism. RNF12 causes 
ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation of REX\, and Rnjl 2 knockout mouse ESCs 
show an increased level of REX I. Using ChiP-seq, REX! binding sites were detected in 
Xist and Tsix regulatory regions. Over-expression of REX 1 in female ESCs was found to 
inhibit Xist transcription and XCI, whereas male Rex!+/- ESCs showed ectopic XCI. From 
this, we propose that RNF 12 causes REX I breakdown through dose-dependent catalysis, 
thereby representing an important pathway to initiate XCI. Rex I and Xist are present only in 
placental mammals, which points to co-evolution of these two genes and XCI. 

The initiation of XCI in female cells implies a need for X-linked XCI activators 
which act in a dose-dependent manner to sense the number of X chromosomes present per 
diploid genome [ 179, 189]. We recently identitied X-encoded RNF 12 as a dose-dependent 
activator of XCI in mouse ESCs [174]. Additional transgenic copies of Rnfl2 resulted in 
initiation of XCI in male cells, and on both X chromosomes in a high percentage of female 
cells [174]. Random XCI was found to be markedly reduced in differentiating Rnf/2+1- and 
Rnfl 2-1- female ESCs, which indicated an important role for RNF 12 in the regulation of 
XCI, although the mechanism by \.vhich this E3 ubiquitin ligase initiates XCI remained 
elusive[911, 981 ]. 

To address this question, we generated FLAG-Rnf12 transgenic female RI?/12+1-
ESCs to identify interaction partners of RNFI2 by FLAG-affinity puritication. RNFI2 is 
very unstable and the addition of the proteasome inhibitor MG !32 facilitates its detection 
(Figure Ia). FLAG-RNFI2 was puritied from nuclear extracts of two FLAG-RNFI2 ESC 
lines (Supplementary Figure lA). Purified RNFI2 samples and control samples were 
separated on SDS polyacrylamide gels (Supplementary Figure I B) and analyzed by mass 
spectrometry (Supplementary Table 1 ). The only transcription factor consistently co
purifying with RNFI2 was REXI (Figure lB and Supplementary Table 1). Previous 
studies have demonstrated that Rex! expression strictly correlates with the pluripotent state 
of ESCs [996], and REX I has been implicated in suppression of genes involved in ESC 
differentiation [997]. We performed the reverse experiment, using two transgenic female 
ESC lines expressing a FLAG-V5-tagged REXl fusion protein (Supplementary Figure 
I C). In both REX I puritications (Supplementary Figure lD, E), performed with nuclear 
extracts of undifferentiated transgenic ESCs, RNF 12 was present as a prominent interacting 
partner (Figure 1 B). Co-purified RNF12 was non-ubiquitinated, but mass spectometry 
analysis and phosphatase treatment indicated that a significant fraction of RNF\2 is 
phosphorylated (Supplementary Figure II'). We contirmed the REX 1-RNF 12 interaction 
by co-immunoprecipitation of endogenous RNF 12 and REX I from undifferentiated female 
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Figure 1: RNF12 interacts with REX1 in mouse ESCs 
A) Nuclear extracts of wild-type (WT) and transgenic FLAG-RNF12 ESC clones 15 and 21 were 
immunoblotted with RNF12 and FLAG antibodies (running positions ofWT RNF12 and FLAG-RNF12 is 
indicated with 111 and •). Where indicated, cells were treated with proteasome inhibitor (MG132). ACTlN 
was used as a loading control. B) Mass spectrometry analysis of FLAG-affinity purifications from FLAG
RNF12-expressing ESC clones 15 and 21, and FLAG-REX1-expressing clones 3 and 11. Mascot score, 
number of unique peptides and total number of peptides identified (between brackets) are shown for 
RNF12 and REX1 proteins in each of the purifications. C) REX1-RNF12 co-immunoprecipitation from 
nuclear extracts of female (left) and male (right) ESCs. lmmunoprecipitations with REX1 antibody or 
control rabbit lgG were immunoblotted with RNF12 and REX1 antibodies. D) Direct binding of 
recombinant GST-RNF12 to recombinant REX1. RNF12 and REX1 are detected by immunoblotting 
(upper panels) and by Coomassie staining of a SDS-PAGE gel (lower panel). GST alone was used a 
negative control. 

and male ESCs nuclear extracts (Figure i C), and co-immunoprecipitation of recombinant 
GST-RNF12 and REX I (figure lD). Mapping of the RNF12 region(s) involved in the 
interaction with REX! indicated that both theN-terminal and C-terminal halts of RNF12 
contribute to the interaction (Supplementary Figure 2A, B). 

We generated two catalytically inactive RNFI2 mutants (li'igure 2A). Transient 
expression in ESCs showed a increased stability of the RNF12 mutants (Supplementary 
Figure 2C), indicating that auto-ubiquitination contributes to the high turn-over of RNF 12. 
To test whether REXl is a bona fide substrate of RNF12, we transfected combinations of 
expression vectors encoding wild-type or mutant RNF12-GFP, with REXI-Cherry fusion 
proteins into HEK293 cells (Figure 2B and Supplementary Figure JA, B). FACS analysis 
ofREX!-Cherry transfected HEK 293 cells showed a more than ten-fold decrease in 
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Figure 2: RNF12 polyubiquitinates and targets REX1 for proteasomal degradation 
A) Sequence alignment of the RING finger domain corresponding to the WT and two catalytically 
inactive RNF12 mutants (two arginine substitutions are shown in red). B) Analysis of the fluorescence in 
HEK293 cells, 24 h after transfection with REX1-Cherry fusion expression vector alone or in 
combination with wild-type or catalytically inactive RNF1 2-GFP expression constructs. C) Quantification 
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Cherry intensity when cells were cotransfected with wild-type RNF12 compared to co
transfection with the RNF12 mutants (Figure 2C and Supplementary Figure 3C, D). This 
result suggests a strict correlation between RNF12 expression and REXl degradation. 

To provide evidence that REX! is indeed ubiquitinated by RNF!2, HEK293 cells 
were transfected with V5-REXI, and either RNF!2 wild-type or the two inactive RNF!2 
mutants. REX! was degraded in the presence of wild-type RNF12 but not in the presence 
of the RNFI2 mutants (Figure 2D), and degradation was blocked by the proteasome 
inhibitors MG132 or epoxomicin (Figure 2D and Supplementary Figure 4). We subjected 
the nuclear extracts to immunoprecipitation with anti-V5 agarose beads, and probed with 
V5 and ubiquitin antibodies to visualize poly-ubiquitinated REX! (Figure 2D, and 
Supplementary Figure 4). Mass spectrometric analysis detected five putative lysine 
acceptor sites for ubiquitin linkage (Supplementary Figure 5). In addition, an 
ubiquitination assay performed with recombinant proteins revealed poly-ubiquitination of 
REX! only in the presence of wild-type RNF12, but not in the presence of either of the two 
RNF12 mutants (Figure 2E). These results indicate a direct role for RNF12 in targeting 
REXl for degradation by the proteasome in an ubiquitin-dependent manner. 

Our results predict that RNF12 and REX! protein levels show a reciprocal 
correlation. Indeed, we found a pronounced increase of the REXl protein level in Rnfl2-I
ESCs (Figure 3A). Western blot analysis of RNF12 and REX! protein levels in female 
wild-type ESCs indicated that REX! is quickly down-regulated upon differentiation, 
coinciding with an initial increase in RNF12 (Figure 3B). In Rnf12-l- ESCs, the REX! 
protein level is also down-regulated but the starting level is much higher. Comparison of 
the REX! protein level in wild-type, Rnfl2+1- and Rnfl2-l- female ESCs, and in wild-type 
male cells, by immunoblotting, indicates that the REX! level is very low in wild-type 
female ESCs (Supplementary Figure 6B), in agreement with a high ubiquitination
dependent turnover of REX!. Female Rnfl2+1- cells and wild-type male cells display a 
lower RNF12 expression level and an increased REXl protein level, although this 
relationship was not strictly two-fold which may be related to the pluripotent state of the 
ESC lines and enzyme kinetics (Supplementary Figure 6A and Figure 3C). Rnfl2 gene 
dosage did not affect other known factors involved in XCI, including YYl, NANOG and 
SUZ12 (Figure 3B and Supplementary Figure 6A). Rex] gene transcription, analyzed by 
qPCR, was not affected in Rnf12-/- cells (Supplementary Figure 6B), indicating that the 
down-regulation of REX! by RNF12 is post-transcriptional. 

Figure 2: continued 
of 8 by FAGS analysis. D) Left bottom panels show nuclear protein extracts of HEK293 cells co
transfected with the indicated expression constructs for V5-REX1, WT RNF12, or the catalytically 
inactive RNF12 mutants. lmmunoblots were probed with the indicated antibodies. Right bottom panels 
show the same transfections, but in the presence of MG132. Upper panels: V5-tagged REX1 was 
immunoprecipitated with anti-V5 agarose beads and analysed by immunoblotting to detect the poly
ubiquitinated REX1 (REX1-Ubn) with V5 and ubiquitin (Ub) antibodies. RNF12 co-lmmunoprecipitated 
with REX1 was detected with RNF12 antibody. E) REX1 ubiquHination assay with recombinant proteins. 
Recombinant REX1, His-ubiquitin, UBEi (E1), UbcH5a (E2), recombinant RNF12 and RNF12 mutants 
were added in the indicated combinations. Ubiquitinated forms of REXi were detected by 
immunoblotting with REX1 antibody. 
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Figure 3: RNF12 is a dose-dependent regulator of REX1 expression 
A) REX1 immunostaining (green) on WT and Rnf12-/- ESCs. B) lmmunoblots of WT and Rnf12-l- ESCs 
at day 0, 1, 2 and 3 of differentiation, probed with antibodies against RNF12, REX1, YY1 and NANOG. 
C) RNF12 and REX1 protein levels were detected in female and male ESC nuclear extracts by 
immunoblotting. D) REX1 half-life measurements in WT and Rnf12-/- ESCs. ESCs were transiently 
transfected with V5-REX1 and treated 24 h post-transfection with 100 IJg/ml cycloheximide (CHX) for 
the indicated times. Left panel: nuclear protein extracts were immunoblotted for VS-REX1 with VS 
antibody. Right panel: quantitation of the REX1 level, using lmageJ software, at different time points 
compared to t=O h (1 00%) in WT or Rnf12-/- ESCs. E) REX1 degradation by RNF12 is dose-dependent. 
FLAG-RNF12 or V5-REX1 constructs were co-transfected into HEK293 cel ls. Upper panel: levels of V5-
REX1 and FLAG-RNF12 visualized by immunoblotting with VS or FLAG antibodies. Bottom panel: 
quantification of the V5-REX1 level in cells co-transfected with RNF12, compared to the 100% level in 
cells transfected only with V5-REX1 plasmid. ACTIN was used as a loading control in B-E. F) REX1 
binding pattern in the Xist!Tsix genomic region in female ESCs, as determined by V5-REX1 ChiP
sequencing . Identified sequence reads were plotted relative to genomic location and visualized using 
UCSC Genome Browser. Location and transcription start sites (arrows) of the Tsix and Xist loci are 
indicated. The asterisk marks a REX1 binding site in the Xist promoter. G) The REX1 consensus motif 
highly enriched in the genome-wide REX1 ChiP-seq peaks. 

The marked increase of REX l protein level in Rnf12-l - cells, points to an increase 
in REX l protein stabil ity in the absence of RNF1 2. Indeed, half li fe experiments, after 
cycloheximide treatment of V5-Rexl transfected wild type and Rnfl2-/- ESCs, indicate a 
strong increase in the half life (tl/2) of REX l in Rnf12-l- ESCs (tl/2 >2hrs) compared to wild
type cells (tl/2 < 0.5hrs) (Figure 3D). Also, the REXl protein level is down-regulated more 
effectively with an increasing dose of RNF12, as detected in HEK293 cells co-transfected 
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with a fixed concentration of V5-Rexl and an increasing concentration of FLAG-Rnfl2 
expression vectors (Figure 3E). We previously found that male (as well as female) ESC 
lines stably over-expressing Rnf12 show ectopic XCI [174]. To determine if over
expression of Rnf12 would also affect the REX! level, we stably introduced a BAC 
covering Rnf12 into male ESCs, resulting in ectopic XCI at day 3 of differentiation 
(Supplementary Figure 6C). When undifferentiated, these clones show a lower level of 
REX!, which confirms that over-expression of RNF!2 in male cells lowers REX! stability 
(Supplementary Figure 6C). qPCR analysis showed that Xist is up-regulated in ESCs 
transiently over-expressing wild type RNF12, which is not observed using mutant RNF12, 
demonstrating that an intact RING-finger is required for initiation of XCI (Supplementary 
Figure 6D). 

For RNFI2 to function as an XCI-activator through degradation of REX!, REX! 
could either repress Xist or activate Tsix. Indeed, a recent ChiP-qPCR study identified 
REXl recruitment to the Tsix regulatory element DXPas34, which was found to be 
important for effective elongation of RNA polymerase II [989]. To identify all binding sites 
of REXI in the region encompassing Xist and Tsix, we performed ChiP-seq analysis on 
undifferentiated FLAG-V5-Rexl female ESCs. This analysis confirmed enrichment for 
previously published REX! binding sequences in Tsix [989], and showed specific REX! 
binding sites in the Xist promoter and promoter distal region (Figure 3F), although REX! 
recruitment to the Xist promoter was detected only in the presence of MG 132. The observed 
genome-wide REX1 peaks revealed a highly enriched consensus binding motif (Figure 
3G). Recruitment of REX! to Xist and Tsix was also detectable, but less prominent in the 
absence of MGI32 (Supplementary Figure 7). This result may explain why REX! 
recruitment to Xist was not detected in a previous study [989] which did not include the use 
of proteasome inhibitors. Our results indicate that REX1 may perform a dual function, in 
the repression of Xist and the activation of Tsix. 

To elucidate the role of REX! in XCI, we analyzed XCI in day-3-differentiated 
Rexl +I- male ESCs [998] and control male ESCs. As expected, we found a small 
percentage of male control cells that contained Xist clouds (1% ), detected with Xist RNA
FISH. In contrast, as many as 7.5% of the Rex] +I- male cells showed Xist clouds, hence 
initiation of XCI, supporting a dose-dependent role for REX 1 in repression of XCI (Figure 
4A, B). We next analyzed the female ESC lines over-expressing FLAG-V5-tagged REX! 
and determined the percentage of cells that initiated XCI after 3 days of differentiation, by 
Xist RNA-FISH. For both REX! over-expressing lines (Rexl_3 and Rexl_ll) we detected 
a severely reduced number of cells with an Xist coated Xi, compared to wild-type female 
cells (Figure 4C, D), indicating a strong inhibition of XCL Rnf12-l- cells showed no Xist 
clouds, consistent with our previous studies [911]. To test whether the XCI phenotype in 
Rnf12-l- ESCs was directly related to the resulting increased REX! level we performed 
Rex] knock-down experiments in Rnfl2-l- ESCs. A reduction in Rex] expression by more 
than 50%, 3 days after transient transfection of a Rexl shRNA vector, resulted in a more 
than 5-fold induction of Xist, in agreement with a mechanism in which REXl acts 
downstream of RNFI2 to activate XCI (Figure 4E). Next we analyzed the RNA expression 
level of Rex], Xist and Tsix by qPCR in undifferentiated and day-3-differentiated wild-type 
and Rexl over-expressing ESC lines. In the latter cells, Rex] mRNA expression was 2.8-
4.5-fold up-regulated before differentiation, followed by partial down-regulation at day 3 of 
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differentiation due to silencing of endogenous Rex] and reduced expression of the 
trans gene (Figure 4F). qPCR analysis of differentiation and pluripotency markers provided 
evidence that the Rexl over-expressing ESC lines undergo proper differentiation, which 
implies that the XCI phenotype is not a consequence of a differentiation defect 
(Supplementary Figure 8). Our analysis also indicated that Tsix expression was slightly 
up-regulated in undifferentiated REX 1 over-expressing compared to wild type cells. 
Expression of Tsix was down-regulated at day 3 of differentiation, but was still higher than 
in wild type cells, consistent with our combined Xist/Tsix RNA-FISH analysis and 
supporting a role for REX! in activation of Tsix (Figure 4F and Supplementary Figure 9). 
In contrast, up-regulation of Xist expression during differentiation was markedly reduced in 
the cells over-expressing REX! (Figure 4F and Supplementary Figure 9). Our ChiP-seq 
data showing REX 1 binding in the Xist regulatory regions, and genetic studies also 
indicated that Xist is under direct control of RNF!2 [911]. To test a direct action on Xist 
independent of Tsix in more detail, we transiently transfected male ESCs harboring a non
functional Tsix stop allele with a Rexl expression vector. This Rexl over-expression 
resulted in suppression of Xist, providing further evidence for a Tsix independent pathway 
in the repression of Xist by REX! (Figure 4G). We next performed luciferase assays with a 
luciferase reporter gene linked to the Xist promoter alone (Xist-luc), or including the distal 
region covering the REXl recruitment sites in Xist exonl (Xist-2p-Iuc). The constructs were 
transiently transfected into female wild-type cells, two Rex] over-expression ESC lines, and 
Rnfl2-l- ESCs, and luciferase activity was measured at day 3 of differentiation. We found 
that both reporter constructs were down-regulated in the female Rnfl2-!- and Rex! over
expression cell lines compared to a wild-type control female cell line (Figure 4H). 

Figure 4: continued 
A) Xist RNA-FISH (FITC) on day-3-differentiated WT and Rext+l- male ESCs. B) Quantification of Xist 
clouds in A (n> 1 00, error bars represent 95% Wilson confidence interval). C) Xist RNA-FISH (FITC) on 
day-3-differentiated female WT, Rext over-expressing clones 1_3 and L 11, and Rnf12-/- ESCs. D) 
Top panel: nuclear extracts of WT, transgenic FLAG-V5-REX1 lines 3 and 11 and Rnf12-/- ESCs were 
immunoblotted with REX1 antibody (open triangle: endogenous REX1, closed triangle: FLAG-V5-
REX1 ). ACTIN was used as a loading control. Bottom panel: quantification of Xist clouds in C (n>200). 
Average percentage of cells with Xist clouds is shown. E) Xist and Rext qPCR analysis of Rnf12-/
ESCs 72h after transfection with a Rext shRNA construct or a control vector. F) qPCR analysis of 
Rext, Xist and Tsix expression in undifferentiated and day-3-differentiated WT and the Rex1_3 and 
Rex1_11 clones. G) qPCR analysis of Rext and Xist expression in day-3-differentiated male Tsix-stop 
ESCs, after transient transfection with a Rext or control (mock) expression vector. H) Upper panel, 
schematic representation of constructs used in the luciferase reporter assay: empty vector, Xist 
promoter (Xist-luc) and Xist promoter+ proximal part of exon 1 (Xist-2p-luc) constructs. Lower panel: 
luciferase activity of the different constructs in WT, Rex1_3 and Rex1_11 clones, and Rnf12-l- female 
ESCs, tranfected with the corresponding reporter constructs and differentiated for 3 days. All data in 
(D,E,F,G and H) represent the average ± s.d (n = 3). I) The XCI regulatory network. Prior to 
differentiation of ESCs Xist is repressed by Tsix dependent and independent mechanisms, regulated by 
different factors. The RNF12 protein level is low leading to repression of Xist and activation of Tsix, 
respectively. Upon differentiation, the RNF12 nuclear protein concentration increases, resulting in an 
enhanced rate of degradation of REX1 and subsequent activation of Xist. J) Phylogenetic tree, showing 
the presence or absence of XCI, Xist, Rnf12, Yy1 and Rext in different species (n.d., not determined, 
n.a. not applicable). 
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Down-regulation was more prominent for the Xist-2p-luc construct in all cell lines, 
suggesting that REX I represses Xist through the Xist promoter and its do\vnstream region. 
Taken together with the previous findings [989], we suggest that REX I inhibits XCI by 
repression of Xist, and by activation of Tsix. This leads to a model in which, upon ESC 
differentiation or during development, an increased RNF12 concentration results in a 
decrease in the nuclear REXl concentration. Because RNF\2 is X-encoded, this effect will 
be more pronounced in differentiating female cells compared to male cells, allmving de
repression of Xist in female cells only (Figure 41). 

Recently, Rex/ homozygous knockout ESCs and mice have been generated [997, 
999]. Although no effect on XCI has been reported, Rex 1-1- embryos were born at a sub
Mendel ian ratio [999]. From the present study, we would expect that the threshold for 
initiation of XCI might be lower, in both male and female Rexl-1- embryos compared to 
wild-type embryos, resulting in aberrant initiation of XCI. The fact that some live Rex/-1-
offspring was generated, indicates that additional factors, possibly acting downstream or 
independent of RNF12, exert control over the XCI process. Interestingly, Rex! is present 
only in placental mammals, representing a retro-transposed copy of Yyl, a gene also 
implicated in the regulation of XCI [I 000] (Figure 4J). Rex I is not present in marsupials, 
which also lack Xist mediated XCI. This suggests co-evolution of Xist and Rex I in 
conjunction with the appearance of an XCI mechanism which requires Xist. In contrast to 
REX I, we found that YY I expression is not up-regulated in Rn/12-1- cells (Figure 3B). Co
immunoprecipitation experiments using HEK293 cells indicate that YY I and RNF12 
interact (Supplementary Figure 10), but YYI is not ubiquitinated by RNF12. Although 
our findings do not preclude a role for RNFI2 mediated control of YYI they clearly 
emphasize that the RNF12-mediated control of REX I concerns a specitic interplay, which 
does not occur between RNF 12 and YY I, vvhich evolved after a retro-transposition event 
generated the Rex! retrogene. We propose that the origin of Rex/ has played a key role in 
the evolution of random XCI in placental mammals. 
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Methods Summary 
REX I was identified as an RNF 12 interaction partner by mass spectrometry analysis on 
FLAG affinity puri fled FLAG-RNF 12, isolated from nuclear extracts of day 3 
differentiated FLAG-Rnfl2 transgenic ESC lines treated with the proteasome inhibitor 
(MG 132). Protein purification and mass spectrometry analysis were done as described in 
[1001]. For the ubiquitination assay in HEK293 cells, the cells were transiently transfected 
with polyethylenimine (PEl) (Polysciences Inc.) with the indicated expression vectors. The 
REX I ChiP and ChiP-sequencing (ChiP-seq) experiments were performed as described in 
[I 002] with minor modifications. RNA-FISH was performed as described in [ 179]. For the 
luciferase reporter assay, ESCs were transfected with the indicated vectors, using 
lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). Firefly and Renilla luciferase activity were measured 
using a Duai-Luciferase reporter assay system (Promega). A full description of the methods 
can be found in the Supplementary Information. 
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Supplementary Information 

Methods 
Plasm ids and antibodies 
The coding sequences of Rnf/2, Rex! and Yyl were amplified from mouse ESC eDNA and 
cloned into a TOPO blunt vector (Invitrogen). RNF12H 569

A.csnA and RNFI2dcllOaa amino 
acid mutants were generated by PCR site-directed mutagenesis. For mammalian expression, 
the wild-type and two mutant Rnf/2 coding sequences were subcloned into pCAG-FLAG, a 
CAG-driven expression vector containing a FLAG-tag (a kind gift from D. van den Berg) 
and pEGFP-N3 (Clontech) vectors; Rex! and Vyl were subcloned into pCAG-FLAG-V5 
and Rex! also into a modified pCherry-CI vector (kind gifts from H. Lans). Rex! eDNA 
and Rnf/2 eDNA and truncated forms were subcloned into pGEX-6P-I (GE Healthcare) 
vector for expression in bacteria. For the Rex! knock down experiments, a mouse Rex! 
shRNA sequence ACGGAGAGCTCGAAACTAA [989] was cloned into pSuper-GFP-Neo 
(Oligoengine) and a pSuper-GFP-Neo-control-shRNA was used as a control. 
For the !uciferase reporter constructs, DNA fragments containing the REX 1 bindlng sites 
within the Xist promoter alone (Xist-luc, nt -548 to +47) or including the Xist promoter 
distal region (Xist-luc-2p, nt -548 to +2161) were amplified by PCR and cloned into the 
promoterless pGL4.1 0 [luc2] vector (Promega). All constructs were checked by DNA 
sequencing. Antibodies used were against VS (Invitrogen), Flag-M2 (Sigma), NANOG 
(Calbiochem), OCT4 (Santa Cruz), SOX2 (R&D systems), REX I (Abeam and Santa Cruz), 
SUZI2 (Upstate), RNFI2 (Abnova), YYI (Santa Cruz), Ubiquitin (Enzo) and ~-ACTIN 
(Sigma). 

Cell culture and DNA transfection 
Mouse ESCs were grown and differentiated as previously described [179]. FLAG-Rnf/2 
and FLAG-VS-Rex I transgenic ESC lines \Vere generated by electroporation of Rnfl 2+/
[174] and wild-type female ESC lines Fl 2-1 (129/Sv-Cast/Ei), with pCAG-FLAG-Rnf/2 
or pCAG-FLAG-V5 vectors followed by puromycin selection. Fl 2-1, Fl 2-3 (129/Sv
Cast/Ei), 1.3 (16xms2), Rnj/2+1-, and Rnf/2-1- ESC lines have been described [174, 911]. 
Male 1.3 Rnfl 2 over-expressing ESC lines were generated as described in Jonkers et al. 
[!74]. The E l4tg2a control and Rex! +I- male ESC line with a gene trap insertion in intron 
3 of Rex! has been previously characterized [998], and was obtained from BayGenomics 
(gene trap clone no. XB238). ESCs were transfected using lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen), 
according to the manufacturer's instructions. For the Rex I knock-down experiments, Rnfl 2-
1- ESCs were transfected with pSuper-GFP-Neo Rex I shRNA or control vectors and after 
24 h GFP positive cells were sorted by FACS and 48 h later cells were harvested for RNA 
isolation. HEK293 cells were cultured under standard conditions in DMEM (Dulbecco's 
modified Eagle's medium) supplemented with I 0% (v/v) FCS (fetal calf serum) and 
penicillin-streptomycin, and transfected with polyethylenimine (PEl) (Polysciences Inc.). 
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Nuclear extract preparation 
Unless otherwise indicated, cells were treated with proteasome inhibitor ( 15 J-Un MG 132, 
Sigma) for 3 h before harvesting. We also tested the effect of the proteasome inhibitor 
epoxomicin (I J..LM). ESCs and HEK293 cells were scraped from the culture dishes in ice 
cold PBS plus protease inhibitor (Roche). Embryoid bodies (EBs) grown in suspension, 
were collected by centrifugation, and washed twice in ice-cold PBS plus protease inhibitor. 
Nuclear extracts were prepared as described in [ l 003] but instead of dialysed, were diluted 
1:1 with buffer 0 (20 mM Hepes pH 7.6, 20% glycerol, 1.5 mM MgCI2, 0.2 mM EDTA, 
0.5 mM DTT, 15 !JM MGI32 and protease inhibitors). To confirm phosphorylation of 
RNF\2, female ESCs nuclear extracts were incubated for 30 min at 30°C in the presence or 
absence oflambda protein phosphatase (New England Biolabs). 

Protein purification and mass spectrometry 
Protein purification and mass spectrometry analysis were done essentially as described in 
[1001]. Briefly, nuclear extract from Flag-Rnf/2 ESCs at day 3 of differentiation or FLAG
V5-Rex/ undifferentiated ESCs were incubated with Flag M2 antibody-agarose beads 
(Sigma) for 3 hours at 4°C, in the presence of Benzonase (Novagen). Bound proteins were 
eluted with Flag-tripeptide (Sigma). Elutions were pooled by TCA precipitation, proteins 
were separated by SDS-PAGE and the gel was stained with the colloidal blue staining kit 
(Invitrogen). Mass spectrometry analysis was performed on a capillary liquid 
chromatography system (Nanoflov.,, LC-MS/MS II 00 series; Agilent Technologies) 
coupled to a mass spectrometer (LTQ-Orbitrap; Thenno Fisher Scientific). 

GST pull-down assays 
Recombinant GST-Rexl, GST-Rnf/2 full-length eDNA and the truncated terms were 
expressed at 20°C overnight in E. coli BL21 (Invitrogen). Cells were harvested and flash
trozen. 50 mL lysis buffer (25 mM Hepes pH 7.6, I 0% glycerol, 0.5 M NaCI, 0.01% NP-
40mM, 4 mM DTT, 2.5 mM MgCI2, 50 ,uM ZnCI2, 0.15 mg/ml lysozyme and protease 
inhibitors) was added per litre of culture. After sonication, soluble GST fusion proteins 
were bound to glutathione-sepharose beads (GE Healthcare) and analyzed by Coomassie 
staining. For in vitro binding assays, the GST tag was removed from the GST-REXI fusion 
protein though enzymatic digestion with PreScission Protease (GE Healthcare). 
RNF12-bound beads were equilibrated in butTer 100 (20 mM Hepes pH 7.6, 10% glycerol, 
I 00 mM KCI, 1.5 mM MgC12, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.02% NP40, 0.5 mM DTT, protease 
inhibitors) and incubated for 2 hours at 4°C in the presence of Benzonase (Novagene) with 
nuclear extracts of HEK293 cells transiently expressing V5-tagged Rex I protein, or with 
0.5 ug recombinant REXl protein. Nuclease Benzonase was added to the extract to shO\v 
DNA-independence of the REX 1-RNF 12 interaction. Bound proteins were eluted with 
sample buffer and analyzed by immunoblotting. 

lmmunoprecipitation 
Undifferentiated female and male ESC nuclear extracts were incubated for 2 h with REX! 
antibody or control rabbit lgG (Santa Cruz), followed by addition of protein A Sepharose 
(Amersham) for 1 h. After washing, bound proteins were eluted with SDS sample buffer 
and analysed by immunoblotting with RNF 12 and REX I antibodies. 
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Ubiquitination assays 
For the ubiquitination assay in HEK293 cells, the cells grown in 1 0-cm dishes were 
transiently transfected for 48 h with 2 ~g \Vild-type or mutant Rn.f/2 expression vectors, in 
the absence or presence of 2 )lg V5-tagged Rex/ or Yyl expression vectors. Where 
indicated, cells were treated with proteasome inhibitor MGI32 (15 J.LM for 3 h, Sigma) or 
epoxomicin (1 JlM for 6h, Sigma) before harvesting. Cells were collected by scraping in ice 
cold PBS and nuclear extracts were prepared as described above. To detect protein 
expression, I 0% of the nuclear extracts were used for immunoblotting with antibodies 
against REX!, YYI or RNF12, and ACTIN was used as a loading control. To recover V5-
tagged REX I and YYI, 15 J.LI of V5 antibody-agarose beads (Sigma) were added to the 
nuclear extracts and the mixture was rotated for 1.5 h at 4 oc. The beads were vvashed with 
buffer 150 (20 mM Hepes pl-1 7.6, 10% glycerol, 150 mM KCI, 1.5 mM MgCI2, 0.2 mM 
EDTA, 0.02% NP40, 0.5 mM DTT, protease inhibitors). Bound proteins were eluted with 
sample buffer and visualized by immunoblotting. Co-immunoprecipitated RNFI2 was 
detected with RNF 12 antibody and poly-ubiquitinated REX I with V5 and Ub antibodies. 
The in vitro ubiquitination assay was carried out by adding recombinant REX I (I )lg), 
GST-Rn/12 wild-type or mutant (0.5 J.Lg), El (55 ng UBEl, Boston Biochem), E2 (300 ng 
UbcH5a, Boston Biochem) and Hi s-Ub (2 ug, Sigma) to ubiquitination buffer (50 mM Tris 
pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCI, 5 mM MgCI,2 mM ATP, I mM DTT and protease inhibitors) to a 
final volume of 30 JlL The reactions were incubated at 30 oc for 1 h, terminated by boiling 
for 5 min with sample buffer, and resolved by SDS-PAGE gel followed by immunobloting 
with anti-Rex 1 antibody. 

Quantitative real-time PCR 
Total RNA was extracted by using Trizol (Invitrogen) and then reverse transcribed by with 
Superscript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer1s 
instructions. Real-time PCR was performed using SYBR Green (Sigma) in a CFX384 real
time PCR machine (Bio-Rad). Actin was used as a normalization control. All qPCR data 
represents the mean ± s.d. of triplicate samples performed on eDNA isolated from three 
independent experiments. The primer sequences used for qPCR are listed in the 
Supplementary Table 3, and Supplementary Table 2 list the primers used for ChiP
qPCR. 

Immunofluorescence staining 
ESCs were grown on coverslips without feeders and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 
l 0 min at room temperature. Subsequently, cells were penneabilized with 0.4% Triton X-
1 00 in PBS for I 0 min at RT and blocked with I 0% goat serum in PBST (PBS with 0.05% 
Tween 20) for 30 min at RT. The covers lips were incubated with REXl antibody overnight 
at 4°C. After washing with PBST, cells were incubated with the secondary antibody, Alexa 
Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit lgG (Molecular Probes) for 1 hour at RT. After a final wash with 
PBS, covers! ips were mounted with Vectashield Plus DAPI (Vector Laboratories). Images 
were acquired using a fluorescence microscope (Axioplan2; Carl Zeiss). 
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RNA-FISH 
RNA-FISH was performed as described in [I 79] with minor modifications. Pre-plated 
female ESCs were seeded on gelatin-coated coverslips without feeders in EB differentiation 
media (IMDM + Glutamax (GIBCO), 15% FCS, 50 ~gi~I ascorbic acid, NEAA, penicillin
streptomycin, 37.8 ,LLlll monothioglycero! (97%)). At day three of differentiation, cells were 
fixed and subjected to RNA-FISH. Xist clouds vvere counted for three different covers] ips 
per cell line analyzed. The Xist probe was a 5.5kb Bglli eDNA fragment covering Xist ex on 
3-7. The Tsix probe was a 5.] kb Sall-Sacll fragment of Tsix intron 3. 

ChiP and ChiP-sequencing 
The ChiP and ChiP-sequencing (ChiP-seq) experiments were performed as described 
[I 002] with minor modifications. Briefly, female ESCs expressing V5-tagged REX I and 
control wild-type ESCs were grown witl1out feeders to 80% confluence (3·1 07 cells per 
ChiP or 1·1 08 cells per ChiP-seq). For ChiP-seq and ChiP (where indicated), the cells were 
treated for 3 h with proteasome inhibitor (15 ~tm MGI32, Sigma) before chromatin was 
cross-linked for lO min at RT with l% formaldehyde. The cross-linking reaction was 
stopped by addition of 0.125 M glycine. Sonicated chromatin was immunoprecipitated with 
60 fll of pre-blocked VS antibody-agarose beads (Sigma) for each ChiP-seq. Purified ChiP
DNA was prepared for sequencing on a Hi Seq 2000 sequencer (lllumina). 
The data was analyzed using a combination of bioconductor packages (Shortread, ChiP
Seq, and MACS). lllumina reads (36bp) were aligned against the mouse genome (A1. 
musculus NCB! build 37) using Solexa Genome Analyzer ELAND Software. Aligned reads 
were imported, filtered, normalized and coverage was calculated using Shortread and ChiP
Seq packages. The resulting coverage graph was visualized using the USCS Genome 
Browser. The significance of peaks was calculated using MACS package. Peaks with a fold 
change of>=4 and fdr<=O.OOI were taken as significant. 

Luciferase reporter assay 
ESCs were seeded into 24-we!l plates in differentiation medium and after 24 h transfected 
with 0.8 ).lg of the indicated vectors, using lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). To normalize 
for transfection efficiency, a GL4.74 (hluc/TK) vector (Promega) expressing Renilla 
luciferase was co-transfected. Firefly and Renilla luciferase activity were measured 48 h 
post-transfection using a Dual-Luciferase reporter assay system (Promega) according to 
manufacturer's instructions. Three independent experiments were performed in triplicate, 
and the data are shown as the mean± s.d. 
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Supplementary Figure 1: Purification of FLAG-tagged proteins 

11 

A) Purification of FLAG-RNF12 by FLAG-affinity from nuclear extracts of wild-type (WT) and two FLAG
RNF12 transgenic ESC lines were immunob!otted with RNF12 and FLAG antibodies. Inputs and elution 
fractions from the FLAG-RNF12 and control cell lines are shown. B) Proteins from A were resolved by 
SDS-PAGE and stained with Coomassie. C) Nuclear extracts of WT and two FLAG-V5-REX1 
transgenic ESC lines were immunoblotted with FLAG and V5 antibodies. ACTIN was used as a loading 
control. D) Purification of FLAG-V5-Rex1 by FLAG-affinity from nuclear extracts of WT and two FLAG
V5-REX1 transgenic ESC lines were immunoblotted with FLAG antibody. Inputs and elution fractions 
from the FLAG-V5-REX1 and control cell lines are shown. E) Proteins from D were resolved by 80S
PAGE and stained with Coomassie. f) Nuclear extracts of undifferentiated WT ESC were incubated in 
the presence(+) or absence(-) of APPase and immunoblotted with RNF12 antibody (running positions 
of the unphosphory\ated and phosphorylated forms of WT RNF12 are indicated with u and m). 
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Supplementary Figure 2: Mapping of RNF12-interacting domains with REX1 
A) Schematic representation of GST-RNF12 recombinant protein and the different truncation mutants 
used in B. NLS: nuclear localization signal; RING: RING finger domain. Relative level of binding of the 
different GST-RNF12 mutants to REX1, from the experiment in B, is indicated. B) GST pull-down with 
immobilized WT GST-RNF12 or the indicated truncated recombinant GST-RNF12 proteins from nuclear 
extract of HEK293 cells transfected with a V5-Rex1 expression construct Upper panel: input and bound 
fractions were analysed by immunoblotting with V5 antibody to detect REX1 binding to recombinant 
RNF12. Bottom panel: eluted control GST and the different GST-RNF12 truncated recombinant proteins 
were detected by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie staining. The black dots point to GST and the various 
GST-RNF12 proteins. C) ESCs were transiently transfected with WT RNF12 and the two catalytically 
inactive RNF12 mutants in the presence or absence of the proteasome inhibitor (MG132). "Mock" refers 
to the empty plasmid. Nuclear extracts were prepared and analysed by immunoblotting with RNF12 and 
FLAG antibodies (running position of WT RNF12 and FLAG-RNF12 Is indicated with o,c, the 
phosphorylated forms with 111,e)_ ACTIN was used as a loading control. 
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Supplementary Figure 3: Expression analysis of RNF12-GFP and REX1-Cherry in transgenic 
HEK293 cells 
A), B), HEK293 cells seeded in a 12 well plate were transfected to test the expression constructs, with 
0.6 f-19 of REX1-Cherry fusion expression vector A or 1.8 J..l9 of WT or catalytically inactive mutant 
RNF12-GFP expression vectors, B. C) FACS analysis of HEK293 cells transfected with REX1-Cherry 
only. D) Upper panels show FACS analysis of HEK293 cells transfected with a RNF12-GFP vector, or 
two mutant RNF12-GFP fusion constructs. Bottom panels show the FACS profile of HEK293 cells co
transfected with REX1-Cherry in combination with either WT RNF12-GFP, or two different mutants 
RNF12-GFP. Shown inC and Dis Cherry expression on theY-axis, and GFP expression on the X-axis. 
The gated fractions represent the GFP positive, Cherry-high and Cherry-low cell populations. 
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Supplementary Figure 4: REX1 ubiquitination assay in HEK293 cells 

" 

Left bottom panels show nuclear protein extracts of HEK293 cells co-transfected with the indicated 
expression constructs for V5-REX1, WT RNF12, or the catalytically inactive RNF12H569

A.cs?2A mutant 
lmmunoblots were probed with the indicated antibodies. Right bottom panels show the same 
transfections, but cells were treated with 1 1-1M epoxomicin for 6 hours before protein harvest Upper 
panels, V5-tagged REX1 was immunoprecipitated with anti-V5 agarose beads and analysed by 
immunoblotting to detect the poly-ubiquitinated REX1 with V5 and ubiquitin antibodies. RNF12 co
immunoprecipitated with REX1 was detected wlth RNF12 antibody. 
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Supplementary Figure 5: REX1 is polyubiquitinated by RNF12 
A) V5-affinity purification from nuclear extracts of HEK293 cells co-transfected with Rnf12 and V5-Rex1 
expression constructs or Rnf12 only in the controL 48 hours after transfection, cells were treated with 
MG132 for 3 hours before protein harvest Purified proteins were resolved on a SDS-PAGE gel and 
stained with Coomassie. Putative bands representing RNF12, REX1 and poly-ubiquitinated REX1 are 
indicated. B) Sequences of the REX1-ubiquitinated peptides, identified by mass spectrometry, with the 
diglycine-modified lysine highlighted in red. Mass spectrometry analysis was done as described in the 
Methods section, with the modification that 02-iodoacetamide was used as alkylating agent to block 
cysteine residues. C) Amino acid sequence of mouse REX1. Highlighted in alternating black and grey 
are the peptides theoretically obtainable after trypsin digestion. Underlined are the peptides actually 
detected by mass spectrometry. Putative target lysines for ubiquitination are indicated in red. Green
shaded regions mark the four zinc finger domains and (*) marks the residues known to bind DNA. D) 
Table shows the ubiquitin sequence with the seven lysine residues highlighted in red and the 
polyubiquitin linkages that were present in the V5-REX1-RNF12 sample. 
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Supplementary Figure 6: RNF12 and REX1 protein levels show a reciprocal correlation 
A) RNF12, REX1, YY1, NANOG and SUZ12 protein levels were compared by immunoblotting of 
nuclear extracts from undifferentiated WT, Rnf12-l- and Rnf12+/- female ESCs in the absence or 
presence of MG132. ACTIN was used as a loading control. B) WT and Rnf12-/- female ESCs have a 
similar Rex1 mRNA level. Rex1 expression was analysed by qPCR in WT and Rnf12-l- undifferentiated 
ESCs and at day 3 of differentiation. C) Nuclear extracts of wild-type and Rnf12 transgenic male ESC 
lines 15 and 21 were immunoblotted with REX1 and RNF12 antibodies. ACTIN served as a loading 
controL Bottom panels show the percentage of cells with Xist clouds at day 3 of differentiation, and the 
total number of cells counted for each cell line. D) Male ESCs transiently transfected with an empty 
vector, or vectors expressing WT or two mutant forms of RNF12 were differentiated for 3 days. Xist 
RNA and Rnf12 expression was determined by qPCR. All data represent the average expression± s.d. 
(n = 3) 
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Supplementary Figure 7: Detailed view and confirmation of REX1 binding sites in the Xist-Tsix 
region 
Upper panel: REX1 binding pattern in the Xist!Tsix genomic region in female ESCs, as determined by 
V5-REX1 ChiP-sequencing. Identified sequence reads were plotted relative to genomic location and 
visualized using UCSC Genome Browser. Location and transcription start sltes (arrows) of the Tsix and 
Xist loci are indicated. Middle panels: higher magnification of the REX1 binding profile around the 
DXPas34 region and the Tsix start site (left) or the Xist start site (right). Distance from the Xist 
transcriptional start site is indicated in kbs and genomic areas amplified in the V5-REX1 ChiP 
experiments (lower panels) are indicated by a red dot and the letters A to 0. Lower panels: V5-REX1 
ChiP using V5-REX1 expressing ESCs or control ESCs in the presence or absence of MG132. Relative 
enrichment over the Amylase negative control genomic region is indicated. Amplified regions are 
indicated in the middle panels, and the distance (in kbs) of the amplified regions from the Xist start site 
is indicated. All data represent the average expression± s.d. (n = 3). 
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Supplementary Figure 8: Expression analysis of Rex1 over-expression ESC lines 
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A) lmmunoblots with nuclear extracts of undifferentiated WT and Rex1 over-expression cell lines 3 and 
11 detecting OCT4, NANOG, and SOX2. ACTIN was used as a loading control. B), C) Quantitative
PeR analysis of plur"1potency markers Oct4, Sox2, Nanog, Klf2, Kff4 and Dax1, and d-Ifferentiation 
markers, Fgf5, Otx2, Nestin and Eames in undifferentiated and day-3-differentiated WT and the Rex1_3 
and Rex1_11 clones_ Shown is the average expression± s.d. (n = 3). 
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Supplementary Figure 9: Xist and Tsix expression in wild type and REX1-over-expression cell 
lines 
A) Xist and Tsix RNA-FISH (bottom panel: Tsix in rhodamine; middle panel: Xist in FlTC; top panel: 
merged Xist-Tsix signals and DNA stained with DAPI) on day-3-differentiated female WT, two Rex1 
over-expressing transgenic ESC lines and Rnf12-l- ESCs. B) Quantification of the Xist and Tsix RNA
FISH experiment described in A. C) The percentage of Tsix positive and negative alleles within the 
fraction of Xist negative alleles described in A. Shown is relative percentage of all observed 
combinations of Xist and Tsix expression (n > 100 per cellllne). 
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Supplementary Figure 10: RNF12 binds but does not ubiquitinate YY1 
Ubiquitinaf1on assay ·m HEK293 cells, left bottom panels show nuclear protein extracts of HEK293 cells 
co-transfected with the indicated expression constructs encoding V5-YY1, V5-REX1, WT RNF12, or a 
catalytically inactive RNF12 mutant. lmmunoblots were probed with the indicated antibodies. Right 
bottom panels show the same transfections, but in the presence of MG132. Upper panels, V5-tagged 
REX1 or V5-YY1 were immunoprecipitated with anti-V5 agarose beads and analysed by immunoblotting 
to detect the poly-ubiqultinated forms, if present, with V5 and ubiquitin antibodies. RNF12 co
immunoprecipitated with REX1 or YY1 was detected with RNF12 antibody. 
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Abstract 

D osage compensation of X-!inked genes in placental mammals is accomplished by 
random inactivation of one X chromosome in female XX cells. X chromosome 

inactivation (XCI) is initiated by up-regulation and cis-spreading of X-encoded Xist RNA 
along the inactive X chromosome (Xi). The X-encoded XCI-activator RNF 12 directs dose
dependent trans-activation of Xist, possibly assisted by direct interaction of the X 
chromosomes in the form of X-pairing. Here we show that XCI is initiated without all 
known X-linked elements required for X-pairing, and in male nuclei of XX-XY 
heterokaryons, indicating that XCI is regulated by trans-acting diffusible factors. The 
continuous presence of RNF\2 is found to be required for establishment of the Xi, and the 
cis-acting elements Jpx, Ftx and Xpr lower the RNFI2 threshold for Xist activation. Our 
results support the presence of a cis-X inactivation center (cis-XIC) encompassing all the 
elements regulating Xist in cis, and a trans-XIC covering all trans-acting activators of XCI. 

Introduction 
Evolution of the heterologous X and Y sex chromosomes has confronted mammalian 
species with a need for dosage compensation of X-encoded genes in female XX cells, 
which is achieved by inactivation of one of the two X chromosomes. In mouse, two forms 
of X chromosome inactivation (XCI) are found. Early cleavage stage female mouse 
embryos display an imprinted form of inactivation of the paternally inherited X 
chromosome. This is maintained in the extra-embryonic tissues, but the paternal X is 
reactivated in the inner cell mass of the blastocyst, after which random inactivation of either 
the paternal or maternal X chromosome is initiated around day 5.5 of female embryonic 
development. The inactive state of the Xi is stable and clonally propagated. Two 
overlapping X-I inked, non-coding and cis-acting genes~ Xist and T.six, play key roles in 
initiation of XCI in the mouse. Xis! is up-regulated on the future inactive X chromosome 
(Xi), and the transcribed Xist RNA coats the Xi in ci.'l·, thereby attracting chromatin 
modifying complexes involved in silencing [84-85]. Tsix is a negative regulator of Xist, 
generating transcripts in antisense direction and in conflict with Xist transcription, which 
prevents XCI of the future active X chromosome (Xa) early during development [118, 136]. 

Xist and T.<>ix represent the master switch locus regulated by cis- and trans
acting regulatory elements and genes involved in the repression or activation of XCI. 
Chromatin conformation capture studies indicated that Xist and T.<>ix are embedded in two 
distinct topological associated domains (TAOs) of 500 and 200 kb respectively [I 004]. 
Interestingly, Xist and Tsix positive regulatory genes and elements reside within the TAD 
that harbors the gene they regulate. Two non-coding genes Xite and Tsx are located within 
the Tsix TAD, and gene ablation experiments indicated that these genes promote Tsix 
expression in cis [ 136, I 005]. Mutation of two other non-coding genes Jpx and Ftx, residing 
within the Xist TAD, revealed these genes to be involved in the activation of Xist [1 006-
1 007]. The Xist and Tsix TAOs are separated by a boundary element, involved in CTCF 
recruitment, and removal of this boundary results in partial merging of both interaction 
domains and dysregulation of XCI [I 004, I 008]. These studies underscore the important 
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roles of the higher order chromatin structure as well as cis-interactions of elements and 
genes in the activation of Xis! or Tsix. However, it is important to note that the cis
interacting landscape cannot distinguish between male XY and female XX cells. In 
contrast, trans-acting factors are instrumental in the determination of the number of X 
chromosomes present in a nucleus, and subsequent initiation of XCI if more than one X is 
present per diploid genome [179, 91 0]. Trans-acting factors can be separated in two classes, 
inhibitors and activators of XCI. In models described before [91 0, 987], XCI-inhibitors are 
autosomally encoded and repress Xist, whereas activators of XCI are X-Jinked and promote 
Xist expression. In addition to exerting control over Xist, the actions of some of these 
inhibitors and activators include reciprocal actions on Tsix. 

XCI is closely linked to loss of pluripotency towards cell differentiation. The 
pluripotency-associated factors NANOG, OCT4, REX I, SOX2 and KLF4 have been 
identified as XCI-inhibitors in mouse ES cells, involved in repression of Xis! [191], or 
activation of Tsix [ 186, 989]. In addition, the ubiquitously expressed transcriptional 
regulators YY l and CTCF were reported to suppress XCI by activation of T.'iix, through 
binding to the cis-acting positive element DXPas34 [193]. It is likely that XCI is blocked in 
undifferentiated ES cells and in the peri-implantation mouse embryo through different 
pathways acting in parallel, but converging to suppress Xis! RNA production and 
accumulation. Autosomally-encoded gene products will be expressed at equal levels in 
female and male cells, and hence wil! not be sufficient to accomplish initiation of XCI 
exclusively in female cells. Rather, this requires X-encoded activators which can reach a 
higher expression level in undifferentiated female cells with two active X chromosomes, 
compared to XY male cells. Recently, we identified X-encoded RNF12 as an XCI-activator 
[ 174, 911]. The Rnf/2 gene is located just 500 kb upstream of Xis!, which is relevant 
because this location may ensure rapid silencing of Rnfl 2 on the future Xi soon after 
initiation of XCI. RNF 12 is an E3 ubiquitin ligase, catalyzing dose dependent breakdown of 
REX I by targeting REX I tor proteasomal degradation in differentiating ES cells [I 009]. In 
undifferentiated ES cells, REX l inhibits Xis! and stimulates Tsix transcription, thereby 
blocking initiation of XCI. One single transgenic copy of Rnfi 2 is sufficient to lower the 
REX 1 protein level, leading to initiation of XCI in a high percentage of transgenic male ES 
cells. Reciprocally, the REX I protein level is up-regulated in Rnfl2~ 1- and Rnfl T 1

- female 
ES cells, resulting in a significant reduction in initiation of XCI. In developing wild type 
mouse embryos or upon ES cell differentiation in culture, RNF 12 expression is up
regulated resulting in breakdown of REX I. This breakdown of REX I is more prominent in 
differentiating female cells, which have two active copies of Rnfl2. This RNF 12/REX I 
mechanism is in ful! agreement with the proposed stochastic nature of the initiation of XCI 
[179], and also explains that bi-allelic initiation of XCI in most cells is prevented by 
spreading of Xist and silencing of XCI-activator genes on the future Xi in cis. 

It is anticipated that full control of the initiation of XCI involves a high level of 
complexity, where new factors and interactions await identification. The presence of XCI
activators acting independent ofRNF12 is indicated by the observation that XCI is initiated 
in some Rn/12'

1
• female ES cells [ 174, 958]. Several non-coding genes and elements, 

located in close proximity to Xist, have been implicated to exert XCI-activator activity. 
These include the non-coding genes Jpx and Ftx, which are up-regulated upon ES cell 
differentiation and partially escape XCI. Deletion of Jpx has been reported to result in a 
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severe loss of XCI, leading to massive cell death [1006]. This phenotype was rescued by 
introduction of a Jpx trans gene, but also by mutating Tsix which interacts with endogenous 
Jpx in cis, supporting a role for Jpx in trans- and in cis-activation of Xist. A deletion of Ftx 
negatively affects expression of both Xist and Jpx, but this has only been analyzed in male 
cells, which impedes making a distinction between cis and trans effects [1007]. Finally, an 
intriguing mechanism was indicated by the identification of the Xpr region and its 
postulated suggested role in pairing of the two X chromosomes at the onset of XCI [ 187]. 
The available evidence indicates that X-pairing might play a role in counting or sensing the 
number of X chromosomes present in a nucleus, but the molecular mechanisms for pairing 
remain elusive. It can be questioned whether pairing is a cause or consequence of XCI. 

In this study, we have addressed the role ofX-pairing in XCI. We find that XCI is 
initiated also in the absence of all elements known to be required for pairing. Moreover, in 
the absence of direct physical interaction of wild type X chromosomes, XCI was still 
initiated, indicating that XCI is regulated by diffusible trans-acting factors. Our studies also 
reveal that Jpx, Ftx and Xpr activate Xist exclusively in cis. This precludes a role for Jpx 
and Ftx as XCI-activators able to distinguish between male and female cells, in contrast to 
X-encoded and trans-acting RNF12. The present results provide evidence for a functional 
division of the X inactivation center in two parts: a cis-acting Xic, involved in cis
regulation of Xist, and a trans-acting Xic, which regulates the XCI initiation process. 

Results 
Cis elements required for activation of Xist 
In previous studies, we have demonstrated that RNF12 activates the initiation of XCI by 
dose-dependent breakdown of REX 1, a transcription factor which takes part in repression 
of Xist and activation of Tsix [174, 911, 1009]. In other words, trans-acting RNF12 
eliminates REXl, leading to activation of Xist. In male cells, the concentration of X
encoded RNF12 (in combination with other trans-acting factors) is insufficient to activate 
Xist. In agreement with this, a single copy of an autosomally-integrated Xist!Tsix BAC 
RP23-338B22 transgene did not initiate autosomal spreading of Xist upon male ES cell 
differentiation (Figure lA, B, C). Enforced expression of RNF12 is sufficient to allow 
activation of Xist and initiation of XCI in male ES cells [174]. To test this for the autosomal 
transgene, we introduced an additional BAC RP24-240J16 transgene covering Rnf12 into 
the Xist/Tsix BAC RP23-338B22 transgenic male cells (Figure lA). Integration and Rnf12 
over-expression was verified by qPCR analysis, and we differentiated the ES cells for 3 
days to analyze Xist expression by RNA-FISH (Figure lD). The Xist/Tsix transgenic ES 
cell line harbors 16 copies of a bacteriophage ms2 repeat sequence allowing distinction 
between the endogenous ms2+ and autosomal Xist (ms2-) RNA sequences. As expected, 
the Rnf12 transgenic Xist/Tsix ES cell lines showed robust Xist accumulation in 3-9% 
(single-copy Rn/12) or 15-42% (multi-copy Rnfl2) of the cells, emanating from the 
endogenous Xist locus. In contrast, we did not observe Xist spreading from the autosomal 
Xist/Tsix BAC transgene (Figure lC and lD). We conclude that the Xist/Tsix BAC RP23-
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Figure 1: XCI in male Xist/Tsix transgenic ES cells 
A) Schematic representation of the region encompassing the known regulators of XCI. The location of 
the Xist and Tsix T ADS, the ms2 repeat sequences in Xist, and the BAGs used for targeting and 
transgenesis experiments are shown below. B) Combined Xist (FITC) and ms2 (Rhodamine Red} RNA· 
FISH on day 3 differentiated male single copy Xist!Tsix transgenic ES cell line nr 4 (DAPI is blue). C) 
Quantification of autosomal and X chromosomal spreading of Xist in day 3 differentiated Xist/Tsix only 
transgenic ES cell lines and quantification of XCI in day 3 differentiated double transgenic Rnf12 
Xist!Tsix ES cell lines generated by Rnf12 transgenesis of Xist!Tsix transgenic ES cell line nr 4. D) 
Combined Xist (FITC) and ms2 (Rhodamine Red} RNA-FISH on day 3 differentiated male Rnf 12-
Xist!Tsixdouble transgenic ES cell line nr 12 (DAPI is blue). 

338B22 transgene lacks important sequences required for the proper activation of Xist. 
BAC RP23-338B22 covers Jpx, but other putative XCI-activator sequences including Ftx 
and Xpr, and also most of the Xist TAD, are missing (Figure lA), which may explain the 
lack of transgene activation. However, there also could be an important role for the 
genomic environment, in the activation of Xist, as is indicated by Y AC transgene studies 
using female ES cells, which have shown that multi-copy but not single-copy Xist/Tsix 
trans genes initiate autosomal Xist spreading [ L 75]. 

Deletion of the Xist chromatin interaction domain 
Chromatin conformation capture studies indicate that Xist is located within a 500 kb 
interaction domain spanning from Xist through to Rnf/2 [ 1004]. To analyze the role of this 
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domain in Xist activation, we generated female ES cell lines lacking the complete Xist 
interaction domain but leaving Xist and a 5 kb upstream region intact. Polymorphic Fl 
Cast/Ei I C57Bl!6 female ES cells were generated containing a conditional C57Bl/6 
Xist21''"+ allele (Figure 2A and 2B). These Xisr1''"+ ES cells were targeted with an Rnfl2 
BAC vector, targeting a Nhel RFLP located in exon 5 of Rnfl2, and introducing a lox 
sequence (Supplementary Figure 2A). All sequences from in between Xist and Jpx up to 
and including Rnfl2 (Jpx, Ftx, the Xpr region, and Rnfl2) were removed by transient 
expression of Cre recombinase, yielding L\(Jpx-Rnf12) in which Xist was still present 
(Figure 2C and Supplementary Figure 1). 

To test whether the L'>(Jpx-Rnfl2) deletion resulted in an XCI phenotype we 
analyzed undifferentiated and embryonic body (EB) differentiated +IL'>(Jpx-Rnfl2) ES 
cells. We did not see a morphological difference or a difference in cell viability and 
proliferation between wild type and +IL'>(Jpx-Rnfl2) undifferentiated and differentiated ES 
cells analyzed at different time points after the start of differentiation, although we found 
some variation between sub-clones (Figure 2D and Supplementary Figure 2B, 2C and 
2D). Previously, we have shown that XCI is reduced in Rnfl2+1

• female ES cells [174, 911]. 
Xist RNA-FISH expression analysis confirms this finding and indicates an even further 
reduction in XCI in +14(Jpx-Rnf12) ES cells at all time points analyzed (Figure 2E and 
2F). Blastocyst injection of the heterozygous f\(Jpx-Rnfl2) female ES cells resulted in 
+IL'>(Jpx-Rnfl2)1male chimaeric mice which expressed Xist (Supplementary Figure 3A 
and 3B). Expression of Xist, measured by qPCR analysis with RNA isolated from different 
organs, was lower than in wild type female control samples but corresponded with ES cell 
contribution to the chimaeric animals (data not shown). These results contrast with findings 
presented in a previous study indicating loss of XCI in Jpx+t- female cells, resulting in 
massive cell death [1006]. This Jpx+l- phenotype could be rescued by introduction of a Jpx 
transgene, suggesting a role of Jpx in trans in the activation of Xist. To test whether the 
effect of the heterozygous L\(Jpx-Rnf12) mutation was cis or trans, we performed allele 
specific RT-PCR analysis on Xist RNA isolated from day 3 differentiated +IL'>(Jpx-Rnf12) 
and wild type female ES cells. In wild type female F1 Cast/Ei I C57Bll6 ES cells, XCI is 
skewed with a preferential inactivation of the C57Bl/6 X chromosome, visible as a 70%-
30% expression ratio of C57Bl/6-Cast/Ei Xist RNA (Figure 2G). In accordance with our 
previous studies [174, 958], Rnf12+!- female ES cells have completely skewed XCI, at the 
present level of detection, in favour of inactivation of the C57Bl/6 X chromosome carrying 
a Mnfl2 deletion (Figure 2G). In these cells inactivation of the wild type Cast/Ei X 
chromosome would lead to a Rnfl2 null cell, which may be selected against, or which may 
not be able to maintain Xist expression due to the absence of RNF12. However, in the 
present +/A(Jpx-Rnf12) cells, we find severe skewing in favour of Xist expression from the 
mutant C57 /Bl/6 X chromosome, but we also detected some expression of Xist from the 
wild type Cast/Ei X chromosome, at day 3 of differentiation (Figure 2G). At different time 
points after initiation of ES cell differentiation of wild type cells and +14(Jpx-Rnf12) cells, 
this partial loss of complete skewing towards Xist expression from the mutant allele is 
detectable during initiation of XCI, at days 3-10 of ES cell differentiation (Figure 2G). 
This finding might point to a repressive role for Jpx, Ftx and Xpr in trans. Alternatively, 
there could be a role for the region encompassing these genes in the activation of Xist in cis. 
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Figure 2: Generation of the +/ll.(Jpx-Rnf12) ES cell line 
A), B) Map showing the location of the primers used to genotype the ES cell clones. C) PCR analysis 
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• ES cell clones after transient Cre expression using primer 
combinations indicated in A and B. D) Pictures of day 3 and day 7 differentiated +IL'>(Jpx-Rnf12) and 
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oxl+ control ES cells. E) Xist RNA-FISH (FITC) on day 5 differentiated +IL'>(Jpx-Rnf12) and Xisf'<>xl+ 
ES cells (DAPI is blue). F) Quantification of relative number of Xist clouds in +IL'>(Jpx-Rnf12), Rnf12"
and wild type ES cells at different time points of differentiation. G) Allele specific expression analysis of 
Xist by amplification of an Xist length polymorphism comparing day 3 differentiated wild type, Rnf12'1. 
and +IL'>(Jpx-Rnf12) ES cells (top panel, C57/BI/6 is black rectangle, Cast/Ei is open rectangle). The 
bottom panel and graph show the relative expression and quantification of Xist emanating from the 
targeted L'>(Jpx-Rnf12) C57/BI/6 allele and wild type Cast/Ei allele analyzed at different time points after 
differentiation. 
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Jpx, Ftx and Xpr act in cis to activate Xist 
To investigate if Jpx, Ftx and Xpr act in cis or in trans to either activate or repress Xis!, 
respectively, we introduced BAC transgenes in +/L'.(Jpx-Rnfl2) ES cells covering Rnf12 
(RP24-240J 16), Xpr (CT-4 74E4), or both Jpx and Ftx (RP23-I OOE I) (Figure I A), Positive 
clones with a transgene insertion were identified by qPCR on genomic DNA of expanded 
clones (data not shown), followed by RT-qPCR analysis to verify transgenic expression of 
Ftx, Jpx and Rnj12 on RNA isolated from day 5 differentiated ES cell clones, We also 
performed RFLP RT-PCR analysis, discriminating between endogenous and transgenic Jpx, 
Ftx, and Rnfl2 expression (Figure 3A, 38 and 3C), S/c/6A2, which overlaps with the Xpr, 
is not expressed in ES cells, precluding verification of these clones by expression analysis, 
but DNA-FISH was performed to confirm the presence of this and the other transgenes 
(Supplementary Figure 4), RT-qPCR analysis of Xist expression in +/L'.(Jpx-Rnf\2) day 5 
differentiated ES cell clones expressing transgenic Xpr, Jpx-Ftx, or R11fl 2 trans genes, 
showed up-regulation of Xist expression only in clones with an Rn.fl 2 transgene integration 
(Figure 3D and Supplementary Figure SA-D)_ Introduction of the Rnfl 2 transgene, as a 
second transgene, into the ,6.(Jpx-Rnfl2) ES cells transgenic for Xpr or Jpx--Ftx resulted in 
up-regulation of Xist in most of these double transgenic ES ceH lines (Supplementary 
Figure 6A and 6B), providing a control excluding negative trans action of Xpr or Jpx-Ftx. 
These results clearly show that Xpr, Jpx and Ftx play a role only in cis, in contrast to Rnfl 2, 
which encodes a true activator of XCI which activates Xis! in tram,". 

Next, we determined the origin of Xist RNA in +/L'.(Jpx-Rnfl2) ES cells harboring 
different Rnfl2 integrations, by RFLP RT -PCR analysis on day 5 of differentiation_ Clearly, 
the Rnjl 2 transgenes induced preferential up-regulation of Xis! expression from the Cast/Ei 
\Vild type X chromosome (Figure 3E). Such an effect was not observed in Xpr and Jpx-Ftx 
transgenic +/4(Jpx-Rnfl2) ES cell lines (Supplementary Figure 6C and 6[)), This result 
provides a strong indication that trans-activation by RNF 12 of Xisr located on the mutant X 
is severely compromised. This is confirmed using the Jpx-Ftx and Xpr transgenic 4(Jpx
Rnfl2) ES cells recued with a Rnjl2. where allele specific RT-PCR detecting Rnfl2 and 
Xist showed preferential up-regulation of Xist emanating from the wild type Cast/Ei X 
chromosome (Supplementary Figure 6E and 6F). 

Next to Xis!, we looked at expression of Tsix, compared to other flanking genes. 
RT -qPCR analysis at different time points of differentiation of +/4(Jpx-Rnfl2) female ES 
cells showed a clear up-regulation of Tsix expression (Figure 3F). In contrast, expression 
of Nap! L2, a gene \Vhich is located centromeric to Xist, within the Tsix TAD, was not 
affected (Figure 3F)_ Down-regulation of Ftx expression in these +/4(Jpx-Rnfl2) ES cells 
(Figure 3F) is explained by loss of one allele. To test whether removal of Tsix transcription 
in cis would restore initiation of XCI on the ,6.(Jpx-Rnf12) allele, \Ve replaced the 
transcriptional start site of Tsix by a mCherry gene and a stop cassette by insertion and 
subsequent loopout of a neo targeting cassette. Proper targeting was verified by RFLP 
mediated gDNA PCR to detect the neo insertion and subsequent loopout (Supplementary 
Figure 7). With RT-qPCR analysis, we found a reduction of Tsix expression in +/L1(Jpx
Rnfi2)-L'.Tsix ES cell lines carrying this deletion (data not shown), Xist RNA-FISH studies 
on two different +/L'.(Jpx-Rnfi2)-L'.Tsix ES cell lines at different time points of 
differentiation showed an almost complete rescue of the XCI phenotype of the +/L'.(Jpx
Rnfl2) cells (Figure 3G), Taken together, the results indicate that activation of Xist and 
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Figure 3: Rnf12, and not Xprand Jpx!Ftx activate XCI in trans. 
A), B) Allele specific expression analysis of Jpx (A) and Rnf12 (B) (129/Sv I C57/BI/6 is black rectangle, 
Cast!Ei is open rectangle), indicating expression of transgenic Jpx (129/Sv) and Rnf12 (129/Sv) in 
Jpx!Ftx and Rnf12 transgenic +/ll(Jpx-Rnf12) ES cells. C) qPCR analysis of Ftx expression, normalized 
to Actin expression, in day 5 differentiated Jpx/Ftx transgenic ES cell clones. D) Xist expression 
normalized to Actin, on Xpr, Jpx!Ftx, and Rnf12 transgenic ES cell clones differentiated for 5 days. E) 
Allele specific expression analysis of Xist in day 5 differentiated Rnf12 transgenic +/.6.(Jpx-Rnf12) 
clones. F) qPCR expression analysis of Tsix (left panel), Nap1L2 (middle panel), and Ftx (right panel), 
normalized to Actin, at different time points after initiation of differentiation of C57/BI!6 I Cast/Ei and 
129/Sv I Cast/Ei wild type and +/Li.(Jpx-Rnf12) ES cells. G) Quantification of relative number of Xfst 
clouds in wild type, +/Li.(Jpx-Rnf12), and two +/.6.(Jpx-Rnf12) Li.Tsix ES cell lines, at different time points 
after start of differentiation. 

initiation of XCI on the X chromosome carrying the L'.(Jpx-Rnfl2) allele is counteracted by 
upregulation of T:.c.;ix neighboring the deletion, meaning that the Jpx, Ftx and Xpr region 
play an important role in setting up a cis-environment to overcome Tsix mediated 
repression of Xist activation. 
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Initiation of XCI does not require previously identified pairing 
elements 
One mechanism that has been advocated to explain mutual exclusive initiation of XCI on 
either one of the two X chromosomes in female cells involves transient co-localization and 
pairing of the X chromosomes upon ES cell differentiation [182-183]. This X-pairing 
process is guided by different genetic elements on the X chromosome, including Tsix, Xite 
and the Xprregion [182-183, 187]. In view of our above findings, providing evidence for a 
role for Jpx, Ftx and Xpr in cis, we have reinvestigated the importance of X-pairing in a 
novel experimental set -up. 

First, to test whether XCI is eliminated in the absence of all elements known to be 
implicated in X-pairing, we introduced a Xite targeting cassette to obtain Cre mediated 
deletion of the region from Xite through to and including part of Rnf12, which is identical to 
the present Jpx-Rnfl2 deletion but includes an extra 70 kb sequence to incorporate Xist, 
Tsix, and Xite into the deletion (Figure 4A). Proper targeting of this cassette was verified 
by Southern blotting (Figure 4B). Dit1erent Xite-neo (L;Jpx-Rnfl2) positive clones were 
expanded, followed by Cre mediated loopout of the intervening sequences yielding 
+i4(Xite-Rnfl2) ES cell lines (Figure 4C). Two different +i4(Xite-Rnf12) ES cell lines 
were EB differentiated and fixed at several time points to analyze XCI. As would be 
expected based on the X-pairing model, Xist RNA-FISH analysis indicated that Xist cloud 
formation in differentiating ES cell lines was severely compromised by the heterozygous 
deletion L\.(Xite-Rnf12) (Figure 4D and 4E). In addition, the Xist clouds looked more 
dispersed, as if Xist targeting to the Xi was disturbed. This is not explained by loss of one 
Rnfl2 allele, because the XCI phenotype is more pronounced than what we observed in the 
+iL\.(Jpx-Rnf12) cells (Figure 2E). 

The above findings show that loss of all elements known to be involved in X
pairing leads to an XCI phenotype, but loss of X-pairing might not be the only possible 
explanation for this phenotype, as XCI in these +i4(Xite-Rnf12) ES cell can only occur on 
the wild type X chromosome, which might lead to Rnfl2 silencing in cis, and hence a 
failure of XCI maintenance. Since pairing cannot be directly experimentally addressed in 
the +i4(Xite-Rnf12) ES cells, as all regions known to pair are deleted and can thus not be 
followed by DNA-FISH to observe their movements in the nucleus, we proceeded as 
follows. We generated male/female ES cell heterokaryons and we monitored XCI upon 
differentiation (Figure SA). Our previous studies with XXYY and XXXY tetraploid 
synkaryons indicated that XXYY ES ce11s never initiate XCI upon differentiation, whereas 
XXXY ES cells initiate XCI on one of the X chromosomes [179], in agreement with cells 
always maintaining one X active per diploid genome. We aimed to investigate if XCI in 
XX-XY heterokaryons with two diploid nuclei would proceed as observed for XXXY 
tetraploid synkaryons, with one X being inactivated. To generate the XX-XY and XY-XY 
heterokaryons, the plasma membranes of male and female ES cells were labelled with the 
viable dyes DiD and DiO. Cells were allowed to recover for two days and then fused with 
polyethylene glycol followed by FACS analysis to sort the double positive heterokaryons, 
which were plated out in EB medium (Figure SB). Heterokaryons were differentiated for 
2.5 and 5 days and tixed for immuno-RNA-FISH analysis. We made use of a male ES cell 
line that harbors a ms2 tagged Xist gene, allowing discrimination between Xist expression 
in the male (ms2+) and female (ms2-) nucleus. Immuno-RNA-FISH was performed 
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detecting ACTIN, to discriminate between synkaryons and heterokaryons, and Xist-ms2 to 
identify male nuclei that initiated XCI. The number of heterokaryons found was 7.9% and 
1.5% for day 2.5 and day 5 differentiated heterokaryons, respectively. The decrease in 
heterokaryons during the d ifferentiation process is most likely the result of cell death and 
fusion of nuclei, forming synkaryons. Examination of the remaining XX-XY heterokaryons 
showed male nuclei with Xist-ms2 clouds, which we never observed in XY -XY 
heterokaryons (Figure SC, and Table lA and lB). By quantification of the ms2+ nuclei, 
we counted that 6.6% and 25% of the male nuclei in the available heterokaryons had 
initiated XCI at day 3 and day 5 of d ifferentiation, respectively (Table lA and lB). T hese 
percentages are expected based on random XCI wi th an equal probability for each one of 
the three X chromosomes to initiate XCI. In XXXY tetraploid synkaryons, 18% and 76% of 
the cells have been found to initiate XCI on one X chromosome, at days 3 and 5 of 
d ifferentiation, respectively [179], meaning that the chance to be randomJy inactivated at 
these time points is 6% and 25.3% for each one of three X chromosomes per two diploid 
genomes, as is the situation in the present XX-XY heterokaryons. This result indicates that 
in the present XX-XY heterokaryons, ini tiation of XCI and counting happen normally, even 
in male nuclei where physical contact between the X clu·omosomes is absent. 
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A) Male and female ES cells were DiD and DiO labelled and fused to form XY-XX heterokaryons, which 
were FAGS sorted prior to differentiation. Initiation of XCI in the male nucleus of XY-XX heterokaryons 
indicates that pairing is not required for XCI initiation. B) FAGS analysis after fusion of DiD and DiO 
labelled XX and XY cell s. C) Immune-RNA-FISH analysis detecting ms2 tagged Xist (FITC) and ACTIN 
(Rhodamine Red), in the XY nucleus of a XY-XX heterokaryon. 

The above-described initiation of random XCI in the male nucleus of XX-XY 
heterokaryons excludes a role for X-pairing in counting and initiation of XCI. Rather, the 
results are explained by regulation of random XCI in trans through diffusible factors which 
can pass across nuclear membranes. Therefore the XCI phenotype in differentiating 
+14(Xite-Rnf12) ES cells cannot be attributed to an X-pairing defect. 

Rnf12 expression is required for maintained Xist expression 
As described above, dysregulation of XCI in +14(Xite-Rnf1 2) ES cell lines is more 
pronounced than what we observed in the +I~(Jpx-Rnfl2) cells. This is not explained by 
total loss of the possibility for the X chromosomes to engage in pairing in the +/~(Xite
Rnfl2) cells, and requires a different explanation. A continuous requirement for RNF12 
throughout the early phases of the XCI process may explain skewing towards inactivation 
of the X chromosome carrying an Rnfl2 mutation, such as observed in the heterozygous 
Rnf l 2+t-l291sv cell line, on a mixed Cast/Ei /129/Sv background. This predicts that reciprocal 
targeting of the Cast!Ei allele to obtain Rnfl2+i-Cast!Ei ES cells would lead to preferential 
inactivation of the X carrying the Cast!Ei allele. To test this, we targeted female F l 2-1 
Cast!Ei 1129/Sv with a Cast/Ei specific targeting vector for Rnfl2, and PCR screened for 
properly targeted clones making use of a RFLP which is destroyed upon targeting 
(Supplementary Figure SA). In addition, we targeted the remaining functional Cast/Ei 
Rnf12 allele in +/~(Jpx-Rnfl2) ES cells to determine whether Rnf12 is required to initiate 
XCI in +I~(Jpx-Rnfl2) cells (Supplementary Figure 8C). Analysis of the latter 
~Rnfl2/4(Jpx-Rnfl2) ES cells indicated a severe down-regulation of XCI at all time points 
during ES cell d ifferentiation, reinforcing that RNF12 plays a crucial role in the XCI 
initiation process (Supplementary Figure 8D and E). Examination of XCI by Xist RNA
FISH for the differentiated Rnf/2+/-Cast/Ei ES cells did not reveal a difference compared to 
Rnf/2+i-l2915

v ES cells, showing reduced initiation of XCI at all time points tested for both 
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type of cells (Figure 6A and Supplementary Figure SB). Allele specific expression 
analysis indicated that, as expected, Cast!Ei Xist is preferentially up-regulated in Rnfl2"
Cast!El cells (Figure 6B). However, skewing of XCI in the Rnf/2+/-Cast/Ei cells was found to be 
less pronounced compared to Rnfl2+t-IZ9ts, and +iL'.(Jpx-Rnfl2) cells. We think this reflects 
the different allele specific thresholds to initiate XCI, which is higher for the Cast!Ei allele 
[910]. 

In the present +iL'.(Xite-Rnfl2) ES cells, Rnf/2 is expressed from the wild type 
Cast/Ei X chromosome prior to and during the early stages of XCI, but this expression will 
be lost when XCI is initiated on that wild type chromosome, which is the only option 
available, since the mutant X chromosome lacks Xist. This loss of RNFl2 is expected to 
lead to a higher concentration of REXl resulting in repression of Xist on the wild type X 
chromosome. To test this hypothesis, we generated a Xist11orJ+Rnfl2+1

- cis compound 
knockout ES cell line with both mutations located on the same X chromosome. These ES 
cells can only induce XCI on the wild type Cast/Ei X chromosome rendering the cells 
RNF12 null upon XCI. If continued expression of RNFI2 is required for proper initiation 
of XCI, then Xist 11""+Rnf/2+1

- ES cells should also show a block in XCI. Xist11""+ Rnfl2+t- ES 
cells were generated by targeting the Xist-2Iox C57Bl/6 allele with an Rnf12 targeting 
cassette using Xist21oxl+ ES cells. Targeting was verified by RFLP PCR analysis detecting 
loss of an Nhel RFLP located in exon 5 of Rnfl2. Cre mediated loopout of Xist was 
performed by transient transfection of a Cre expression cassette and proper recombination 
was verified PCR using genomic DNA (Figure 2B). Several Xist 11''"•Rnfl2+t- ES cell lines 
were EB differentiated and analyzed at different time points by Xist RNA-FISH. We found 
a severely reduced £ercentage of Xist 11oxl+Rnfl2+1

- cells, compared to wild type control cells 
and Xist 11

"
1+Rnfl2++ ES cell lines (Figure 6C). In addition, as in the 4(Xite-Rnfl2) cells, 

Xist clouds in Xist 11orJ+Rnf12+1
- cells were dispersed, as if Xist could not properly 

accumulate, or representing cells which accumulated Xist followed by a shut-down of the 
Xist promoter. Our results indicate that Xist 11oxl+Rnfl2+1

- cells initiate XCI on the Cast!Ei X 
chromosome harboring the intact Xist allele, but that initiation leads to silencing of Rnfl2 in 
cis resulting in a block in XCI. The same block in XCI is likely to explain the XCI 
phenotype of +/L'.(Xite-Rnfl2) ES cells. To test whether this phenotype could be rescued 
we introduced an Rnf12 transgene into our +IA(Xite-Rnfl2) ES cells. Transgene copy 
number was determined by qPCR, and transgene expression by RFLP RT-PCR (Figure 
6D). Indeed analysis of EB differentiated Rnf/2 rescued 4(Xite-Rnfl2) ES cells showed 
robust up-regulation of Xist. Xist clouds looked robust and localized at the Xi, indicating 
that Rnf/2 is the limiting factor. 
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Figure 6: RNF12 required for proper establishment of the Xi 
A) Quantification of the percentage of cells with Xist clouds at different time points of differentiation, in 
wild type and Rnt1? 1

- cells with a targeted 129/Sv or Cast/Ei allele. B) Allele specific expression 
anal}:,sis of Xist detecting a length polymorphism, comparing wild type, +l.l'.(Xite-Rnf12), Rnt12"· (CaSIIEij, 

Xist' xi+, +l.l'.(Jpx-Rnf12)-.l'.Tsix ES cell lines at different time points of differentiation. C) Quantification of 
percentage of wild type, Xist'ioxl+, and four different Xist11oxl+ Rnttz'• ES cell lines at day 3, 5, 7 and 10 of 
differentiation. D) Allele specific expression analysis of Rnf12 transgenic +l.l'.(Xite-Rnf1 2) ES cells 
shows expression of transgenic Rnf12 (129/Sv) in most clones. E), F) Xist RNA-FISH (FITC, F) and 
quantification of percentage of cells with Xist clouds (E) on wild type, +l.l'.(Xite-Rnf12), and Rnf 12 
rescued +l .l'.(Xite-Rnf12) ES cell lines. 

These findings indicate that Rnfl 2 is crucial for the XCI process to be initiated and is 
continuously required to allow spreading of Xist and establish the inactive state of the Xi. 
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Discussion 
Co-activation of Xist, Jpx and Ftx 
Knowledge about cis- or trans-activating activity of regulators of XCI is crucial to 
understand the XCI counting and initiation process. Cis-acting elements and genes are 
important regulators of Xist activity by regulating Xist directly or indirectly through Tsix. 
However, cis-acting information will not allow the cell to discriminate between male and 
female, which is determined by the dose dependent action of trans-acting XCI-activators 
and -inhibitors. The recent decade, several cis-acting sequences have been identified to 
regulate Xist or Tsix, and 3C and 5C studies indicated that Xist and Tsix reside in different 
neighboring chromatin interaction domains [992, 1004]. Jpx, Ftx and Xpr reside in the Xist 
TAD, and previous experimental data confirmed a positive regulatory role for these 
elements in activation of Xist [187, 1006-1007]. Our study indicates that this same region 
acts in cis to regulate Xist. Trans gene studies do not reveal any trans-acting activity of this 
region, which contrasts a recent study suggesting a role for Jpx in the regulation of XCI in 
trans [1006]. Although we cannot exclude the possibility that our deletion masks the effect 
of the mutation of a single gene, the lack of detectable trans-acting activity in our transgene 
assays indicates that the predominant function of Jpx, Ftx and Xpr is the cis-activation of 
Xist. 

One key question is how Jpx, Ftx and Xpr regulate Xist. In our study we find that 
Xist expression is severely compromised on the X chromosome with a ~(Jpx-Rnfl2) 
deletion. Introduction of an autosomally integrated Rnf12 transgene shows preferential up
regulation of Xist from the wild type X chromosome, indicating that the threshold to initiate 
XCI on the L\(Jpx-Rnfl2) X chromosome is very high (Figure 7A). By removing Tsix in 
cis we were able to reduce the threshold allowing increased initiation of XCI. These results 
indicate that Jpx, Ftx and Xpr counteract the repressive action of Tsix by activating Xist but 
only when the concentration of trans-acting activators is sufficient. 

To facilitate initiation of XCI Xist, Jpx, Ftx and Xpr may act synergistically by co
activation. Indeed, chromatin conformation capture studies indicate that these genes form 
an interaction hub together with Xist and not Tsix, which may lead to co-activation through 
a mass action model [1010]. In support of such a model, the disruption of Ftx results in 
down-regulation of both Jpx and Xist [1007]. This would mean that the additive activity of 
promoters and regulatory elements within the Xist TAD is crucial in the regulation of Xist, 
suggesting that the individual role of the Xpr region may be small, because Slc16A2 is not 
transcribed in our differentiation assays. In addition, co-activation through promoter 
contacts may indicate that there is no function for the Jpx and Ftx RNA in activation of 
Xist, supported by the absence of trans~activation activity of Jpx-Ftx trans genes. This may 
also explain the poor conservation of the exon-intron structure of these genes throughout 
the mammalian class; however our current knowledge does not preclude a function for the 
RNAs in the activation of Xist. Insertion of premature stop cassettes in the first exons of 
both genes will be instrumental to answer this question. 
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Figure 7: Cis and trans-activating properties of t he X inactivation center 
A) Upon differentiation or development the concentration of XCI-activators exceeds the threshold 
allowing initiation of XCI. In Rnf12!1. ES cel ls the activation level is lower compared to wild type cells. 
For the t.(Jpx-Rnf12) allele the threshold for XCI to be initiated is higher than for the wild type allele, but 
deletion of Tsix in cis results in a drop of the threshold for Xist activation on the resulting t.(Jpx-Rnf12)
t.Tsix allele. B) In +lt.(Jpx-Rnf12) cells initiation of XCI on the mutated allele results in a silencing of 
Tsix in cis lowering the threshold (dashed line) for maintained Xist expression similar to the threshold for 
the t.(Jpx-Rnf12)-t.Tsix allele. C) Initiation of XCI on the wild type X will also results in silencing of Tsix 
in cis and a drop in the threshold (dashed blue line), but silencing of the single functional Rnf12 allele 
will result in down-regulation of Rnf12 reaching a level insufficient to maintain XCI, and subsequent loss 
of the Xi. This circle may repeat itself several times. 
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A role for pairing in XCI? 
Several studies have indicated that both X chromosomes come in close proximity prior to 
the initiation of XCI [ 182-183]. Initial reports showed a significant percentage of cells with 
both XIC's located within a 2 11m distance at the onset of XCI. More recently, time lapse 
imaging studies even revealed a short complete overlap of both XICs prior to Xist spreading 
[184]. Several elements, including Xite, Tsix and Xpr have been implicated in regulating 
this pairing process, which also requires active transcription and CTCF [182-183, 186-187]. 
In this study we addressed the question whether pairing is required for XCI to be initiated. 
Initiation of XCI in male nuclei in XX-XY heterokaryons, and initiation of XCI in cells that 
lack all cis-elements identified to be crucial for the pairing process, indicate that pairing is 
not required for XCI initiation. Pairing may therefore reflect changes in transcriptional 
activity of genes located within the Xist and Tsix TADs, and may be the consequence of the 
XCI process. This is supported by the finding that transcription is required for pairing to 
occur, and the absence of pairing after CTCF knockdown could reflect the disturbed 
activation of the XCI process. Active genes are preferentially located in the nuclear interior 
whereas silent gene loci reside in the nuclear periphery, and transient activation of Xist, and 
other genes within the Xist TAD, on both X's may lead to relocation of the loci. In addition, 
association of co-regulated genes has been reported for the globin and other erythroid 
specific genes that are preferentially recruited to a limited number of transcription factories 
enriched for shared transcription factors [1010]. Similarly Xist and possibly Jpx, Ftx and 
Xpr could transiently share the same, in number restricted, transcriptional interactomes. 
These inter X chromosomal associations will happen by chance and could likely explain the 
pairing process reported for XCI. 

RNF12 expression crucial for maintained Xist expression 
The near absence of XCI in Rn/12_1

_ ES cells indicates a crucial role for Rnf12 in the 
initiation of XCI. In this study we find that also after Xist up-regulation Rnf12 is required to 
maintain Xist expression and establish the Xi. In +/A(Xite-Rnf12) and Xist"'"Rnfl2+1

• cells 
accumulation of Xist on the wild type X chromosome will shut down the single functional 
Rnj12 gene in cis. Rapid down-regulation of the RNF12 protein level due to auto
ubiquitination will result in up-regulation of REXl which in turn leads to repression of Xist 
and activation of Tsix. Within the early window of XCI initiation, XCI is reversible and loss 
of Xist coating, visible in our +/.6.(Xite-Rnfl2) and Xist1110xRnf12+1

- cells as dispersed 
signals after Xist RNA-FISH, probably results in reactivation of the Xi, allowing RNF12 to 
increase and start XCI again (Figure 7C). In +/L'.(Xite-Rnf\2) and Xist"'"Rnfl2+!- cells 
this vicious circle never allows spreading of Xist in most cells. The low amount of cells that 
do show dispersed spreading of Xist could be explained by the presence of other activators 
of XCI, or represent cells that have not silenced Rn/12 yet. 

Our findings indicate that the loss of Rnj12+J- embryos with a maternally inherited 
L'.Rnf12 allele may not be attributed to a defect in maternal storage [981], but may be 
related to a loss of Xist expression from the paternal X chromosome due to silencing of the 
functional Rnf12 allele. Similarly, in Rnfl2+'· ES cells initiation of XCI on the wild type X 
will therefore lead to reactivation of the X, explaining completely skewed XCI towards 
inactivation of the mutated X chromosome (Figure 7B). Only when the threshold to initiate 
XCI on the mutated allele is raised by deletion of the cis-regulatory region in the +/6.(Jpx-
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Rnf12) cells we were able to detect some cells that initiate XCI on the wild type X. 
However, this effect was only transiently present, probably because only cells that initiate 
XCI on the li(Jpx-Rnfl2) allele continue to maintain XCI. Previously we have shown that a 
small percentage of female XX cells initiate XCI on both X chromosomes and stop dividing 
[179]. The present results indicate that these cells are not lost from the population, but 
reactivate one or both X chromosomes to result in cells with only one single Xi. The fact 
that only few +/A(Xite-Rnfl2) and Xis/ 1110xRnjl 2'"''- cells show Xist spreading underscore 
the robust feedback mechanism involving close proximity of Rnf/2 to Xist, but also the 
high turn over of both RNFI2 and its target REX!. The high percentage of cells with two 
XIST clouds in rabbit and human female pre-implantation embryos [379] could represent a 
stage where feedback is absent, but can quickly be resolved by activation of the missing 
component such as REXl or other proteins involved in the feedback mechanism. 

A cis- and trans-X inactivation center 
The X inactivation center was determined by genetic studies involving X-autosome 
translocation products or trunctated X chromosomes in mouse and human cells that either 
indicated the presence or absence of XCI. These studies delineated a 10 Mb region in 
mouse and a 700 kb region in human to be required for XCI [I 0 I 1]. Both the mouse and 
human XIC encompass the Xist and Tsix TAOs, which are remarkably conserved in both 
species [I 004, I 0 12]. Most of the gene interactions are restricted within the TADs and are 
much more abundant than inter TAD interactions, suggesting that the Xist and Tsix TAOs 
most likely represent the cis-regulatory region required for XCI and represent the cis-XIC. 
Our findings support this and indicate that all important Xist regulatory elements reside 
within the Xist TAD. However, in order to regulate Xist and TsL-'( in a sex specific manner 
trans-acting cues are crucial. Activators of XCI can be located anywhere on the X 
chromosome, although close proximity to Xist would facilitate a rapid feed back 
mechanism preventing XCI on both X chromosomes. The trans-XIC therefore could 
encompass multiple regions on the X chromosome involved in activation of the XCI 
process. Our studies indicate that RNF 12 is an important activator of XCI in random XCI, 
but initiation of XCI in Rnfl i 1

- cells indicates that more activators might be present. 
Further studies need to address how many other activators are involved in initiation of XCI. 
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Methods: 
ES cell culture, generation of knockout cell lines and transgenesis 
Wild type ES cells and culture media for ES cell culture and differentiation have been 
described [911]. To generate the deletion cell lines, a female Xist 2lox ES cell line, 
containing a wild type Cast/Ei X chromosome and a C57B!/6 X chromosome with a floxed 
Xis! allele [95] was used. Rnf/2 was targetted using the previously described BAC 
targetting vectors and methods [ 174, 91 I], thereby introducing an additional lox site on the 
C57Bl/6 X chromosome. Correct targetting was verified using an RFLP based screening 
method and Southern blotting [958]. Transient expression of Cre was used to delete either 
only Xis! or the Jpx/Ftx!Xpr region. Correct deletion \Vas verified using PCR using the 
primers described in Table 1, and confirmed by DNA-FISH. To target Tsix, a BAC 
targetting vector was created which replaced the transcriptional start site of Tsix by 
mCherry, thereby abolishing Tsix transcription. Correct targetting was verified by PCR. To 
remove Xite and Tsix sequences, a pXite DT A Hygro TK vector was used to insert a lox 
site upstream of Xite [179] in the cell line already deleted for Jpx, Ftx, Xpr and mutated for 
Rnjl2. After verification of correct targetting by Southern blotting [ 179], transient Cre 
expression was used to loopout Xite, Tsix and Xist, which was detected by PCR analysis. 
For rescue experiments, the previously modified BAC transgenes covering Rnf/2, Jpx!Ftx 
or the Xpr [ 174], with either neomycin or puromycin selection were used. Copy number of 
transgenes was estimated using qPCR on genomic DNA, as previously described [ 174, 
9\\]. 

Expression analysis 
Expression analysis was performed by qPCR, as previously described [911], using the 
primers listed in Supplementary Table I. 

Generation of experimental heterokaryons 
Male ( 1.3) [92] and female (F 121) mouse ESCs were labelled with Vibrant I, I'
dioctadecyl-3, 3, 3', 3' tetramethylindodicarbocyanine (DiD) and 3,3'
dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine perchlorate (DiO) cell labelling solutions (Molecular Probes, 
Invitrogen), respectively. Cells were resuspended at 1·1 06 cel\s/ml in DMEM and labelled 
with 5 ,ullml of dye at 37°C for 15 min. After washing, cells were allowed to recover for 
two days in ES cell medium on MEFs. ES cells were then prep\ated and mixed in a I: I 
ratio, washed, and fused with 50% polyethylene glycol (pH 7.4) (PEG 1500; Roche 
Diagnostics) at 37°C over I min before dilution. Cells were washed and cultured in ES
media overnight in gelatinised culture dishes. Differentiation was started after 12 hours, by 
washing and addition of EB-medium. After 12 hours of differentiation, DiD+DiO+ cells 
were FACS sorted using a FACSAria cell sorter (BD Bioscience). The DiO+DiD+ sorted 
cells were plated out on chamber slides in EB-medium and differentiated for additional 48 
hours (day 2.5) or 108 hours (day 5) prior to fixation. 
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Fluorescent in situ hybridization and immunofluorescence 
Procedures, probe labelling and probes for RNA-FISH have been described [174, 911]. For 
DNA-FISH, BAC CT7-474E4 and RP23-IOOEI were used to detect the Xpr and Ftx!Jpx 
region, respectively. For immuno-FISH, cells were fixed for 10 minutes using 4% 
PFA/PBS, permeabilized using 0,1% Triton-XIOO for 5 minutes, and post-fixed for 5 
minutes with 4% PFA/PBS. Detection of MS2 Xist in male nuclei occured with a 
Digoxygenin-labelled MS2 probe [92]. ACTIN was detected using a mouse-anti- P-ACTIN 
antibody (Sigma). 

Cell proliferation assays 
For cell proliferation analysis, equal amounts of cells were allowed to differentiate on 
gelatinised culture dishes. Cells were washed, trypsinized, and viable cells were counted at 
the different time points indicated. For EB differentiation, cells were collected at different 
time points, and DNA was isolated and concentration meassured. All meassurements and 
countings were performed in triplicate, on three independent differentiations. 
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Xite Tsix Xist Jpx Ftx .. .. ~~~ .------
Slc16a2 

• 1 

Rnf12 • 
----- FISH probes 

Supplementary Figure 1 
Map of part of the Xic showing the location of the FISH probes used in the panels below to detect the 
deletion of the Xpr region in undifferentiated +lll(Jpx-Rnf12) ES cells (Xpr in FITC, Xist in Rhodamine 
Red, DAPI is blue). 
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A) Map showing the Rnf12 locus and restriction sites used for Southern blotting analysis to identify 
clones with the proper integration of the neo targeting cassette. B) Cell proliferation analysis during ES 
cell differentiation of wild type and +/il(Jpx-Rnf12) ES cells. C) Clonal variegation in cell diffe rentiation 
was found in wild type and +lil(Jpx-Rnf1 2) ES cell clones, with clones that differentiated poorly (+), and 
others differentiating very well (+++). A pmCherry expression construct was used for selection of 
targeted clones. D) Amplification of a microsatellite marker (DXmit 65) indicating the presence of both X 
chromosomes after differentiation of +lil(Jpx-Rnf12) ES ce ll clones. Shown below are the differentiation 
characteristics per clone. 
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Supplementary Figure 3 
A) Wild type I +/A(Jpx-Rnfi 2) chimaeric male mice, showing a high percentage of coat colour 
contribution. B) Xist expression analysis normalized to Actin, determined by qPCR analysis with RNA 
isolated from different organs of two different male mice chimaeric for the female +/Ll.(Jpx-Rnf12) ES 
cells (B=brain, Sp=spleen, L=liver, H=heart, St=stomach, K=kidney, Li=liver). 
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Supplementary Figure 4 
DNA-FISH analysis on +/t.(Jpx-Rnf12) and Jpx!Ftx and Xpr transgenic +/t.(Jpx-Rnf12) ES cell lines, 
using BAG probes detecting the Jpx!Ftx (E1, BAG RP23-100E1) or Xprtransgene (E4, BAG GT-474E4) 
and endogenous sequences. 
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Supplementary Figure 5 
Xist RNA-FISH (FITG) on Xpr, Jpx/Ftx and Rnf12 transgenic +/t.(Jpx-Rnf12) ES cell lines fixed at day 2 
(A) and 5 (C) of differentiation (DAPI is blue). (B,D) Quantification of the percentage of Xist clouds in (A) 
and (C), comparing transgenic ES cell lines with wild type, Rnf12'1- and +/t.(Jpx-Rnf12) ES cell lines. 
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Supplementary Figure 6 
A) DNA-FISH analysis on ~(Jpx-Rnf12), Xpr and Rnf12 double transgenic undifferentiated ES cells, 
with Xpr (FITC) and Rnf12 (Rhodamine Red) probes (FISH signals are indicated with triangles). B) 
Quantification of percentage of Xpr+Rnf12 and Jpx!Ftx+Rnf12 double transgenic ES cells with an Xist 
cloud at day 5 of differentiation. Also shown are the percentage of Xist clouds in the founder cell lines 
with the Xpr and Jpx/Ftx transgenes alone (dashed bars), and wild type, Rnf12'1' and +/~(Jpx-Rnf12) 
ES cell lines. C), D) Allele specific Xist expression analysis with RNA from Xpr (C) and Jpx/Ftx (D) 
transgenic ES cells differentiated for 5 days (targeted ~(Jpx-Rnf12) C57/BV6 allele is black rectangle, 
wild type CasVEi is open rectangle). E) Endogenous (black rectangles) and transgenic (open rectangle) 
Jpx expression in day 5 differentiated Jpx!Ftx+Anf12 double transgenic ES cells. F) Allele specific RT
PCR analysis detecting an Xist length polymorphism (top panel, black rectangle: targeted ~(Jpx-Rnf12) 
C57/BI/6 allele, open rectangle: wild type CasVEi), and an Nhel RFLP located in Rnf12 (bottom panel, 
endogenous Rnf12 black rectangle, transgenic Rnf12 open rectangles). 
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A) Scheme showing the strategy for targeting of Tsix in the .t:..(Jpx-Rnf"12) ES cell line. The first exon of 
Tsix is replaced by a Cherry sequence, stop cassette and a flexed neomycin selection marker. The 
selection marker is then looped out by transient expression of Cre. Location of primers is indicated. B) 
PCR amplification of a length polymorphism in Tsix. Targeting of the C57B1/6 Tsix allele results in loss 
of the high molecular weight band, as found for clone "1 9 and 28. C) Cartoon showing location of primers 
used to verify correct loopout of the selection cassette after transient Cre expression. D) PCR 
amplification of different fragments using primers shown in Con genomic DNA extracted from +If::.. (Jpx
Rnf12) .t:..Tsix clones after transient Cre expression, confirming loopout of the selection cassette in 
several clones indicated in red. E) PCR analysis on a selected group of clones from D using primers 
confirming the presence of Xist in the looped-out clones. Clone 11 and 4 were used for further analysis. 
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A) PCR amplification of a genomic fragment in Rnf12. Targeting of an Nhel RFLP present on the 
Cast/Ei allele, results in a loss of the high molecular weight band. DXmit65 and DXmit44 primers 
amplifying X-linked micro-satellite repeat sequences indicate the presence of both the 129/Sv and 
Cast/Ei X chromosomes. B) Xist RNA-FISH (Rhodamine Red) on day 3, 5 and 7 differentiated Rnf12'1• 
casvEI ES cells (DAPI is blue). C) PCR amplification across the targeting cassette integration site in 
Rnf12, shows loss of both alleles in t.Rnf12/t.(Jpx-Rnf12). D) Xist RNA-FISH (Rhodamine Red) on day 
3, 5, 7 and 10 differentiated t.Rnf12/t.(Jpx-Rnf12) ES cells (DAPI is blue). E) Quantification of relative 
number of wild type, t.(Jpx-Rnf12), and t.Rnf1 2/t.(Jpx-Rnf12) ES cells with Xist clouds during 
differentiation. 
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Supplementary label 1: Primers used in this study: 

Primer Forward ilurposc Oio-cst Ref 
?Lox R (K) CATGAGAATTGCTCCA'f'CCA PCR loopout analysis 
2Lox F (J) GGCCAG'r-rTCTGACACCCI'A PCR loopout analysis 
X prom L (L) 'lTCTGUTCTTTGAGGGCAC PCR loopout analysis 
X intr 3R (G) CACTGGCAAGGTGA/\TAGCA PCR loopout analysis 
5'LOX R (P) ACCCTTGCCTITI'CCA TTTT PCR loopout analysis 
Nhe GenA F (M) GCCTTCGAACA['CTCTGAGC Rnf/2 RFLP Nhel 174 
Nhe GenA R (N) GAGCCGGACTAA!'CCAA/\CA Rnf/2 RFLP Nhel 174 
mXistl 1 3L (II) CAG-l'GCiTAGCTCGAGCC'l'·r·I· Xist RFLP Bsrgl 911 
mXist! I-3R {[) CCAGAAGAUUGAGTCAGACC:i Xisl RFLP Bsrg! 911 
JpxUp (C) CGGCGTCCACATGT AT ACGTCC Jpx RFLP Nlalll 1006 
JpxLo (D) TAGGAATGAGCCTCCCCAGCCT Jpx RFLP Niall! 1006 
DXMitl71 for '!"AGAATTTTCAGG'\'G-J"rTGTTf'GC LP difiCring Cas/816 
(E) 
DXMitl71 rev TGAGTATGCATGGUCACATT LP di lfering Cas/Bl6 
(F) 

NSI8 (A) GGTAACAA lTITCCCUCC ATGTG Tsix RFLP Mnll 137 
NSI9 (B) (JGAAA'I'AAACGGAACGCAG'I'ACC TsL\· RFLP Mn\1 137 
XiieC(O) GGAC ATTTTGTCCTGGCAGT detection loopout 179 

Xite-Xisr 
DXMit55 for CTGCITCCAGAA T ATT ATCACTACTCC l,P diiTering Cas/B16 
DXMit55 rev AAAACATCCATTTATGTTAACACACA LP difiCring Cas/816 
DXMit44 JOr TCT AAAA CJCA'!'GCCAAATTGG LP di ffcring Cas/Bl6 
DXMit44 rev TICCTA'l.CGC'!'CAGGTT!'TTG LP diiTering Cas/B\6 
b actin for ACTA'!TGUCAACGAGCGGTTC qPCR 174 
b-actin rev AGAGGTCTTTACGGATGTCAACG qPCR 174 
Xist lOr GCC'rCAAGAAGAAGGATTCJC qPCR 174 
Xist rev GGGAT!"GTTI'GTCCCTTTGG qPCR 174 
Tsix X9 lOr TGACCAGTACCTCGCAAGTTC qPCR 191 
Tsix X9 rev CTAAGAGCACCTGGCTCCAC qPCR 191 
Jpx el-F CiCACCACCAGCiC'["J'(_'TGl'AAC qPCR 111116 
.lpx ei-R GGGCATGT!"CATTAATTUGCCAG qPCR 1006 
FtxE8.9Up CTIGATTCAGCAACACATGAGGA qPCR 1007 
FtxE 1 0.9Lo TCCAGGCAAG/\(jGGACCAG . qPCR 1007 
Nap I L2 lOr CAGACCGTCCAAA/\GGACTT A qPCR 1007 
Nap I L2 rev AGTAAGGGTTGGTACATTTCAG qPCR 1007 
q-copy 0474c4 CCUCTGAAGATAGCTCTTUG Copy-Number Xpr 174 
!Orw 
q-copy 04 74c4 GCCACAACCAAACAGAATCC Copy-NLmlbcr Xpr 174 
rev 
q-copy E I fonv ATCTC/\CCGTACCCATGAGC Copy-Number 174 

Jpx/Ftx 
q-copy !::: I rev CCTCTGGrAC(JACC'!'C1TGC Copy-Number 174 

Jpx!Ftx 
Tsixl lOr ACCATGACCAAAGCAACTCC Copy-number 174 
Tsix l rev CTCCTCCAGTACCATGTCTGC Copy-number 174 
RnPl--5 tOr AGCCCCGATGAAAATAGAGG Copy-number 174 
Rnf4-5 rev GGCA'l"!TCTGGATAATCTlTGG Copy-number 174 
Zfp42 lOr GC i\CCCA TATCCGC i\i'CCAC Copy-number 174 
Zfp4 7 rev GCATTI'CT'I'CCCUGCC'ITTG Copy-number 174 
Xist LP 1445 ACrGCJGTCTTCAGCGrG/\ RT-PCR LP 911 
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Xisl LP 1446 GCAACAACGAATTACJACAACAC RT-PCR JY 911 
Rnfl2 eDNA lOr TAAAGAGGGTCCACCACCAC RT-PCR RFLP Nhel 174 
Rnfl 2 eDNA rev GGCAGAGAGCCACTTfCATC RT-PCR RFLP Nhel 174 
Tsix LP 9 FWD AGTGC AGCGCTTGTGTCA RT-PCR LP 
Tsix LP 1935 TATT ACCCACCJCCAGGCTTA RT-PCR LP 
REV 
Xile probe For AAGCTTGGGTCCJ'CCTCTG1' Soulhem probe 179 
Xitc probe Rev CCACfCAGACATCCCCAGAT Southern probe 179 
Rnf\2 probe for GGCAGAGAGCCACCITCA_I_C Southern probe 958 
Rnfl2 probe rev GCCAAAGACCrCCAACCATA Southern probe 958 
mTsix_Sann - FW CTTTGGTCTCTGGGTT'f'CCA Anm lOr BAC 
Dl recombination 
mTsix_5ann- 'I'ACCGGTAGCI'GGCTATCACGC'I'CJ'TC Arms for BAC 
PinAl REV I recombination 
mTsix_3ann _rw GAGGGCAGATGCCTAAAGTG Anns for BAC 
D recombination 
mTsix_3arm_ RE CCJCAGGCATTTrACCTTCA'I' Arms for BAC 
v recombination 
15 I ISVTK_pA GGGAGGCTAACTGAAACACG Tsix loopout 
FWD I 
32 mTsix_3ann - AAGTACTGACTACGCAGUCATTnACCT Tsix loopout 
RFV2 
41 mTsix _ + 1935 TA ITACCCACGCCAGGCTTA Tsix ]Oopout 
REV 
45 EGFPpA CTCCCCCTGAACCTGAAAC Tsix loopout 
FWD? 
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Abstract 

I n mammals the dosage of X-linked genes is equalized in male and female cells by 
inactivation of one X chromosome in every female somatic cell. In mouse imprinted X 

chromosome inactivation (XCI) leads to inactivation of the paternal X chromosome in all 
extra-embryonic tissues, and precedes random XCI which is initiated in the embryo proper 
just after implantation. X-encoded Xist is up-regulated on the inactive X chromosome (Xi), 
and Xist RNA spreads in cis, thereby silencing the X chromosome by recruitment of 
chromatin remodeling complexes. RnflJ is an X-linked regulator of Xist, and Rn.f/2 
knockout studies in mice have indicated that Rnfl 2 is required for imprinted XCI. Here we 
study the role of Rnfl2 in imprinted and random XCI in the mouse. By analysis of pre
implantation Rnfl2 knockout embryos we found that Rnjl2 regulates imprinted XCI by 
activation of Xist, and not through repression of its negative regulator Tsix. Examination of 
XCI in Rnf/2 11

- adult mice indicates that random XCI is initiated in a very small pool of 
cells. In addition, for several X-linked genes we found a partial loss of XCI, suggesting that 
Rnfl f 1

- mice are chimaeric animals with cells subject to normal XCI, and cells that 
partially or completely lost XCI. Loss of XCI is the consequence of inactivation of the wild 
type X chromosome in Rnfl2+!- mice leading to Rnfl 2 null cells which cannot properly 
establish the Xi. The loss of XCI phenotype in Rn.fli_1

_ mice is age related, and in time cell 
selection processes result in an increase of cells which normally inactivated one X 
chromosome. Our findings indicate that, in a chimaeric context, female mice can llfe with a 
partially inactivated X chromosome, without clear phenotypic consequences. 

Introduction 
The gene expression dosage and changes in these expression levels are instrumental in cell 
fate decisions and development. This is illustrated by the restricted development of most 
aneuploid mammalian embryos, and even the presence of one extra relatively small 
chromosome 21 leads to Down syndrome in human. The evolution of the mammalian sex 
chromosomes, and the concomitant loss of more than thousand genes from the Y 
chromosome forced the up-regulation of dose sensitive genes on the remaining X 
chromosomal copy. This form of dosage compensation would lead to over-expression ofX
linked genes in female cells, which is prevented by inactivation of one X chromosome in 
every female somatic cell [30]. In mammals X chromosome inactivation (XCI) is present in 
two forms. Imprinted XCI is found in all extra-embryonic tissues of the mouse and leads to 
inactivation of the paternal X chromosome (Xp) (53]. Imprinted inactivation of the Xp in 
the mouse is reversed in the inner cell mass (ICM) [52, 54], followed by a round of random 
XCI which is initiated at around 5.5 days post coitum (E5.5). So far, no evidence has been 
presented indicating imprinted XCI in other eutherian species, suggesting that the imprinted 
form of XCI may have evolved specifically in the mouse. 

XCI is very robust involving several layers of epigenetic modifications that 
maintain the inactive state through a near infinite number of cell divisions. In human more 
than 15% of the genes located on the X escape or partially XCI, although this pattern is 
very variable [240]. Escape of XCI correlates with the evolutionary history of the sex 
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chromosomes, with genes added later to the X more often escaping XCI. In mouse only a 
small number of genes escape XCI suggesting that evolution of XCI may be more advanced 
in this species. 

The XCI process is directed by cis-acting genes located within the X-! inked cis-X 
inactivation center (XIC), regulated by trans-acting activators and inhibitors of XCI [987]. 
The cis-XIC encompasses several non-coding genes, most of them conserved in all 
eutherian species. Xist encodes a l7kb long functional RNA transcribed from the inactive X 
chromosome (Xi), which coats the Xi in cL\' thereby recruiting factors involved in the 
establishment of the Xi [74, 84-85]. In mouse, another non-coding gene Tsix acts as a 
negative regulator of Xist [ 118-119]. Tsix fully overlaps with Xisr and is transcribed in anti
sense direction and both the act of transcription and the resulting RNA have been 
implicated in Xist repression, either by transcriptional interference or recruitment of 
chromatin remodelers to the Xist promoter. Female specific activation of Xist is 
accomplished by the dose dependent action of X-encoded activators of XCI involved in the 
activation of Xist and repression of Tsix [ 179, 189, 91 0]. Inhibitors of XCI counteract the 
XCI-activator activity by activation ofTsix and repression of Xist. 

Rnf/2 encodes the single identified XCI-activator so far [174, 911]. RNFI2 is a 
ring finger protein directing the dose-dependent breakdown of the pluripotency factor 
REX I [I 009], which is a repressor of Xis/ and activator of Tsix [989, I 009]. Upon 
differentiation of ES cells or in the epiblast of the developing embryo the concentration of 
RNF 12 is higher in female compared to male cells, resulting in sufficient REX J 

degradation to allow activation of Xist in female cells only. Stochastic initiation of XCI is 
followed by spreading of Xist in cis and silencing of one copy of Rnf/2. Robust feed back 
through the fast turn-over of RNF 12 and REX I prevents initiation of XCI on both X 
chromosomes in most cells. Homozygous Rnfl 2 knockout ES cells show a loss in XCI 
[911], whereas heterozygous Rn.f/2 ES cells show skewed XCI in favor of inactivation of 
the mutated X chromosome [174]. These studies indicated that Rnfl2 is continuously 
required during the early stages of XCI. Initiation of XCI on both X chromosomes will lead 
to a loss of RNF 12 expression, followed by REX I stabilization and reactivation of the Xi's 
in the time vvindow where XCI is reversible_ In heterozygous Rnfl XI-/- ES cells 
differentiation therefore results in completely skewed XCI tovvards inactivation of the 
Rnfl 2 mutant X chromosome. Similar results have been obtained in the mouse which 
shows non-random expression of RNF12 in all tissues suggesting completely skewed XCI 
[981 ]. These studies also indicated that female mice were only born when the mutated 
Rnfl 2 allele was inherited through the paternal germ line. Inheritance of a mutated Rnf/2 
allele through the maternal germ line leads to loss of imprinted XCI and embryos die 
shortly after implantation due to defects in development of extra-embryonic tissues. Loss of 
imprinted XCI has been attributed to a lack of maternal RNF12 storage, but could possibly 
be attributed to a Jack in maintained expression of RNF 12 in the pre- and peri-implantation 
embryo. 

Here we study the role of Rnf/2 in imprinted and random XCI. Imprinted XCI 
results in exclusive inactivation of the paternal X chromosome (Xp). Nevertheless, in 
female embryos with two maternal X chromosomes, delayed initiation of XCI on the 
maternal X has been reported [I 0 13]. In Rnf/2+1

- pre-implantation embryos we never 
detected initiation of Xist from the maternal X (Xm). In addition, maternal inheritance of 
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the Rn.fl 2 mutation leads to down regulation of Xist and not T.."ix expression. These findings 
suggest a dose dependent role for Rn.f/2 in activation of Xist in imprinted XCI. We also 
investigated random XCI in the adult Rn.fl X"1

- mouse, and our findings suggest that XCI is 
initiated in a small pool of cells that make up the embryo and adult mouse. Interestingly, 
Rnfl 2"""

1
- mice show a loss of XCI which varies per tissue and per mouse. Loss of XCI 

decreases with age suggesting selection against cells with two active X chromosomes or 
cells with a partially inactivated X chromosome. Our findings suggest that cells with tv-./o 
active X chromosomes, or cells with a partially inactivated X chromosome can survive in a 
chimaeric environment together with cells that properly initiated XCI. 

Results 
Generation of the Rnf12 knockout mouse 
To study the role of RJ?fl 2 in XCI in vivo we generated Rn.fl2 knockout mice by blastocyst 
injection of Rnf! 2"· and Rnj! T'- ES cells. These polymorphic Cast/Ei I 129/Sv ES cell lines 
were generated by BAC targeting of the 129/Sv allele to generate Rnf/2~-.o'-(ncoJ ES cells 
[174], and targeting ofthe second Cast!Ei Rn.f/2 allele resulting in Rn.f/I(puro)/-(ncoJ ES cells 
[91 I]. Our previous studies indicated that XCI is severely down-regulated in differentiating 
Rnflf· ES cells, with clonal expansion of a few cells which properly up-regulated Xi; 
[911]. To our surprise we obtained male and female founders with a high coat color 
contribution of Rnf!T'- ES cells. Allele specific PCR amplification of a BsrGJ RFLP in Xist 
was performed with genomic DNA isolated from different organs of a Rn_fl T'- chimaeric 
male. BsrGI digests the Cast/Ei allele, not present in wild type cells, and our analysis 
indicated that the contribution of Rnj! ;-•- ES cells varied per tissue (Figure I A). Xis! 
expression analysis by qPCR on RNA isolated from different organs of one male Rn/12'·
chimaeric mice showed that Xist was activated, suggesting that in vivo initiation of XCI is 
more robust than in differentiating Rnfl r-ES cells (Figure I B). 

Rn_fl T'- chimaeric female mice were bred with wild type males, and 1 out of 5 
female founders gave Rn_j/2Y/-(nco) and Rnf/2y,.._(puroJ offspring. No female offspring v--ias 
observed with a heterozygous Rnf/2 mutation (n=l7 litters, I 03 pups, 6 male knockouts, 97 
wild type animals). Interbreeding of different genotypes confirmed previous findings vvhich 
showed that male Rn_j/2 knockout mice are born at a Mendelian ratio, whereas transmission 
of the RJ?/12 mutation through the female germ line is lethal (Figure 1 C, maternal genotype 
is always shovvn first). Interestingly we observed one female animal with a maternally 
inherited Rnf/2 knockout allele indicating that some embryos do survive. This may be 
explained by a small number of extra-embryonic Rn_fl T · cells reported to initiate XCI 
[981] which may be sufficient to support embryo survival. In this embryo imprinted XCI 
may have been reversed leading to Xist activation on the Xm, as is found in embryos with 
two uniparental maternally inherited X chromosomes [1013]. We decided to study this 
finding in more detail. 
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Figure 1: Analysis of Rnf12 knockout mice 
A) Contribution of Rnf12-l- cells to a male chimaeric animal was determined by allele specific 
amplification of a BsrGI RFLP in Xist. The top band is Rnf12"'· specific, the bottom two bands represent 
a mix of digestion products from one wild type and one Rnt1z'- X chromosome. B) Quantification of the 
relative contribution of Rnf1Z'- cells to a male chimaeric animal shown in A, and qPCR expression 
analysis of Xist per organ. Shown is the relative Xist expression compared to wild type females. C) 
Offspring observed in different crosses of wild type, Rnf12+1

• (neal and Rnf12" (puroiiY mice (* all ill+ female 
mice inherited the b..Rnf12 (puro) allele from father) 

Rnf12 is required for pre-implantation development 
Inheritance of a mutated Rnf/2 allele through the maternal germ line was reported to be 
embryonic lethal due to a loss of imprinted XC! leading to a defect in the development of 
extra-embryonic tissues [981]. In that study Rn_/1 T 1

+ mice were generated by crossing wild 
type males with Rnj/2210

"/
210

x females harboring an oocyte specific Cre expression cassette 
[981]. Cre mediated knockout of Rnf/2210

"
1210

x in the developing oocyte leads to complete 
depletion of RNF 12 during oocyte maturation, and the loss of XCI phenotype was therefore 
attributed to a Jack of the maternal storage ofRNF!2. Interestingly, maternal inheritance of 
a llRnfl 2 allele and not the wild type allele in oocytes from Rnf/2-1

' females leads to 
embryonic lethality. The first and second meiotic divisions happen very late during oocyte 
maturation. Therefore in oocytes of Rnjl 2+/- female mice maternal storage of RNF 12 will 
be similar in oocytes carrying the !1.RnJ12 and wild type allele, and cannot explain the 
Rnfl2 phenotype. To better understand the loss of Rnfl2-1

' animals with a maternally 
inherited !1.Rnjl 2 allele, vve crossed Rnj/2Y/-(puro) and wild type male mice with Rn.fl i-l-(nco) 

female mice and studied imprinted XCI in the resulting pre-implantation embryos. 
Fertilized oocytes were isolated and allowed to develop in vitro until E3.5 and 4.5 and both 
RNA and DNA \vas isolated from single embryos. All possible genotypes were observed in 
normal Mendelian ratio's indicating no loss of Rnfl X(neoJi-{ruroJ and Rnjl T -(ruroJ embryos at 
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Figure 2: Xist but not Tsix expression affected in the Rnf1Z1 
.. and Rnf1Z1

- embryo 
A) The number of day E3.5 and E4.5 pre-implantation embryos with different genotypes obtained in 
different crosses involving wild type, Rnf12+1

- (neo) and Rnf1 Z (puroJIY mice is shown. No difference between 
day E3.5 and E4.5 pre-implantation embryos was found and therefore the data were pooled (for all 
genotypes the maternally inherited allele is shown first) B) Xist and Tsix qPCR expression analysis on 
pre-implantation embryos obtained after mating Rnf12+1

- (neoJ and Rnf12-(puroJrY mice. The values shown 
represent the average per genotype with standard deviation. C) As in B but with pre-implantation 
embryos obtained by mating Rnf12+t- (neoJ and Rnf12+1Y and by mating Rnf12+1+ and Rnf12-lpuroJ IY mice. D) 
Allele specific expression analysis detectin~ a length polymorphism in Xist does not reveal maternal Xist 
expression in Rnf12+t- lneoJ and Rnf1Z1neoJ ,_ puroJ pre-implantation embryos (C,) ,d' Xist expression from the 
maternal and paternal allele, respectively) 

this stage ?f development (Fi~ure 2A). qPCR analysis indicated down regulation ofXisr in 
Rnfl T(ncoHpuro) and Rnfl T(nco) .. -l- embryos compared to wild type embryos (Figure 2B and 
2C). No down regulation vvas observed in Rnf72 1

-1
1

- and RnfJJ'Hpuro) embryos, indicating 
that the reduced expression of Xist cannot be attributed to differences in maternal storage as 
all embryos were derived from Rnj72+/-(nco) oocy'tes. Analysis of Tsix expression by qPCR 
did not reveal a difference between aH obtained genotypes, suggesting that the main role of 
Rnfl 2 in imprinted XCI is the regulation of Xist. Although imprinted XCI results m 
exclusive inactivation of the Xp, female embryos with two uniparental maternal X 
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Figure 3: XCI is initiated in a small pool of cells in Rnf12+1
- mice 

A) Allele specific Xist expression in F1 C57BI/6 I Cast/Ei in different organs of two wild type mice. St, 
stomach. B) Quantification of allele specific Xist expression wild type mice shown in A. st, stomach C), 
D) As in (A, B) but performed with different organs of three Rnf12+1

- mice, the flRnf12 aflele(puro) is 
located on the paternally inherited Cast!Ei X chromosome 

chromosomes show delayed initiation of XCI around the blastocyst stage. Reversal of XCI 
could explain the reported initiation of XCI in a small number of cells of Rnf! T 1

- embryos. 
We therefore performed allele specific RT-PCR analysis of Xist and found exclusive 
expression of Xist from the paternal X chromosome in our Rnfl T(neo)!+ and Rn.fl T(nco}/-(puroJ 

embryos, indicating that XCI is never initiated on the Xm (Figure 20). This suggests that 
the RNF l2 expression level, which is twice as high in embryos with an uniparental 
maternal X chromosome, may be limiting factor for the activation of Xist on the Xm. 

Non-random expression of Xist in adult mouse 
Our previous work involving Rnf!T'- ES cells has indicated that besides a role for Rn.f/2 in 
imprinted XCI, Rnf/2 is also required for random XCI [911]. Also heterozygous Rnjl T'· 
ES cells showed delayed and less robust initiation XCI compared to female control ES cell 
lines [174]. These findings predict that XCI may be initiated in a smaller pool of cells in 
Rn.f/2+/- and ·Rnfl T/_ chimaeric animals. Xist up-regulation in Rnfl 2""· 1

- and chimaeric Rnfl T 
l- mice may be explained by clonal expansion of cells which initiated XCI and cell selection 
against cells with two Xa's may mask the effects of Rnf/2 on random XCI. To test whether 
XCI is indeed initiated in a smaller pool of cells in Rnfli 1

- mice vve isolated RNA from 
different mouse organs of Rn.f/2+1

- and control mice. The 6.Rnf12 (puro) allele in the mice 
we studied was located on the paternally inherited Cast/Ei chromosome allowing allele 
specific amplification of an Xist length polymorphism by RT-PCR. Although XCI is 
random, several inter strain mouse crosses result in skewed XCI in favor of one of the X 
chromosomes due to differences in the strength of the Xce [445]. This Xce has been 
genetically pinpointed to a 1.8 Mb region on the X chromosome partially overlapping with 
Tsix but notXist [448-449]. In wild type female mice we consistently found skewing of Xist 
expression towards expression from the C57Bl/6 allele, with an expected skewing ratio of 
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Figure 4: Loss of XCI in Rnf12'1- mice 
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A) Analysis of allele specific Xist and MeCP2 expression in different organs of two wild type F1 C57BI/6 
I Cast/Ei mice, shows preferential expression of C57/BI/6 Xist and reciprocal expression of MeCP2. This 
reciprocal expression pattern is absent in Rnf1Z1

. rnice (B). C) Quantification of allele specific Xist, 
MeCP2 and G6PD expression in brain and stomach of several wild type and Rnf1Z1

- animals. D) Allele 
specific expression analysis of MeCP2, in Rnttz'- Xisf'• trans-compound mice, shows completely 
skewed XCI of the llRnf12 harboring Cast/Ei X chromosome. 

65%/35% (Figure 3A and 3B). In different tissues of three different heterozygous Rnf/2+!
(puro) knockout mice, obtained through crosses of Rnjl2-(puro)fY males with wild type females, 
we found significant deviation of the expected 65 %/35% skewing ratio (Figure 3C and 
3D). This finding suggests that in our Rnf12+t- knockout mice random XCI was initiated in 
a smaller cell population leading to a larger patch size detectable in our analysis. 

Loss of XCI in adult mice 
The high contribution of Rnjl2-t- cells in our chimaeric mice, and Xist up-regulation in 
Rnfl2_,_ cells was unexpected based on ES cell differentiation studies and suggest that 
additional cues, not present in our ES differentiation protocols, are directing the XCI 
process. However, when comparing the relative contribution of Rnjl2-t- cells in d ifferent 
organs and the level of Xist expression, we noticed that Xist expression is less robust 
compared to female cells, suggesting an XCI phenotype (Figure lB). Also, our previous 
studies indicated that continuous expression of Rnf12 is required for persistent Xist 
expression and proper establishment of the Xi. Therefore in differentiated Rnfl2+t- ES cells 
Xist expression is completely skewed towards expression from the mutated allele. In 
contrast, in our Rnf12+t- mice we did not find severe skewing of Xist expression towards 
expression from the mutated X chromosome. 

To test whether random XCI was properly initiated in Rnf12+t- (puro) mice we 
isolated RNA of different organs and performed allele specific RT-PCR analysis. In the 
tested Rnfl2+t- (puro) mice the mutated 6.Rnf12 (puro) allele was located on a Cast/Ei X 
chromosome, whereas the wild type X chromosome was C57BI/6 derived, 
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providing sufficient RFLPs for allele specific expression analysis. In all organs of wild type 
animals we found preferential expression of C57Bl/6 Xist, and the expected reciprocal 
expression pattern for the X-linked genes Hprt, MeCP2, Atp7a and G6PD (Figure 4A and 
data not shown). In Rnf12+J- (purol mice expression of Xist fluctuated with in some organs 
preferential expression from the C57Bl/6 and in other organs from the Cast!Ei X 
chromosome. Expression analysis of the X-linked genes, Hprt, MeCP2, Atp7a and G6PD, 
indicated that the expected reciprocal expression pattern, compared to Xist, was almost 
absent (Figure 4B and data not shown). Quantification of allele specific expression 
confirmed loss of XCI in Rnfl2+!-(puro) mice, showing a clear deviation of the expected 
65%/35% ratio in most organs of different animals. In contrast to wild type animals in most 
organs of Rnfl2+!- (puro\ for most X-linked genes, expression was in favor of the C57Bl/6 
allele. Our studies do not reveal whether loss of XCI is chromosome wide or only affects a 
subset of X-linked genes. However, the differences we found in deviation from the 
expected 65%/35 ratio in between X-linked genes in the same organ suggest that loss of 
XCI is variable and may not be a chromosome wide phenomenon. 

To better understand the XCI phenotype in Rnfl2+l- (p,rol mice we crossed Rnf!T 
(purol!Y males with female mice carrying a heterozygous Xist 11oxl+ mutation. In the resulting 
Rnfl2+!- (puro) Xist 11oxJ+ trans-compound mice Xist can only be activated on the Mnfl2 
Cast/Ei X chromosome. If the Rnfl 2+1

• <r,rol mutation affects silencing of the Mnfl 2 Cast/Ei 
X chromosome this should have resulted in expression of X-linked genes located on the 
Cast/Ei X chromosome. Allele specific expression analysis of MeCP2, Atp7a and G6PD 
showed complete and exclusive inactivation of the !J.Rnfl2 Cast!Ei X chromosome, 
suggesting that the loss of XCI in our Rnfl2+!- (puro) mice must be attributed to the a lack of 
XCI initiation on the wild type C57Bl/6 X chromosome (Figure 4D and data not shown). 

Survival of cells with 2 active X chromosomes, or 1 active and 1 partially active X 
chromosome may be supported by the presence of cells in the near vicinity that properly 
initiated XCI in a chimaeric context. However, in time cells with two Xa's may be selected 
against. We tested this hypothesis by analysis of X-linked gene expression in different 
organs of mice sacrificed 6 weeks after birth and of mice sacrificed at 11 weeks or later. 
We found that in older mice Xist expression was more biased towards the Cast/Ei X 
chromosome harboring the 11Rnf12 allele (Figure SA-E). In addition, comparison of Hprt, 
MeCP2 and G6PD expression between these age groups indicated a better correlation 
between Xist expression and reciprocal X-linked gene expression. This effect was found in 
all tested organs, suggesting selection against cells which lost or partially lost XCI. In 
addition, a shift in Xist expression towards expression from the !J.Rnfl2 harboring X 
chromosome suggests that cells which initiated XCI on the wild type C57Bl/6 X 
chromosome are lost from the population (Figure SD and SE). This is consistent with in 
vitro studies which indicate that Xist spreading is only obtained on the !1Rnfl2 X 
chromosome in Rn/12+1

• ES cells. 
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Discussion 
Female specific activation of Xist is directed by the dose dependent action of X-encoded 
activators of XCI. Rnfl2 encodes an important activator of XCI, involved in imprinted XCI 
in mouse and in random XCI in ES cells [174, 911, 981, 1009]. In this study we 
investigated the role of Rnfl2 in vivo, by studying pre-implantation and adult Rnfl2 mutant 
mice. Our studies support previous findings that Rnf/2 is required for imprinted XCI. 
Interestingly, one Rnf/2·1+ female mouse was born with a Mlnf12 allele inherited from the 
mother. Allele specific Xist expression indicated that the survival of this embryo cannot be 
attributed to a switch in Xist expression leading to XCI of the maternal X chromosome, as 
is found in embryos with two maternal X chromosomes [1013]. In a published study, in 
RnflZ1+ mice obtained through ere mediated knockout of Rnfl2 in Rnfl2210

x!
2
lox oocytes 

only a few cells were reported to initiate imprinted XCI [981]. Our analysis on single 
embryos indicated that Xist expression in RnflZ1

+ embryos is down-regulated, but only by 
20%. This finding might be explained by dispersed Xist expression, not located to the X 
chromosome. Our previous work indicated that in Rnf12+1- Xist1

· cis-knockout ES cells, 
cells only initiate XCI on the wild type X chromosome leading to silencing of the single 
functional Rnfl2 allele, which in turn leads to repression of Xist. In these cells Xist is 
visible as dispersed clouds, and Xist therefore might be stable and detectable in our 
expression analysis even when detached from the X. Alternatively, the mild effect of the 
maternal Rnfl2 mutation on Xist expression in our Rnfl zt+ mice may indicate a role for the 
maternal storage of RNF12 in imprinted XCI, as oocytes in our study are only 50% 
depleted for RNF12 in contrast to the previous studies that involved oocytes that were 
devoid of RNF12. However, as most of our Rnjl2-l+ embryos and not the Rnfl2+i+ 
littermates are lost during development this indicates that the maternal storage cannot 
explain the Rnfl2 knockout phenotype. Nevertheless, maternal storage of RNF12 may 
explain the survival of one Rnfl2·1+ mouse with a maternally inherited Mlnfl2 allele. In this 
embryo maternally inherited RNFl2 may have supported initiation of imprinted XCI, in 
sufficient cells to successfully support embryonic growth. Further analysis of pre
implantation embryos by Xist RNA-FISH should reveal which of these non-mutual 
exclusive options is most likely. 

Figure 5: continued 
A) The ratio of allele specific Xist expression in the heart plotted against the reverse ratio of allele 
specific expression of G6PD (left panel) or MeCP2 (right panel). Shown are wild type animals (red), 6 
week old Rnf1:zt1

• mice (dark blue), and Rnf1:zt'· mice older than 11 weeks (light blue). B), C) As in (A) 
but performed with RNA isolated from stomach (B), and lung (C). D) The average ratio of allele specific 
Xistexpression per animal, and per investigated group (>i 1weeks Rnf12'"1

- mice, 6 weeks Rnf1:zt1• mice, 
and wild type mice}. As in (D) with the average of the ratios obtained for the G6PD, MeCP2 and Atp7a. 
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XCI in the embryo proper is random with respect to the parental origin of the X 
chromosome. However, several mouse crosses result in skewed XCI due to differences in 
the strength of the genetically determined Xce, located distal to Xist. In the mouse crosses 
analyzed in this study the C57BI/6 X chromosome is more likely to be inactivated than the 
Cast/Ei X chromosome. This skewing of XCI is detectable in all tissues, suggesting that 
initiat~on of XCI happens in a relative large pool of cells. Interestingly, in our Rn.f1 i-1- mice 
allele specific Xist expression fluctuates between the tissues of the same mouse but also 
between the same tissues of different mice. This finding suggests that in the Rn.f12+l- mice 
XCI is initiated in a relative small pool of cells that make up the embryo. Studies involving 
ES cell injections of a limited number of cells in tetraploid blastocysts have indicated that 
injection of one ES cell is sufficient to support the development of a viable animal [I 0 14]. 
Also in these animals the pool of cells contributing to the peri-implantation embryo where 
XCI is initiated is small, but this situation is compatible with life. Whether cells that 
activate XL'l't are the only cells that contribute to the developing embryo or if a mosaic of 
Xist positive and negative cells is present in Rl?fl 2+/- mice needs to be determined by Xist 
RNA-FISH on post-implantation embryos and adult mice. 

Our finding that XCI is partially lost at the loci we tested is very surprising. So far 
it is unclear whether our Rn.fl [-'-mice are chimaeric animals with XaXi cells and cells with 
two Xa's and/or with cells with one Xa and one partially activated X chromosome. RNA
FISH and allele specific RNA-sequencing experiments need to be performed to answer this 
question. Although cells \Vithout a late replicating X chromosome have been described in 
the early developing embryo, previous studies involving Xis(- mice and our analysis of 
Xis(1

+ Rnfl 2· trans-compound mice, indicated that XCI was fully skewed towards 
inactivation of the wi(d type X chromosome without detectable escape of XCI. The loss of 
Xist'i- embryos which inherited the mutated Xist allele through the male germline also 
indicates a requirement of imprinted XCI for the proper development of extra-embryonic 
tissues. These findings suggested a strict requirement for dosage compensation. However, 
the observation in human that a high percentage of genes partially escapes XCI suggests 
that the dependence on XCI may be less strict than anticipated. Interestingly, requirement 
of XCI for embryonic development, for instance through an ICM specific knockout of Xist, 
has never been tested. Although this embryonic Xis! knockout will most likely not be 
viable, homozygous Xist knockout cel!s may contribute to a vvild type embryo in a 
chimaeric context, and this possibility should be addressed experimentally. 

Analysis of XCI in Rnj/2"· ES cells indicated the preferential initiation of XCI on 
the mutated Rnf/2 allele. In these cells activation of XCI on the wild type allele results in 
RNF12 null cells, leading to repression of Xist and subsequent reactivation of the Xi. 
Within the time \vindow where the Xi can be established repeated initiation of XCI will 
eventually lead to, almost exclusive XCI of the nRnf/2 harboring X chromosome. In our 
Rnf/2' 1

· knockout mice we do not find preferential XCI of the !1Rnfl2 allele, and XCI even 
seems to be more skewed towards inactivation of the wild type C57Bl/6 X chromosome. 
This effect may be explained by differences in allele specific thresholds for XCI to be 
initiated in vitro and in vivo favoring initiation of XCI on the C57Bl/6 chromosome in vivo. 
Also the time window in which XCI can be initiated and the silencing mediated feedback of 
RNF 12 action may be different in the developing embryo compared to differentiating ES 
cells. Nevertheless, our data do support the preferential loss of XCI in cells that initiated 
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XCI on the wild type X chromosome. First, Xisrt-- Rnfl 2' 1
" compound mice show 

completely skewed XCI of the mutated X chromosome, indicating that the RNF 12 
expression level is sufficient for proper silencing of the mutated X chromosome. Second, 
comparison of young and old mice showed increased silencing of all tested loci in older 
mice, and a concomitant loss of cells with Xist expression emanating from the wild type X 
chromosome. The reported expression of RNF12 in all cells in Rnj/2+!- knockout female 
mice, even suggests that XCI is incomplete on nearly all wild type X chromosomes [981]. 
Although we cannot exclude a possible selection against RNFI2 null cells as an explanation 
for a decrease in cells showing loss of XCI, we think that the normal development of Rnfl T 
lY and the high contribution of Rnfl T 1

- ES cells to male chimaeras argues against this 
option. We therefore conclude that in the developing Rnfl T 1

- embryo, XCI is incomplete in 
cells or a pool of cells that initiate XCI on the wild type X chromosome. In time, cells 
subject to loss of XCI involving dose sensitive genes will be selected against. In addition, 
cells which properly established an Xi may have a proliferative advantage, and both 
processes may lead to a near normal dosage of X-encoded genes in older Rnj/2 1

_
1
_ mice. 

Several questions remain to be addressed, for instance do the Rnjl zl-l- mice show a 
phenotype? So far, we have not noticed any behavioral or other abnormalities, but a more 
thorough examination is required to address this question. The fact that mice do survive 
with loss of XCI of at least a few genes that we tested so far, hint at possible therapies to 
alleviate X-linked disorders in heterozygous phenotypic woman by reactivation of the 
inactive X chromosome. 
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Material and Methods 
Mice 
All animal experiments were in accordance with the legislation of the Erasmus MC Animal 
Experimental Commission. To generate Rnfl2 mutant mice, Rnjl 2+1- and Rnf/2-1- ES cells 
were used for blastocyst injections, and constituted embryos vvere transferred to 
pseudopregnant mice. For genotyping of Rnf12 mutant mice, the following primers \vere 
used: Nhe GenA F (gccttcgaacatctctgagc), Nhe GenA R (gagccggactaatccaaaca), Puro 
detect R (agcaaaaacaggaaggcaaa), Neo detect F (acatttccccgaaaagtgc). To assess Cast/Ei 
contribution, RFLP PCR was performed using primers mXistl l-3L (cagtggtagctcgagccttt) 
and mXistl I-3R (ccagaagagggagtcagacg), followed by digestion ·with Bsrgl. Results were 
confirmed using primers detecting length polymorphisms distinguishing between C57Bl/6 
and Cast/Ei: DXMit55f (ctgcttccagaatattatcactactcc), DXMit55rev 
(aaaaca1ccatttatgttaacacaca), DXMit44for (tctaaaagcatgccaaattgg) DXMit44 rev 
(ttcctatcgctcaggtttttg), Xist LP 1445 (actgggtcttcagcgtga) and Xist LP 1446 
(gcaacaacgaattagacaacac). 

Embryo collection, DNA and RNA from single embryos 
All procedures were performed according to the institutional animal care and approved 
animal use committee protocols. In brief, female mice \\'ere synchronized with Follugon 
and Chorulon, mated and sacrificed the day follmving mating. Zygotes were isolated from 
the ampulla and cultured in KSOM until they reached the blastocyst stage. Blastocysts were 
collected for RNA and DNA analysis between 96 and I 08h post Chorulon administration. 
Individual blastocysts were transferred to 0.2 ml PCR tubes and stored in lysis buffer 
(Stratagene) at -80°C until further processing. RNA and DNA was extracted using the 
Absolutely RNA Nanoprep Kit (Stratagene, #400753). To enable genotyping, DNase 
treatment was omitted from the manufacturer's protocoL One tenth of the RNA/DNA elute 
was utilized for genotyping, whereas the remainder was reverse transcribed into eDNA 
using random hexamers and Superscript Ill reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen, #18080-051) 
following the manufacturer's protocol. Allele specific discrimination for Xist expression 
between the t\vo polymorphic X-chromosomes was performed as described previously 
[174], using the primers described above. For the quantitative analysis of Actin, Tsix and 
Xist expression, all samples were analyzed in triplicate in a 10 ~ll final reaction volume 
using the BioRad CFX 384 Real-time System. The reaction n1ixture contained SYBR Green 
PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, #4309155), primer (either Actin, Tsix or Xist) and 
2.5 fll of eDNA. After an initial hold at 94°C for 2 min, reaction mixtures underwent 40 
cycles of 30 sec at 94°C, 30 sec at 60°C and 30 sec at 72°C. Standard curves were 
generated using mouse ES cell eDNA. All samples vvere normalized against Actin 
expression and compared to mean expression levels of three female vvildtype blastocysts. 
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RT-PCR and qRT-PCR analysis of mice tissues 
To assess XCI skewing, hybrid female mice v.,rere sacrificed by cervical dislocation, parts of 
organs were collected, snap-frozen and triturated using micro-pestils in l ml of Trizol 
reagent (Invitrogen). After an additional centrifugation to clear debris, 700 ~d was added to 
300 ~Li fresh Trizol, and RNA was purified following manufacturer's instructions. RNA was 
reverse-transcribed with SuperScript II (Invitrogen), using random hexamers. Allele 
specific Xist expression was analyzed by RT-PCR using the primers mentioned above. To 
determine allele specific X-linked gene expression of Atpla, Mecp2 and G6pdx, primers 
335 moF3930 (agggcaaacgtgtagcaatggtag) and 336 moF4812 (agagcttgttctaactcactgttct) 
were used for Atpla amplifying a length polymorphism, [995], primers 
(catggtagctgggatgttagg) and (gcaatcaattctactttagagcg), for Mecp2 amplifying a Odel RFLP 
in A1eCP2, and primers (ggagtgatgaactcagggaagc) and (atgtagctgggtttactggtgg) to amplify a 
SerF! RFLP in G6PD. PCR products were gel purified and digested with the indicated 
restriction enzymes and analyzed on a 2% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. 
Allele specific expression was determined by measuring relative band intensities using a 
Typhone image scanner and lmageQuant software. qRT-PCR was performed as described 
before [91 I] 
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Abstract 

B alanced expression of X-linked genes in male and female placental mammals, is 
accomplished by inactivation of one of the two X chromosomes in female somatic 

cells. In mice, X chromosome inactivation (XCI) is regulated by the X-transcribed non
coding Xist RNA, and spreading of Xist results in silencing of X-linked genes in cis. Xist 
gene transcription is under control of inhibitors and activators of XCI which coordinate the 
proper expression of Xist in the epiblast of the developing female embryo, or upon 
differentiation of female ES cel!s in culture. In contrast to the mouse, initiation of XCI in 
human is less well studied, because human embryos are rightly protected from such studies 
and human ES cells (hES) appear to represent a post-XCI state. Studies on XCI in human 
induced pluripotent stem (hiPS) cells might provide an option to study XCI. However, 
using human iPS cells, conflicting results have been obtained, some investigators repm1ing 
reactivation of the inactive somatic X chromosome during reprogramming, whereas other 
studies concluded that the inactive X (Xi) remains silent. Here, we have generated a series 
of hiPS cell lines from female fibroblasts heterozygous for large X-chromosomal deletions, 
subject to skewed inactivation favoring inactivation of the deletion carrying X 
chromosome. XCI analysis of the iPS cell lines showed that approximately 70% of the cells 
have lost markers of the Xi. Single cell RT-PCR on iPS cells revealed bi-allelic expression 
of several X-linked genes, in most cells within each cell line. We also found a large 
population of hiPS cells carrying the X-chromosomal deletion expressing XIST from the 
wild type X chromosome, which is not expressed in the fibroblasts used to generate the 
hiPS cells. Analysis of allele specific methylation at the X-linked androgen receptor locus 
in the hiPS cells showed initiation of XCI on the X that is active in the founder fibroblast 
cell line. Taken together, these findings indicate robust reactivation of the inactive X 
chromosome in hiPS cell lines, under the present experimental conditions. However, it is 
also indicated that these, and other, culture conditions may not allow various hES and hiPS 
cell lines to maintain tvvo X chromosomes active. 

Introduction 
XCI is required in eutherian females to compensate for potential dosage differences of X 
chromosomal genes bet\veen female XX and male XY cells [30]. In mice, XCI is first 
initiated in the pre-implantation embryo, where it is imprinted, leading to inactivation of the 
paternal X chromosome. Imprinted XCI is reversed in the inner cell mass (ICM), prior to 
subsequent random XCI in the differentiating cells developing from the epiblast, in which 
either the maternal or paternal X chromosome is silenced [987]. XCI is an epigenetic 
process, and a key factor controHing XCI is the Xist gene, which is transcribed into a 
functional but non-coding RNA [74, 84-85]- Transcribed from the X-linked gene, Xist RNA 
is able to spread along the X chromosome in cis, thereby attracting chromatin modifiers 
which induce heterochromatization and silencing of the X chromosome [97-99]. Mono
allelic expression of Xist is accomplished by the action of X-encoded XCI-activators and 
autosomally encoded XCI-inhibitors. A two-fold increased expression of XCI-activators in 
female cells results in stochastic activation of XCI [ 174, 91 1]- Several ES cell pi uri potency 
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!actors have been identified as inhibitors of XCI and the interplay of the pluripotency factor 
network [ 191, I 009] ensures proper developmental control of XCI (for review [91 0, 987]). 

Most of the insights in XCI regulation have been obtained from studies using 
mouse ES cells. These cells, which are derived from the ICM of a blastocyst, contain two 
active X chromosomes when female, and undergo XCI upon in vitro differentiation. For 
studies on human XCI, a good model system for XCI is lacking. Although recently novel 
insights have been obtained using human embryos [368, 379], these experiments are 
difficult to perform, and, for ethical reasons, the use of human embryos for research 
purposes has been widely restricted. Contrary to mouse ES (mES) cells, most human ES 
(hES) cell lines are in a post-XCI state, and are prone to epigenetic fluidity [361]. Although 
several hES cell lines show two active X chromosomes and undergo XCI upon 
differentiation (Class I cells), these cells are prone to undergo XCI even in the 
undifferentiated state (Class II cells), and a remarkable variation exists between cell lines 
and different subclones, even among different laboratories [359-364, I 0 15]. Peculiar, some 
hES lines have lost XIST expression, but do not show evidence of X reactivation (Class Ill 
cells) [361, 363]. These findings might have implications for differentiation potential and 
disease modelling [361], and can likely be influenced by the derivation conditions, as hES 
eel! lines with two active X chromosomes have been obtained under low oxygen conditions 
[1016], and with the addition of chemical compounds [1017-1018]. Therefore, it seems 
likely that the variation observed regarding the XCI state in hES cells is a reflection of 
suboptimal culture conditions, in which from the derivation onwards, cells having two 
active X chromosomes are lost and gradually progress to a more progressed state, in which 
XCI has been initiated. Alternatively, hES cells might represent a more advanced and 
differentiated state compared to mouse ES cells, so that XCI in the hES cells has occurred 
already prior to or during ES cell derivation [394]. Human ES cells show striking 
similarities, regarding morphology, culture conditions and gene expression, to mouse 
epiblast stem cells (mEpiSCs), which are developmentally more advanced than mES cells, 
and are characterised by the presence of an Xi, suggesting that hES cells might also 
represent a more differentiated state compared to mouse ES cells [386-387]. 

In 2006, Takahashi and Yamanaka discovered that over-expression of defined 
pluripotency factors in fibroblasts can result in reprogramming towards a pluripotent state, 
which they referred to as induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells [61]. These cells share all key 
properties with ES cells, including self-renewal and differentiation potential, and have a 
similar gene expression profile as hES cells [61, 63]. The derivation of these cells from 
human fibroblasts [64-66] offers the promise of generating patient-specific stem cells which 
might be used in future cell replacement-based therapies and disease modelling. Besides 
these potentia! advantages for translational medicine, hiPS cells offer opportunities for 
basic research on establishment and maintenance of pluripotency, and might offer a useful 
novel model to study XCI in human cells, as in the mouse, it has been shown that the Xi of 
fibroblasts becomes reactivated during the reprogramming process, followed by random 
XCI upon differentiation of these mouse iPS cells [67-68]. 

Recently, several studies have investigated the XCI state of female hiPS cells. The 
first systematic analysis of multiple female hiPS cell lines derived from four different 
fibroblast populations under 1\\'0 reprogramming strategies, using either polycistronic 
lentiviral or retroviral vectors expressing OCT4, SOX2, KLF4 and C-MYC, has shown that 
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all these hiPS cell lines retain the Xi derived from the starting fibroblasts [I 0 19]. Analysis 
by RNA-FISH and RT-PCR of several fully reprogrammed female hiPS cell lines did not 
detect evidence for bi-allelic gene expression from the X chromosomes. It was therefore 
concluded that during reprogramming of human cells the Xi is not reactivated, resulting in 
the non-random XCI observed in the hiPS cell lines due to clonal outgrmvth of a single 
fibroblast which started the reprogramming process. Similar results have been obtained in 
studies of Rett syndrome hiPS cells established from female patients, vvere non-random 
XCI in the hiPS cells enabled the derivation of isogenic hiPS cells, in which either the 
mutant or wild type X chromosome was inactive [I 020- I 022]. Another study found that all 
hiPS eel! lines derived from one and the same fibroblast population with random XCI, 
always showed inactivation of the same X chronwsome, which indicated that activity of a 
particular X chromosome might have a selective advantage during the reprogramming 
process [I 023]. In contrast to these findings, another study of Rett syndrome hiPS cells 
showed that the Xi can be reactivated during reprogramming of fibroblasts, as all cells in a 
population of undifferentiated hiPS cells from a heterozygous Rett mutation carrier 
expressed the intact X-encoded MECP2 protein (MECP2 mutations are the cause of most 
cases of Rett syndrome), and did not shovv markers for inactive heterochromatin [1024]. 
Upon neural differentiation, these cells underwent random X chromosome inactivation, 
resulting in a mosaic population of cells with or without expression of MECP2, which also 
showed the presence of X!ST clouds, indicative of an Xi. Another study even reported that 
different hiPS ce!l lines with signs of either reactivation or maintenance of XCI could be 
obtained from the same fibroblasts [I 025]. These lines only seem to differ based on 
expression of X-linked genes, '0/hereas the level of reprogramming as assessed by gene 
expression analysis and the ability to form teratomas was similar. Studies investigating the 
global gene expression of the X chromosome in hiPS cells further support that at least some 
hiPS cell lines might reactivate the somatic Xi [1026]. 

Taking together, it is still not clear vvhether iPS reprogramming can result in 
reactivation of the inactive X chromosome in human cells. Here we analyze established 
hiPS cell lines, and novel hiPS cell lines derived from female carriers of heterozygous large 
X chromosomal deletions shovving non-random XCI, and from a patient with a 47,XXX 
karyotype. These hiPS cell lines were generated using a polycistronic lentiviral vector 
encoding OCT4, SOX2, KLF4 and C-MYC, and a dTomato transgene which becomes 
silenced upon complete reprogramming. Although XCI analysis at early passage showed 
that approximately 30%-40% of the cells have hail marks of an Xi, including X!ST cloud 
formation and heterochromatin markers, a significant portion of cells showed absence of 
these marks. This might be indicative of either loss of Xi markers comparable to Class III 
hES cells, or might reflect that X reactivation has occurred. Single cell expression analysis 
indicated gene transcription from both X chromosomes in many cells. As expected, the X 
chromosome harboring a deletion expressed X!ST in the founder fibroblast population, but 
we detected XJST expression from the wild type X chromosome in a significant percentage 
of hiPS cells derived from these fibroblasts. Taken together, the present study provides 
evidence that X reactivation does occur during the course of reprogramming of human cells 
towards hiPS cell lines. However, this may not be a stable condition. Further research will 
be required to obtain hES and hiPS eel! lines, and culture conditions, which can maintain 
two X chromosomes active. 
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Results 
X chromosome inactivation in established hES, hiPS and hLR5 cells 
Human ES and iPS cells may provide a suitable model system to study XCI, and we 
therefore decided to investigate the XCI state of established hES and hiPS cell lines. 
Immune-RNA-FISH experiments on female hES cell line H9 showed that the majority of 
nuclei (>95%, N~200, data not shown) did not show markers of an Xi. Less then 5% of the 
nuclei analysed at passage 53 showed the presence of focal X!ST accumulation (hereafter 
referred to as X!ST clouds) (Figure lA). These X!ST clouds co-localized with a DAPl
dense, heterochromatic region (Barr body), enriched for H3K27me3, and depleted for 
H3K4me3 and H3K9-acetylation, which are hallmarks of an epigenetically silenced X 
chromosome. Although XIST was not detected in the majority of H9 nuclei, the remaining 
nuclei also showed a Barr body, suggesting the presence of an Xi. To further characterize 
the XCI state of H9, we performed the human androgen receptor (HUMARA) assay [480]. 
This assay makes use of the fact that inactivation of the X chromosome results in 
methylation of the androgen receptor gene. When undigested DNA is amplified by PCR 
with primers covering a polymorphic repeat in the androgen receptor gene, two peaks will 
be visible, representing the two different alleles. Upon digestion with a methylation
sensitive restriction enzyme, only the methylated and hence inactivated allele will be 
amplified by PCR. Therefore, after digestion, a randomly inactivated population of cells 
will still display two peaks, whereas a non-randomly inactivated population will show one 
dominant peak. Analysis of the methylation state at the human androgen receptor gene in 
H9, showed preferential methylation of a single allele in DNA obtained from the culture, 
indicating that all nuclei have a clonal origin with the same Xi (Figure 1 B). These results 
suggest that H9 belongs to the Class III hES cell lines, in which the majority of cells have 
lost X!ST expression, but maintained the Xi. The presence of Class Ill nuclei and the post
XCI state of the H9 cell line is in agreement with earlier reports on XCI in H9, 1.vhich 
showed a high level of variation in XCI between laboratories [363-364, I 027-1 028]. 

We next investigated the XCI state of a previously generated and characterized 
hiPS eel! line derived from a female carrier heterozygous for a mutation of Lesch-Nyhan 
syndrome (HPRT deficiency, LN-hiPS) [1029]. This cell line was established using 
lentiviral transduction of fibroblasts with inducible vectors encoding OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, 
C-MYC and NANOG, and was propagated in the absence of expression of these exogenous 
factors. lmmuno-RNA-FISH analysis detecting X!ST and NANOG or XIST and KLF4 
(Figure I C) showed that more than 99% of all nuclei analyzed showed an XIST cloud 
(N~200). This indicated that this cell line also represents a post-XCI state, and similar 
results were obtained when this cell line was cultured under hypoxic conditions (5% 02) or 
in the presence of doxycylin for four vveeks, to further induce reprogramming (data not 
shown). HUMARA analysis indicated that also tc1is cell line was subject to complete non
random XCI, in which presumably the X harboring the mutant HPRT allele, was 
preferentially inactivated (data not shown). 

We next analyzed whether we could establish a more naYve pluripotent state which 
might result in reactivation of the silent X chromosome. To this end, we differentiated the 
LN-hiPS cells by embryonic body (EB) formation in suspension culture for one week, and 
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Figure 1: XCI in established human ES cell line H9, hiPS cells and hLR5 cells 
A) Immune-RNA-FISH detecting XIST (Rhodamine Red), and H3K27me3, H3K4me3, or H3K9 
acetylation (all FITC) in human ES ce ll line H9 analyzed at passage 53. DNA is counterstained with 
DAP I (blue). Xi's are indicated with an arrow head. B) HUMARA analysis with DNA from the H9 hES 
cell line. Prior to Hpal l digestion, PCR amplification of a polymorphic repeat in the androgen receptor 
gene detects both parental alleles (262 and 272 bp, respectively). After Hpall digestion, only the 262 bp 
allele is detected. A methylated allele will be protected against Hpal l digestion and can be amplified, 
indicating that the 262 bp allele is preferentially inactivated in H9 ES cells. C) Immune-RNA-FISH 
detecting XIST (Rhodamine Red), and either NANOG or KLF4 (all FITC) in LN-hiPS analyzed at 
passage t 7. DNA is counterstained with DAPI (blue). D) Cartoon showing the strategy followed in the 
secondary reprogramming experiment. LN-hiPS cells were differentiated, and differentiated cells were 
subjected to a second round of reprogramming, by addition of doxycyclin (Dox) which induces 
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plated EBs on gelatinised culture dishes to allow outgrowth of differentiated cells. After a 
further 4 weeks of differentiation, differentiated progeny was obtained, which mainly 
consisted of terminally differentiated fibroblast-like cells which did no longer show 
expression of pluripotency factors, including NANOG and OCT4 (data not shown). These 
cells were then subjected to a secondary round of reprogramming (Figure lD), by the 
addition of doxycyclin, to induce expression of the 5 reprogramming factors which were 
originally used to generate the LN-hiPS cell line, aiming to obtain cells in a more naive 
pluripotent state. This was done either under hypoxic (5% 02) or normoxic (20% 02) 
conditions, with either human ES cell medium (condition 1), human ES cell medium 
supplemented with the histone deacetylase inhibitor valproic acid [1030] (condition 2), 
human ES cell medium supplemented with Kenpaullone which replaces KLF4 [1031] 
(condition 3), human ES cell medium supplemented with the GSK3B inhibitor CHIR 
(condition 4 ), human ES cell medium with valproic acid, Kenpaullone and CHIR (condition 
5) or a medium supplemented with human LIF (condition 6), to obtain so-called hLR5 cells 
[973]. Using these conditions, we noted morphological changes within 2 weeks, and for 
most conditions colony-like structures emerged. No difference in colony formation was 
found between different oxygen conditions. After picking of colonies, only stable clones for 
conditions 1 and 6 could be obtained. Two cell lines obtained from condition 1, grown after 
withdrawal of doxycyclin, still showed all hallmarks of a post-XCI state, with more than 
99% of the cells showing an XIST cloud (data not shown). Six female hLR5 cell lines were 
obtained from condition 6, of which three were derived under hypoxic conditions. These 
cells represent a metastable, more mouse-like state, which requires the continues expression 
of 5 exogenous pluripotency factors induced by doxycyclin in the presence of human LIF 
[973]. Previous work has shown that in this state, hLR5 cells grow in mouse-like, dome
shaped colonies, and show expression of mouse-specific pluripotency surface markers, and 
can be highly efficiently genetically modified. A switch in culture conditions towards 
standard human ES cell medium and withdrawal of doxycyclin can transfer these cells to a 
standard, basic FGF dependent hiPS cell state [973]. To investigate the XCI state of the 
generated hLR5 cells, RNA-FISH was performed, detecting XIST expression. Despite their 
mouse-like characteristics, more than 99% of cells still showed an XIST cloud (N=200 per 
cell line, 6 cell lines analyzed, Figure IE), indicating that also these cells represent a post
XCI state. 

Cell lines with non-random XCI for hiPS formation 
Our experiments so far with established hiPS cells and hLR5 cells indicated that upon 
reprogramming the somatic inactivated X chromosome does not become reactivated. To 
exclude the possibility that this is due to a cell line specific effect (e.g. specific to the LN
hiPS cell line), or might be caused by the method used to reprogram this cell line (with 5 
inducible factors), we decided to establish novel female hiPS cell lines. To this end, we 
screened cell repositories for cell lines harboring large deletions on one of the X 
chromosomes. Due to secondary selection, X chromosomes with large deletions are 

Figure 1: continued 
expression of the reprogramming factors. See text for details. E) RNA-FISH detecting X/ST (FIT C) in 
female hLR5 cell line 2 analyzed at passage 2. DNA is counterstained with DAPI (blue). 
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preferentially inactivated in female carriers of such deletions, because otherwise such a 
female cell would become nullisomic for genes which are located in the deleted area due to 
inactivation of the wild type allele, which is a cell lethal condition. This non-random XCI 
could help identifying cells which have reactivated the Xi in hiPS cells, as expression of an 
informative transcript in hiPS cells differing between the two X chromosomes not 
expressed in the skewed fibroblast population would be diagnostic for a reactivation event. 

To obtain skewed fibroblast cell lines with large X chromosomal deletions, cell 
lines were collected through different sources, and the gene content was further 
characterized by MLPA analysis, SNP array and DNA-FISH. Results for this analysis are 
summarized in Supplementary Table I, and examples of the analysis are shown in Figure 
2. Here we focus on fibroblast lines which were used to generate hiPS cell lines, namely 
Xl2, Xl4, and XIS (Figure 2A), and a cell line derived from a patient with triple X 
syndrome ( 4 7 ,XXX). The latter cell line was used as a control, but also could be an 
interesting model to study XCI initiation in case of X chromosomal aneuploidies. When 
analysed by RNA-FISH, 99% of all fibroblast of cell lines Xl2, Xl4 and XIS showed one 
XIST cloud per nucleus (Figure 2C and data not shown, N=200 cells analyzed per cell 
line). In the 47,XXX fibroblast, two inactive X chromosomes were found in almost every 
cell (Figure 2C), in agreement with the rule that all but one X chromosome become 
inactivated per diploid genome [163]. To analyse whether indeed a single X chromosome 
was preferentially inactivated in the fibroblast populations harboring large X chromosomal 
deletions, we performed the HUMARA assay. In all cell lines harboring large deletions, we 
detected almost exclusively one allele after digestion with the methylation sensitive enzyme 
Hpaii, indicating non-random XCI favoring inactivation of one of the two X chromosomes 
(Figure 2D and data not shown). In the 47,XXX fibroblast cell line, random XCI was 
observed (data not shown). Preferential inactivation of one X chromosome in fibroblast 
lines Xl2, Xl4 and XIS was confirmed by RFLP RT-PCR analysis of an SNP in XIST, 
which always showed mono-allelic expression (Figure 2E). Also expression of several 
tested X-linked genes showed completely skewed XCI (data not shown). We conclude that 
the selected fibroblast lines are subject to non-random XCI, most likely silencing of the X 
carrying the deletion. 

Generation of hiPS eel/lines 
To generate hiPS cells, Xl2, XIS and 47,XXX fibroblasts were transduced with a 
polycistronic lentiviral vector expressing OCT4, SOX2, KLF4 and C-MYC and a dTomato 
reporter [1032]. Upon transduction, transduced fibroblasts express dTomato (Figure 3A, 
B). These fibroblasts were plated on MEFs, and cultured in the presence of human ES 
medium. After approximately 10 days, small clusters of cells appeared which started to 
develop a human ES cell morphology. These clusters gradually lost the expression of the 
dTomato reporter (Figure 3B), which indicated proper silencing of the lentiviral transgene, 
required to establish fully reprogrammed hiPS cells. Six dTomato negative colonies were 
picked per cell line 22 days post-transduction, and expanded. The established cell lines 
showed a characteristic human ES cell morphology (Figure 3C), had a stable 46,XX 
karyotype (47,XXX in case of lines derived from the 47,XXX fibroblasts) and expressed 
key endogenous pluripotency factors including NANOG and REXJ (Figure 3D, E, and data 
not shown).They also stained positive for the pluripotency associated surface markers CD9 
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and GCTM2, as determined by FACS analysis (Figure 3F). Upon EB differentiation, all 
cell lines expressed markers of all germ layers (Figure 3G), confirming that these cells 
were completely reprogrammed and had differentiation potential (Figure 3H). 

Early passage female hiPS cells show reactivation of the Xi 
The established novel female hiPS cells from fibroblasts cell lines Xl2, Xl5 and 47,XXX 
were subjected to immuno-RNA-FISH analysis at passage 3-5 prior to cryopreservation, to 
investigate the XCI status of these cell lines. This analysis showed that only 30% of the 
nuclei within the various cell lines showed XIST expression (Figure 4A, D, E). Contrary to 
the results obtained with the LN-hiPS cell line described above, which showed more than 
99% of nuclei with hallmarks of an Xi, more variation was observed in the low passage iPS 
cell lines, with many cells showing absence of XIST clouds (Figure 4A, C, D). In hiPS cell 
lines generated from 47,XXX fibroblasts, many cells did not show Xi markers, or only 
showed signs of one Xi (Figure 4B, E). In all cell lines, analysis of heterochromatin 
markers associated with the Xi, including enrichment of H3K27me3 and depletion of 
H3K4me3 and H3K9 acetylation, indicated variable staining, with many cells not 
displaying all characteristic Xi features (Figure 4B). Also, Barr bodies were detected in a 
minority of cells. Strikingly, in many colonies, cells with all Xi hallmarks were most often 
found at the edges or in the center of the colonies, were most of the differentiated cells are 
found. In contrast, cells without XIST and associated Xi markers were found in a donut 
shaped region surrounding the middle of the colonies (Figure 4A, C). 

Figure 2: continued 
A) Ideogram of the human X chromosome. Location of genes analyzed in this study is indicated. The 
red lines indicate the deletions in the Xi 2, Xi 4 and Xi 5 fibroblast cell lines. Also the location of the four 
BAC probes, used in B, is indicated. B) DNA-FISH on metaphase chromosomes of Xi 2 and XIS 
fibroblasts, using BAC probes 1, 2, 3 and 4. Magnification of X chromosomes is shown in the insert. 
Hybridization with SACs located in the deleted area results in a single signal, whereas hybridization with 
SACs located proximal to the deletion results in two signals. Note that deleted chromosomes are also 
shorter, compared to the wild type X chromosome. C) RNA-FISH detecting X!ST {FITC) in X12, X15 
and 47,XXX fibroblasts. DNA is counterstained with DAPI (blue). X12 and XiS showed a single X!ST 
cloud in almost every cell, whereas two XIST clouds are observed in 47,XXX fibroblasts. D) HUMARA 
analysis with DNA from X15 fibroblasts. Prior to Hpall digestion, PCR amplification of a polymorphic 
repeat in the androgen receptor gene detects the two parental alleles (262 and 292 bp, respectively). 
After Hpall digestion, only the 262 bp allele is detected, indicating that this allele is preferentially 
inactivated in X15 fibroblasts, confirming skewed XCI in this fibroblast cell line. E) PCR and RT -PCR 
analysis with DNA and eDNA from X12, X14 and X15 fibroblast cell lines, amplifying an RFLP in X/ST. 
PCR products were digested with Mfel, to discriminate between both alleles. Polymorphic alleles are 
present in X12, but not in X14 and Xi 5. RT -PCR shows that XIST is mono-allelically expressed in X12 
fibroblasts. Note: for genomic PCR primers are used that amplify a longer amplicon, compared to the 
RT-PCR. 
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Figure 3: Generation of hiPS cell lines from skewed fibroblast populations and 47,XXX 
fibroblasts 
A) Schematic oveNiew of the lentiviral reprogramming cassette used. A multicistronic cassette 
consisting of OCT4, KLF4, SOX2 and C-MYC is surrounded by self-cleavage sites, and under control of 
the Spleen Focus Forming Virus U3 promoter. dTomato is fused to this cassette using an IRES. 
Adapted from [1032]. B) Upon transduction of the reprogramming cassette, transduced fibroblasts 
express dTomato (left panel). Upon reprogramming, the lentiviral cassette becomes silenced, resulting 
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These results could be explained by: I) loss of one of the X chromosomes; 2) loss 
of XIST expression and Xi markers in hiPS cell culture, similar to findings with hES lines; 
or 3) X reactivation, potentially only in a limited, more pluripotent sub-population. The first 
possibility was excluded by karyotyping, which did not detect a number of cells with X 
chromosome aneuploidies sufficiently high to explain lack of XIST in a high percentage of 
our hiPS cell lines (data not shown). To distinguish between the last two possibilities, we 
first analysed the methylation pattern of the inactive X chromosome by HUMARA 
analysis, focussing on lines derived from X12 and XIS fibroblasts. If the established hiPS 
cells still carry the same Xi present in the starting fibroblast, HUMARA analysis should 
detect completely skewed non-random methylation of the androgen receptor. In contrast, 
reactivation of the X chromosome in all cells would lead to an absence of methylation at 
the androgen receptor gene. Unfortunately, partial reactivation cannot be detected and will 
be masked by cells with an Xi. Nevertheless, if all or a sub-population of hiPS cells, after a 
transient reactivation, start another round of inactivation, for example due to spontaneous 
differentiation in the culture, methylation of the second allele might be detectable, as long 
as selection against these cells is not too strict and does not result in immediate elimination. 
HUMARA analysis with genomic DNA of undifferentiated XIS hiPS cell lines showed the 
initial 100:0 skewing ratio (Figure 4G), which was also observed for the original fibroblast 
cell line, compatible with either an absence of X chromosome reactivation, or reactivation 
of a portion of cells which cannot be detected by this method. However, in undifferentiated 
Xl2 hiPS cell lines, we also observed methylation, in some clones up to 12%, of the second 
androgen receptor allele located on the wild type X chromosome (Figure 4F, G). This 
finding indicates that the Xl2 hiPS cells have started XCI on the wild type X chromosome 
in a sub-population of cells. We next performed allele specific expression analysis of XIST 
with RFLP RT-PCR analysis on Xl2 hiPS cells, the only hiPS cell line with an informative 
XIST SNP. On a total population level we detected XIST expression !rom both X 
chromosomes (Figure 4H). This supported the findings with the HUMARA analysis, 
indicating that XIST up-regulation and X inactivation has occurred after initial X 
reactivation in Xl2 hiPS cell lines. The fact that we only detect this reversal of inactivation 
in clones derived from X12 and not X15 could indicate that selection against cells having 
inactivated the wild type X chromosome is less stringent in this cell line, which might 
correlate to the smaller deletion in Xl2 compared to XIS tibroblasts (Figure 2A). 

Figure 3: continued 
in the gradual loss of dTomato expression from emerging hiPS cells, indicating proper reprogramming. 
C) Representative picture of a hiPS cell colony from X12 hiPS cell line 2 obtained after reprogramming 
of the X12 fibroblast cell line. D) Karyogram of X12 hiPS cell line 2, showing no karyotypical 
abnormalities compared to the starting fibroblast cell line E) qRT-PCR analysis of pluripotency factors in 
X12 hiPS cell lines (CI1-6). Expression of these factors in hES cell line (H9) served as a control, and 
was set at 100%. Results are normalized to GAPDH. Results for X15 and 47,XXX clones were similar 
(data not shown). F) FACS analysis of pluripotency associated surface markers CD9 and GCTM2 
in X12 hiPS cell lines. Other generated cell lines showed similar results (data not shown). G) 
Representative picture of EBs derived from X12 hiPS cell line 2 after 8 days of differentiation. H) qRT
PCR analysis of differentiation associated markers in day 8 EBs from X12 hiPS cell lines (CI2, 4 and 5). 
Differentiated hES cell line H9 served as a control, and its gene expression was set at 100%. Results 
are normalized for GAPDH. Other generated cell lines showed similar results (data not shown). 
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Figure 4: XCI analysis of hiPS cells 
A) lmmuno-RNA-FISH analysis on X12 hiPS cell line 1 detecting XIST (Rhodamine Red) and H3K9 
acetylation (FITC), and X12 hiPS cell line 3 detecting XIST (Rhodamine Red) and H3K27me3 (FITC). 
Shown are cells in the cell dense donut shape middle region of the colony, which most often do not 
show signs of an Xi, and cells from the edge of the colony, which have undergone XCI. B) Immune
RNA-FISH analysis detecting XIST (Rhodamine Red) and H3K27me3 with 47,XXX hiPS cell line 3. 
Pictures indicate the variability in XCI and associated markers, with cells having inactivated only one X 
chromosome, cells showing only H3K27me3 staining without X/STsignal, or only X/STstaining without 
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Bi-al/efic expression of X-linked loci, and reversal of XIST expression. 
The presence of X!ST negative cells within colonies at an early passage of the above hiPS 
cell lines supported our findings on the whole cell populations with the HUMARA assay 
and X!ST expression analysis, and indicates the presence of undifferentiated hiPS cells with 
a reactivated Xi resulting in bi-allelic expression of X-linked !oci. As these cells represent a 
sub-population of the complete culture, including spontaneous differentiated cells, 
undifferentiated XaXa hiPS cells might be underrepresented in the RT-PCR analysis of the 
complete culture. We therefore performed single cell RT-PCR analysis, in which we 
detected expression of RFLPs in the X-linked genes XIST, SUVAR39Hl and G6PD, 
discriminating between the two X chromosomes. Xl2 hiPS cell line 2, XJ2 hiPS cel\llne 4 
and 47,XXX hiPS cell line 4, which were at passage 25 and had been continuously in 
culture, were stained with antibodies against the pluripotency associated surface markers 
SSEA4 and Tral-81, and double positive single cells were sorted in 96-well plates. The 
double positive fraction represented approximately 40% of the total viable cell fraction 
(Figure SA), and qPCR analysis showed increased expression of the pluripotency markers 
in pooled double positive sorted cells (Figure 58). Double positive cells were sorted in 
lysis buffer, and single cell RT-PCR was performed using a one step eDNA synthesis 
procedure using primers amplifying the pool of genes of interest. A nested PCR was then 
performed followed by restriction digestion to distinguish between expression from the 
different alleles. Interestingly, analysis of X!ST in the Xl2 hiPS clones showed that up to 
16% of all cells analysed (N~96 per cell line, 2 cell lines analysed) did not show expression 
of X!ST, but did show expression of at least one other X-linked gene (Figure SC, D). 
Interestingly, whereas in the original fibroblast population only X!ST allele A was detected, 
which was detected in 41% of single hiPS cells analysed, up to 18% of analysed cells 
showed expression of X!ST allele B. Since hiPS cells originate from a single transduced 
fibroblast, this reversal of X!ST expression indicates that during the course of 
reprogramming the X chromosome must have been reactivated, after which X!ST 
expression must have started from the alternative allele. Another 25% of cells even showed 
bi-allelie X!ST expression. 

Figure 4: continued 
H3K27me3. C) Example of two colonies of X12 hiPS cell clone 1. Center part showing differentiation is 
delineated with the inner red circle_ The middle part of the colony, between the two red circles, mainly 
contains cells which do not show signs of an Xi (see A). Left panel insert shows a typical cell found in 
the area with differentiating cells, whereas insert on the right shows a typical cell found in the middle of 
the colony. D) Quantification of immuno-RNA-FISH analysis of representative hiPS cell lines obtained 
from X12 (clones 1-4) and X15 (clone 2) fibroblasts. Percentage of cells with an XJST cloud and 
H3K27me3 accumulation, XIST cloud only, or H3K27me3 accumulation only is shown. E) Quantification 
of immuno-RNA-FISH analysis of representative hiPS cell lines (2-4) obtained from the 47,XXX 
fibroblast cell line. Percentage of cells with one XJST or two XIST clouds is plotted. F) HUMARA 
analysis with DNA from Xl2 hiPS cell line 2. Prior to Hpall digestion, PCR amplification of a 
polymorphic repeat in the androgen receptor gene detects both parental alleles (275 and 278 bp)_ After 
Hpall digestion, the larger allele is preferentially amplified, but the smaller allele is still detectable, 
showing that two different X chromosomes are subject to XCI in this population. G) Quantification of all 
HUMARA analyses performed with different hiPS cen lines. H) Allele-specific RT -PCR analysis of X/ST. 
PCR products were digested using Mfe! to distinguish between both parental alleles. X12 hiPS cell lines 
2 and 4 show bi-alle!ic XIST expression. which was not found in the original fibroblast line (compare to 
Figure 2E). 
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Figure 5: Single cell RT-PCR analysis on pluripotent hiPS cells 
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A) FAGS analysis of hiPS cell stained for the pluripotency associated surface markers SSEA4 and 
Tra1-81. B} qRT-PCR analysis of the pluripotency factor NANOG in all llving sorted cells, SSEA 1-ffra1-
81 double negative cells, in CD9+/GCTM2+ double positive cells and in SSEA1+/Tra1-81+ double 
positive cells for 47,XXX clone 4 and X12 clone 2 hiPS cell lines. Results are normalized for GAPDH. 
Unsorted H9 served as positive control. 
C) Single cell RT-PCR analysis of SSEA1+/Tra1-81+ sorted cells from X12 hiPS cell line 2, passage 25. 
Shown are the cells numbered 49-60. Allele-specific expression of XIST and SUVAR39H1 was 
assessed. ATP6S1 expression served as a control. PCR products for XIST and SUVAR39H1 were 
digested with Mfel and Mspl to distinguish between both parental alleles (indicated with A and B, 
respectively). D) Circle diagram showing the distribution of allele specific XIST expression for 
SSEA1+/Tra1-81+ sorted cells from X12 hiPS cell lines 2 and 4. N=96 cells per cell line. E) As forD, but 
now SUVAR39H1 is assessed. F) As forD, but now G6PD is assessed in hiPS cell line 47,XXX clone 4. 
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Although we cannot exclude that part of this fraction consists of doublet cells, many of the 
same cells displayed mono-allelic expression of SUVAR39HI (17% of the bi-allelic XIST 
positive cells), which would not be possible if these samples would be a mixture of two 
cells with a different active X chromosome, since then also bi-allelic SUV39H I expression 
should be detected. Possibly, cells with bi-allelic XIST expression could represent cells with 
low level X!ST transcription, as we did not observe a high percentage of cells with two 
XIST clouds by RNA-FISH analysis (Figure 4). These cells could also represent cells 
which have not yet reactivated the X chromosome, but have up-regulated X!ST from tvvo 
alleles. When allelic expression of SUVAR39HI was assessed, 54% and 77% of cells 
analysed of Xl2 hiPS cell line 2 and 4 respectively showed bi-allelic expression (Figure 
SE). The remainder of the cells either did not express SUVAR39HI (13% and 0%), or 
expressed allele A (24% and 15%) which was also found in the fibroblast population, 
whereas expression of only allele B was not found. As SUVAR39H I was previously found 
to be subject to XCI [577], bi-allelic expression indicates that both X chromosomes are 
active in these cells. Similar results were obtained in the analysis of the 47,XXX clone 4 
cell line, in which a considerable amount of cells showed bi-a!lelic expression of G6PD 
(41%) (Figure SF). We conclude that reactivation of the Xi occurs during the 
reprogramming process and is detectable in hiPS cells. Future experiments need to establish 
whether differentiation ofhiPS cells leads to initiation of XCI, which would make our hiPS 
cell lines a good in vitro model system to study human XCI. 

Discussion 
Here we have investigated the XCI state of female hiPS cells derived from fibroblast 
cultures with completely skewed non-random XCI. Our studies are the first to shovv that at 
the single cell level reprogramming of human cells into hiPS cells results in X chromosome 
reactivation. This reactivation is visible as a large percentage of nuclei which lost hallmarks 
of the Xi (e.g XIST expression and associated markers) and showed bi-allelic expression of 
X-linked loci. Bi-allelic expression of different X-linked loci indicates that the Xi is 
reactivated in at least a large fraction of our hiPS cell lines. In a significant fraction of cells 
we a! so detect X!ST expression from the X!ST allele which was not active in the starting 
fibroblast culture. Human iPS ce!l lines share a clonal origin, and therefore this switch in 
X!ST expression indicates retrospectively that during the reprogramming process, 
reactivation most likely has occurred, foHowed by initiation of XCI on a different allele 
compared to the progenitor cell. 

A recent study has shown that upon prolonged passaging of female hiPS cells XIST 
expression can be lost, which is accompanied by de-repression of dosage compensation, 
which the authors call "erosion of XCI" [I 033]. This epigenetic erosion is irreversible, and 
is accompanied by a loss of differentiation characteristics, which might be important for 
disease modelling procedures, as results obtained with early and !ate passage hiPS cells 
might differ. It has also been shown that this erosion also results in a higher expression of 
cancer-related X chromosomal genes, which indicates that assessing the XCI state of hiPS 
cells should be a benchmark for future clinical applications [I 034]. Similar results have 
been obtained with a large panel of hES and hiPS cells, which showed accumulation of 
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aberrant methylation of X-linked genes leading to gene activation [1035). Derepression of 
genes located on the Xi has also been observed in hES cell lines upon loss of XJST 
expression [ l 01 6], and has been reported in studies involving gene expression profile 
comparison of multiple female hES and hiPS cell lines [1026]. The latter authors conclude 
that there are three different classes of hiPS cells, the first class which does not reactivate 
the X chromosome upon reprogramming, a second class which is completely reactivated, 
and a third class which shows partial reactivation of X-linked loci. The last group consists 
mainly of genes in the proximity of the X inactivation center, which may be most 
dependent on X/ST. Global gene expression profiling assesses the complete heterogeneous 
population of cells, and partial reactivation processes could likely be explained by a 
minority of cells in the culture which are completely reactivated. Future studies should 
therefore focus on gene expression profiling on single, pluripotent hiPS cells, and our 
analysis of single cell RT-PCR of female hiPS cells sorted on the presence of pi uri potency 
associated surface markers represents an important step in this direction. 

At present, we cannot formally exclude that the bi-allelic gene expression of 
SUV39H I and G6PD which we report, is based on a progressive erosion of XCI, as we 
performed our single cell analysis at a relatively late passage (p25). To this end, we are 
currently repeating our analysis with novel lines derived from the same fibroblasts, at 
earlier stages of reprogramming, even in reprogramming cultures prior to the selection of 
colonies. Results of this ongoing analysis should provide us with a definitive answer 
whether bi-allelic gene expression is also found at earlier passages, or is only observed after 
erosion of epigenetic features of the Xi happening upon prolonged culturing. Despite these 
pitfalls, several lines of evidence argue that the bi-allelic gene expression we observe is a 
result of the reactivation process. First, in our immuno-FISH analysis performed at early 
passage (p3-5) we already noticed a high percentage of cells which lacked all hallmarks of 
an Xi. Although loss of XIST has also been observed at early passage in hES cells in one 
study [1015], such an observation has not previously been made in hiPS cells [1019, 1023]. 
XaXa cells were confined to areas of undifferentiated cells, which might indicate that the 
presence of Xi markers is more associated with (perhaps subtle) differentiation processes, 
and might indicate that at present culture conditions for hES and hiPS cells are not suitable 
to capture the most undifferentiated cells in the culture for a prolonged time period. 
Secondly, the switch in XJST expression between the different alleles in Xl2 hiPS cells 
which we observe unequivocally indicates that at a certain moment in time, both X 
chromosomes must have been reactivated, followed by initiation of XCI on a different 
allele compared to the starting fibroblast. The results obtained with HUMARA analysis at 
passage 3-5 support such an initiation of XCI after reactivation, since methylation was also 
detected in a fraction of cells on the alternative allele compared to the initial fibroblast 
population. X!ST expression on the wild type X chromosome in combination with X-linked 
gene silencing would most likely be selected against to prevent the complete absence of 
gene expression from genes located in the deletion on one X chromosome. It will be 
interesting to test whether differentiation of the hiPS cells results in elimination of cells 
which have inactivated the wild type X chromosome, as under such conditions it can be 
expected that the selective pressure is more stringent. Although we were unable to 
investigate origin of XIST expression in Xl5 hiPS cells, due to a lack of polymorphisms, 
our methylation studies indicate that in X15 hiPS a reversal of XCI does not occur. This 
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might be explained by the larger deletion in X 15 encompassing more genes compared to 
X\2, resulting in a more stringent selection against cells having inactivated the wild type X 
chromosome. 

Why was reactivation of the X chromosome upon reprogramming not noticed in 
some previous investigations [I 0 19]? One explanation could be related to the skewing 
which is observed in human fibroblast cell lines [I 023]. Activity of a particular X 
chromosome is favoured in some cell lines, maybe due to the presence of subtle mutations 
on X-linked genes, and therefore initial reactivation fo\lovved by XCI initiation on a 
particular X chromosome is not observed due to selection processes. This could explain 
\vhy several previous investigations noted skewed XCI favoring a same X chromosome in 
hiPS cells and the founder fibroblast cell line, which was then interpreted as being evidence 
for the clonality of a female hiPS cell line [1021, 1023]. Alternatively it could be that 
differences in reprogramming techniques underlie the differences observed. Therefore, 
future studies should directly compare different reprogramming vectors and culture 
conditions regarding XCI. 

Clear differences in XCI exist between mouse ES cells, with two active X 
chromosomes and hES cells, which most often retain an Xi. Based on differences in 
morphology, growth factor requirements and gene expression profiling, it has been argued 
that hES cells are more similar to primed EpiSCs, derived from a post-implantation epiblast 
of a mouse embryo, characterized by the presence of one inactive X chromosome. 
Therefore, it has been hypothesised that a more na"Jve, mouse-like state should also exist in 
humans, and this state might be characterized by the presence of two active X 
chromosomes. Indeed, two studies have recently reported that more mouse-like human cells 
can be obtained by iPS reprogramming, in the presence of human UF, and either 
expression of five inducible reprogramming factors (hLR5 ce\!s) (973], or exogenous 
expression of OCT4, KLF4 (or KLF2) in combination with GSK3B inhibition and 
inhibition of the mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway [I 0 17]. The latter study reported 
reactivation of both X chromosomes comparable to mouse ES cells. In our own 
experiments, culture of hiPS cells under these conditions did result in morphological 
changes, and grovvth characteristics that resembled mouse ES cells, but until nov·,r \ve were 
unable to reproduce results regarding X reactivation in hiPS cell lines (data not shown). 
Also in the hLR5 cells, for which XCI was not assessed before, we did not find evidence of 
X reactivation. These data argue that even a more mouse-like, naYve state might not be 
sufficient to obtain or maintain hES or hiPS cells in a state in which all X chromosomes are 
active. The same variation we observed in the hiPS cell lines, in which \Ve found cells 
\Vhich have not reactivated the X chromosome, cells which have reactivated and show bi
a!lelic expression of X-!inked genes, and even cells which have started XCI after 
reactivation might indicate that present culture conditions for hES and hiPS cells are not 
sufficient to bring or maintain cells in a state with two active X chromosomes. Indeed, a 
recent study argued that derivation of hiPS cells on SNL-feeder cells which produce LIF 
might result in a higher percentage of ce!ls with X chromosome reactivation [ l 036]. In line 
with this, it has recently been shown that a switch in culture conditions towards human ES 
medium like conditions during the derivation of mouse ES cells can result in derivation of 
EpiSCs from pre-implantation embryos [I 037], emphasizing that ditlerences in culture 
conditions can remarkably change the cell characteristics. Also it has been found that 
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during the derivation of hES cell lines from the ICM of a blastocyst in culture, a transient, 
epiblast-like structure emerges called a post-ICM intermediate (PICMI), \Vhich is essential 
for the subsequent derivation of hES cells [1038]. This PICMI has undergone XCI, as 
assessed by H3K27me3 staining, and is followed by reactivation of the Xi in hES cells, 
when grown under hypoxic conditions. Reactivation might not occur, or is less efficient in 
hES and hiPS cells grown under standard conditions. Although the present data in principle 
show that reactivation can occur upon reprogramming, and appears to be remarkably 
efficient, future studies should address whether the activity of both X chromosomes in 
undifferentiated hiPS cells is stable under the described culture conditions. In addition, we 
will analyze if XCI is properly induced upon differentiation of our hiPS cell lines, which 
would make these lines a powerlul model system to study human XCI. 
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Materials and Methods 
Cell lines 
Fibroblast cell lines were obtained from the Corrie! Cell repository, under the following 
accession numbers: GM07148 (X 12), GM03923 (X 14) and GM03827 (X 15)_ 47,XXX 
fibroblasts were a gift from Dr. Elisabeth M. de Jong, Department of Clinical Genetics, 
Erasmus MC. All fibroblast were cultured in standard fibroblast medium. The Lesch-Nyhan 
hiPS cell line has been described [I 029], and was a gift from Dr. Konrad Hochedlinger, 
Harvard Stem Cell Institute, Boston. All hES and hiPS cells were maintained in standard 
human ES cell culture medium, consisting of DMEM/F 12 containing 20% knockout serum 
replacement, 2 mM L-glutamine, 1% NEAA, 100 U of penicillin, 100 mg of streptomycin 
(all Invitrogen), 0.1 mM b-mercaptoethanol (Sigma), and 5 ng/ml bFGF (Peprotech). For 
secondary reprogramming experiments, LN-hiPS ceHs were differentiated in suspension 
culture for 1 week in EB differentiation medium, consisting of IMDM-glutamax, 15% 
foetal calf serum, 100 u mr 1 penicillin, 100 mg m1" 1 streptomycin, 1% non-essential amino 
acids (all Invitrogen), 37.8 ml r 1 monothioglycerol (Sigma) and 50 mg/ml ascorbic acid 
(Sigma), followed by culture in fibroblast medium for 4 weeks. Induction of 
reprogramming factors was achieved by addition of doxycylin (2 ).!g/m1, Sigma). Valproic 
acid (Calbiochem), Kenpaullone (Sigma) and CHIR99021 (Stemgent) were used at 0.5 
mM, 5 ~M, 3 ~M, respectively. hLRS medium consisted of DMEM/Fl2 containing 20% 
KOSR, I 00 U of penicillin, I 00 mg of streptomycin, 2 mM L-glutamine, I% NEAA (all 
Invitrogen), 0.1 mM b-mercaptoethanol (Sigma), 10 ng/ml human UF (Sigma), and 2 
~g/ml doxycycline (Sigma). 

hiPS cell generation and culture 
To generate iPSC, lxl05 human fibroblasts from lines Xl2 (pl2), XIS (p4) and 47,XXX 
(p14) were seeded in a well of a 6-well plate. The next day, cells were transduced with a 
polycistronic lentiviral reprogramming vector [ 1 032] for 16 hours in the presence of 4).1g/ml 
polybrene (Millipore). Cells were further cultured in standard fibroblast medium_ At day 4 
posttransduction, 5x 104 cells were seeded on irradiated MEFs in standard fibroblast 
medium. One day later, medium was changed to human ES medium including 5 nglml 
bFGF. From day 2 to 9 media vvere supplemented with 2 mmol/1 valproic acid 
(Calbiochem) as described by Warlich et aL (2011) [1032]. iPS colonies were picked 
between day 22 to 25 and further propagated on MEFs. All analysis for characterization of 
iPSC was performed prior to cryopreservation. 

lmmuno-FISH and qPCR analysis 
Detailed protocols and probes for RNA-FISH and immuno-RNA-FISH have been described 
[ 174, 911]. For immunostainings, the fo!lowing antibodies were used: anti-Nanog (1: 100, 
Abeam), anti-KLF4 (1:250, Abeam), anti-H3K27me3 (I :500, Diagenode), anti-H3K4me3 
(I: I 000, Upstate), anti-H3K9 acetylation (I: I 000, Sigma), anti-CD9 (Invitrogen), anti
GCTM2 (BD), anti-SSEA4 (BD) and anti-Tral-80 (BD). 
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RT-PCR and single cell RT-PCR 
All primers used in this study are described in Supplementary Table 2. For RNA analysis 
of complete cultures, cells were lysed in Trizol (Invitrogen), RNA was prepared according 
to manufacturer's instructions, and eDNA was obtained through reverse transcription using 
SuperScript![ (Invitrogen). For single cell RT-PCR, SSEAI/Tral-81 double positive cells 
were FACS sorted in 96-well plates containing 9 ~I lysis buffer using a BD FACSAria 
apparatus. Lysis buffer consisted of 8 ftl 2xReaction mix (SuperScript One-Step RT-PCR 
kit, Invitrogen), IOU RNAseOut (Invitrogen), and 0.15% IGEPAL CA-630 (Sigma). eDNA 
was prepared with gene specific outer primers (a combination for four different genes per 
cell line), using the one-step RT-PCR kit (Invitrogen), according to manufacturer's 
instructions in a total volume of 16 ~L After an initial amplification using the outer primers, 
nested PCR was performed using the internal primers, and Phusion PCR polymerase 
(Fynnzyme). PCR products were precipitated, and digested with the indicated restriction 
enzymes (New England Biolabs) to distinguish expression from the different alleles. 

SNP array and HUMARA analysis 
To map the deletions in our fibroblast cell lines, SNP array was performed using Human 
CYTO SNP 12 version I arrays (lllumina®, San Diego, CA, USA), aligned to human 
genome build 18. To determine skewing of XCI, allele specific methylation of the 
Androgen receptor was quantified using the HUMARA assay (Human Methylation of the 
Androgen Receptor Assay) [480]; 40ng of genomic DNA was double digested with Ddel 
and Hpall (New England Biolabs) at 37°C in an overnight reaction. l).ll of reaction product 
was used as a template for PCR using Phusion polymerase (Fynnzyme) using FAM
Iabelled primers GCTGTGAAGGTTGCTGTTCCTCA T and 
TCCAGAATCTGTTCCAGAGCGTGC. PCR products were visualized on a sequencer. 

DNA-FISH analysis 
To visualize the deletion in cell lines, DNA-FISH was performed according to standard 
procedures. Probes used were BAC CTD-3076023 (BACI, Xl2 FITC), RPI 1-799020 
(BAC2, Xl2 Rhodamine Red) RPI-75NI3 (BAC3, XIS FITC) and RPI-279NI I (BAC4, 
X 15 Rhodamine Red). 
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Supplementary Figure 1: SNP Array of fibroblasts used to generate hiPS cells 
A) Ideogram of the human X chromosome. The deleted areas in the indicated cell lines are shown in 
red. B) SNP Array data showing the deleted areas in fibroblast cell line X12, X14 and X15. Every dot is 
representing a probe along the X chromosome. Deleted areas are indicated in red. C) SNP Array data 
showing loss of heterozygosity (areas marked in yellow) in the deleted regions. 
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Supplementary Table 1: Overview of collected cell lines harboring X chromosomal deletions 

1 A23952 Univ of Ulm 46, X,i(Xq) fibroblast 
2 G656 Univ ofUim 46, X, dei(Xq) fibroblast 
3 Gw176 Univ of Ulm 46, X,i(Xq) fibroblast 
4 Gw177 Univ of Ulm 46, X,i(Xq) fibroblast 
5 Gw178 Univ of Ulm 46, X,i(Xq) fibroblast 
6 Gw179 Univ of Ulm 46, X;(Xq), most likely X,i(Xq) fibroblast 
7 LB-Xq- UnivofUim 46, X, dei(Xq) lymphoblastoid 
8 19 Univ of Ulm 46, X, Xq-, deiX(q22/24>qter) fibroblast 
9 GM10254 Corrie! 46, X, dei(X)(pter>q13::q21>qter) lymphoblastoid 

10 GM09332 Corrie! 46, X, dei(X)(pter>q22::q26>qter) lymphoblastoid 
11 GM13277 Corrie! 46, X, dei(X)(pter>q13:) lymphoblastoid 
12 GM07148 Corrie! 46, X,dei(X)(pter>q22.3:) fibroblast 
13 GM06563 Carrier 45,X [36]/46 X r(X)(::p22.3>q24::)[14] fibroblast 
14 GM03923 Corrie! 46, X,dei(X)(pter>q13::q22>qter) fibroblast 
15 GM03827 Corrie! 46, X,dei(X)(pter>q21:) fibroblast 
16 AG03204 Corrie! normal, IMR-90 SV40 transformed fetal lung fibroblast 
17 DD2361 ECACC ring X only DNA 
18 DD2694 ECACC ring X only DNA 
19 AR0143 ECACC ring X only DNA 
20 DD2799 ECACC ring X only DNA 
21 DD2693 ECACC ring X only DNA 
22 AR0134 ECACC ring X only DNA 
23 004-1938 Univ Maastricht 46,X,t(X;13)(p21·,q22) only DNA 
24 004-2042 Univ Maastricht 46,X,inv(X)(p22.3q21.1) only DNA 
25 004-2330 Univ Maastricht 46,X,inv(x)(p22.1q21.2) only DNA 
26 009-1228 Univ Maastricht 46,X,t(X;9)(p23;q13) only DNA 
27 006-0899 Univ Maastricht 45,XO [35], 46,X,r(X) [65] only DNA 
28 005-2530 Univ Maastricht 46,X,t(X;14)(q13;q32.1) only DNA 
29 005-2536 Univ Maastricht 46,XX only DNA 
30 006-1835 Univ Maastricht 46,XX only DNA 
31 006-1255 Univ Maastricht not determined only DNA 
32 006-1132 Univ Maastricht not determined only DNA 
33 091-0080 Univ Maastricht 46,XX,Xp22 duplication (array CGH) only DNA 
34 091-0081 Univ Maastricht 46,XX,Xp22 duplication (MLPA) only DNA 
35 01PA2559 Erasmus MC 45,X/46,X,ring(X) only DNA 
36 05PA0545 Erasmus MC 45,X [8](STC)/46,X,dei(X)(q24?)[6]/45,X [16] (LTC) only DNA 
37 L02.1242 Erasmus MC 46,X, dei(X)(q23) only DNA 
38 L79.0766 Erasmus MC 46,X,t(X;X)(p22;22) fibroblast 
39 L88.0849 Erasmus MC 45,X/46,X,dei(X)(q21) (27/23) (9/41) 2 times fibroblast 
40 L96.2149 Erasmus MC 46,X,dup(X)(q13q26) only DNA 
41 L97.1578 Erasmus MC mos45,X[38]/46,X,r(X)[5]/46,XX[7] only DNA 
42 L01.0178 Erasmus MC 46,X,der(X).ish der(X)(wcpX+,75+ ),rev ish only DNA 
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Supplementary Table 2: Primers used in this study 

Primer Forward Purpose Digest ccf 

365 RNF12 LP F CAACATACi"l'AACAAACACACC LP RT-PCR -
366 RNFI2 LP R CTTAATCTTCAAC'I'GGTCJ'c!vl· LP RT-PCR -
453 RNF 12 LP nest 1\v T!"l'TCCAATOCACTGTI'GTATG LP RT-PCR - -
454 RNF12 LP nest rv CCCAACATGACTTTCAACAAA LP RT-PCR -
367 SUVAR39-P GCATAGGGTTGAGGGGTGTA RFLP RT-PCR Mspl 577 
368 SUVAR39-R Tl"!TiTGCJ'CACCCTGGT·rc RFLP HT-PCR Mspl 577 
369 SUVAR39 2192 ACJCJCACTGGG!'AGAGCACCT RFLP RT-PCR Mspl 
370 SUVAR39 2710 TTTTATfGATGCCCAC'fCCA RFLP RT PCR Mspl 
377 ATP6SI F GTGATGTTGTGC'1'AACAAGAAG RFLP RT-PCR Mboll 
378ATP6S1 R CA'LGGCGACCCGCGTITA RFLP RT-PCR Mboll 
457 Atp6S l nest for ATCCCTGGCTGTGGA'I'AGTG RFLP RT-PCR Mboll -
458 Atp6S l nest rev CGACCCGCG·rr·rATTTTAT'[" RFLP RT-PCR Mboll -
383 G6PD-E 10 UC'l'GGACCTCiACCTACGGCAACA RFLP RT-PCR Pvul -
384 G6PVPDPVU 1 GAAGACGTCCAGGATGAGGCGATC RFLP RT-PCR Pvul 
455 G6PD nest for GACJ(JCCGTGTACACCAAGAT RFLP RT-PCR 
456 G6PD nest rev CiAATOTGCAUC'l'GAGGTCAA RFIY RT-PCR 
351 G6PD-1311R GTGI\AGCTCCCTGACGCGTA RFLP RT-PCR Rsal 577 
352 G6PD-E TTCTCCAGCTCAATCTGGTCJ RFJJl RT-PCR Rsal 577 
347 REPI-15 cc·J·GrCACJ"['CAGCACCAIT RFLP RT-PCR !!hal 577 
348 REPJ-16 'l"l'CiC'l'CITAGCAGUAAGGAC RFLP Rl-PCR llhal 577 
349 REPI-14 GI"l'A'r'GCCAGTCAGGAt'TrGC RFLP RT-PCR !!hal 577 
350 REPI-11 'J'CGC'I'GC'I"rGGAGTI"I'G'I"fC RFLP RT-PCR I !hal 577 
hXIST SNPI ror AATGGGCAAAGrGGl"l'ATGC RFLP RT-PCR Ml'c! 1019 
hXIST SNPl rev 1\GGCCCCTTTCTCA/\ACTGT RFLP RT-PCR Mf'cl 1019 
389 XIST SNPl nested TJ .. J'C"l"J'GGCCI'CCCAA'rArG RFI.P RT-PCR Mfcl 
int F 6033 
390 XIST SNP1 nested CAGGAACCGGGACAAACA RFLP RT-PCR Mf'el -
intR66lO 
h NANOG-S CAGCCCCGATTCTLCCACCAGTCCC qRT-PCR - 65 
h NANOG-AS CGGAAGATTCCCAGTCGGCrJTCACC qRT-PCR - 65 
hGDF3-S243 CTTATGCTACG'I'AAACJGAGCTGGCJ qRT-PCR - 65 
hGDF3-AS850 GTGCCAACCCAGGTCCCGGAAGTJ' qRT-PCR - 65 
hREX1-RT-S CI\GATCCTI\AACAGCTCGCAGAAT qRT-PCR - 65 
hRL'X 1-RT-AS (JCCJTACCJCAAATTAAAGrCCAGA qRT-PCR - 65 
hFC.iF4-R'r-S Cl'ACAACGCCTACGAGTCCTACA ql{l'-PCR - 65 
hFGF4-RT-AS GTTGCACCAGAAAAGTCAGAGTTG qRT~PCR - 65 
h !--:SG I -S40 I\'LI\'I'CCCGCCGTGGGTGI\AAG'1TC qRT-PCR - 65 
h ESG 1-AS259 1\CTCAGCCATGGACTGGAUC/\TCC qRT-PCR - 65 
hTCRT~S3234 CCTGCTCAAGCTGAC'J'C(JACACCGTG qRT-PCR - 65 
hTERT-AS3713 GGAAAAGCJ'GGCCCTGGGCITGCJAGC qRT-PCR - 65 
h0CT3/4-S 1165 GACAGGGGGAGGGGAGGAGCIAGG qRT-PCR - 65 
hOCT3/4-AS 1283 Cl rCCC!"CCAACCAOTI"GCCCCAAAC qRT-PCR - 65 
hSOX2-S 1430 GGGAAATGGGAGGUG!'GCAAAAGAGC:i qRT-PCR - 65 
hSOX2-AS 1555 TrGCGTGAGTGTGGATGGCJA'lTGG'l'G qRT-PCR - 65 
hu ___ KDR-Flk-1-F CTGGCA'l'GG'l{_'Tl'CTCi'rGAAGCA qRT-PCR - 65 

h" KDR-Fik-1-R AATACCAGrGGATGTGATGGCGG qRT-PCR - 65 
hu PAX6-F 'lTTGCCCGAGAAAGACTAGC qRT-PCR - 65 
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hu PAX6-R CA rJ"!'GGCCCTrCGA'I''f'AGA . qRT-PCR . 65 
hu GATA2-F TGAC'lTCI'CClTiCA'J'GCAC'J· qRT-PCR . 65 
hu GATA2-R AGCCGGCACCTG'l .. I.GTGCAA qRT-PCR . 65 
hu AFP- F GAAACCCACTGGAGA'IGAACA qRT-PCR . 65 
hu AFP- R C'!'GCAGCAG.J'C'I'GAA-I.GTCC qRT-PCR . 65 
hu Albl-F GCTACGGCACAGI'GC'n'G qRT-PCR . 65 
hu Albl-R CAGGATJ{JCAGACAGA'f'AC:n·c qRT-PCR . 65 
human endo KLF4-r· TOATTGJ'AGJ'GCTn'C!'GGC'l'OGGC'J'CC qRT-PCR . 65 
human endo KlF4-R ACGArCGTGGCCCCCJOAAAAGGACC qRT-PCR . 65 
human endo c-MYC-F GCGTCC·J-GGGAAGGGAGTTCCGGAGC qRT-PCR . 65 
human cndo c-MYC R '[TCJAGGGGCArCGTCGCGGGAGGC.J'CJ qRT-PCR . 65 
en do hGAPDH for CTGCACCACCAACTGCTTAG qRT-PCR . 1019 
cndo hGAPDH rev GTCTlTTGGCJTGGCAGTGAT uRT-PCR . 1019 
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I n this thesis, we have focused on the initiation mechanism of XCI, and found that X
encoded RNF12 exerts an essential function during this process. As an X-linked activator 

of XCI, RNF\2 is required for XCI to occur, and mediates its trans acting function by 
ubiquitination of REX 1. This results in inhibition of the repression of the Xist gene, which 
will become activated upon Rnf/2 up-regulation. Other genes and elements located in 
proximity to Xist, including Jpx, Ftx, and the Xpr region are important for cis regulation of 
the Xist locus. A transient X chromosome pairing process is observed during the initiation 
phase of XCI, but is not functionally required for XCI to occur. Rather, the XCI initiation 
process is regulated by cis and trans acting factors, which determine the activity of the Xist 
gene. Rn.f/2 is also required for XCI in vivo, as we have learned from the generation and 
analysis of a mouse model mutant for Rnf/2, which shows signs of a failure of X dosage 
compensation. 

The following discussion elaborates on the roles of RNF\2 in XCI and other 
processes, and aims to integrate our obtained knowledge from this thesis work with other 
recently published work, resulting in a description of a novel view on the X inactivation 
center. Then, the role of RNF12 in imprinted XCI is discussed. We also speculate on a 
potential role for RNF 12 in the reactivation of the X chromosome occurring in vivo during 
reactivation of imprinted XCI in the inner cell mass, in primordial germ cells and ex vivo 
during somatic reprogramming with defined factors. Furthermore, the observations made in 
the adult heterozygous Rnfl 2 knockout mouse and in human induced pluripotent stem cells, 
and the potential clinical relevance these observations may have, brings us to the question 
whether we can live with two active X chromosomes. 

Rnf12, an important player in X chromosome inactivation 
In our BAC transgenesis screen described in Chapter 2 we identified X-encoded RNF 12 as 
the first known XCI-activator [174]. Over-expression of Rnf/2 resulted in XCI initiation on 
the single X chromosome in male ES cells, and on two X chromosomes in a significant 
portion of female ES cells. Endogenous RJ?fl2 becomes up-regulated upon differentiation 
of ES cells, and a two-fold higher dosage has been found in female compared to male ES 
cells. This two-fold higher dosage of RNF 12 explains female specific initiation of XCI, as 
only in female cells a threshold will be reached upon differentiation which is needed to 
overcome repression of XCI by XCI-inhibitors, resulting in Xist accumulation. These XCI
inhibitors are mainly pi uri potency associated factors, which either repress Xist directly, or 
indirectly, via stimulation of Ts·ix expression or repression of.XCI-activators. In line with 
this, over-expression of RNF\2 even leads to initiation of XCI in undifferentiated cells, 
indicating that absence of XCI-activator activity is important in preventing XCI in 
undifferentiated cells. The importance of Rnfl 2 in activating XCI is emphasized by the fact 
that a removal of one of the two copies of Rnf/2 in female cells results in delayed XCI 
initiation, favoring inactivation of the X chromosome harboring the Rnjl 2 deletion. Even 
more importantly, in the complete absence of RNF 12 in female Rnf/2-1- ES cells, XCI is no 
longer initiated, as described in Chapter 5 where it is shown that RNFI2 is essential for 
XCI to occur {91 I]. Genetic experiments performed as described in that Chapter indicated 
that the XCI-activating function of RNF12 works mainly on Xist, as Xist transgenes were 
higher expressed when Rl?{/2 was over-expressed, whereas the expression of Tsix 
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transgenes was not affected. As RNF12 is an E3 ubiquitin ligase, it was likely that such 
activation of Xist should involve an indirect mechanism, in which RNF 12 would target a 
repressor of Xist for proteasomal degradation. Indeed, studies to determine the interaction 
partners of RNFI2 described in Chapter 6 indicated that RNF12 targets REX! for 
degradation [I 009]. REX l, a pluripotency associated transcription factor involved in 
repression of differentiation associated genes, was found to bind the Xist promoter and 
distal region, and the Tsix regulatory region Dxpas34. This indicated that REXl serves a 
dual role in repression of XCI in undifferentiated cells, by direct repression of Xis!, and 
possibly by enhancing expression of Tsix, which is a negative regulator ofXist. Therefore, 
upon differentiation, Rnf/2 will become up-regulated, and this will result in a dose
dependent catalysis and breakdown of REX 1, which will result in loss of repression of Xist, 
and might result in a loss of stimulation of T.six, and hence wiH lead to initiation of XCI. 
The initiation itself is a stochastic process, as described in Chapter 4, in which Xist will 
become up-regulated on one of the X chromosomes [910]. Accumulation of Xist will result 
in spreading along the X chromosome and associated silencing of X-linked genes. As Rnf/2 
is one of the first genes to be silenced, a drop in the RNF12 level will occur, which will 
prevent XCI initiation on the second X chromosome. RNF12 itself is also continuously 
required during XCI initiation for proper establishment of the Xi, as we have shown in 
Chapter 7. This explains why Rnf/2 activity from the active X chromosome is further 
required, until the XCI process is finished, and explains the observed skewing of XCI in 
Rnfl 2+1- cells. Rnfl 2 is also essential for XCI initiation in vivo, as analysis of our Rnfl 2 
mutant mouse model described in Chapter 8 shows. In summary, initiation of XCI is 
regulated by a dose-dependent (depending on the number of X chromosomes per diploid 
genome and therefore female-specific) up-regulation of Rnf/2, leading to Xist accumulation 
through dose-dependent breakdown of the Xisr repressor and Tsix stimulator REX I. 

What are the other processes in vvhich RNF12 is involved? RNF12 has first been 
identified as an ubiquitously expressed and highly conserved E3 ubiquitin ligase involved 
in the negative regulation of LIM-homeodomain containing transcription factors by 
targeting the LIM-interacting proteins LDB I and LDB2 (together referred to as CUM) for 
degradation [893, 984, 1039-1040]. In the developing mouse brain, RNF12 and CUM are 
ubiquitously expressed at the mRNA level, \vhereas protein levels are more specifically 
found in various cell types, indicating that Rnfl 2 is subject to post-transcriptional regulation 
[I 041]. In addition to its repressive function on LIM-homeodomain transcription factors, 
RNF 12 can enhance the transcriptional activation of endogenous estrogen receptor a target 
genes [895]. By targeting TRF I, a negative regulator of telomere length, for proteasomal 
degradation, RNFI2 can positively modulate telomere length homeostasis [894]. Since 
RNF 12 protein is recognized by autologous antibodies in patients with renal cell carcinoma 
(1 042], and is one of the genes differentially expressed between adenomas and normal 
intestinal mucosa in a cross-species comparison between human and mouse intestinal 
tumors [1 043], altered expression of Rnfl 2 might contribute to carcinogenesis. Together 
with the laboratory of Prof.dr. Peter ten Dijke we recently identified RNF12 as an important 
regulator of the TGF-G signalling pathway [1044]. RNFI2 enhances TGF-G signalling 
pathways by targeting SMAD7, a potent antagonist of the pathway, for proteasomal 
degradation. Therefore, RNF12 seems to be involved in many key processes in vertebrates. 
Surprisingly, the absence of RNF12 protein is compatible with adult life in male mice, as 
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shown in Chapter 8, indicating that in many of these processes redundant pathways must 
exist which can substitute the function of RNF\2. An important candidate for this in vivo 
can be RNF6, which has a high sequence homology to RNFI2 [1045-1047]. Apparently, 
only in the XCI process the crucial function of RNF12 cannot be replaced, as RNF12 is 
essential for this important epigenetic process both in vitro, as shown in Chapters 2, 5, 6 
and 7, as in vivo, as described in Chapter 8. 

A novel picture of the X inactivation center is emerging 
The Xic, or the minimal region of the X chromosome required for XCI to occur, has been 
traditionally defined on the basis of patients and mutant mice having various translocations 
and deletions on the X chromosome [71-73] (reviewed in Chapter 1), mapping the region of 
interest to a I 0 Mb interval in mice, and a 700 kb region in humans. This analysis has 
shown that at least two Xic's are needed in a diploid cell to start X chromosome 
inactivation, as males having a single Xic do not undergo XCI. Initially, the Xic was 
proposed to be able to bind a blocking factor, which would prevent XCI [72]. As a diploid 
genome could only produce enough blocking factor to rescue a single Xic from 
inactivation, XCI would occur on every supernumerary Xic, thereby explaining XCI 
initiation in females (46,XX), Klinefelter patients (47,XXY) or triple X females (47,XXX) 
or their respective mouse counterparts. The initial discovery of Xist [74, 84-85], a gene 
being expressed from the inactive X chromosome and also located on the Xic candidate 
region both in mouse and human, raised the possibility that Xist might be the Xic itself 
[167]. However, deletion of Xis! still results in XCI occurring on the wild type X 
chromosome in females and showed that Xist itself works in cis [93-94]. Hence, Xist alone 
cannot be the Xic or the blocking factor binding side itself. Subsequent discoveries of Tsix 
[I 18] and Xite [ 136] provided novel candidates to be, together with Xis!, sufficient to fulfill 
all requirements for the Xic, namely the ability to count the number of X chromosomes 
present and the ability to induce silencing. However, the combined deletion of all three 
genes, performed in our laboratory [ 179], and the experiments using Xist and Tsix BAC 
transgenes described in Chapter 2, showed that also this combination of genes is 
insufficient to represent the Xi c. This, together with data obtained tram tetraploid [ 179] and 
triploid ES cells [189] having different X-to-autosome ratios, also indicated that initiation 
of XCI is a stochastic process, in which each X chromosome has an independent probability 
to become inactivated which becomes higher the more X chromosomes are present (see 
Chapter 4 for a detailed description of this model). Our discovery of Rnfl2 described in 
Chapter 2, supports this model, as RNFI2 was found to be an X- linked activator of the XCI 
process, and is required for XCI to occur (Chapters 5 and 7). 

The region surrounding the Xist locus has been thoroughly investigated in recent 
years, either by studies focusing on screens of candidate genes [ 174, 187, I 005-1 007], or by 
chromatin confirmation capture studies to determine genome \Vide interactions [1004, 1008, 
I 0 12]. As described in Chapter 2, our BAC screen to identify trans-acting factors acting as 
XCI-activators identi'fied RNF12 [174]. In a similar BAC screen, the Xpr region was 
identi'fied [ 187]. This region, when located on an autosome in female cells is able to induce 
pairing between the autosomal region containing the transgene and an X chromosome, 
thereby disrupting normal XCI kinetics. When such a transgene was transfected in male 
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cells, this was strictly selected against, rendering it possible that the presence of such a 
trans gene could induce ectopic pairing and XCI in these male transgenic cells. As the Xpr is 
the first region to show pairing behavior during the initiation phase of XCI, this region was 
proposed to be important in the regulation of X chromosome pairing and hence counting 
and regulation of mono-allelic Xist expression. Another study proposed an important role of 
the non-coding RNA Jpx in the regulation of Xist expression [1 006]. Cells in which Jpx 
was deleted on one allele did no longer initiate XCI, which resulted in massive cell death, 
which was not observed in male Jpx mutant cells. This phenotype could be rescued to 
certain extend by Jpx transgenes, arguing that Jpx cou[d work in trans, although also 
evidence for a cis acting function was provided. Another non-coding gene located in the 
telomeric proximity of Xh·:t is Ftx, which was also shown to influence expression of Xisr 
and neighboring genes [1 007]. Since the phenotype of an Ftx mutation was only analyzed 
in male cells, it was not possible to distinguish between a cis or trans acting effect. Beside 
genes acting on Xist, also genes involved in the regulation of Tsix have been found in close 
proximity to the Xist!Tsix locus. Tsx has been shown to activate the expression of Tsix 
[I 005]. A knockout of this gene in ES cells resulted in lower Tsix expression, which 
resulted in a low percentage of ectopic Xist clouds upon differentiation. Another gene 
acting on Tsix is the non-coding RNA Linx, of which transcription is initiated 50 kb 
upstream of the Ppnx promoter [I 004]. Only when T.six transgenes harbor Linx sequences, 
expression of T,r,·ix was observed in transgenic mice, and Tsix and Linx \.lo/ere often co
expressed from the same allele, arguing for an important role for Linx in E·ix regulation. 

Genome wide interactions studies have shown that there are two different 
topological associated domains (TAOs) surrounding the Xist!T.<Jix locus, with one 
encompassing a region up to 500 kb telomeric to, and including Xist, whereas the other 
includes Tsix and 200 kb of sequence towards the centromere [I 004, I 008, I 0 12]. The 
biological relevance of the TAOs is indicated by the presence of a functional boundary site, 
located between Xist and Tsix [I 008]. Interactions between genes are main!y found within 
the domains, but not between the two different domains [I 004]. This indicates that potential 
cis regulatory elements for both Xist and Ts·ix must be located on different sides of the 
boundary elements. 

To address the question whether the genes and regions located between Rnf/2 and 
Xist would harbor all missing activating factors for XCI, we have generated a eel! line in 
which the complete Xist interaction domain is deleted. The analysis of this cell line, 
transgene rescue experiments and different extensions of the deletion described in Chapter 
7, all have shown that Jpx, Ftx and the Xpr region are important for the cis regulation of the 
Xist locus. In the absence of this genomic region, Xist expression from the mutated X 
chromosome is compromised. It seems that in the absence of this region, the threshold to 
initiate XCI is much higher on the mutated allele, compared to the wild type allele, and this 
is supported by the finding that a Tsix mutation in cis can almost completely rescue the 
phenotype. When we performed rescue experiments in which we brought back transgenes 
harboring Jpx/Ftx, the Xpr or Rnf/2 into the cell line \Vith the deleted chromatin interaction 
domain, we were only able to observe a trans acting effect for the Rn.f! 2 gene. This, 
together with the BAC transgenesis experiments described in Chapter 2, unequivocally 
shows that the Jpx, Ftx and Xpr region acts in cis on the Xist locus, contrasting previous 
tindings in which Jpx was proposed to act in trans [I 006]. Also, X chromosome pairing 
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does not seem to be required for the initiation of XCI, as XCI was observed in male nuclei 
of differentiating experimental XY -XX heterokaryons and in the absence of all elements 
known to be involved in pairing. Therefore, in Chapter 7 we have proposed to divide the 
Xic in a cis-acting Xic, and a trans-acting Xic. In this model, the cis-Xic consists of all 
genes and regions which regulate the Xist/Tsix locus in cis, and this cis-Xic is likely be 
represented by the two TAOs located around the Xist/T':iix locus and divided by a chromatin 
boundary. Therefore, genes located in the Tsix TAD are expected to be involved in Tsix 
regulation, and indeed for Xite, T':ix and Linx this has been reported to be the case [136, 
I 004-1 005]. On the other hand, genes located in the Xist TAD will be important for Xist 
regulation. Indeed, our data presented in Chapter 7 indicate that this is the case for Jpx, Ftx 
and the Xpr region. This model does not exclude the possibility that other factors located 
elsewhere in the genome on autosomes act on genes within the cis-Xic. However, as these 
factors, for example pluripotency factors like REX 1, act on their target and influence genes 
within the cis-Xic, the effect will be equal between males and females, and the result will 
be a cis effect acting on either Xist or f'l'ix. The content of the cis-Xic will be equal between 
males and females, so that cis acting elements wi II not be able to count the number of X 
chromosomes and to decide how many of them need to be inactivated. For this, trans-acting 
factors are required, and at present, the only known gene within the trans-Xic is Rnjl 2. 

What is the delineation of the trans,Xic and how many other trans-acting factors 
can be involved? Initial experiments with female Rnf/2+1- ES cells, described in Chapter 2, 
indicated that additional XCI-activators must be involved in the regulation of XCI 
initiation, as these cells still initiated XCI in contrast to male ES cells [174]. These potential 
novel activators of XCI could in principal be located everywhere on the X chromosome, 
without a need to be located within the Xic candidate region defined by the translocation 
and deletion studies mentioned above [72-73], although a proximity to Xist would help to 
assure a fast feedback system. Hmvever, the results obtained in Chapter 5, showing that 
RNF12 is essential for XCI initiation, and the results described in Chapter 7, showing that 
the continued expression of RNFI2 is also essential for establishment of the Xi, could also 
argue that no additional activators are required. In female ES cell lines which have a 
compound mutation of both Rn./1 2 and Xist on a single X chromosome, we did not detect 
robust XCI initiation on the wild type X chromosome. Sporadic spots of Xist accumulation 
were found to be diffuse, and this is likely to be caused by the tact that upon XCI on the 
wild type X chromosome, Rnfl 2 will become silenced. Absence of RNFI2 is not 
compatible with XCI initiation, as seen in female Rnfl 2-1- ES cells, and results in a high 
level of REX!. Hence, the silencing of the wild type Rnfl 2 copy in the compound mutant 
cells (carrying a compound mutation of both Rl?(l 2 and Xist on a single X chromosome) 
will likely explain the absence of robust XCI initiation in this cell line. Indeed, rescuing 
RnjJ 2 expression from a transgene resulted in robust XCI initiation in that cell line, 
confirming that RNFI2 is also required for the full length of the XCI initiation process. To 
generate Rnf/2+1- ES cells, we initially targeted the 129/Sv allele in wild type hybrid ES 
cells, harboring a Cast/Ei and a 129/Sv X chromosome (Chapter 2). Although these cells 
still initiated XCI, indicating that more activators are required, these cells always shovved a 
skewed XCI favoring inactivation of the 129/Sv X chromosome. We later generated 
Rnf/2+/- ES cells in which the Cast/Ei allele was targeted, as described in Chapter 7, and 
observed a reciprocal skewing, favoring inactivation of the Cast/Ei X chromosome. With 
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the knowledge obtained from the compound mutant RI?/12/Xist cell lines, we can now 
explain that skewing in Rnf/2+1- ES cells is caused by the fact that XCI on the wild type 
allele will result in failure of XCI initiation, as soon as the wild type allele of Rnf/2 
becomes silenced. This would result in up-regulation of REX I, and subsequent suppression 
of Xist. Therefore, only inactivation of the X chromosome harboring the Rnfl2 mutant 
allele wil! result in robust XCI initiation, as an active Rn.f/2 copy will be maintained and 
will "lock-in" the initiation of XCI by continuous degradation of REX I, and hence 
expression of Xist. In male ES cells, which like female Rnf/2+/- ES cells have only one 
copy of Rnj/2, XCI initiation on the single X chromosome would also result in Rnj/2 
silencing. This could explain why only a fevv male cells(< 0,1%) initiate XCI in wild type 
cells, compared to female wild type ES cells which have a twofold higher dosage of RNF 12 
(Chapter 2). Therefore, it is possible that indeed RNF 12 is by far the main XCI-activator 
present, although this does not exclude that other factors with a more subtle role are 
involved as well. 

What else could be different between male ES cells and Rnf/2+1- ES cells? It will 
be interesting to investigate whether there are differences between RNF 12 and REX 1 
kinetics in these cell lines. In line with this, in male ES cells we found a higher level of 
REX I compared to female ES cells [1009] (Chapter 6). In female Rnf/2+1- ES cells, the 
absence of one functional Rnf/2 allele also results in a higher REX 1 level, although there is 
no linear twofold increase compared to Rnf/2-1- ES cells which have the highest REX I 
level. The REX I level has not been directly compared between male ES cells and Rnf/2+1-
ES cells. Although in principle the REXI level should be equal between these cells, 
because both cells have only one copy of Rnf/2, it is possible that female-specific 
regulation of Rnfl2 could result in higher Rnfl2 expression from a single allele in females 
compared to a single allele in males, thereby resulting in an even lower REX! level in 
Rnf/2+1- ES cells. Hence, this could explain why in male cells it is even more difficult to 
up-regulate Xis! compared to female cells, even before Rn.f/2 silencing in cis. Potentially, 
other X-linked factors could therefore be involved in the regulation of Rnfl2, and these 
could be the subtle acting remaining factors to be identified. This is supported by the 
finding that Rnf/2 immune-staining intensity measured in differentiating female ES cells is 
more than two-fold higher compared to the intensity in differentiating male ES cells 
(Chapter 5). 

If RNFI2 would be the only, or main activator of XCI, this could also explain 
some findings in male ES cells in which NANOG or OCT4 was down-regulated by 
doxycylin induction [191]. In these experiments, down-regulation of NANOG or OCT4 
resulted in up-regulation of Xis! expression, and since binding sites for these pluripotency 
factors were found within Xist intron 1, these data were interpreted as providing evidence 
for a direct suppression of Xis! by pluripotency factors in undifferentiated cells. We have 
addressed the role of the Xis! intron l region in Chapter 5, and found that genetic ablation 
of this region both in ES cells as in mice does not result in a dramatic XCI phenotype, 
making it unlikely that this region is directly involved in the suppression of Xist. But how 
then can Xist up-regulation upon forced NANOG and OCT4 repression be explained0 An 
intriguing hypothesis could be that upon Joss of these factors, REX I will become down
regulated, al!owing loss of repression of the Xist locus, and enabling up-regulation of XLvt. 
Down-regulation of REX I upon down-regulation of NANOG and OCT4 seems likely, as 
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the expression of many pluripotency factors is interconnected by reciprocal binding to their 
gene regulatory sequences [I 048]. Rnfl 2 might also become up-regulated in this situation, 
as it has been proposed that Rnf/2 is under control ofthe pi uri potency factor network [990], 
thereby enhancing the effect on REX l down-regulation. indeed, we have described a 
negative correlation between RNF12 and NANOG expression in Chapter 5. Although our 
preliminary results of a targeted deletion of proposed pi uri potency factor binding sites in 
the Rn.fl 2 upstream region [990] do not provide evidence for an important direct repressive 
function ofNANOG and OCT4 (data not shown), it reinforces the role of REX I, which is 
likely to be involved in direct RNF\2 regulation through a binding site close to the 
transcriptional start site of Rn/12. Therefore, forced down-regulation ofNANOG and OCT4 
could result in drastic up-regulation of RNF\2 and down-regulation of REXI normally not 
observed in wild type male ES cells, thereby explaining the ectopic Xis/ induction. 

Would the novel division of the Xic in a cis-Xic and a trans-Xic which we propose 
in Chapter 7 fit to the original data delineating the Xic candidate region? Both the cis-Xic, 
consisting of all genes from Linx till the Xpr region, as well as the trans-Xic, consisting 
solely of Rn/12, lie well between the borders delineated by the Searle's translocation and 
HD3 truncation originally defining the Xic [72-73]. Based on ring X chromosomes in 
human patients with severe forms of Turner syndrome, the Xic candidate region can likely 
be even further defined (Pigure 1). Ring X cl1romosomes are small, ring like remnants of 
truncated X chromosomes, which have a centromere, but miss telomeric sequences [863]. 
Some Turner patients (45,X) have mosaicisms of cells carrying an additional ring X 
chromosome, and it has been shown that activity of these rings correlate to a severe clinical 
phenotype [871-873]. Indeed, the majority of ring X chromosomes are active due to the fact 
that X!ST sequences are lacking [873, 875-877]. However, in some of these rings, X!ST is 
present, but not expressed [I 049-1 050]. Analysis of breakpoints in these rings often shows 
that the distal breakpoint is located in close proximity to RNF I 2. This could indicate that 
these ring X chromosomes do not undergo XCI due to a lack of XCI activation. 

How could we further determine whether all knovvn elements and genes in the cis
and trans-Xic as known today are sufficient to fulfill all functions required for counting and 
initiation of XCI? BAC and Y AC transgenesis experiments are unlikely to resolve this 
question, as it will be technically difficult to engineer transgenes covering all sequences 
known to be involved right now. Therefore, further removal of X chromosomal sequences 
will be necessary. Most ideally, the complete I 0 Mb candidate region defined by the 
Searle's translocation and HD3 truncation [72-73] should be removed from a single X 
chromosome, leaving the region from upstream of Linx till telomeric to Rnf/2 intact If 
such a cell line would still undergo XCI with normal kinetics, most likely preferring 
inactivation of the mutated al!ele due to secondary selection, all long standing questions on 
the content of the Xic and the initiation mechanisms for XCI would be solved. 

Rnf12 and imprinted X chromosome inactivation 
In the female mouse pre-implantation embryo, XCI is imprinted leading to exclusive 
inactivation of the paternally inherited X chromosome (Xp ). The Xp has been reported to 
be inherited in a partially inactive state [51], but other evidence suggests that both X 
chromosomes are active in female embryos after zygotic genome activation followed by 
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Figure 1: Ring X chromosomes in patients with Turner syndrome 
At the top, a simplified map of the human X chromosome is shown. The locations of UBE1. 
XIST, TSIX, XPCT and RNF12 and polymorphic markers used in molecular characterization 
of ring X chromosomes are indicated. Xp: short arm of the X chromosome; Xq: long arm of X 
chromosome; Cen: centromere; Tel: telomeric. Below the map, the genetic content of ring X 
chromosomes described in literature is shown. XIST +E-: X!ST locus present. but no 
expression of XIST; XIST +E+: X!ST locus and expression of XIST are present. Abbreviations 
in front of the rings correspond to the names of patients, as mentioned in the literature (Jani 
et al.. 1995) or the authors (Kubota et al., 2002; Tomkins et al., 2002). Dots indicate that 
breakpoint are not precisely defined. Most breakpoints of rings which do not express XIST 
do not have RNF12, or have in close proximity. Further characterization of ring X 

definitively delineate the deletions. 

initiation of imprinted XCI at the 4-8 cell stage [52, 311, 986]. Probably, parental-specific 
epigenetic modifications, \Vhich are set during gametogenesis, regulate imprinted XCI, and 
these like!y involve an imprint that represses Xist on the maternally inherited Xm. This is 
supported by transgene studies, w·hich indicated that all the epigenetic information required 
for imprinted XCI is located within a 220 kb region that includes Xist and Tsix [986]. 

The molecular mechanisms used by placental mammals to silence an X 
chromosome in imprinted XCI versus random XCI might partly overlap, with both 
processes requiring Xist. In contrast, in the imprinted XCI process, repression of Xist on the 
Xm is independent of Tsix, and was proposed to involve OCT4- and SOX2-mediated 
repression of Xist, by binding of these pi uri potency factors to the Xist intron I region [993]. 
However, our analysis of Xist intron 1 mutant mice described in Chapter 5, where we did 
not notice any failure of imprinted XCI in the offspring obtained, argues against an 
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important role of this region in the regulation of imprinted XCI in vivo. Tsix mediated 
repression of Xist starts to play an important role on the Xm somewhat later in embryonic 
development, around the morula stage. This can be concluded from the observation that a 
maternally inherited f.soix null allele is embryonic lethal due to aberrant initiation of XCI on 
the Xm [354, 988]. 

A recent study revealed an important ro!e for RNF 12 in imprinted XCI, in addition 
to its role in random XCI which we discovered as described in Chapters 2 and 8. A 
maternally transmitted Rnf/2 knockout allele caused embryonic lethality only in female 
offspring, due to defects in the development of extra-embryonic tissues [981]. Female 
!1Rnf!21+ embryos with the deletion on the Xm failed to initiate imprinted XCI on the wild 
type Xp at the early cleavage stage. From this, the maternal storage ofRNFI2 protein in the 
oocyte was suggested to play an important role in imprinted XCI [981]. In our Rnf/2 
mutant mouse model described in Chapter 8, \ve also observed that a maternally transmitted 
knockout allele is unlikely to give viable female offspring. From the 118 pups obtained 
from crosses with a heterozygous RJ?/12+.1- mother, of which 81 were males and 37 were 
female, only a single heterozygous Rnfl Ti-l female was born, whereas the Rnjl 2 mutant 
allele was effectively transmitted to 27 males. If we take processes occurring during 
meiosis into account, it seems unlikely that all features of this failure of imprinted XCI can 
be explained by the maternal storage of RNF 12 protein. As a consequence of meiotic 
recombination, it can be expected that many haploid oocytes generated by the first meiotic 
division (the reduction division) of Rnf! 2i-l- oocytes, which occurs at the time of ovulation, 
will contain both wild type and Rnfl 2 mutated alleles on the recombined sister chromatids. 
Hence, we foresee that there will be ongoing expression of Rnf/2 in a high percentage of 
oocytes transmitting the mutated Rnfl 2 allele, until fertilization triggers meiotic division l L 
Therefore, the recombined wild type and mutant alleles which are present within the same 
haploid oocyte, will be exposed to the same maternal storage of RNF12. Since Rnj/2+.1-
oocytes did not give rise to female offspring carrying the mutant allele, whereas female 
offspring carrying the wild type allele were obtained at the expected Mendelian ratio from 
these oocytes, this argues against an important role for maternal storage in imprinted XCI. 
But how then can failure of maternal transmission of the knockout allele to female 
offspring be explained? It seems likely that the same continuous requirement of RNFl2 
which we observe during random XCI in ES cells (Chapter 7) is also required during 
imprinted XCI in vivo. During imprinted XCI the paternal X chromosome is inactivated, so 
that an embryo inheriting a maternal Rl?/12 knockout al!ele would become deficient of 
RNF\2 upon imprinted XCI. Therefore, it seems likely that in this situation XCI cannot be 
maintained. When the Rnf! 2 mutant allele is derived from the father, this paternal X 
chromosome will become inactivated during the imprinted XCI. In that scenario, maternal 
RNFI2 is still available, and this explains why females are normally born in matings with 
an Rnf/2 mutant father. This suggests that, ongoing de novo synthesis of RNFI2 may be 
required for persistent expression of Xist both for imprinted and random XCI. To 
definitively address the need for maternal storage in imprinted XCI, one could make use of 
a nuclear transfer experiment. In such an experiment, the nucleus of a fertilized two-cell 
stage embryo derived from a cross of a wild type male and an oocyte conditionally 
homozygously deleted for RNFI2, could be transferred to an enucleated wild type oocyte, 
or to an RNF\2 depleted oocyte. If maternal storage would be required and sufficient for 
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imprinted XCI to occur, transferring the Rn.f/2 mutant nucleus to the wild type oocyte 
should restore initiation of imprinted XCI. 

Of note, Rnjl2 becomes reactivated in round spermatids after the process of 
meiotic sex chromosome inactivation (MSCI), which would be compatible with rapid onset 
of expression of the paternal allele following fertilization [I 051]. This indicates that from 
the moment of fertilization onwards, some portion of RNF 12 protein in the zygote might be 
derived from mRNA transcribed from the paternal Rn/12 allele, when the maternal derived 
genome is still inactive. Indeed, although not significant, at the 2-cell stage more cells 
displayed a paternally derived Rnfl2 primary transcript compared to the maternal derived 
one, as determined by RNA-FISH [311 ]. Therefore, it could be that imprinted XCI is 
initiated, at least in part, by this paternal derived fraction. As in a female embryo, the Xm 
allele harbors an imprint which makes it impossible for Xist RNA to accumulate, paternally 
derived RNF 12 together with RNF 12 present in the oocyte might be sufficient to trigger 
Xist accumulation on the paternal Xist allele, which is devoid of an imprint and hence might 
be prone to become expressed. Spreading of Xist would result in silencing of Rn.fl 2 in cis, 
and maternally stored RNF12 which has a short half-life will become diluted over the cell 
divisions. Consequently, zygotic genome activation occurring at the 2-cell stage might be 
sufficient to maintain the initiation of inactivation of the Xp, after Rnf/2 transcription from 
the maternally transmitted allele would become activated. Indeed, in line with this, Rnfl 2 
on the paternal X chromosome is one of the 'first genes to become silenced [311], already at 
the 4-cell stage. In case of a paternally transmitted Rn/12 knockout allele, such a paternally 
programmed Rnfl 2 expression could not play a role, but initiation of imprinted XCI might 
be rescued by RNF\2 present in the oocyte or upon production of RNF\2 from the 
maternally derived allele. Therefore, it should be tested whether imprinted XCI is occurring 
at exactly the same time in development in wild type and paternally Rnj! 2 mutant embryos. 
Future studies should also address the question whether paternal Rnj! 2 is already active 
directly after the fertilization, or whether sperm cells might perhaps carry a significant 
amount of Rn/12 mRNA, produced after MSCI. This could provide important insights in 
unraveling the initiation mechanisms of imprinted XCL 

Rnf12 and reactivation of the X chromosome 
The tight connection between the pluripotency factor network and suppression of XCI 
provides a mechanism for proper developmental timing of random XCI in the early fema!e 
embryo, but might also be instrumental in the observed reactivation of the Xi in the ICM 
and in PGCs. In female mouse embryos, imprinted XCI of the Xp is reversed in the late 
blastocyst at embryonic day 4.5 (E4.5) of development. From the late morula stage 
onwards, NANOG is expressed, and its expression is maintained throughout formation and 
expansion of the ICM. At day E3.5, NANOG is together with OCT4 expressed in the \CM, 
whereas at day E4.5, NANOG expression is restricted to the emerging epiblast, and its 
expression is lost in hypoblast cells expressing GATA4 and GATA6. Interestingly, only 
ICM cells with prolonged NANOG expression show reactivation of the Xi [367], indicating 
that X reactivation is indeed linked to pluripotency factor expression. A possible direct 
function for these pluripotency factors in reactivating the Xp after imprinted XCI involved 
the binding of these factors to the Xist intron 1 region, which was proposed to be involved 
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in direct suppression of Xist [ 191, 993]. However, our detailed analysis of genetic ablation 
of this region in ES cells and in mice described in Chapter 5 showed that this region does 
not play a role in Xist suppression both in vdro as in vivo. Since NANOG, OCT4 and SOX2 
are already present prior to E4.5, but only at this developmental stage imprinted XCI is 
reversed in a subset of epiblast cells, it is tempting to speculate that activators of XCI which 
could play a role in imprinted XCI are down-regulated at this point, thereby enabling the X 
reactivation in collaboration with the pi uri potency factors. Indeed, Rnf/2 expression seems 
to be influenced by pluripotency factors, as binding sites have been found in the Rnf/2 
upstream region [983, 990}, and NANOG and RN Fl2 expression is mutually exclusive in 
differentiating ES cells, as described in Chapter 5. Although our preliminary results of 
targeted deletion of pluripotency factor binding sites 3.8 and 5.3 kb upstream of the 
transcriptional start site of Rnfl 2 did not show an effect on Rnfl 2 expression and Rnf! 2 
regulation seems to be mainly regulated by the minimal promoter region harboring a REX! 
binding site (data not shown), it is expected that Rnf/2 will become down-regulated in 
NANOG expressing cells in the epiblast. This down-regulation \Viii be accompanied with 
an up-regulation of REX 1, which might have a role in Xist suppression at the epibast stage. 
Up-regulation of pluripotency factors including NANOG in the epiblast cells could also 
result in indirect mechanisms, leading to higher REX I expression, and hence repression of 
Rnfl 2 expression. 

Xist repression in the ICM may be required for reactivation of the X. However, 
such a repression is not sufficient, as is illustrated by studies involving NANOG over
expression in the ICM, which results in repression of Xist at an earlier stage of 
development, but does not lead to premature X reactivation [I 052]. This is an interesting 
finding, because i1 indicates that up-regulation of Nanog expression, possibly in 
conjunction with the down-regulation of XCI-activators, is involved in Xist shut-down, but 
also that at least one additional mechanism is involved in the reactivation process. The 
order of events during this reactivation process need to be further characterized, but we 
anticipate that Rnf/2 and its direct and indirect connections to the pluripotency factor 
network will be important for this process (Figure 2). 

A second wave of Xi reactivation is initiated in developing female germ cells. 
PGCs arise in the epiblast around E7.5 and subsequently migrate through the hindgut to 
reach the genital ridge at E11.5. In the mouse embryo, XCI is random in the epiblast cells 
that give rise to the PGCs, and reactivation of the Xi happens during migration or around 
the time PGCs enter the genital ridge [1053-1055]. Reactivation of the randomly 
inactivated Xi in PGCs seems to require a longer time window than resetting of imprinted 
XCI in the ICM, which may reflect differences in the composition of the Xi 
heterochromatin formed during the random XCI and imprinted XCI processes. OCT4, 
SOX2, NANOG and REX I are highly expressed in PGCs and are therefore candidate 
factors involved in the direct repression of Xist in the germ line cells, possibly supported by 
a low level of expression of XCI-activators including RN F 12 [I 056]. Also here, high 
expression of pluripotency factors could result in indirect mechanisms leading to a low 
level ofXCl-activators, which would facilitate reactivation of the X chromosome. 

Reactivation of the Xi can also be artificially induced during formation of induced 
pluripotent stem (iPS) cells [67], or by fusion of somatic cells with embryonic carcinoma 
(EC) cells [I 057]. Forced expression of Oct4, Sox2, K!j4 and c-Myc to generate iPS cells, or 
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Figure 2: Expression profile of factors involved in XCI 
An overview of the expression profile of genes encoding important players in the XCI process 
at different steps of embryon ic development, and in different cell types. The data was 
obtained and compiled from different studies using different platforms to assess expression 
levels, and therefore inter-study comparisons should be interpreted with caution . 

Adapted from Barakat and Gribnau, Development 2012. 

expression of EC-specific pluripotency genes in hybrid cells, is not sufficient to reactivate 
the Xi instantly [67, 1058]. In both cases, reactivation of an X-linked GFP reporter gene on 
the Xi happens late during the reprogramming process, most likely because several layers 
of epigenetic silencing mechanisms have to be erased in conjunction with a shut-down of 
the Xist promoter. Epiblast stem cells (EpiSCs) are post-XCI pluripotent stem cells isolated 
from the epiblast of an E5.5 embryo. Reprogramming of EpiSCs into ES cells by sustained 
culture in the presence of LIF, or by forced expression of Klj2, Klf4 and Nr5a, also leads to 
reactivation of the Xi [39 1-392, 1059]. Furthermore, the Xi is reactivated in embryos 
obtained through somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) [1060]. In SCNT, a somatic cell 
nucleus is reprogrammed by insertion to an enucleated oocyte, which results in the fast, and 
complete reprogramming of the somatic nucleus towards a pluripotent state. Extra
embryonic tissues of cloned female embryos obtained through SCNT retain the Xi that was 
also inactive in the donor cell , which suggests that the information required for proper 
imprinted XCI may be reminiscent of the epigenetic marks acquired during random XCI. 

Interestingly, a recent publication has linked aberrant Xist expression to 
reprogramming by SCNT [1061]. This process, which can give rise to complete cloned 
mammals, is however also highly inefficient, and often results in faulty reprogramming. 
Inoue et al. (20 10) could show that faulty reprogrammed SCNT mouse embryos, both male 
and female, are characterized by aberrant Xist expression, and that genetic ablation of Xist 
could increase the efficiency of SCNT-based reprogramming. SCNT and iPS-based 
reprogramming could make use of similar mechanisms, which leads to an attractive, but not 
yet tested, hypothesis, that hindering Xist expression might also faci litate iPS 
reprogramming. It will certainly be interesting to explore the role of Rnf12 in these 
reprogramming processes. Since REXl is an important pluripotency factor, and expression 
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of REXI is a key-event for complete reprogramming, an attractive hypothesis could be that 
hindering RNF12 mediated proteasomal degradation of REX! might facilitate somatic cell 
reprogramming. Therefore, down-regulating Rnf12 during reprogramming might facilitate 
more efficient iPS cell derivation and, due to its XCI-activator activity, might also help in 
preventing aberrant Xist expression during this process. RNF12 involvement in regulation 
of TGF-B signalling [ 1044] could likewise facilitate reprogramming, as inhibition of TGF-B 
signalling has been shown to result in more efficient iPS reprogramming in mice [ 1 062]. 
Whether all these possible functions for Rnf12 might also help in generating hiPS cells 
which maintain their X chromosomes active more efficiently remains to be determined. 

Living with two X chromosomes 
The analysis of our Rnf12 mutant mouse model described in Chapter 8 clearly shows that 
Rnfl2 has an important role in XCI initiation in vivo. Whereas males deficient for Rnf12 are 
readily born, female homozygous knockout animals could not be obtained. Also a 
maternally transmitted knockout allele is strictly selected against, most likely due to the 
continuous requirement of RNF12 during imprinted XCI. Surprisingly, when we analyzed 
tissues of adult heterozygous Rnf12+J- animals, obtained from crosses of Rnfl2 mutant mice 
harboring a Cast!Ei X chromosome and wild type females harboring C57Bl!6 X 
chromosomes, we observed that XCI skewing ratios based on Xist and X-linked gene 
expression were no longer correlating, implicating that these animals may have a defect in 
dosage compensation. Based on our results obtained with ES cells, we expected to find 
complete XCI skewing in these animals, rendering the paternal Cast/Ei X chromosome 
harboring the Rnfl2 mutant allele inactive. Hence X-linked gene expression should only be 
observed from the maternally derived C57Bl/6 X chromosome. However, as our analysis of 
many organs in several animals has shown, we do find variable expression of Xist derived 
either from the Cast!Ei or the C57Bl/6 X cluomosome. The allelic gene expression of 
several X-linked genes was analyzed, which in wild type mice shows a reciprocal pattern 
compared to the Xist expression. However, this reciprocal expression of Xist and X-linked 
genes normally subject to XCI was not observed in the Rnfl2 mutant mice. This might 
indicate that these animals harbor many cells which did not undergo the XCI process 
properly. 

How can this be explained? To answer this intriguing question, we should take a 
look at the hypothetical events happening in these animals during the embryonic stages. 
These Rnfl2+J- female animals will survive the imprinted XCI phase during pre
implantation development, as the paternally transmitted Rnf12 knockout allele will become 
inactivated, rendering the maternally derived wild type copy of Rnfl2 active. After 
reactivation of imprinted XCI in the epiblast, random XCI will occur. As we have shown 
for Rn/12 +I- ES cells, in Chapter 2, lacking one copy of Rnfl2 will result in a lower XCI 
initiation rate, with a delayed up-regulation of Xist expression. When these cells finally up
regulate Xist, and by a stochastic event choose to inactivate the paternally derived Cast!Ei 
chromosome harboring the Rnfl2 mutant allele, these cells will still have Rn/12 expression 
from the maternally derived allele, will maintain Xist expression and will therefore be 
properly silenced. However, when these cells choose to inactivate the maternally derived 
C57Bl!6 X chromosome harboring the wild type Rn/12 allele, these cells will most likely 
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not be able to maintain robust Xist expression, as Rnf/2 expression is continuously required 
for this, as we have shown in Chapter 7. Therefore these cells will, from the moment that 
Rnf/2 becomes silenced on the C57BI/6 X chromosome, stop accumulating x;st RNA, 
which might result in reactivation of the one X chromosome which was sti[l in the process 
of becoming completely silenced. After reactivation of Rnj/2 from the C57BI/6 X 
chromosome, these cells could in principle undergo a new round of Xist accumulation, 
again at a lower rate, as one copy of Rnfl 2 is lacking. When these cells now choose to 
inactivate the Cast/Ei X chromosome, they might be on time to establish robust silencing of 
XCI, since their maternal Rnf/2 copy will still be active. However, as these cells might 
alternatively choose to try to inactivate the C57Bl/6 X chromosome again, they might end 
up with the same reactivation process described above, since Xist accumulation \Vill not be 
maintained upon silencing of Rnfl 2. Of note, it has been shown that both in vitro as in vivo 
Xist accumulation can result in gene silencing only when expressed during a certain time 
frame, within 48h of differentiation of ES cells [261, 273]. Therefore, the combination of 
delayed XCI kinetics due to the presence of only one Rnfl2 copy, in combination with 
potentially several rounds of unsuccessful attempts to establish XCI, will result in cells 
which will accumulate Xist too late. These cells will be expected to have a failure of XCI, 
perhaps only silencing several X-chromosomal genes in a random fashion. As some of 
these cel!s might end up in lineages in which a less strict selection on correct dosage 
compensation is applied, the presence of these cells could explain the aberrant gene 
expression observed in the adult heterozygous Rnfl2 females. 

The above hypothetical scenario concerns a highly interesting phenomenon, and 
we need to find out if lack of XCI really is compatible with viability, as observed in the 
present mouse model. To this end, we are currently applying several approaches. In a first 
attempt, we started profiling the complete X-chromosomal allele-specific expression profile 
by RNAseq for several organs derived from Rl?fl x-i· females. This should provide data on 
the extent of the failure of XCI in these animals. Using gene-specific probes and RNA
FISH technology, we will investigate whether cells showing bi-allelic X-linked gene 
expression are found during the stages that random XCI is initiated, and in the adult tissues. 
Finally, further generation of reporter mice in which expression from both X chromosomes 
can be detected in a direct manner will further help in deciphering the phenotype of these 
Rnfl 2'1~ animals. 

When it is confirmed that mice can develop and live with two active X 
chromosomes, we will be looking at the next question, how this might at all be compatible 
vvith life? All studies investigating XCI during the !ast 51 years after Mary Lyon's 
postulation of XCI in females [30] have assumed that successful inactivation of one of the 
two X chromosomes through XCI is required for a female to live. 11 is a fact that an inactive 
X chromosome is found in all adult vvomen with a 46,XX karyotype who have been 
investigated, and the severe phenotype of Turner patients carrying active ring X 
chromosomes indicates that a twofold dosage of X-linked genes vvi\1 result in a physiology 
which is doomed to fail. However, what is really the evidence that correct X dosage 
compensation is required for all cells, in any of the placental mammals? If we look at the 
results obtained for mice mutant for Xist [93-94], which indicated that a failure of X dosage 
compensation is embryonic lethal, these studies shovved that a correct dosage compensation 
is needed in extra-embryonic tissues. Although the embryonic parts are also affected in Xist 
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mutant embryos, this could be a secondary effect, due to a failure of proper nutrition of the 
embryo caused by a placental defect, as has also been observed in the analysis of embryos 
carrying a wild type X chromosome and a Searle's translocation X chromosome [1063]. A 
female embr.yo with a paternally transmitted mutant Xist allele will die, due to a failure of 
imprinted XCI. In contrast, a maternally transmitted Xist knockout allele will result in 
living female offspring, but with skewed XCI in all adult tissues, as only the paternal X 
chromosome can be inactivated. Evidently, animals with aXist mutant allele inherited from 
both the mother and the father are not viable, which prohibits investigation whether there is 
a requirement for X dosage compensation in all adult tissues, so that this remains a very 
important open question. A relatively simple experiment can be performed, to test the 
requirement for X dosage compensation in embryonic cell lineages, by using Xist-1- ES 
cells in a tetraploid embryo complementation assay. In such an assay, all extra-embryonic 
tissues are formed from the tetraploid donor embryo, and it can be investigated where cells 
deficient of X dosage compensation turn up, in which cell lineages and tissues during 
subsequent steps of development. 

All available Xist mutant mouse models will have an extra-embryonic phenotype, 
which limits the investigation of the effect of loss of Xist on the embryonic parts of the 
embryo. In this regard, our Rnf/2 mutant mouse model could be a unique tool for further 
investigations. Rnfl2'1

· female mice will survive the imprinted XCI stages when the mutant 
Rnf/2 allele is inherited from the father, so that these animals allow, for the first time, a 
functional dissection of the effects on dysregulation of either imprinted XCI in the pre
implantation embryo or random XCI in the epiblast. Therefore, we can now address key 
questions regarding the life-long need for dosage compensation. Interestingly, when we 
take a look at our Rnf/2-1- ES cells, these cells differentiate normally despite the presence 
of two active X chromosomes. This indicates that at least in certain cell lineages, a two-fold 
dosage of X-linked genes is tolerated. Maybe a strict dosage compensation is required in 
particular in extra-embryonic tissues. To a certain extent, tvvo active X chromosomes are 
tolerated also in human iPS cells, as shown in Chapter 9. Until now, no clear disease 
phenotype is observed in Rnjl i-i. females. Therefore, it is possible that living with cells 
with twu active X chromosomes is compatible with life, at least in mice, although we need 
to find out if this concerns many cells in many tissues. If this might be true for humans, it 
certainly promises to have important clinical implications. As discussed in Chapter 1, many 
X-linked genes cause disease in humans. In some X-linked diseases affecting females, often 
a single mutant allele is sufficient to cause severe disease, despite the presence of a 
mosaicism with cells expressing a wild type allele. If in such diseases a reactivation of the 
inactive X chromosome harboring a wild type ailele in affected cells could be achieved, this 
would open new ways to therapies. In line with this, it has been shown that reactivation of a 
silent Mecp2 allele in adult mice, for example, can alleviate the symptoms of Rett 
syndrome [I 064-! 065], and similar observations have been made in case of fragile X 
syndrome [I 066]. Therefore, now that many questions regarding the initiation of XCI in 
mice may have reached an advanced stage of mechanistic explanation, a new important 
area of research will try to answer the question whether it is feasible to live with two active 
X chromosomes. 
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Abbreviations 

BAC: Bacterial Artificial Chromosome 
BF: Blocking Factor 
CF: Competence Factor 
(h)ES cell: (human) Embryonic Stem cell 
EpiSC: Epiblast derived Stem Cell 
FISH: Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization 
ICM: Inner Cell Mass 
(h)iPS cell: (human) induced Pluripotent Stem cell 
iXCI: imprinted X Chromosome Inactivation 
Mb: Mega base 
MSCI: Meiotic Sex Chromosome Inactivation 
MYA: Million Years Ago 
OMIM: Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man database 
PAR: Pseudoautosomal Region 
PGCs: Primordial Germ Cells 
rXCI: random X Chromosome Inactivation 
TBP: TAT A Binding Protein 
Xa: active X chromosome 
XAR: X Added Region 
Xce: X controlling element 
XCI: X Chromosome Inactivation 
XCR: X Conserved Region 
Xi: inactive X chromosome 
Xic: X inactivation center 
XicHR: X inactivation center Homologous Region 
Xist: X inactive specific transcript 
Xm: maternally derived X chromosome 
Xp: paternally derived X chromosome, or short art of the human X chromosome 
Xpr: X pairing region 
Xq: long arm of the human X chromosome 
Y AC: Yeast Artificial Chromosome 
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Summary 

The evolution of placental mammals has resulted in a genetic mechanism of sex 
determination with X andY sex chromosomes, where females of most species have tv.'o X 
chromosomes and the males have a single X chromosome and a small Y chromosome. 
These sex chromosomes originated from a non-sex-specific pair of autosomes. In males the 
deterioration of the Y chromosome resulted in a loss of genes, compared to the X 
chromosome. To balance this loss, the single X chromosome in males became 
transcriptionally up-regulated, resulting in a dosage compensation mechanism between 
genes located on the sex chromosomes and genes on autosomes. In females, this up
regulation of X-llnked genes resulted in a subsequent dosage problem, as two copies of X 
chromosomes are present. Therefore, in females, an additional dosage compensation 
mechanism was required, which results in the transcriptional silencing of a single X 
chromosome in females. This silencing of an X chromosome in females, leaving one active 
X chromosome per diploid genome, is called X chromosome inactivation (XCI), and is the 
central topic in this thesis work. 

XCI occurs during early female embryonic development, and results in 
transcriptional silencing of one X chromosome in females, thereby equalizing the dosage of 
X-linked genes between both sexes and between the sex chromosomes and autosomes. This 
is needed for proper biochemical and physiological functioning of cells in the body, as gene 
products derived from the X chromosome need to interact with gene products from 
autosomal genes. Aberrations of the crucial XCI process are believed to be lethal, as no 
healthy females are observed having more than one active X chromosome, and females in 
which parts of both X chromosomes are fully active suffer from severe phenotypes. The 
XCI process itself is random regarding the choice of the X chromosome that vvi\1 be 
inactivated, resulting in silencing of either the X chromosome derived from the father or the 
X chromosome derived from the mother, in the cells forming the embryo. Therefore, 
growing and adult females consist of a mosaic of two different ce!! populations, which can 
have profound impacts on health and disease manifestations in females, as described in the 
Introduction in Chapter !. Many genes located on the X chromosome can cause diseases 
when mutated. In general, females suffer less from X-chromosomal diseases, due to the 
presence of the mosaic, in which some cells will express the mutant gene, whereas others 
will express the non-mutated backup copy from the healthy X chromosome. Such a backup 
mechanism is not possible in males carrying a single X chromosome, who therefore always 
show expression of an X-I inked mutation. Besides this advantage for females, of having 
two X chromosomes, there is also a disadvantage. The XCI process seems to be difficult to 
establish properly in all female cells, which might explain higher female lethality during 
peri-implantation development. Furthermore, the presence of mosaicism can sometimes 
cause a disease, when the choice of inactivation is not random between the X chromosomes 
present. Therefore, insight in the mechanisms resulting in epigenetic silencing of a single X 
chromosome in females is needed, and XCI is an important subject to study. 
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Following the initial discovery of the XCI process in 1961 by Mary Lyon, many 
investigations have tried to unravel the mechanisms leading to the shut-down of one X 
chromosome in females. Most of these studies have been performed in mice, by making use 
of either genetic mouse models or embryonic stem (ES) cells. ES cells are pluripotent cells 
derived from early embryos, and can be used to study several aspects of the XCI process in 
a culture dish, as undifferentiated female ES cells have two active X chromosomes, and 
upon differentiation to more specialized cells these cells engage in XCI, similar to what 
happens in early embryonic development. By making use of these models, studies have 
shown that a small region of the X chromosome, the X inactivation center (Xic), is crucial 
for XCI to occur, as this process is only initiated in cel!s having two copies of this 
regulatory region on two distinct X chromosomes. The Xic harbors several conserved 
genes, of which the X inactive transcript (Xist) is crucial for XCI to occur. Xist is the only 
gene which is specifically expressed from the inactive X chromosome, and transcription of 
this gene results in a non-coding RNA, which spreads along the X chromosome and induces 
silencing. Another non-coding gene, Tsix, has been found in the Xic, and this gene IS 

transcribed in the opposite direction to Xist and functions as a negative regulator of Xist. 
During female embryonic development, or upon ES cell differentiation, Xist is 

specifically up-regulated on a single X chromosome, thereby starting the XCI process. 
Even 20 years after the discovery of Xist, a longstanding question has remained how this 
gene is specifically up-regulated on a single X chromosome in cells having more than one 
X chromosome. Severa! models have tried to explain this female specific initiation of XCI, 
and in the past, we have proposed that sex-specific initiation of XCI is regulated by a 
stochastic process. In this model, autosomally-encoded XCI-inhibitors prevent XCI in 
undifferentiated cells or cells in early embryos, by directly inhibiting Xist or stimulating 
Tsix. These XCI-inhibitors are encoded by genes located on autosomes, in both sexes, so 
that an identical level of XCI repression will be present. In contrast, X-encoded activators 
of XCI will stimulate the XCI process. These activators are encoded by X-linked genes, 
which implies that in females a two-fold higher dosage of XCI-activators will be present 
compared to males. These activators are most likely developmentally regulated, with lmv or 
absent expression in undifferentiated cells. Therefore, in undifferentiated cells, XCI will be 
absent, and will only be initiated during differentiation, as XCI activators will become up
regulated. This up-regulation will most likely occur in both sexes, but only in females the 
level of activation will be high enough to reach a threshold which is set by the combined 
action of the XCI-inhibitors. In this model, XCI-activators work in trans, meaning that they 
can activate XCI on all X chromosomes in a cell nucleus, independent from which X 
chromosome they are derived, resulting in a stochastic choice which Xist allele will become 
up-regulated. Once up-regulation has occurred, silencing of the XCI-activator gene in cis, 
thus on the same X chromosome where Xis! will spread, will also silence the XCI-activator 
gene. Hence, the level of XCJ-activator will drop, to a level which is now similar to that of 
a male cell harboring a single X chromosome. This simple mechanism ensures that XCI 
initiation on the other X chromosome will be prevented. Tsix is also sile.1ced in cis, so that 
XCI can be maintained on the X chromosome which has started inactivation despite the 
lower level of the XCI-activators. Therefore, in this model, initiation of XCI is regulated by 
a sex-specific dosage difference in XCI-activators. 
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Although this model could principally explain all features of the XCI initiation 
mechanism, the identity of the XC!-activator genes remained illusive. We therefore set out 
to identify genes encoding such activators. By making use of a Bacterial Artificial 
Chromosome (BAC) transgenesis screen in ES ce!ls, described in Chapter 2, we identified 
X-encoded RNF 12 as the first known XCI activator. When Rl?fl 2 was over-expressed in 
male ES cells, this resulted in XCI initiation on the single X chromosome, and over
expression in female ES cells resulted in XCI on both X chromosomes in a significant 
portion of cells. During differentiation of ES cells, endogenous Rnfl 2 becomes up
regulated, and a two-fold higher dose of RNF12 has been found in female compared to 
male ES cells prior to and during XCI initiation. After XCI has occurred, expression levels 
are equal between male and female cells. This two-fold higher dosage of RNFI2 explains 
female specific initiation of XCI, as only in female cells a threshold will be reached upon 
differentiation which is needed to overcome repression of XCI by XCI-inhibitors, resulting 
in Xist accumulation. These XCI-inhibitors are mainly pluripotency associated factors, 
which either repress Xist directly, or indirectly, via stimulation of Tsix expression, or they 
might even work via repression of XCI-activators. In line with this, over-expression of 
Rnf/2 even leads to initiation of XCI in undifferentiated cells, indicating that absence of 
XCI-activator activity is important in preventing XCI in undifferentiated cells. More 
evidence for an important role ofRNF12 in the initiation of XCI was obtained when one of 
the two copies of Rnf/2 was removed from female ES cells, as this resulted in delayed XCI 
initiation in these cells, favoring inactivation of the X chromosome harboring the Rn.f/2 
deletion. To generate this and other genetic modifications of ES cells described throughout 
this thesis work, we developed a new BAC targeting strategy described in Chapter 3, which 
makes use of polymorphic ES cells. Chapter 4 discusses the identification of RNF12 as an 
XCI-activator, and describes this discovery in more detail in the context of the stochastic 
model of XCI initiation. We next asked the question whether RNF12 is essential for XCI to 
occur, by generation and analysis of Rnjl2 knockout ES cells, described in Chapter 5. 
These cells were found to be devoid of XCI, providing evidence that XCI is not occurring 
in the absence of this crucial activator. Additional genetic experiments performed indicated 
that the XCI-activating function of RNFI2 vvorks mainly on Xist, as Xist transgenes vvere 
higher expressed when Rl?fl 2 was over-expressed, whereas the expression of Tsix 
transgenes was not affected. As RNF12 is an E3 ubiquitin ligase, it seems likely that such 
Xist activation should involve an indirect mechanism, in which RNF\2 would target a 
repressor of XLr,·t for proteasomal degradation. Indeed, studies aiming to identify the 
interaction partners of RNFI2, described in Chapter 6, indicated that RNFI2 targets the 
pi uri potency associated transcription factor REX I for degradation. REX 1 was found to 
bind the Xist promoter and distal region, thereby repressing Xis! expression in 
undifferentiated cells. Upon differentiation, RJ?fl2 will become up-regulated, leading to a 
dose-dependent catalysis of the breakdown of REX 1, which will result in loss of repression 
of Xist, and hence wi!l lead to initiation of XCI. The Rnf/2 gene is located in the near 
vicinity of Xist, which ensures rapid silencing of Rn.f/2 transcription in cis shortly after 
initiation of XCI. Chapter 7 addresses the question whether other genes located between 
Xist and Rnf/2 are also functional in the regulation of the XCI process. We found that Jpx, 
Ftx and the Xpr region have a cis regulatory role, in which these regions likely create an 
active environment, which is needed to enable activation of Xist by the trans action of 
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RNFI2. We propose to divide the Xic in a cis-Xic, composed of all genes and elements 
involved in the regulation of Xist and Tsix expression in cis, and a truns-Xic, which is 
required for trans regulation of the cis-Xic, and hence for counting the number of X 
chromosomes present. We also provide evidence which suggest that direct interaction 
between the two X chromosomes in a female nucleus, referred to as X-pairing, is not 
functionally required for XCI to occur. Rather, more evidence was obtained supporting an 
indispensible role for the trans action of RNF12, even for the maintenance of XCI 
initiation. 

We next proceeded to test the role of RNF12 in vivo, by generating an Rnfl2 
knockout mouse model, described in Chapter 8. As expected from the observations 
showing loss of XCI in Rnf/2 homozygous knockout ES cells, homozygous Rnfl 2 
knockout females are not born, suggesting that RNFI2 has an important role in XCI 
initiation during in vivo development. Fen1ales heterozygous for the Rl?/1 2 mutation also 
have an XCI phenotype, with transcriptional activity from two X chromosomes in some 
cells from adult tissues representing loss of XCI. This surprising and remarkable phenotype 
might make it necessary to change the dogma that living with two active X chromosomes is 
not possible. This awaits detailed investigation, but promises to have important 
implications for the understanding and future therapies of X-linked diseases in humans. 
Finally, in Chapter 9, we proceeded to translate the newly obtained knowledge on the 
regulation of XCI initiation from mouse to human. We studied XCI in female human 
induced pluripotent stem cells, and provide evidence that the X chromosome that is 
inactivated m a founder human 'fibroblast becomes reactivated upon somatic 
reprogramming. This might allow future generation of novel model systems to study XCI in 
humans. The General Discussion, Chapter I 0, aims to integrate our current views on the 
initiation of XCI with previously published observations, and provides an outlook for future 
investigations. 

In conclusion, the work described in this thesis has allowed us to obtain novel 
insights in the mechanisms controlling the initiation of XCI, including the role of RNFJ2, 
and provides a framework for future studies investigating the possibility to live with two 
active X chromosomes. 
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Samenvatting 
De evolutie van zoogdieren heeft geresulteerd in een genetisch mechanisme van 
geslachtsdeterminatie waarbij vrouwen van de meeste soorten twee X geslachts
chromosomen hebben, in tegenstelling tot mannen met een enkel X chromosoom en 
daarnaast een Y geslachtschromosoom. De X en Y geslachtschromosomen zijn ontstaan uit 
een niet-geslachtsgebonden chromosomenpaar. Het snelle verlies van genen van bet Y 
chromosoom, in tegenstelling tot een geleidelljke toename van het aantal genen op het X 
chromosoom, heeft geresulteerd in een situatie waarbij het X chromosoom verreweg de 
meeste genen bevat. Het Y -chromosomale verlies van genen werd gecompenseerd door een 
verhoging van de gen-transcriptie van het enkele X chromosoom in mannen, zodat een 
vergelijkbare dosis van geslachtsgebonden en niet-geslachtsgebonden genen behouden 
werd. Aangezien vrouwen twee X chromosomen hebben, zou een dergelijke verhoogde 
transcriptie van X-chromosomale genen tot een nieuw gendosis-probleem in vrouwen 
leiden. Dit werd voorkomen door een mechanisme, waarbij een van beide X chromosomen 
van de vrouw wordt uitgeschakeld. Dit proces, genaamd X-chromosoom-inactivatie (XCI), 
resulteert in niet meer dan een actief X chromosoom per vrouwelijk diploid genoom, en is 
het centrale ondervverp van dit proefschrift. 

XCI vindt plaatst tijdens de vroege embryonale ontwikkeling van vrouwen, en 
resulteert in het uitschakelen van een van beide X chromosomen, waardoor de juiste dosis 
van X-gebonden genen tussen de geslachten, en tussen de geslachts- en de niet
geslachtsgebonden chromosomen behouden b!ijft. Dit is noodzakelijk om be!angrijke 
processen in cellen goed te kunnen Iaten verlopen, aangezien vee! genproducten van het X 
chromosoom in de juiste verhouding moeten kunnen samenwerken met genproducten van 
andere chromosomen. Afwijkingen in het cruciale XCI proces zijn dan ook embryonaa\ 
\ethaal. Er zijn geen gezonde vrouwen vvaarbij vol\edige activiteit van beide X 
chromosomen werd vastgeste!d, en zelfs de dubbele activiteit van kleine delen van bet X 
chromosoom kan leiden tot aanzienlijke ziekteprocessen. Het XCI proces zelf kent een 
aspect van toeval, waarbij in cellen van het vrouwelijke embryo bet X chromosoom 
verkregen van moeder of het X chromosoom verkregen van vader wordt uitgeschakeld. 
Door dit vvillekeurige proces zijn vrouwen een mozaYek van t\vee verscbillende 
celpopulaties, hetgeen een aanzienlijk effect kan hebben op de manifestatie van ziekten, 
zoals beschreven in de lnleiding in Hoofdstuk 1. Vele genen gelokaliseerd op het X 
chromosoom kunnen ziekten veroorzaken indien zij afwijkend zijn, maar over het algemeen 
zijn ziekteverschijnselen bij vrouwen dankzij dit moza"lek milder vergeleken met mannen, 
aangezien vee] cellen in vrouwen het intacte gen tot expressie zullen brengen. In mannen is 
een dergelijk back-up mechanisme niet mogelijk, en daarom zullen afwijkingen op het 
enkele X chromosoom altijd tot uitdrukking komen. Afgezien van deze voordelen voor 
vrouwen, zijn er ook nadelen verbonden aan het bezi1 van twee X chromosomen. Er zijn 
aanwijzingen dat het moeilijk is om het XCI proces goed te Iaten verlopen in aile 
vrouwelijke cellen tijdens de embryonale ontwikkeling, hetgeen de hogere sterfte van 
vrouwelijke embryo's tijdens de vroege embryona\e ontwikkeling voorafgaand aan en 
rondom de implantatie fase zou kunnen verklaren. Tevens kan de aanwezigheid van een 
moza"iek soms ook problemen veroorzaken, in bet bijzonder als de keus tussen bet 
inactiveren van een van de X chromosomen niet wil\ekeurig is. Daardoor is het van be lang 
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om meer over dit belangrijke proces, dat kan worden gekenmerkt als een epigenetisch 
proces, te weten te komen. 

Sinds de ontdekking van het XCI proces door Mary Lyon in !961, zijn vele studies 
gewijd aan het ontrafelen van de mechanismen die er toe leiden dat in vrouwen een X 
chromosoom wordt uitgeschakeld. Het merendeel van deze studies heeft gebruik gemaakt 
van muismodellen of muis embryonale stamcellen (ES ce\len). ES eel len zijn pluripotente 
eel len, nog niet gedifferentieerd, verkregen uit embryo's, die gebruikt kunnen worden om 
het XCI proces in een kvveekschaal te bestuderen. Ongedifferentieerde vrouwelijke ES 
ce!len hebben twee actieve X chromosomen, maar ondergaan het XCI proces als deze 
cellen naar andere, meer gespecialiseerde celtypen worden gedifferentieerd, waarbij deze 
cellen een eerste differentiatiestap tijdens de vroege embryonale ontwikkeling simuleren. 
Door gebruik te maken van deze model len hebben studies Iaten zien dat een klein gedee!te 
van het X chromosoom, het zogenaamde X inactivatie centrum (Xic), vereist is om XCI 
p!aats te Iaten vinden. Meerdere, in verschil!ende soorten geconserveerde, genen zijn 
gelokaliseerd in dit Xic, en het meest belangrijke is het X inactieve transcript (Xist) gen 
Xist is bet enige gen dat specifiek actief is op het inactieve X chromosoom, en transcriptie 
van dit gen resulteert in een niet-coderend RNA, hetgeen over het X chromosoom kan 
spreiden en daardoor het X chromosoom kan uitschakelen. Een ander gen, E'ix, is tevens 
gelokaliseerd in de buurt van Xist. Tsix wordt in de tegenovergestelde richting afgeschreven 
in vergelijking metXist, en is een negatieve regulator van hetXist gen. 

Tijdens de vroege embryonate ontwikkeling van vrouwen of tijdens ES ce!
differentiatie wordt het XCI proces gestart met de specifieke verhoging van transcriptie van 
het Xis! gen. Ondanks dat het reeds 20 jaar geleden is dat Xist ontdekt werd, blijft een 
belangrijke vraag hoe het komt dat dit gen alleen wordt geactiveerd als meer dan een X 
chromosoom aanwezig is in de celkern. Verschillende modellen hebben geprobeerd om dit 
te verklaren, en wij hebben een stochastisch model voorgesteld. In dit model wordt XCI in 
ongedifferentieerde ES cellen of vroege embryo's voorkomen door de werking van XCI
remmers, die gecodeerd worden door niet-geslachtsgebonden chromosomen. Deze rem men 
Xist direct, of stimuleren de negatieve regulator Tsix. Aangezien in dit model de XCI
remmers atkomstig zijn van genen op niet-geslachtsgebonden chromosomen, zal de mate 
van repressie in vrouwelijke en mannelijke ce!!en gelijk zijn. In tegenstelling tot deze XCI
remmers, leiden XCI-activatoren tot activatie van het XCI proces. lndien deze XCI
activatoren gecodeerd worden door genen gelokaliseerd op het X chromosoom, zal in 
ongedifferentieerde vrouwelijke cel!en met nog twee actieve X chromosomen een 
tweevoudige dosis van activatoren aanwezig zijn vergeleken met mannelijke cellen die 
maar een X chromosoom hebben. Naar verwachting ztJn XCl-activatoren 
ontwikkelingsbiologisch gereguleerd, zodat ze 1ijdens ongeditferentieerde celstadia laag, of 
zelfs geheel niet, tot expressie komen. Hierdoor zal het proces van XCI in 
ongedifferentieerde cellen niet op gang komen. Echter tijdens differentiatie en verdere 
ontwikkeling van de cellen zal de expressie van deze XCI-activator genen toenemen, in 
beide geslachten. De twee actieve X chromosomen in vrouwelijke cellen zorgen voor een 
hoge dosis XCI-activatoren, voldoende om de remming van het XCI proces door de XCI
remmers te overkomen. De XCI-activatoren werken in trans, hetgeen betekend dat ze 
zowel XCI op het X chromosoom van waar zij geproduceerd worden a!s ook op aile andere 
X chrornosomen in de celkern kunnen activeren. Dit heeft tot gevolg dat het een 
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willekeurige keuze za! zijn, welke kopie van Xist geactiveerd wordt. Eenmaal geactiveerd, 
zal XLs·t RNA over het X chromosoom spreiden, in cis, en X chromosomale genen op 
datzelfde X chromosoom uitschakelen. Hierdoor worden oak vrij snel de XCI-activator 
genen uitgeschakcld, hetgeen er voor zal zorgen dat de concentratie van XCI-activatoren in 
de celkern weer zal afnemen, zodat XCI niet p!aats kan vinden op het tweede X 
chromosoom in dezelfde cdkern. Aangezien de negatieve regulator Tsix ook wordt 
uitgeschakeld, zal de lagere dosis XCI-actlvator, die nu vergelijkbaar is met de dosis in 
manne!ijke cellen, voldoende zijn om initiatie van XCI te behouden. Samengevat, in dit 
model wordt initiatie van het XCI proces dus geregu!eerd door een geslachtsspecifiek 
verschil in de dosis van XCI-activatoren. 

Hoewel dit model in principe al!e eigenschappen van het XCI proces zou kunnen 
beschrijven, was de identiteit van de XCI-activator nag onbekend. We hebben daarom dit 
onderzoek gestart met een zoek-strategie om deze XCI-activatoren te identificeren, waarbij 
we gebruik maakten van bacteriele artificiele chromosomen (SACs) die we tot hoge 
expressie brachten in ES cell en. Door deze strategic, die beschreven staat in Hoofdstuk 2, 
ontdekten wij dat het door het X-chromosoom gecodeerde RNF 12 eiwit de functie van 
XCI-activator kan uitoefenen. Wanneer het Rnfl2 gen tot hoge expressie werd gebracht in 
mannelijke ES cell en, resulteerde dit in XCI initiatie van het enkele X chromosoom in deze 
mannelijke cell en, en hoge expressie in vrouwelijke ES cell en resu!teerde in XCI van beide 
X chromosomen in een hoog percentage van de eel len. Tijdens differentiatie van ES cellen 
komt het normaal aanwezige X-gebonden Rnfl 2 gen oak hager tot expressie, en een 
tweevoudige dosis van RNF12 werd gevonden in vrouwelijke cellen, vergeleken met 
mannelijke cellen, voor en tijdens XCI initiatie. Nadat de initiatie van het XCI proces is 
afgerond, is de hoeveelheid RNF12 gelijk tussen cell en van beide geslachten. Met dit dosis
a'fhankelijke mechanisme kan ·worden verklaard dat initiatie van XCI plaatsvindt in 
vrouwelijke cellen. De XCI-remmers zijn met name betrokken bij het in stand houden van 
de pluripotente staat van ongedifferentieerde ce!len, en rem men Xist direct, of indirect via 
stimulatie van Tsix express[ e. Tevens zouden zij kunnen werken via remming van de XCI
activatoren. Dit \aatste wordt ondersteund door de vinding dat hoge expressie van RNF 12 
reeds tot activatie van XCI leidt in ongedifferentieerde cellen, hetgeen erop wijst dat 
remming van XCI-activatoren een belangrijk mechanisme zou kunnen zijn om XCI in 
ongedifferentieerde cel\en te voorkomen. Meer bewijs voor een belangrijke rol van RNF12 
bij de initiatie van XCI werd verkregen door het genetisch verwijderen van een van de twee 
X-gebonden Rl?fl 2 genen in vrouwelijke ES cell en. Dit resulteerde in vertraagde initiatie 
van XCI in deze cell en, die bij voorkeur het X chromosoom waarop het gemuteerde Rnfl 2 
gen was gelokaliseerd uitzetten. Om deze en andere genetische modificaties van ES ce\len 
te bewerkste\llgen, ontwikkelden wij een nieuwe BAC targeting strategie, die beschreven 
staat in Hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift, en die gebruik maakt van polymorfe ES cellen 
verkregen door kruisingen van verschillende muizenstammen. In I-loofdstuk 4 bespreken 
we meer uitvoerig de bevindingen verkregen uit de Rnfl 2 proeven, en zetten \VC deze uiteen 
in de context van bet stochastische model van XCI. In het vervolg vroegen wij ons af of 
RNF12 een essentiele rol heeft in het XCI proces. Om dit te beantwoorden genereerden V\'ij 
Rnf/2 knockout ES cellen, zoals beschreven in Hoofdstuk 5. In deze cel\en bleek XCI niet 
op te treden tijdens differentiatie, hetgeen bevestigd dat RNF I 2 een cruciale rol bij het tot 
stand brengen van dit XCI proces speelt. Andere experimenten lieten zien dat de XCI-
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activerende functie van RNF12 voornamelijk via Xist activatie werkt, aangezien Xist 
transgenen hoger tot expressie kwamen wanneer Rnfl 2 tot hoge expressie werd gebracht, 
terwijl expressie van Tsix transgenen niet werd bernv!oed. RNF12 is een E3 ubiquitine 
ligase, een enzym dat betrokken is bij proteasomale eiwit-atbraak, en het is daarom 
aannemelijk dat deze Xist activatie verloopt via een indirect mechanisme, waarbij RNF 12 
een remmer van Xist zou markeren voor albraak. lnderdaad lieten studies beschreven in 
Hoofdstuk 6 zien dat RNF12 de pluripotentie-geassocieerde transcriptiefactor REX! target 
voor deze vorm van afbraak. We vonden dat REX! bindt aan de Xist promotor, waardoor 
het de expressie van Xist remt in ongedifferentieerde cellen. Tijdens differentiatie komt 
RNFI2 hoger tot expressie, hetgeen zal leiden tot een dosis-afhanke!ijke atbraak van 
REX l, waardoor de rem op Xist expressie verdvvijnt en het XCI proces op gang zal komen. 
Op het X chromosoom is Rn.f12 dicht bij Xist gelokaliseerd. Oit zorgt ervoor dat na XCI 
initiatie Rnf/2 spoedig wordt uitgeschakeld in cis. In Hoofdstuk 7 behandelen \Vij de vraag 
of ook andere genen in de buurt van Xis! en Rnjl 2 betrokken zijn bij het XCI proces. Hier 
vonden wij dat Jpx, Ftx en de Xpr regia een rol spelen in de Xist regulatie in ci.'l', hetgeen 
nodig zal zijn om RNF 12 in staat te stel!en om Xist in trans te kunnen activeren. Daarom 
stellen wij een nieuvve indeling van het Xic voor, waarbij we spreken van een cis-Xic, een 
regia die al!e genen en elementen bevat die noodzakelijk zijn voor de cis regulatie van Xist 
en Tsix, en een trans-Xic, die nodig is voor de trans regulatie van de cis-Xic, met andere 
woorden voor het tellen van de hoeveelheid X chromosomen die aanwezig zijn. Verder 
vonden wij in experimenten beschreven in hetze!fde Hoofdstuk dat directe interactie tussen 
de beide X chromosomen, aangeduid met X-pairing, niet noodzakelijk is voor normale 
regulatie van XCI. In tegenstelling daarvan brachten deze experimenten verder inzicht in de 
belangrijke rol van RNFI2 ook tijdens het in stand houden van de XCI. Om vast te stellen 
ofRNF12 inderdaad een belangrijke rol in vivo speelt hebben wij een Rnjl2 deficient muis
model ontwikkeld, hetgeen beschreven staat in Hoofdstuk 8. Zoals reeds verwacht aan de 
hand van de Rnf/2 knockout ES cellen die geen XCI meer initieren, bleken vrouwelijke 
Rnf/2 knockout muizen niet levensvatbaar, hetgeen suggereert dat RNF 12 ook een 
belangrijke rol speelt tijdens de embryonale ontwikkeling in vivo. Heterozygote Rn.fl z-l·/

vrouwtjes hebben ook een XCI fenotype, waarbij in volwassen muizen eel! en aanwezig zijn 
die twee actieve X chromosomen hebben. Deze verrassende vinding dient verder te worden 
onderzocht, en zou be!angrijke nieuwe inzichten kunnen verschaffen over onze kennis en 
moge!ijk nieuwe behandelingen van X-chromosomale ziekten. Tevens kan aan de hand van 
dit muismodel wellicht het dogma worden bijgesteld, waarbij ervan wordt uitgegaan dat de 
aanwezigheid van twee actieve X chromosomen niet levensvatbaar is. Tenslotte, in 
Hoofdstuk 9 proberen we onze nieuwe inzichten in de XCI regulatie in muizen te vertalen 
naar de mens, waarbij we XCI hebben bestudeerd in vrouwelijke humane gernduceerde 
pluripotente stamcellen. Hier vonden wij dat het geYnactiveerde X chromosoom in humane 
fibroblasten tijdens het reprogrammeren gereactiveerd wordt. Dit kan mogelijk helpen om 
toekomstige modelsystemen te genereren om humane XCI te bestuderen. De Algemene 
Discussie in Hoofdstuk l 0 vat de gevonden data samen, integreert deze met eerder 
gepubliceerde studies en biedt een vooruitzicht op toekomstige studies. Concluderend heeft 
llet werk beschreven in dit proefschrift bijgedragen aan nieuwe inzichten in de regulatie van 
XCI en de rol van RNF\2 hierin, en biedt het een basis voor toekomstige studies die zu!len 
onderzoeken in hoeverre het mogelijk is om met twee actieve X chromosomen te Ieven. 
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